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P14 Tall Buildings
Plan.
pages 42 & 43

Not Justified

This policy is not justified as it:
• Involves a significant policy change on tall buildings with no new evidence to support the change (last research
paper was March 2010).
• The policy change renders all Area Visions meaningless as locations proposed for Tall Buildings are no longer
identified.
• Fails to take account of responses identified in the Consultation Report (pages 31-32) that stated specific locations
for tall buildings needed defining in the NSP.

Not Consistent This policy is not sound because it is not consistent with:
A/ The Mayor’s Current London Plan (2016), through failure to comply with:
with National
• “Tall and large buildings should be part of a plan-led approach to changing or developing an area by the
Planning Policy
identification of appropriate, sensitive and inappropriate locations”.
• “Boroughs should work with the Mayor to consider which areas are appropriate, sensitive or inappropriate for tall
and large buildings and identify them in their Local Development Frameworks”.
B/ The Mayor’s New Draft London Plan, through failure to comply with:
• “Development Plans should define what is considered a tall building, the height of which may vary in different
parts of London”.
• “Tall buildings should be part of a plan-led approach to changing or developing an area. Boroughs should identify
on maps in development plans the locations where tall buildings will be an appropriate form of development in
principle and should indicate the general building heights that would be appropriate”.
• “Ensure appropriate management and maintenance arrangements are in place for the public realm, which
maximise public access and minimise rules governing the space to those required for its safe management in
accordance with the Public London Charter”.
C/ National Planning Policy Framework, through failure to comply with:
the need for “early and meaningful engagement and collaboration with neighbourhoods, local organisations and
businesses” so that Local Plans reflect a “collective vision”.
Not Positively
prepared

P14 Tall Buildings

This policy is not positively prepared as some aspects of the policy are vague or unclear:
• Not setting out the approach or criteria to determine planning applications.
• Not stating there has been a significant policy change which means tall buildings may now be permitted anywhere
in the borough.
• Not determining what is “a point of townscape significance” or what is “proportionate” in making decisions.
• Not defining what a tall building is and not clarifying what “significantly taller than their surroundings” means.
• Not explaining what “new publicly accessible space at the top of the building” refers to.
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Plan pages 42 & 43

Not Effective

This policy is not effective as it
• Does not demonstrate how it will measure the increase in the activities and life opportunities on offer for nearby
residents.
• Is unclear how it can deliver the identified net increase of affordable housing by 799 homes per year.
• Gives insufficient consideration to other more effective ways of combatting the housing need without introducing
negative effects of tall buildings.
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Suggested changes
to P14

To make the policy sound, the NSP should
• Identify specific sites in the borough where tall buildings are appropriate, these locations to be identified on area
vision maps and within site allocations; and indicative heights should be given. These locations and indicative heights
should be put out for consultation with local residents and businesses.
• Make clear that tall buildings will be considered inappropriate in all other locations.
• Clarify all vague or unspecified sections, including
o Policy 2.11 reflecting 3.8.4 of the New Draft London Plan and confirm that the space will be truly publicly
accessible, for example through a free viewing gallery.
o References to “criteria” should make clear exactly what those criteria are.
o A clearer definition of tall buildings to be provided, as indicated by New Draft London Plan Policy D8 part A.
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OBJECTIONS TO NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN (NSP)
Name: Mr Jason Cox
Email:

NSPPSV93

Address:
Phone:

I wish to take part at the oral examination/public hearings.
Policy Number + Topic
+ page umbers

Soundness test

P14 Tall Buildings
Plan.
pages 42 & 43

Not Consistent with
National Planning
Policy

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS

This policy is not sound because it is not consistent with:
I feel that this policy is not justified as it is not aligned with the following
A/ The Mayor’s Current London Plan (2016), through failure to comply with:
● “Tall and large buildings should be part of a plan-led approach to changing or developing an area by the
identification of appropriate, sensitive and inappropriate locations”.
● “Boroughs should work with the Mayor to consider which areas are appropriate, sensitive or
inappropriate for tall and large buildings and identify them in their Local Development Frameworks”.
●
B/ The Mayor’s New Draft London Plan, through failure to comply with:
● “Development Plans should define what is considered a tall building, the height of which may vary in
different parts of London”.
● “Tall buildings should be part of a plan-led approach to changing or developing an area. Boroughs
should identify on maps in development plans the locations where tall buildings will be an appropriate
form of development in principle and should indicate the general building heights that would be
appropriate”.
● “Ensure appropriate management and maintenance arrangements are in place for the public realm,
which maximise public access and minimise rules governing the space to those required for its safe
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management in accordance with the Public London Charter”.
C/ National Planning Policy Framework, through failure to comply with:
The need for “early and meaningful engagement and collaboration with neighbourhoods, local organisations
P14 Tall Buildings
Plan pages 42 &
43

Example/illustration and businesses” so that Local Plans reflect a “collective vision”.
of problems the
vague wording of
the NSP could
create:

Proposed Development ‘Camberwell Union’ – Burgess Business Park, Camberwell
● The proposed development suggests 4-6 storey buildings on Wells Way and Parkhouse Street, where
the tallest buildings opposite are two storeys. This height difference of the 4+ storeys opposite not to
mention the 10 and 14 storey buildings in the middle of the development will affect daylight (the
current houses facing west therefore if the proposed development goes forward will be dark by
midday) and creating wind tunnels and micro climates.
● Unprecedented to have this level discrepancy in any of the new builds in the area: to name a few
examples, new developments on Southampton Way, Benhill Road and Commercial Way have a one
storey difference at most.
● The tallest proposed element is 14 storeys. At a height of 50 metres, this is 39 metres taller than the
closest housing stock. (can provide illustration to show this)
● The local housing stock is two storey Georgian and Victorian mews cottages and includes listed
buildings. The proposed development site is between 4-14 storeys tall, and will be similar to sites at
Elephant and Castle and Peckham, which while not unattractive, are not sensitive to the character and
historical buildings in the borough.
Not Justified

This is neither proportionate to the significance of the proposed location and does not respond positively
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to local character and townscape as the wording on pages 42-43 of the NSP would suggest. The
development is in direct conflict with the Mayors current London Plan, and the Mayors New Draft Plan
(see above).
The policy isn’t acceptable. It involves policy changes from the previous policy on tall buildings. There is nothin
the proposal to support these changes.
.

•

The 2011 Core strategy identified particular locations in the borough where tall buildings were

appropriate, and this was supported by a Tall Buildings Research Paper (March 2010). No similar study
.

has been undertaken to support the new policy that tall buildings may be appropriate anywhere in the
borough. Camberwell Union and proposed developments like it are too dense and tall to be appropriate

.

for the area, which is residential, and 2-3 storeys in the main.

.

•

.

detailed in site allocations; local people cannot contribute to the decision of where such buildings will be

Without specific locations that are identified in Area Visions and maps (pages 94 – 336) and

situated, either in their borough or local area. Similarly, it renders all Area Visions meaningless and
.

places communities vulnerable to all Tall Buildings proposals affecting their area to be developer-led.

.

(It is understood that locations for tall buildings will instead be reviewed by the Southwark Design

.

Review Panel, whose reports are not made public until a planning application is published, too late in
the process for local residents and businesses to influence decision-making.)
Existing local residents must have a say in developments of hundreds of units which mean significant
changes/ pressures on infrastructure, rights to light, noise pollution, light pollution, parking, and local
amenities.

● The policy has not properly taken account of, or responded to, consultation responses to the proposed
Not Positively
prepared

change of policy as identified in the Consultation Report (pages 31-32) that stated specific locations for
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tall buildings should be defined in the NSP: The Council response states a need for “flexibility”, but
again does not back this up with evidence. Local residents were invited to two workshops several
months apart by the developers working on Camberwell Union. We were offered one satisfaction survey.
Homes affected (such as those on Parkhouse Street) did not receive notification of the consultation.
The policy isn’t positive as some elements of the policy are unclear and ambiguous.
● Not setting out the approach or criteria to determine planning applications, hence developments such
as Camberwell Union utilising this vague policy language to push through inappropriately dense and tall
buildings.
● Not stating there has been a significant policy change which means tall buildings may now be permitted
anywhere in the borough.
● Not determining what is “a point of townscape significance” or what is “proportionate” in making
decisions. This allows developers, like those responsible for Camberwell Union to dwarf local housing
stock with inappropriate proposals (505 flats with little or no parking).
Not Effective

● Not defining what a tall building is and not clarifying what “significantly taller than their surroundings”
means, therefore developments such as Camberwell Union putting forward 14 storey buildings in a
residential area epitomised by two storey mews cottages and Victorian two bed homes.
● Not explaining what “new publicly accessible space at the top of the building” refers to, or to whom this
space will be available.

The policy is not effective as it:
● Does not demonstrate how it will measure the increase in the activities and life opportunities on offer
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for nearby residents. Camberwell Union is flats with no parking or green spaces provided, and no
provision for increased pressure on existing infrastructure
● Is unclear how it can deliver the identified net increase of affordable housing by 799 homes per year.
Camberwell Union is 505’ luxury’ flats with a proportion (35%) said to be affordable, with no information
about what affordable means. There is no shortage of unaffordable homes in the borough.)
●

Gives insufficient consideration to other more effective ways of combatting the housing need without
introducing negative effects of tall buildings. Density increases of up to 500% can be achieved with
human scale streetscape such as terraced apartment buildings.

●

Insufficient consideration is given to other more effective ways of combatting the housing need without
introducing negative effects of tall buildings (overshadowing, wind, microclimates) such as increasing
density of lower-level buildings (e.g. 2-3 stories high); which also offer greater sustainability,

● It does not provide specific guidance on how tall buildings will increase the activities and life
opportunities on offer for nearby residents, so leaving open the possibility that developers will design
properties solely to benefit the building’s residents and users.

Suggested
changes to P14

In order to make the policy sound i would need to see the NSP● Identify specific sites in the borough where tall buildings are appropriate, these locations to be
identified on area vision maps and within site allocations; and indicative heights should be given.
These locations and indicative heights should be put out for proper consultation with local residents
and businesses.
● Make clear that tall buildings will be considered inappropriate in all other locations.
● Clarify all vague or unspecified sections, including
5
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o Policy 2.11 reflecting 3.8.4 of the New Draft London Plan and confirm that the space will be
truly publicly accessible, for example through a free viewing gallery.
o References to “criteria” should make clear exactly what those criteria are.
o

A clearer definition of tall buildings to be provided, as indicated by New Draft London Plan
Policy D8 part A.
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OBJECTIONS TO NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN (NSP)
Name: Mr Jason Cox
Email:

NSPPSV93

Address:
Phone:

I wish to take part at the oral examination/public hearings.
______________________________________________________________________
New Southwark Plan Policy P1 AFFORDABLE HOMES
35% affordable housing does not meet housing need in Southwark which makes
the policy unsound The Council say the need is 48%, but then say 92% of households
in Southwark have an income which requires some form of affordable housing. This is
because the threshold to qualify for affordable housing is set at a household income of
£90,000 which renders need and affordability meaningless.
The policy is not 35% of all new housing but 35% of developments of 11 or more
homes. The policy fails to provide information on what % of total new build will be
affordable, but the small sites allocation of 800 homes per year (see draft London Plan
2017) suggests the real policy figure will be under 30%. The policy requirement of 25%
social rented is subject to the same caveat as above, well under the stated need for
33% of all new housing as social rented.
Confusion in the Reasons and Fact Box cast doubt on whether the Council intend to
deliver 25% social rented homes. Social rent is relabelled as social housing, which in
turn is sub-divided into affordable rent and London affordable rent (both at much higher
rent levels) as well as social rent. This illuminates why the Council has consistently
failed to achieve policy compliance on social rented housing.
The transparency and deliverability of the policy is further undermined by too much
emphasis (points 7 and 8) on developments achieving policy compliance even if they do
not provide affordable housing on site. This policy creates no go areas for social rented
housing, widening spatial inequality in the Borough and inconsistent with Strategic
Policy 2 Social Regeneration.
The prominence given to viability is not qualified with the policy approach required by
the Mayor of London, such as full public disclosure of all viability assessments ( not only
viability reviews) and access to expertise independent of the developer.
The following changes are needed in order to make the policy sound:
● Higher policy requirement for affordable housing in general and social rented
housing in particular
● The supporting text and Fact Box to be consistent with the social rented
requirement to give confidence that the policy is deliverable.
● Changes on small sites and viability to bring conformity with the draft London
Plan
______________________________________________________________________
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New Southwark Plan Policy P2 NEW FAMILY HOMES
This policy defines family housing as including 2 bed homes, lacking conformity
with the London Plan which says family housing generally has 3,4,5 or more
bedrooms. This makes the policy unsound.
I believe that the policy is not positively preparted as it only requires family homes
in major developments, a term which is not explained, and the variations in family
housing for central, urban and suburban zones gives policy support for widening spatial
inequality. Fewer 3 bed + homes in the central zone and area action plans also means
fewer social rented homes in these parts of the Borough.
The policy does not address the evidenced need for 96% of social rented homes to be 3
bed +.
For the policy to be sound, table 2 should be deleted and replaced with a policy
requirement that the aim is for family housing to be delivered in equal measure across
the Borough. The target for 3 bed + homes should be tenure specific so as to meet
need.
______________________________________________________________________
NSP Policy P3

PROTECTION OF EXISTING HOMES

The policy is unsound because it does not consider the key planning objectives of a)
retaining the existing stock of affordable/ social rented housing and b) bringing vacant
properties into use, where possible as social rented housing. It is therefore
inconsistent with current London Plan Policy 3.14 and draft London Plan 2017 Policy
H10.
Within the plan, there is inconsistency between this policy and SP2 which
emphasises giving every community the opportunity to get their voices heard. There is
huge disquiet across the Borough with the policy of estate demolitions, but these voices
are not being heard or responded to.
To make the policy sound, Southwark needs to make use of all the tools that are
available to protect and increase social rented housing across the Borough.
These should include:
● Independent analysis of all estate regeneration options, including refurbishment,
with a binding ballot of tenants and leaseholders to decide what regeneration
programme goes forward,
● A social impact assessment so that social, health and wellbeing indicators are
incorporated into decision making around regeneration schemes,
● Any replacement of social rented housing should be carried out on the basis
of like for like in terms of tenure, rental cost and size.
______________________________________________________________________
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New Southwark Plan Policy P4 PRIVATE RENTED HOMES
It is unsound to apply the 35% affordable housing requirement differently to
private rented homes. In Policy P4, affordable housing only applies to schemes
providing more than 100 homes and there is the option to provide only 12% of homes at
social rent equivalent and 23% as intermediate homes (reversing the proportion in
Policy P1). Consideration of actual planning applications shows that social rent
equivalent schemes can be £160, £175 and £190 for 1,2 and 3 bed homes respectively
compared with target social rents of £97, £111, and £ 124. Social rent equivalents
would also only have 3 year tenancies.
The introduction in Policy P4 of a new rent product called discount market rent further
confuses and dilutes the need for genuine social rent homes. No evidence is presented
about how large scale private rented sector developments meet housing needs when
their offer is inferior to conventional housing schemes.
To make this policy sound, the affordable housing offer provided by private
rented schemes must be the same as required under Policy P1. The entire Policy
P4 must apply to all new private rented housing so that improvements in conditions for
private renters, such as longer term tenancies, benefit everyone.
______________________________________________________________________
NSP Policy P5

HOUSING FOR OLDER PEOPLE

The policy is unsound. It lacks specific requirements by which the policy can be
delivered. All of the following need to be precisely described or measured:
“excellent accessibility and amenity”
“adequate communal areas”
“space for on-site services and facilities”
“good access to local goods and services”
“suitability of location”
The plan fails to plan positively because it does not identify sites where specialist
accommodation can be provided. The evidence base does not include monitoring
and evaluation of specialist provision over the last 5 years, compared with the target for
Southwark in the current London Plan. The policy is inconsistent with the declaration by
Southwark of an ‘Age Friendly Borough’.
The policy can be made sound by inserting specific requirements
● to reduce the social isolation of older people,
● to move safely and easily around their home and neighbourhood, including how
adaptations will be delivered,
● for communal facilities such as lounge, laundry room and space for classes,
● for a social impact assessment before any loss of specialist housing for older
people will be considered
(see current London Plan Policy 7.1 Lifetime Neighbourhoods and Draft London Plan
2017 Policy H15 Specialist Older Persons Housing).
3
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OBJECTIONS TO NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN (NSP)
Name: Mr Jason Cox
Email:

NSPPSV93

Address:
Phone:

I wish to take part at the oral examination/public hearings.

New Southwark Plan Policy P6 Homes for households with specialist needs
This policy is unsound on accessibility issues because all other new build
housing must meet requirement M4(2) for accessible and adaptable dwellings.
The policy cannot limit itself to 10% of homes dedicated to wheelchair users.
Older people must have the choice of remaining in their own homes as their
needs change in the future, rather than moving due to inaccessible
accommodation.
To ensure wheelchair users have choice within a development, the requirement
for wheelchair user dwellings must apply to all tenures and the wheelchair user
dwellings distributed to provide a range of floor level locations, views and unit
sizes.
We support at least 10% of housing meeting M4(3) and the design and access
standards in table 5. However, to be sound the wording in the policy must make
clear that step free access in the dwelling (lifts) will be provided.
The policy is also unsound in not including other households with specialist
needs. In particular, it fails to either protect existing Gypsy and Traveller sites or
plan to meet the need for more Gypsy and Traveller pitches. The Local Authority
has failed to carry out a Gypsy and Traveller needs assessment, when this
should have been an evidence base document for the Local Pan. The claim from
the Local Authority that Gypsy and Traveller needs do not have a place in the
Local Plan, because they can be dealt with in a separate document, is
discriminatory.
To make the Local Plan sound, it must actively protect existing Gypsy and
Traveller sites. It must adopt the new definition for Gypsies and Travellers in the
draft London Plan 2017, and use as a Borough target for pitches the midpoint
figure of need in Table 3 of the GLA Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation Topic
Paper 2017.
New Southwark Plan Policy P8 Supported housing and hostels
This policy is unsound because it only refers to hostels, sets out criteria 2.1-2.3
that are discriminatory (instead of bringing agencies and residents together) and
fails to provide evidence on supported housing needs in Southwark.
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To make this policy sound, it needs to include move on accommodation and
accommodation for young people, rough sleepers, victims of domestic abuse,
people with mental health issues, those discharged from hospital with support
needs, those leaving prison.
The policy should commit to undertake assessments of the short term and long
term needs for supported housing, auditing existing provision, identifying
shortages in capacity and then planning to meet this need.
New Southwark Plan Policy P9 Optimising delivery of new homes
The policy is unsound as it fails to balance the delivery of new housing with local
character, social infrastructure and green infrastructure. Table 6 and Figure 2
over-develop North Southwark whilst protecting South Southwark thereby
increasing the spatial inequality in the Borough
To make the Plan sound, the policy must include details from Lifetime
Neighbourhoods Policy 7.1 of the current London Plan. This ensures that new
developments build on rather than eradicate the existing qualities and diversity of
Southwark’s neighbourhoods. It develops inclusive and sustainable communities
in which local employment, social and com munity facilities, parks and open
spaces, local services and a wide range of homes are affordable and accessible
to everyone. These criteria should be applied equally to residential
neighbourhoods in the North and South of the Borough.

New Southwark Plan Policy P10 Self and Custom Build
This policy is unsound because it places restrictions on self build and custom
build which undermine the potential of this policy to empower local communities.
The barriers of providing evidence of financial resources and making efficient use
of land and appropriate density (all undefined and un-evidenced) should be
deleted. Neither criteria are included in the London Plan.
To be sound the principles in SP2 Social Regeneration require a package of
support being identified that will empower communities and make this community
form of housing deliverable. This could include working with the Mayor to
provide access to expertise, partnering with smaller housing associations, the
Local Authority arranging the appropriate checks on land and ensuring the
register is fully accessible to community builders, neighbourhood forums and
other community interests.
In accordance with the draft London Plan 2017 Policy H2 Small sites, the
definition should be widened to include all community forms of housing (housing
co-ops, co-housing, Community Land Trusts).
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OBJECTIONS TO NSP SUBMISSION VERSION
Insert personal details (and organisation if relevant): Coordinator,
Delete if you do not wish to take part - I

TOPIC
Page number,
Policy Number +
Name
OR

Friends of Nunhead Cemetery,

wish to take part at the oral examination (public hearings).

Test of
Soundness
to which
objection
relates

Site Number +
Name

P 56 Open Space

NSPPSV94

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS

COMMENTS / QUERIES

Give details of why you consider this part of the NSP to be unsound or not legally compliant.

(for use to record comments,
ideas or feedback from others
during the preparation of
objections)

State which test(s) of soundness your objection relates to, e.g.

“The NSP is not sound because it is not justified. It has not included the participation of the local
community and stakeholders in the area” OR eg “It has not considered a better plan to achieve the
policy.” – and then give examples and develop the objections further.

Positively
Prepared

This policy is not positively prepared because it is not consistent with Southwark’s Open
Space Strategy. This policy is not sound because it will not meet the needs of new
residents arriving in the borough to occupy the new housing planned.

Justified

This policy is not justified because it has not properly taken into account the amount of
new green space needed. The council should show the numbers of new residents
planned in each area and the amount of green/open space in m2. along with the planed
nature provision. The increased use of Nunhead Cemetery as a dog walking venue has
already highlighted a risk to nature as there are now many more plastic bags filled with
dog feces hanging from trees.

Effective

This policy is not effective as it fails to provide additional green/open space for existing
Southwark residents and is ineffective in addressing their health and well-being needs. A
borough wide Public Space Protection order was implemented on 9 November 2017 due
to open space pressures and resulting tensions, these pressures will only increase
without additional appropriate open/green space.

Consistent
with
National
Policy

This policy is not sound as it is inconsistent with the London plan. The London plan
emphasises the need for the protection and extension of green and open space. The
NSP highlights inappropriate locations for green/open space e.g. children’s play areas on
roof areas of residential developments.
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OBJECTIONS TO NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN (NSP)
Name: Jessica Beattie

NSPPSV95

Address:
)

Yes, I do wish to take part at the oral examination/public hearings.
Policy Number + Topic
+ page umbers

Soundness test

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS

P14 Tall Buildings
Plan.
pages 42 & 43

Not Justified

This policy is not justified as it:
 Involves a significant policy change on tall buildings with no new evidence to support the change (last research
paper was March 2010).
 The policy change renders all Area Visions meaningless as locations proposed for Tall Buildings are no longer
identified.
 Fails to take account of responses identified in the Consultation Report (pages 31-32) that stated specific locations
for tall buildings needed defining in the NSP.

Not Consistent
with National
Planning
Policy

This policy is not sound because it is not consistent with:
A/ The Mayor’s Current London Plan (2016), through failure to comply with:
 “Tall and large buildings should be part of a plan-led approach to changing or developing an area by the
identification of appropriate, sensitive and inappropriate locations”.
 “Boroughs should work with the Mayor to consider which areas are appropriate, sensitive or inappropriate for tall
and large buildings and identify them in their Local Development Frameworks”.
B/ The Mayor’s New Draft London Plan, through failure to comply with:
 “Development Plans should define what is considered a tall building, the height of which may vary in different
parts of London”.
 “Tall buildings should be part of a plan-led approach to changing or developing an area. Boroughs should identify
on maps in development plans the locations where tall buildings will be an appropriate form of development in
principle and should indicate the general building heights that would be appropriate”.
 “Ensure appropriate management and maintenance arrangements are in place for the public realm, which
maximise public access and minimise rules governing the space to those required for its safe management in
accordance with the Public London Charter”.
C/ National Planning Policy Framework, through failure to comply with:
the need for “early and meaningful engagement and collaboration with neighbourhoods, local organisations and
businesses” so that Local Plans reflect a “collective vision”.

Not Positively
prepared

This policy is not positively prepared as some aspects of the policy are vague or unclear:
 Not setting out the approach or criteria to determine planning applications.
1
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P14 Tall Buildings
Plan pages 42 & 43
Not Effective

Suggested
changes to P14

Not stating there has been a significant policy change which means tall buildings may now be permitted anywhere
in the borough.
Not determining what is “a point of townscape significance” or what is “proportionate” in making decisions.
Not defining what a tall building is and not clarifying what “significantly taller than their surroundings” means.
Not explaining what “new publicly accessible space at the top of the building” refers to.

This policy is not effective as it
 Does not demonstrate how it will measure the increase in the activities and life opportunities on offer for nearby
residents.
 Is unclear how it can deliver the identified net increase of affordable housing by 799 homes per year.
 Gives insufficient consideration to other more effective ways of combatting the housing need without introducing
negative effects of tall buildings.
To make the policy sound, the NSP should
 Identify specific sites in the borough where tall buildings are appropriate, these locations to be identified on area
vision maps and within site allocations; and indicative heights should be given. These locations and indicative heights
should be put out for consultation with local residents and businesses.
 Make clear that tall buildings will be considered inappropriate in all other locations.
 Clarify all vague or unspecified sections, including
o Policy 2.11 reflecting 3.8.4 of the New Draft London Plan and confirm that the space will be truly publicly
accessible, for example through a free viewing gallery.
o References to “criteria” should make clear exactly what those criteria are.
o A clearer definition of tall buildings to be provided, as indicated by New Draft London Plan Policy D8 part A.
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P17, pages 44-45
Conservation areas

Not
Effective

The policy is not effective because of conflicting NSP policy that seeks high density residential developments.
Currently Conservation Area Appraisals are being ignored when planning applications come up in Conservation
Areas, because the pressure to build residential accommodation, even when unaffordable, seems to override.
There is nothing new in this policy that would change this status quo. The result of this conflict is that permission
is being given for buildings that are out of scale in height and mass with the Conservation Area, eroding its
settings, views and compromising historic character and distinctiveness.
Some solution needs to be found to this if this policy P17 is to be made effective and sound. One way for
example might be to add something on the following lines.
3.2 When any developments are proposed that breach the prevailing heights, mass and density in a Conservation
Area, this should be subject to additional public consultation before any such developments can be determined.

P18, page 45
Conservation of the
historic environment
and natural heritage

Not
Effective

The policy is not effective because it is inconsistent with national policy in the NPPF which includes heritage
assets included on the Local List. It fails to explain how without a Local List, unlisted buildings and heritage
assets will be protected and enhanced by new development, and so not able to achieve its aim.
The policy recognises the existence of conservation and heritage assets that are not protected under the
Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 but does not provide for a Local List which is the
nationally recognised method for giving them protection. These quotes are from Historic England :
https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/what-is-designation/local/local-designations
“Local lists play an essential role in building and reinforcing a sense of local character and distinctiveness in the histori c
environment. Local lists can be used to identify sign ificant local heritage assets to support the development of Local Plans.
Encouraging the use of local lists will strengthen the role of local heritage assets as a material consideration in the plann ing
process…
“Moreover Local Lists are usually made very effectively in partnership with local residents through occasional appraisal and/or a
nomination system which recognises and takes advantage of local residents’ knowledge, and highlights community value assets. This is
invaluable in engaging the local community in the effective conservation of their neighbourhood’s heritage. “
“At its heart, local listing provides an opportunity for communities to have their views on local heritage heard. It recognis es
that the importance we place on the historic environme nt extends beyond the confines of the planning system to recognise
those community-based values that contribute to our sense of place.

Continued
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This was recognised in earlier planning policy documents:
P18, page 45
Conservation of the
historic environment
and natural heritage continued

* The adopted version of the Elephant & Castle SPD from March 2012 states (4.5.12) that "We (Southwark) will be
consulting on our local list in summer 2012. The local list will be established through that process".

* The Peckham and Nunhead AAP 4.7.12 (2014) states “… we have also identified buildings which are worthy of being
added to the council’s local list. The local list identifies buildings and structures with local value which make a positive
contribution to character or appearance due to … … Buildings on the local list in Peckham & Nunhead include … …” The

Fact Box Page 98 refers to the NPPF definition of heritage assets including locally listed buildings, and gives
English Heritage good practice guidance on the criteria to use to identify buildings and other objects for the
Southwark ‘Local List’.
* The NSP Options version from October 2014, Draft Policies and area visions states –
“DM55 Local list buildings and views: Southwark will have a list of locally important buildings, structures and views that
positively contribute to local character and amenity.
DM55.1 Development must take these locally important buildings, structures and views into account.
Reasons: Locally important buildings and views make a positive contribution to local character and distinctiveness, but they
do not benefit from a statutory designation. We will prepare a list of locally important buildings and views, and the criteria
for their selection as part of a Heritage SPD.”

There has been no explanation why the provision for a Local List does not appear in the NSP submission version.
This policy could be made sound by including in it two additional points to achieve the following:
2. Unlisted buildings of townscape merit and undesignated heritage assets identified and gathered in a Local List
and allowed the same protection as listed buildings and/or conservation areas.
3. A community engagement policy developed to encourage local neighbourhoods to develop a local process
with an existing community group or a new group to nominate buildings for the Local List.

3
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OBJECTION TO NSP

NSPPSV95

From
Jessica Beattie,
Yes, I would like to take part at the oral examination (public hearings).
TOPIC
Page number,
Policy Number +
Name
OR

Site Number +
Name
Annex 8 the New
Southwark Plan
Preferred Option
and the Policies Map
associiated with the
new Southwark Plan
Submission
Version– boundary
of the London Bridge
District Town Centre
– proposed
extension to include
Bermondsey Street
south of the railway
viaduct and the area
to the east of
Bermondsey St as
far as and including
Tower Bridge Rd

Test of
Soundness
to which
objection
relates

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS

This
extension is
not justified

The Bermondsey Street area, which the New Southwark Plan now proposes to include in the London Bridge
District Town Centre is largely a conservation area, with low rise historic buildings, with mixed small independent
businesses, including cafes and restaurants and residential uses, including social housing.
The Bermondsey Street area is excluded from the London Bridge Vision area and indeed, the Bermondsey Street
area is explicitly recognised in the London Bridge Vision as being different in character from London Bridge, and
for that very reason being a valuable heritage and cultural asset, a draw for visitors and businesses.
Nowhere in the New Southwark Plan is the proposed extension justified.
In P30Town and Local Centres, the reasons cited for town centre policies identify Elephant & Castle, Walworth
Rd, Canada Water, Old Kent Rd and Peckham as having the most capacity for growth. London Bridge is not
mentioned.
None of the supporting evidence (eg the Retail or High Street studies) identifies the London Bridge District Town
centre as a target for significant growth.
BSAP is a member organisation of local residents and businesses working together to make our area as good as
it can be for people who live here, work here and come to visit. We believe that the proposed inclusion of our low
rise historic mixed small business–residential area in the London Bridge district town centre will put its character
significantly at risk.
Once an area is defined as town centre, developments will be encouraged that include (P30 Reasons again) new
shops, education facilities, leisure facilities and entertainment venues. It will, we believe put at risk the mixed
residential- small business nature of our area, weakening any argument against non-residential uses or large
scale development.
24
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P16, Page 44
Listed buildings
and structures

Not
Effective

This policy is not effective because it does not ensure that the relevant specialist advice on the
future viable use of the buildings and structures is available before a planning decision is made.
Failure to assess damage to listed buildings at the right time and consult relevant stakeholders and
subject specialists will result in important heritage loss. We have had a significant recent example
of this in 2017. Harker’s Studio in Walworth SE17 – a specially designed building for painting theatre
scenery Grade 2 listed - was given permission to be converted to residential, retaining a few of the
features. The Council’s decision was taken on the basis of an opinion from an organisation that had
no expertise in the viability of the studio in the future. After permission was granted, professional
actors and scenery makers and users campaigned against the decision on the grounds that the
building was indeed viable and needed in London, as such spaces were increasingly scarce. It then
became obvious that the right specialists had not been asked for an opinion. Irreparable harm has
now been done not only to the heritage asset but also to a viable structure of importance to the
theatre industry.
Clearly the consultation process in this case was inadequate. The policy needs to have an addition
to avoid this happening again.
To make this policy sound, an additional point could be added to the policy P16 on the following
lines:
3. When development is proposed affecting listed buildings and/or structures, a detailed
consultation plan, including appropriate specialist assessments and with extended timelines for
appraisal, should be presented with planning applications. The specialist interests to be consulted
must include users and people and organisations knowledgeable about that industrial sector.

2
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P17, pages 44-45
Conservation areas

Not
Effective

The policy is not effective because of conflicting NSP policy that seeks high density residential
developments.
Currently Conservation Area Appraisals are being ignored when planning applications come up in
Conservation Areas, because the pressure to build residential accommodation, even when
unaffordable, seems to override. There is nothing new in this policy that would change this status
quo. The result of this conflict is that permission is being given for buildings that are out of scale in
height and mass with the Conservation Area, eroding its settings, views and compromising historic
character and distinctiveness.
Some solution needs to be found to this if this policy P17 is to be made effective and sound.
One way for example might be to add something on the following lines:
3.2 When any developments are proposed that breach the prevailing heights, mass and density in a
Conservation Area, this should be subject to additional public consultation before any such
developments can be determined.

3
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P18, page 45
Conservation of
the historic
environment and
natural heritage

Not
Effective

The policy is not effective because it is inconsistent with national policy in the NPPF which
includes heritage assets included on the Local List. It fails to explain how without a Local List,
unlisted buildings and heritage assets will be protected and enhanced by new development,
and so not able to achieve its aim.
The policy recognises the existence of conservation and heritage assets that are not protected
under the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 but does not provide for a
Local List which is the nationally recognised method for giving them protection. These quotes are
from Historic England : https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/what-is-designation/local/localdesignations
“Local lists play an essential role in building and reinforcing a sense of local character and distinctiveness in
the historic environment. Local lists can be used to identify significant local heritage assets to support the
development of Local Plans. Encouraging the use of local lists will strengthen the role of local heritage
assets as a material consideration in the planning process…
“Moreover Local Lists are usually made very effectively in partnership with local residents through occasional
appraisal and/or a nomination system which recognises and takes advantage of local residents’ knowledge, and
highlights community value assets. This is invaluable in engaging the local community in the effective conservation of
their neighbourhood’s heritage. “
“At its heart, local listing provides an opportunity for communities to have their views on local heritage
heard. It recognises that the importance we place on the historic environment extends beyond the confines
of the planning system to recognise those community-based values that contribute to our sense of place.

P18, page 45
Conservation of
the historic
environment and
natural heritage continued

Continued
This was recognised in earlier planning policy documents:
* The adopted version of the Elephant & Castle SPD from March 2012 states (4.5.12) that "We
(Southwark) will be consulting on our local list in summer 2012. The local list will be established through
that process".
* The Peckham and Nunhead AAP 4.7.12 (2014) states “… we have also identified buildings which are
worthy of being added to the council’s local list. The local list identifies buildings and structures with local
value which make a positive contribution to character or appearance due to … … Buildings on the local list
in Peckham & Nunhead include … …” The Fact Box Page 98 refers to the NPPF definition of heritage

assets including locally listed buildings, and gives English Heritage good practice guidance on the
criteria to use to identify buildings and other objects for the Southwark ‘Local List’.
4
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NSPPSV96
OBJECTIONS TO NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN (NSP) SUBMISSION VERSION
Name: Julie Bates
Email address:

Address:
Phone:

I wish to take part at the oral examination/public hearings.

1
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Policy Number + Topic
+ page umbers

Please see next
page

See next page

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS

Please see next page

See next page

2
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P14 Tall Buildings
Plan.
pages 42 & 43

Not Justified

This policy is not justified as it:
• Involves a significant policy change on tall buildings with no new evidence to support the change (last
research paper was March 2010).
• The policy change renders all Area Visions meaningless as locations proposed for Tall Buildings are no
longer identified.
• Fails to take account of responses identified in the Consultation Report (pages 31-32) that stated
specific locations for tall buildings needed defining in the NSP.

This policy is not sound because it is not consistent with:
Not Consistent A/ The Mayor’s Current London Plan (2016), through failure to comply with:
with National
• “Tall and large buildings should be part of a plan-led approach to changing or developing an area by
Planning Policy
the identification of appropriate, sensitive and inappropriate locations”.
• “Boroughs should work with the Mayor to consider which areas are appropriate, sensitive or
inappropriate for tall and large buildings and identify them in their Local Development Frameworks”.
B/ The Mayor’s New Draft London Plan, through failure to comply with:
• “Development Plans should define what is considered a tall building, the height of which may vary in
different parts of London”.
• “Tall buildings should be part of a plan-led approach to changing or developing an area. Boroughs
should identify on maps in development plans the locations where tall buildings will be an appropriate
form of development in principle and should indicate the general building heights that would be
appropriate”.
• “Ensure appropriate management and maintenance arrangements are in place for the public realm,
which maximise public access and minimise rules governing the space to those required for its safe
management in accordance with the Public London Charter”.
C/ National Planning Policy Framework, through failure to comply with:
the need for “early and meaningful engagement and collaboration with neighbourhoods, local organisations
and businesses” so that Local Plans reflect a “collective vision”.
Not Positively
prepared

P14 Tall Buildings
Plan pages 42 & 43

Not Effective

This policy is not positively prepared as some aspects of the policy are vague or unclear:
• Not setting out the approach or criteria to determine planning applications.
• Not stating there has been a significant policy change which means tall buildings may now be
permitted anywhere in the borough.
• Not determining what is “a point of townscape significance” or what is “proportionate” in making
decisions.
• Not defining what a tall building is and not clarifying what “significantly taller than their surroundings”
means.
• Not explaining what “new publicly accessible space at the top of the building” refers to.
This policy is not effective as it
• Does not demonstrate how it will measure the increase in the activities and life opportunities on offer
for
3
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Suggested changes
to P14

to nearby residents.
• Is unclear how it can deliver the identified net increase of affordable housing by 799 homes per year.
• Gives insufficient consideration to other more effective ways of combatting the housing need without
introducing negative effects of tall buildings.
To make the policy sound, the NSP should
• Identify specific sites in the borough where tall buildings are appropriate, these locations to be identified
on area vision maps and within site allocations; and indicative heights should be given. These locations
and indicative heights should be put out for consultation with local residents and businesses.
• Make clear that tall buildings will be considered inappropriate in all other locations.
• Clarify all vague or unspecified sections, including
o Policy 2.11 reflecting 3.8.4 of the New Draft London Plan and confirm that the space will be truly
publicly accessible, for example through a free viewing gallery.
o References to “criteria” should make clear exactly what those criteria are.
o A clearer definition of tall buildings to be provided, as indicated by New Draft London Plan Policy
D8 part A.

4
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NSPPSV96
OBJECTION TO NSP SUBMISSION VERSION
From: Julie Bates,
Yes, I would like to take part at the oral examination (public hearings).
TOPIC
Page number,
Policy Number +
Name
OR

Test of
Soundness
to which
objection
relates

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS

Site Number +
Name
Annex 8 the New
This
Southwark Plan
extension is
Preferred Option and not justified
the Policies Map
assocviated with the
new Southwark Plan
Submission Version–
boundary of the
London Bridge
District Town Centre
– proposed
extension to include
Bermondsey Street
south of the railway
viaduct and the area
to the east of
Bermondsey St as
far as and including
Tower Bridge Rd

The Bermondsey Street area, which the New Southwark Plan now proposes to include in the London Bridge
District Town Centre is largely a conservation area, with low rise historic buildings, with mixed small independent
businesses, including cafes and restaurants and residential uses, including social housing.
The Bermondsey Street area is excluded from the London Bridge Vision area and indeed, the Bermondsey Street
area is explicitly recognised in the London Bridge Vision as being different in character from London Bridge, and
for that very reason being a valuable heritage and cultural asset, a draw for visitors and businesses.
Nowhere in the New Southwark Plan is the proposed extension justified.
In P30Town and Local Centres, the reasons cited for town centre policies identify Elephant & Castle, Walworth Rd,
Canada Water, Old Kent Rd and Peckham as having the most capacity for growth. London Bridge is not
mentioned.
None of the supporting evidence (eg the Retail or High Street studies) identifies the London Bridge District Town
centre as a target for significant growth.
The proposed inclusion of our low rise historic mixed small business–residential area in the London Bridge district
town centre will put its special character significantly at risk. Once an area is defined as town centre,
developments will be encouraged that include (P30 Reasons again) new shops, education facilities, leisure
facilities and entertainment venues. It will put at risk the mixed residential- small business nature of our area,
weakening any argument against non-residential uses or large scale development.
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NSPPSV97
Name: Julie Brinkworth
Local resident, parent at Oliver Goldsmith Primary School and the Belham Primary School, and
member of Peckham Citizens.
Contact email:
Address:
I wish to make the following comments on the proposed Submission Version of the New
Southwark Plan on three specific policies; P14: Tall Buildings, P17: Conservation Areas and
NSP75: Aylesham Centre and Peckham Bus Station. I wish to appear at any public hearing/oral
examination of these issues.

Site Specific Policy NSP75: Aylesham Centre and Peckham Bus Station (pg 312-314) is unsound
because:
- it is not consistent with the National Planning Policy Framework and has not been positively
prepared.
The National Planning Policy Framework states that there is the need for “early and meaningful
engagement and collaboration with neighbourhoods, local organisations and businesses” in order to
make a “collective vision”.
Peckham Citizens have set up a petition calling for no towers on the Aylesham site but instead for “an
open, street-based design that reinforces the existing culture, economy and built environment,
celebrating Peckham as it already exists and with no building more than 9 stories tall”. At the time
of writing, the petition has gained nearly 5000 signatures, and this is without any media coverage
other than the ‘hyper-local’ newspaper The Peckham Peculiar. In addition to the online petition,
signatures have been collected on Rye Lane, at Peckham Bus Station, from the residents on
surrounding streets and in local businesses, churches and schools. Almost without exception, people
are unaware of the plans for a tall building on this site, and when informed of them, do not support
them.
The Mayor has also stated that “higher densities can be achieved through a range of building design,
including courtyard blocks and mid-rise building” and that development should respond to character
and context.
The Local Plans Expert Group which reported to the Government last year recommended the use of
“propositional planning” methods which give greater three dimensional information about the form of
new developments and help to explain “the consequences of proposed plans in order to stimulate
easier engagement”.
The latest Housing White Paper says that it is important “that people have a say over where new
homes go and what they look like through the planning process”. Responding to this, New London
Architecture’s London Tall Buildings Survey states “If people are to have a say, then they need to
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be given a clear idea of what is proposed and the impact it will have on the places where they live and
work.”
This policy has not been positively prepared because it was not effectively publicised and consulted
on. It has been prepared contrary to the prevailing local opinion.
The large numbers of people who have signed this petition show that a tall building is not wanted by
the vast majority of people who know, live in and love Peckham. It therefore does not form part of a
“collective vision” for the site and is not consistent with National Planning Policy.
The Current London Plan (2016) states in point 7.28 that “The Mayor will work with boroughs to
identify locations where tall and large buildings might be appropriate, sensitive or inappropriate”
and the New Draft London Plan states in 3.8.3 that the “Mayor will work with boroughs to provide a
strategic overview of tall building locations across London”. However no evidence is presented to
suggest that Southwark Council have worked with the Mayor’s office to determine if the Aylesham
Centre and Peckham Bus Station site is appropriate for tall building(s). Therefore the policy is not
consistent with regional planning policy or the National Planning Policy Framework.
The Aylesham site is within the setting of two conservation areas, many listed buildings including the
200 year old Rye Lane Chapel and key unlisted but much loved buildings such as the Jones and
Higgins clocktower. The Current London Plan 7.25 requires that “Tall buildings be resisted in
areas that will be particularly sensitive to their impacts and only be considered if they are the most
appropriate way to achieve the optimum density in highly accessible locations”. Therefore the
proposed policy is not consistent with regional planning policy.

-it is not justified and has not been prepared positively.
Tall buildings have a number of detrimental effects on the surrounding area and the environment
through:
 shading,
 creating wind tunnels and ‘shadows’ that are notoriously hard to predict or mitigate once in
place,
 higher energy use, embodied energy and maintenance costs,
 a detrimental impact on small-scale entrepreneurial activity,
 lack of external amenity space and ‘doorstep play’ areas which make them unsuitable for
families,
 overlooking and loss of privacy for the existing surrounding buildings, including several
streets of two and three storey houses that will be directly adjacent and their private outdoor
space easily visible,
 a loss of ‘sky’ for pedestrians, loss of views for the users of nearby buildings and the creation
of a feeling of being loomed over can significantly degrade the experience of the public realm
and quality of place,
 isolation from the ground making the surrounding area feel less safe and enlivened,
 segregating the wider community by income; essentially becoming a gated community in the
sky which limits interaction and social capital across socio-economic groups.
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Recent research is summarised in the White Paper on The Impacts of Tall Buildings: A Research
Summary, 2015, by Michael Mehaffy, Sustasis Foundation, Delft University of Technology
(attached).
A medium rise development would be more in keeping with the character of the area and would not
have the same, far reaching, negative impact of a 20 storey tower. Therefore the proposed policy is
not justified as it has not been shown that an equivalent amount of housing could not be created on
this site by other forms of development that has less negative impact.
While the New Southwark Plan Preferred Version Consultation Report refers to the Peckham
and Nunhead Area Action Plan (PNAAP) finding the principle of a tall building acceptable on the
site, this is based on an outdated urban design study. Public attitudes to high-rise development have
shifted significantly in recent years and are supported by the growing body of research that exposes
their negative impacts.
As the research behind the principles in the PNAAP is now outdated and they are contrary to national
and regional planning policy, they are not justified and should not be used at the basis for further
planning policy.
This policy is not justified as the significant harms that would be caused by a tall building on this site
have not been identified and the evidence that tall buildings are necessary to achieve
increased density and regeneration has not been presented. See also the comments on Policy P14:
Tall Buildings, (below).
There is a wealth of evidence indicating that tall buildings are not the ideal form of housing for the
majority of people, particularly those who are vulnerable, families, those with many health issues or
disabilities and those on low incomes. These include a comprehensive literature review by Professor
Gifford of the University of Victoria that sought to answer the question ‘are high-rise buildings a net
benefit or cost to their residents?’ that concluded “high-rises are less satisfactory than other housing
forms for most people, that they are not optimal for children, that social relations are more
impersonal and helping behaviour is less than in other housing forms,”.
The forms of housing identified as most in need in the Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(Chapter 6, Tables 6.11. 6.14 and 6.15; Chapter 7, Tables 7.1, 7.2, 7.11 and 7.13); and the NSP
Proposed Submission Version Policy P1:Affordable homes (pg 21-25); P2: New Family Homes
(pg 26); P5: housing for older people (pg 30); P6: Homes for Households with Specialist Needs
(pg 31-32); and P13: Residential Design (pg 39-41) are those least suitable for high-rise
development. Therefore this policy is not effective or positively prepared as it does not address this
issue.
The NSP Proposed Submission Version has removed the requirement for any meaningful open or
public space. The Consultation Report indicates this in response to a respondent who requests that an
area equivalent to at least 15% of the site be put aside as open space. This has not been prepared
positively and is not justified as it does not explain why the open space requirement has been
removed.

-it is not effective.
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The proposed policy states that “the site could include taller buildings subject to consideration of
impacts on existing character, heritage and townscape.” and that “Careful consideration would also
need to be given to the neighbouring residential areas and important local heritage buildings.” This
is not effective because it does not identify what the criteria or methods for assessing the negative
impact of a 20 storey tower will be, or what mitigating factors would be expected, effective or
acceptable.
The proposed policy does not state what level of harm or benefit for the community would be
acceptable considering the negative impacts caused by tall buildings over a wide area and therefore is
not effective.
The proposed policy is not effective because it does not identify and define what type and degree of
environmental harm would be acceptable or how it should be mitigated on this site.

Changes that would make the policy sound include:


Replace “Comprehensive mixed-use redevelopment of the site could include taller buildings
subject to consideration of impacts on existing character, heritage and townscape” with
“Comprehensive mixed-use redevelopment of the site is subject to consideration of impacts
on existing character, heritage and townscape.”



Remove “Assessment of the site in the Peckham and Nunhead Area Action Plan (PNAAP26)
concluded that development of up to 20 storeys could be appropriate in this location.”



Requiring greater public consultation for the aspects of this policy that involve a significant
change from the prevailing conditions. This should include leaflets widely distributed
including to all residences and businesses in the surrounding area, on-site/street displays that
are held in prominent local locations, publishing in local newspapers, and meetings with local
groups, churches, schools, etc., that highlight that this site has been identified as suitable for a
tower of 20 storeys and inviting comment.



Preparing the policy in line with the feedback from an extensive and well-advertised
consultation with local residents, businesses and community groups, or justifying why it
should not be done.



Related policy P17: Conservation areas (pg 44-45) could be strengthened by changing the
wording to include the need for more extensive publicising of, and public consultation on,
proposals that are brought forward that are higher than the prevailing existing townscape.



Requiring that any proposals on this site must prove that the local housing need (in numbers
and type, especially family housing) can only be met by including tall buildings rather than
other forms that have less negative impact such as medium-rise developments.



There should be a presumption stated that forms of building that achieve a similar level of
benefit/accommodation but have a lesser negative impact on the surrounding area should be
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proven to be unachievable before a tall building (with a high level of negative impact) is
allowed.


In order to prevent segregation of the local community and the resultant harm to community
cohesion, the policy should require that any development and all the major individual
elements (eg buildings) of a development should comply with the relevant assessed housing
need in the area, or justify why it cannot.



Revise the policy to reflect current research into the effects of tall buildings.



Re-introduction of the requirement for significant public open space.



After speaking to over 1,000 local people, attending all the public consultation workshops
held by the developer, running our own workshops on issues related to the site, canvassing
local residents, shoppers and traders, Peckham Citizens has produced our Citizens Charter.
We would welcome the opportunity for this research to be included in this site specific policy.

Finally, I would like to thank Southwark Council for including a Community Land Trust as a ‘must’
on the Aylesham Centre/Peckham Bus Station site. This is a fantastic amendment and I am sure will
make a great contribution to any development on the site. I am also completely in support of
Southwark Council’s target of 11,000 new council homes, and recognise the dire need of more
housing in the borough and across London. I do however, believe that the required increase in density
can be achieved without a tall buildings where they are not welcomed by local residents.

Policy P14: Tall Buildings (pgs 42-43) is unsound because:
- it is not consistent with national and regional planning policy.
The Current London Plan (2016) and Draft London Plan require that “Tall buildings should be part
of a plan-led approach to changing or developing an area”, yet all restrictions on the height and
location of tall buildings have been removed from the NSP and replaced with vague sentences such as
we “use a number of criteria to determine applications”.
The National Planning Policy Framework paragraph 155 states the need for “early and meaningful
engagement and collaboration with neighbourhoods, local organisations and businesses” to reflect a
“collective vision”. However, it has become clear through the petitions (referred to above) and the
public consultation work that Peckham Citizens has undertaken that the vast majority of local people
are unaware of this policy, and when made aware, do not agree with it. Hence it does not reflect the
prevailing local opinion or a “collective vision”.
The Mayor has also stated that “higher densities can be achieved through a range of building design,
including courtyard blocks and mid-rise building” and that development should respond to character
and context.
The Local Plans Expert Group which reported to the Government last year recommended the use of
“propositional planning” methods which give greater three dimensional information about the form of
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new developments and help to explain “the consequences of proposed plans in order to stimulate
easier engagement”.
The latest Housing White Paper says that it is important “that people have a say over where new
homes go and what they look like through the planning process”. Responding to this, New London
Architecture’s London Tall Buildings Survey states “If people are to have a say, then they need to
be given a clear idea of what is proposed and the impact it will have on the places where they live and
work.”
This policy is not consistent with national and regional planning policy.

-it is not justified.
All specific restrictions on the location and height of tall buildings have been removed from the NSP
Proposed Submission Version (apart from in the site specific policies) which will open the door to the
argument of precedence alongside existing or proposed tall buildings covered by site specific policies.
The effect will be that clusters of tall buildings can be developed around a site with a site specific
policy that had intended to allow just one tall building. There is a significant danger that this will
happen on and around the Aylesham Centre and Peckham Bus Station site.
If clusters are to be encouraged around existing tall buildings then this is a significant change in
policy and has not been widely publicised or consulted on therefore it is not justified.
The NSP states (pg 42) that “Tall buildings … can be an important component in contributing to
Southwark’s physical regeneration, raising population density, avoiding urban sprawl and increasing
the activities and life opportunities on offer for nearby residents.” This is not proven, in fact a
growing body of recent research is summarised in the White Paper on The Impacts of Tall
Buildings: A Research Summary, 2015, by Michael Mehaffy, Sustasis Foundation, Delft
University of Technology (attached). It shows tall buildings have detrimental effects on the
surrounding area and the environment through:
 shading,
 creating wind tunnels and ‘shadows’ that are notoriously hard to predict or mitigate once in
place,
 higher energy use, embodied energy and maintenance costs,
 a detrimental impact on small-scale entrepreneurial activity,
 lack of external amenity space and ‘doorstep play’ areas which make them unsuitable for
families,
 overlooking and loss of privacy for the existing surrounding buildings, including several
streets of two and three storey houses that will be directly adjacent and their private outdoor
space easily visible,
 a loss of ‘sky’ for pedestrians, loss of views for the users of nearby buildings and the creation
of a feeling of being loomed over can significantly degrade the experience of the public realm
and quality of place,
 isolation from the ground making the surrounding area feel less safe and enlivened,
 segregating the wider community by income; essentially becoming a gated community in the
sky which limits interaction and social capital across socio-economic groups.
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The House of Commons (2001) report: Tall Buildings: Report and Proceedings of the house of
Commons Transport, Local Government and the Regions Committee found that “The main
reason that the Committee held an inquiry into tall buildings was to identify the contribution which
they can make to the urban renaissance. We found that contribution to be very limited. The
proposition that tall buildings are necessary to prevent suburban sprawl is impossible to sustain.
They do not necessarily achieve higher densities than mid or low-rise development and in some
cases are a less-efficient use of space than alternatives. They have, for the most part, the advantages
and disadvantages of other high density buildings. They can be energy efficient*, they can be part of
mixed-use schemes and they can encourage the use of public transport where there is spare capacity,
but so can other types of high density developments. Tall buildings are more often about power,
prestige, status and aesthetics than efficient development.”
*Note: more recent research is showing that this is not correct in the London climate, for example
refer to the research by Philip Steadman (Emeritus Professor of Urban and Built form Studies and
Research Fellow UCL).

-it is not effective.
If clusters of tall buildings are not intended to be allowed alongside existing or proposed tall buildings
covered by site specific policies then this policy is not effective as it does not have any specific
measures to control this possibility.
As the guidance for the location and height of tall buildings has been removed from the NSP, there is
now no effective guidance to how the height and location of tall buildings should be assessed.

-it is not positively prepared.
The statement “We have taken a consistent approach when planning for tall buildings and use a
number of criteria to determine applications” in policy P14 is unfit for purpose as it is too vague to
form a meaningful guidance for when tall buildings will be appropriate and does not reflect that this is
a significant change to the existing policy.
This policy therefore does not meet the test for being positively prepared.

Changes that would make the policy sound include:


The specific sites where tall buildings might be appropriate should be identified with a full
description of the height, massing and type of building that would be acceptable, and this
should be widely and extensively publicly consulted on.



Revise the policy in line with recent research that challenges the principle that tall buildings
increase density and help regeneration, or justify why this has not been done/is not
appropriate.
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All other areas should be specified as not appropriate for tall buildings, unless separate,
extensive public consultation that makes the scale of the change clear, is undertaken and
widely publicised by the council on a case by case basis.



Define what a ‘tall building’ is in line with the National Planning Policy Framework
including the New Draft London Plan Policy D8 part A.



Publish the “range of views” on tall buildings that have been gathered in the council’s
consultation process (referred to in the Consultation Report) and quantify the numbers of
people for, neutral, and against. This should be considered alongside the petitions that have
recently gained thousands of signatures against towers.

Policy P17: Conservation Areas (pgs 44-45) is unsound because:
- it is not effective.
This policy is often compromised by the need for housing in the borough and should be strengthened
if it is to have any meaning at all. The need for housing is real and important, and the individual
circumstances of each site need to be assessed. Where a proposed development conflicts with the
existing character of a conservation area (for example by being different to the prevailing height or
massing) then it would be appropriate for a greater level of scrutiny and public consultation to be
required.
Changes that would make the policy sound include:


The addition of a clause to state when greater public consultation (and possibly guidance from
the relevant experts such as Historic England or local conservation and architectural
professionals) is merited.
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NSPPSV98
JHM/HRW/DP3620

26 February 2018

Planning Policy
5th Floor Hub 2
Southwark Council
PO Box 64529
London
SE1P 5LX

Dear Sir / Madam,
LONDON BOROUGH OF SOUTHWARK
NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN: PROPOSED SUBMISSION VERSION
We write on behalf of Jupiter Friars Limited to submit representations to the proposed submission
version of the New Southwark Plan.
Jupiter Friars Limited are the freehold owners of Friars Bridge Court at 41-45 Blackfriars Road and
received planning permission on the site in November 2016 for the demolition of existing office building
(Class B1a) and redevelopment to provide a part 13, part 22 storey building plus basement comprising
offices (Class B1a) with retail (Classes A1/A3 and A4) together with servicing, car parking and
landscaping.
It is within this context that we welcome the opportunity to make representations on the New Southwark
Plan Preferred Option Area Visions and Site Allocation.
Allocation NSP16: Land enclosed by Colombo Street, Meymott Street and Blackfriars Road includes
the site at 41-45 Blackfriars Road. Whilst we understand why the sites within NSP16 outlined have been
identified for development, the document does not reflect or take into account the current planning
permissions or development under construction on the sites identified. It will not be possible for these
sites to be developed comprehensively and the sites therefore should instead have standalone allocations
to reflect their current development status and land ownership position.
As referred to above, Kennedy Wilson currently has planning permission for an office led development
on the site, which is likely to be implemented. The consented use is in line with the site vision which
states that development should look to “re-provide at least the amount of employment floorspace (B
class) currently on site or provide at least 50% of the development as employment floorspace”, however
the current consent does not include any residential. The site vision within NSP16 outlines that
redevelopment of the site should provide new homes (C3). We agree that the development site has the
potential to incorporate some residential use, however we do not consider this should be an absolute
requirement and that there should be flexibility in the site allocation in relation to the mix of uses.
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OBJECTIONS TO NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN (NSP) SUBMISSION VERSION - P16, P17, P18 Conservation & Heritage
Name: Karen Philips

NSPPSV99

Address:

Email address:

Phone:

TOPIC
Page no, Policy Number +
Name

Test of
Soundness

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS

P16, Page 44
Listed buildings and
structures

Not
Effective

This policy is not effective because it does not ensure that the relevant specialist advice on the future viable
use of the buildings and structures is available before a planning decision is made.
Failure to assess damage to listed buildings at the right time and consult relevant stakeholders and subject
specialists will result in important heritage loss. We have had a significant recent example of this in 2017. Harker’s
Studio in Walworth SE17 – a specially designed building for painting theatre scenery Grade 2 listed - was given
permission to be converted to residential, retaining a few of the features. The Council’s decision was taken on the
basis of an opinion from an organisation that had no expertise in the viability of the studio in the future. After
permission was granted, professional actors and scenery makers and users campaigned against the decision on
the grounds that the building was indeed viable and needed in London, as such spaces were increasingly scarce. It
then became obvious that the right specialists had not been asked for an opinion. Irreparable harm has now been
done not only to the heritage asset but also to a viable structure of importance to the theatre industry.
Clearly the consultation process in this case was inadequate. The policy needs to have an addition to avoid this
happening again.
To make this policy sound, an additional point could be added to the policy P16 on the following lines:
3. When development is proposed affecting listed buildings and/or structures, a detailed consultation plan,
including appropriate specialist assessments and with extended timelines for appraisal, should be presented with
planning applications. The specialist interests to be consulted must include users and people and organisations
knowledgeable about that industrial sector.

P17, pages 44-45
Conservation areas

Not
Effective

The policy is not effective because of conflicting NSP policy that seeks high density residential developments.
Currently Conservation Area Appraisals are being ignored when planning applications come up in Conservation
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Areas, because the pressure to build residential accommodation, even when unaffordable, seems to override.
There is nothing new in this policy that would change this status quo. The result of this conflict is that permission
is being given for buildings that are out of scale in height and mass with the Conservation Area, eroding its
settings, views and compromising historic character and distinctiveness.
Some solution needs to be found to this if this policy P17 is to be made effective and sound. One way for
example might be to add something on the following lines.
3.2 When any developments are proposed that breach the prevailing heights, mass and density in a Conservation
Area, this should be subject to additional public consultation before any such developments can be determined.

P18, page 45
Conservation of the
historic environment
and natural heritage

Not
Effective

The policy is not effective because it is inconsistent with national policy in the NPPF which includes heritage
assets included on the Local List. It fails to explain how without a Local List, unlisted buildings and heritage
assets will be protected and enhanced by new development, and so not able to achieve its aim.
The policy recognises the existence of conservation and heritage assets that are not protected under the
Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 but does not provide for a Local List which is the
nationally recognised method for giving them protection. These quotes are from Historic England :
https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/what-is-designation/local/local-designations
“Local lists play an essential role in building and reinforcing a sense of local character and distinctiveness in the historic
environment. Local lists can be used to identify significant local heritage assets to support the development of Local Plans.
Encouraging the use of local lists will strengthen the role of local heritage assets as a material consideration in the planning
process…
“Moreover Local Lists are usually made very effectively in partnership with local residents through occasional appraisal and/or a
nomination system which recognises and takes advantage of local residents’ knowledge, and highlights community value assets. This is
invaluable in engaging the local community in the effective conservation of their neighbourhood’s heritage. “
“At its heart, local listing provides an opportunity for communities to have their views on local heritage heard. It recognises
that the importance we place on the historic environment extends beyond the confines of the planning system to recognise
those community-based values that contribute to our sense of place.

This was recognised in earlier planning policy documents:
P18, page 45

Continued

* The adopted version of the Elephant & Castle SPD from March 2012 states (4.5.12) that "We (Southwark) will be
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Conservation of the
historic environment
and natural heritage continued

consulting on our local list in summer 2012. The local list will be established through that process".

* The Peckham and Nunhead AAP 4.7.12 (2014) states “… we have also identified buildings which are worthy of being
added to the council’s local list. The local list identifies buildings and structures with local value which make a positive
contribution to character or appearance due to … … Buildings on the local list in Peckham & Nunhead include … …” The

Fact Box Page 98 refers to the NPPF definition of heritage assets including locally listed buildings, and gives
English Heritage good practice guidance on the criteria to use to identify buildings and other objects for the
Southwark ‘Local List’.
* The NSP Options version from October 2014, Draft Policies and area visions states –

“DM55 Local list buildings and views: Southwark will have a list of locally important buildings, structures and views that
positively contribute to local character and amenity.
DM55.1 Development must take these locally important buildings, structures and views into account.
Reasons: Locally important buildings and views make a positive contribution to local character and distinctiveness, but they
do not benefit from a statutory designation. We will prepare a list of locally important buildings and views, and the criteria
for their selection as part of a Heritage SPD.”

There has been no explanation why the provision for a Local List does not appear in the NSP submission version.
This policy could be made sound by including in it two additional points to achieve the following:
2. Unlisted buildings of townscape merit and undesignated heritage assets identified and gathered in a Local List
and allowed the same protection as listed buildings and/or conservation areas.
3. A community engagement policy developed to encourage local neighbourhoods to develop a local process
with an existing community group or a new group to nominate buildings for the Local List.
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NSPPSV99
OBJECTION TO NSP SUBMISSION VERSION – Extended Boundary of the London Bridge District town Centre
Name: Karen Philips

Address:

Email address:
TOPIC
Page number,
Policy Number +
Name
OR

Site Number +
Name
In Annex 8 of the
New Southwark Plan
Preferred Option
and the Policies Map
associated with the
new Southwark Plan
Submission Version
the boundary of the
London Bridge
District Town Centre
is extension to
include Bermondsey
Street south of the
railway viaduct and
the area to the east
of Bermondsey St as
far as and including
Tower Bridge Rd

Phone:
Test of
Soundness
to which
objection
relates

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS

This
extension is
not justified

The Bermondsey Street area, which the New Southwark Plan now proposes to include in the London Bridge
District Town Centre is largely a conservation area, with low rise historic buildings, with mixed small independent
businesses (c600 business-rated premises), including cafes and restaurants and residential uses, including social
housing.
The Bermondsey Street area is excluded from the London Bridge Vision area and indeed, the Bermondsey Street
area is explicitly recognised in the London Bridge Vision as being different in character from London Bridge, and
for that very reason being a valuable heritage and cultural asset, a draw for visitors and businesses.
Nowhere in the New Southwark Plan is the proposed extension justified.
In P30Town and Local Centres, the reasons cited for town centre policies identify Elephant & Castle, Walworth
Rd, Canada Water, Old Kent Rd and Peckham as having the most capacity for growth. London Bridge is not
mentioned.
None of the supporting evidence (eg the Retail or High Street studies) identifies the London Bridge District Town
centre as a target for significant growth.
I believe that the proposed inclusion of our low rise historic mixed small business–residential area in the London
Bridge district town centre will put its character significantly at risk.
Once an area is defined as town centre, developments will be encouraged that include (P30 Reasons again) new
shops, education facilities, leisure facilities and entertainment venues. It will, we believe put at risk the mixed
residential-small business nature of our area, weakening any argument against non-residential uses or large scale
development.
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NSPPSV99
OBJECTIONS TO NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN (NSP) SUBMISSION VERSION – P14 Tall Buildings
Name: Karen Philips

Address:

Email address:

Phone:

Policy Number + Topic
+ page umbers

Soundness test

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS

P14 Tall Buildings
Plan.
pages 42 & 43

Not Justified

This policy is not justified as it:
• Involves a significant policy change on tall buildings with no new evidence to support the change (last research
paper was March 2010).
• The policy change renders all Area Visions meaningless as locations proposed for Tall Buildings are no longer
identified.
• Fails to take account of responses identified in the Consultation Report (pages 31-32) that stated specific locations
for tall buildings needed defining in the NSP.

Not Consistent
with National
Planning
Policy

This policy is not sound because it is not consistent with:
A/ The Mayor’s Current London Plan (2016), through failure to comply with:
• “Tall and large buildings should be part of a plan-led approach to changing or developing an area by the
identification of appropriate, sensitive and inappropriate locations”.
• “Boroughs should work with the Mayor to consider which areas are appropriate, sensitive or inappropriate for tall
and large buildings and identify them in their Local Development Frameworks”.
B/ The Mayor’s New Draft London Plan, through failure to comply with:
• “Development Plans should define what is considered a tall building, the height of which may vary in different
parts of London”.
• “Tall buildings should be part of a plan-led approach to changing or developing an area. Boroughs should identify
on maps in development plans the locations where tall buildings will be an appropriate form of development in
principle and should indicate the general building heights that would be appropriate”.
• “Ensure appropriate management and maintenance arrangements are in place for the public realm, which
maximise public access and minimise rules governing the space to those required for its safe management in
accordance with the Public London Charter”.
C/ National Planning Policy Framework, through failure to comply with:
the need for “early and meaningful engagement and collaboration with neighbourhoods, local organisations and
businesses” so that Local Plans reflect a “collective vision”.

Not Positively
prepared

This policy is not positively prepared as some aspects of the policy are vague or unclear:
• Not setting out the approach or criteria to determine planning applications.
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•
•
•
•

P14 Tall Buildings
Plan pages 42 & 43
Not Effective

Suggested
changes to P14

Not stating there has been a significant policy change which means tall buildings may now be permitted anywhere
in the borough.
Not determining what is “a point of townscape significance” or what is “proportionate” in making decisions.
Not defining what a tall building is and not clarifying what “significantly taller than their surroundings” means.
Not explaining what “new publicly accessible space at the top of the building” refers to.

This policy is not effective as it
• Does not demonstrate how it will measure the increase in the activities and life opportunities on offer for nearby
residents.
• Is unclear how it can deliver the identified net increase of affordable housing by 799 homes per year.
• Gives insufficient consideration to other more effective ways of combatting the housing need without introducing
negative effects of tall buildings.
To make the policy sound, the NSP should
• Identify specific sites in the borough where tall buildings are appropriate, these locations to be identified on area
vision maps and within site allocations; and indicative heights should be given. These locations and indicative heights
should be put out for consultation with local residents and businesses.
• Make clear that tall buildings will be considered inappropriate in all other locations.
• Clarify all vague or unspecified sections, including
o Policy 2.11 reflecting 3.8.4 of the New Draft London Plan and confirm that the space will be truly publicly
accessible, for example through a free viewing gallery.
o References to “criteria” should make clear exactly what those criteria are.
o A clearer definition of tall buildings to be provided, as indicated by New Draft London Plan Policy D8 part A.
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Not Positively
prepared
P14 Tall Buildings
Plan pages 42 & 43

Not effective

•
•

(and it does not define “significantly”)
does not mention a plan-led approach
does not identify on maps the locations where tall buildings would be appropriate

•

does not identify the general building heights that would be appropriate.

This policy is not positively prepared as some elements are vague or unclear:
• It does not make it clear that there has been a significant policy change which means tall buildings may now be
permitted anywhere in the borough.
• It does not define “a point of townscape significance” or what is “proportionate”.
• It does not define what a tall building is, nor does it clarify what “significantly taller than their surroundings” means.
• More rigorous and accurate language is necessary in order to give the NSP legal credibility.The final paragraph of
Policy 14 says “We have taken a consistent approach when planning for tall buildings and use a number of criteria to
determine applications. We will continue to use this approach…” The ‘consistent approach’ to date has been defined
and constrained by the current Southwark Plan. It is disingenuous to say they will continue to use the same
approach when the New Southwark Plan would remove those constraints. “We…use a number of criteria to
determine applications” is a meaningless phrase unless it specifies or at least gives examples of those criteria.

This policy is not effective because
•

The failure to use rigorous and specific language and to provide clear and boundaried examples removes
many protections and leaves the NSP open to exploitation by developers who have a financial interest in
building high-density high-rise buildings.

•

It Is unclear how it can deliver the identified net increase of affordable housing by 799 homes per year.

•

Gives insufficient consideration to other more effective ways of combatting the housing need without introducing
negative effects of tall buildings.

•

Housing families, those with specialist accommodation needs and those requiring affordable accommodation in the
lower levels of tower blocks can increase the perception of social stratification with wealthier residents occupying
the topmost luxurious “penthouse” flats.

•

There are serious fire risk concerns associated with tall buildings following the Grenfell disaster – perceived risks
may have significant negative impacts on the mental health and wellbeing of tower block residents, even if
2
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unjustified.

•

Expensive flats in luxury towers may be less likely to sell in the current climate, as identified in recent Guardian
article (Ghost towers: half of all new-build luxury London flats fail to sell, Friday 26 January 2018).

•

The number of empty and under-occupied properties in new high-rise buildings in London is an indication of ongoing
policy failure in terms of high-rise, high-density housing delivering genuinely affordable homes.

Suggested changes
to P14

To make the policy sound, the NSP should:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SP6 Cleaner, greener, Not positively
safer
prepared

Remove all references in all the area plans that require maximising number of residential units
provide evidence to justify its policy change about tall buildings
Identify specific sites in the borough where tall buildings are appropriate (and consult local residents and business
about the suggested locations and indicative heights).
show those locations on area vision maps and within site allocations
give indicative heights for tall buildings.
make it clear that tall buildings will be considered inappropriate in all other locations.
Insert provision stating that parks and wild-life sites will be protected from over-shadowing from new building restrictions
across the borough

clarify all vague or unspecified sections, including
o defining or giving examples of ‘a point of townscape significance’ (for example, is ‘significance’ based on
architectural, historical, industrial or social factors?)
o explaining what “criteria” are used when making decisions. .

The NSP policy SP6 is unsound because it is not consistent with the Policy 56 Open Space.
SP6 stated objective is to protect and improve open space. This strategic goal should be clearly stated at the in the
first sentence and consistently applied through the detailed cleaner, greener, safer policies. The wording of the
Strategic Policy and subsequent policies needs to be strengthened to ensure that the plan is effective.

Proposed change
The wording of the Strategic Policy should reinforce the importance of green space for people and nature, and
might be something like, “We will lead the way in providing space for people to reconnect with nature], making
people feel safe, creating cleaner streets, increasing recycling and reducing landfill waste.”
3
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Policy 56 Open Space Not positively
prepared

Policy 56 is unsound because it has not been positively prepared, taking account of the greenspace needs of
current and future residents.
The amount of new open space provided for in the site allocations is totally inadequate for the scale of
development envisaged. There is only very minimal designation for new green spaces.
There is no evidence that the Council has calculated the amount of new greenspace needed to provide adequately
for the growing population, taking account of requirements of different ages within the population.

If mentioned at all, green and open space seemed to be squeezed into new developments, often in inappropriate
locations (e.g. children’s play areas on roof areas of residential developments.) The Council should show the
numbers of new residents planned in each area and the amount of green and open space provision, both in terms
of area to be provided (in m2) and the nature of the provision.

The NSP is unsound because it is ineffective in addressing health and wellbeing needs of its residents.
Not effective.

Green and open space is valued in its own right and as a factor contributing to the health and wellbeing of the
borough’s residents. However, the NSP fails to provide significant additional green and open space to meet the
needs of existing residents in areas acknowledged to be in deficit.
Where areas have a greenspace deficit (as set out in Southwark’s Open Space Strategy) this should be identified in
the relevant Area Vision along with a commitment to address the deficit.
The NSP does not set out how it will monitor the provision of new green and open space as part of developments
to ensure that this keeps pace with the numbers of new residents coming into the borough to occupy the housing
being built. This means that there is likely to be insufficient green infrastructure to enable people to exercise and
lead healthy lives.
Proposed change: Introduce a sentence to establish that greenspace will be improved and extended to meet the
needs of Southwark’s growing population. State how the numbers of new people moving into new residential
developments will be monitored and action taken to provide additional greenspace to address historic
deficiencies and meet the needs of new residents.
Introduce a sentence to establish that greenspace will be improved and extended to meet the needs of
Southwark’s growing population.
4
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Examples of why I live in the middle of a site currently earmarked for a major private development: 'Camberwell Union' on the site of the
the NSP is not
current Burgess Business Park. The site lies adjacent to the Nature Zone of Burgess Park, an ecologically important area.
sound
The application is for 505 residential units in 13 blocks, with heights varying from 3 to 14 storeys. Most of the blocks are 10
storeys or more. The current site is mainly low-rise light industrial units, and the housing stock in the immediate area is
mainly 2-storey Victorian properties.

Recent decisions about new-builds in the area have been based on the current Southwark plan, and developments have
generally only one storey higher than the existing housing stock.
If the new Southwark plan is adopted, because it is not consistent with the current London plan or the new draft London
plan:
•

There would be no plan-led approach to changing this low-rise light-industrial area to mixed-use high rise

•

There would be no overarching planning policy to prevent the construction of 10-14-storey buildings in the midst of
an area of low-rise dwellings

•

There would be no definition about what is “significantly higher than surrounding buildings or their context”.

•

There would be inadequate emphasis placed on the protection of Burgess Park, which is adjacent to this site and
which will be overlooked and overshadowed by tall buildings.

Because the NSP is not consistent with the current London plan, there would be no consideration as to whether this area is
appropriate, sensitive or inappropriate for tall and large buildings.
Because the NSP is not positively prepared, there is no clear definition about the ‘context’ of the existing Victorian
residential buildings, which of the 14 blocks would be classed as the ‘surrounding buildings’ or how it would be assessed
whether the proposed new buildings are ‘significantly higher’.
Because the NSP is not effective, private developers could get the green light to build 505 residential units, despite the fact
that the developer's own viability statement claims that the target of 35% affordable housing is not deliverable.
There is very little in the application which mitigates the impact of a huge increase in population density on a site which has
poor transport links and is ecologically and architecturally sensitive.
5
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The New Southwark Plan will leave local residents with reduced grounds on which to lodge some very valid concerns and
objections about this development.

On a more theoretical level, the removal of the restrictions on high buildings in the NSP will provide such an incentive to
developers to build high, that pockets of existing low-density housing could become vulnerable to CPOs as the value of the
land that they sit on skewed upwards. This could lead to further social distortion and have far-reaching implications on the
social fabric of the Borough.
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OBJECTIONS TO NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN (NSP) SUBMISSION VERSION
Name: Ms Kay Nooney,

.

NSPPSV101

I wish to take part at the oral examination/public hearings.
Policy Number + Topic + Soundness test
page umbers

P14 Tall Buildings
Plan pages 42 & 43

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS

Not Justified This policy is not justified as it involves a significant policy change from the previous policy on tall buildings and there is no
evidence to support this policy change:
Without specific locations that are identified in Area Visions and maps (pages 94 – 336) and detailed in site allocations; local
people cannot contribute to the decision of where such buildings will be situated, either in their borough or local area. Similarly,
it renders all Area Visions meaningless and places communities vulnerable to all Tall Buildings proposals affecting their area to
be developer-led. (It is understood that locations for tall buildings will instead be reviewed by the Southwark Design Review
Panel, whose reports are not made public until a planning application is published, too late in the process for local residents and
businesses to influence decision-making
Not
Consistent
with National New Draft London Plan
The NSP fails to meet tall building planning criteria outlined in New London Plan draft November 2017
Policy
Namely on the following three stipulations- 1.Visual impacts Mid-range views from the surrounding neighbourhood –
particular attention should be paid to the form and proportions of the building. It should make a positive contribution to the
local townscape in terms of legibility, proportions and materiality- my objection refers to Peckham and Nunhead Action plan
proposals affecting Peckham Town Centre.
2. Immediate views from the surrounding streets – attention should be paid to the base of the building. It should have a direct
relationship with the street, maintaining the pedestrian scale, character and vitality of the street.
3. Proposals should take account of, and avoid harm to, the significance of London’s heritage assets and their settings.
Proposals resulting in harm will require clear and convincing justification, demonstrating that alternatives have been explored
and there are clear public benefits that outweigh that harm. The buildings should positively contribute to the character of the
area- this is particularly applicable to Peckham and Nunhead Action Plan in relation to Peckham town centre – The Aylesham
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NSPPSV101

OBJECTIONS TO NSP
Name: Kay Nooney

I wish to take part at the oral examination/public hearings.
Topic

Test of
Soundness

Objection/Test of soundness

P19 Borough Views
Page 46

Not positively
prepared

P19 Borough views
This policy is not positively prepared because it does not include protection for the London panorama from the rooftops of
the Peckham Multi Storey building and the Bussey Building in Peckham town centre.
This view is similar to that from One Tree Hill and Nunhead Cemetery, and both are protected in this policy. The rooftops
provide significant viewing spaces for the thousands of visitors who have been visiting in increasing numbers Peckham since
2008 for the leisure facilities in both of these buildings which are at the heart of the growing cultural economy in Peckham.
The NSP recognises the importance of the rooftop view from the Bussey Building in the Design and accessibility guidance for
the Aylesham centre site NSP 75: “Development massing … should minimise impact on the view to the City from the Bussey
Building rooftop.”
The view from the Peckham Multi Storey building also needs to be protected. At the time of the consultation on the Preferred
Options the NSP allocated the Peckham Multi Storey site and building for redevelopment. Since then the Council has removed
the site from redevelopment within the NSP . The view is integral to the economic importance of the Multi- Storey Building
and has been featured in many media productions, resulting in an influx of thousands of visitors and new businesses to
serve them. The view has been a focal point for regeneration in Peckham town centre.
The Peckham Multi Storey is a Council owned building and so is publically accessible. The Bussey Building is privately owned
but the PNAAP4 designation is that the building is identified as heritage value and should continue to be used for creative and
cultural enterprises. This means the rooftop is also publically accessible.
Policy P14 2.11 provides a planning precedent for this kind of requirement when it requires private buildings to deliver
publically accessible space at the top of buildings.
This view is of such importance to Peckham social infrastructure and local economy that it needs protection in this policy.
Proposed changes to make the NSP sound
This Peckham town centre rooftop view should be added as a protected view in P19.
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NSPPSV102
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Part B: Representation
Please select one policy per form to select which part of the plan you wish to make a representation on. The
one option you select should be the item you should be commenting on in the subsequent boxes below. If you
want to comment on more than one part of the plan, please submit part B again.

1. To which part of the New Southwark Plan does this representation relate to?
Implementation policy:
Development Management policy:

P14 Tall Buildings, P15 Efficient Land use

Area Vision:

NSP34

Site Allocation:
Proposal Map:
Strategic policy SP2

Other:

2. Do you consider the document to be legally compliant in accordance with the Town and Country
Planning (Local Planning) (England) Amendment Regulations 2012?
X

Yes
No

3. Do you consider that the New Southwark Plan is Sound?
X

Yes
No

4. Do you consider that the New Southwark Plan is unsound because it is not?
Effective
Justified
Consistent with national policy and the London Plan
Positively prepared

5. Please give details of why you consider the New Southwark Plan not to be legally compliant or
unsound. Please be as precise as possible. If you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness
of the New Southwark Plan, please also use this box to set out your comments.
The New Southwark Plan is legally compliant and sound. However, please see cover letter for
suggestion for amending policy wording.
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6. Please set out what change(s) you consider necessary to make the New Southwark Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why this change will make the New Southwark Plan legally
compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible
Please see cover letter for policy wording suggestions.

Part D: Public Examination (required)
If your representation is seeking a change, do you consider it necessary to participate at the oral part
of the examination?
X

No, I do not wish to participate at the oral examination
Yes, I wish to participate at the oral examination

It is vital that your contact details are submitted correctly to ensure that you can be contacted if you
wish to participate in the public examination. Please tick the checkbox to confirm that the details
which have been provided are correct.
X

I confirm that all details provided are correct

Part E: Equalities monitoring
Equality and engagement with our diverse communities is central to the day to day delivery of our Southwark
Council Services. To deliver on our commitment to a fairer future, we need to collect some equality information
about you. This also forms part of our legal responsibilities under the Public Sector Equality Duty of the Equality
Act (2010).
We would therefore appreciate it if you could spend a few minutes filling in the details below. This information
helps us to measure and analyse how well we are engaging with all those who live and work in the borough.
Please do remember that whilst this information is very useful for our work, you are not obliged to answer or
complete any or all of this information. Southwark Council is the data controller for the purposes of the Data
Protection act.

Page 3 of 6
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NSPPSV102
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We strongly agree with the area vision on Denmark Hill Campus Hill and also believe that the
intensification to support the functioning of hospitals in the nearby area can be achieved through
the introduction of tall buildings appropriately designed to their setting. Furthermore, any
forthcoming policy with regard to the Area Vision NSP34 should not hinder intensified and improved
healthcare development.
Health and Social Care Facilities – Policy 3.17 (London Plan 2016)
The Area Vision for NSP34 is in line with London Plan Policy 3.17. Strategically, the Mayor will
support the provision of high quality health and social care appropriate for a growing and changing
population, particularly in areas of under provision or where there are particular needs.
Part B of Policy 3.17 states that development proposals which provide high quality health and social
care facilities will be supported in areas of identified need, particularly in places easily accessible by
public transport, cycling and walking.
Part D of Policy 3.17 states that in Local Development Framework preparation, boroughs should
identify and address significant health and social care issues facing their area for example by
utilising findings from Joint Strategic Needs Assessments. Part E states that Boroughs should
ensure their public health team work with the local NHS to regularly assess the need for health
facilities at the local and sub-regional levels and secure sites and buildings to contribute to future
provision. Part F states that boroughs should promote the continued role and enhancement of
London as a national and international centre of medical excellence and specialised facilities.
Emerging New London Plan (Dec 2017)
Draft Policy S2 Health and social care facilities
A. Boroughs should work with Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCG) and other NHS and
community organisations to:
1. Identify and address local health and social care needs within Development Plans taking
account of NHS Forward Planning Documents and related commissioning and estate
strategies, Joint Strategic Needs Assessments and Health and Wellbeing Strategies
2. Understand the impact and implications of service transformation plans and new models
of care on urgent and future health infrastructure provision in order to maximise health
and care outcomes
3. Regularly assess the need for health and social care facilities locally and sub-regionally,
addressing borough and CCG cross boundary issues
4. Identify sites in Development Plan for future provision, particularly in areas with
significant growth and/or under provision
5. Identify opportunities to make better use of existing and proposed new infrastructure
through integration, co-location or reconfiguration of services and facilitate the release of
surplus buildings and land for other uses.
B. Development proposals that support the provision of high-quality new and enhances facilities to
meet identified need and new models of care should be supported.
C. New facilities should be easily accessible by public transport, cycling and walking.
We believe the Area Vision for NSP34 has interpreted both the London Plan and emerging London
Plan positively and that the provision of high quality health care can be further advocated with the
addition of high quality, sustainable buildings that enhance the local area and improve the public
realm for visitors and locals alike.
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Social Regeneration to revitalise neighbourhoods – Policy SP2 (NSP – Dec 2017)
Policy SP2 states the council will continue to revitalise our neighbourhoods to make them healthier
places we can all be proud of to live and work. This will be achieved through:
1. Ensuring that all residents and particularly existing residents can assess the benefits of our
regeneration programmes and the opportunities created by those programmes for new
homes, new jobs and new infrastructure; and
2. Encouraging residential development above shops to enliven town centres; and
3. Ensuring that existing residents and neighbourhoods prosper from growth through giving
people from every community the opportunity to get their voices heard from the earliest
point and when decisions are made;
4. Enhancing local distinctiveness and heritage led regeneration by requiring the highest
possible standard of design, creating attractive, healthy and distinctive buildings and places.
This will be supported by providing green infrastructure and opportunities for healthy
activities and improving streets, squares and public places between buildings;
5. Providing targeted support in regeneration areas for all communities and particularly the
disadvantaged, involving all of our services, partners and community based activities.
We agree with this policy and believe Camberwell will benefit from strengthened social cohesion
and believe this can be achieved through the regeneration of parts of the borough, such as the
Camberwell Area Vision, where much of the medical services and buildings are for public use.
Policy SP2 could go further by stating that all development should be future proofed to enable and
facilitate future development within the immediate vicinity.
The new Proposed Submission Version (NSP Dec 2017), has introduced a borough wide policy
dedicated to Tall Buildings (Policy P14):
Tall buildings are significantly higher than surrounding buildings or their context. The highest tall
buildings will be located in areas that benefit from the highest levels of public transport access
where there is the greatest opportunity for regeneration. Typically, this will be in our major town
centres, Opportunity Areas and the Central Activities Zone.
New tall buildings must:
- Be located at a point of townscape significance and have a height that is proportionate to
the significance of the proposed location and size of the site; and
- Respond positively to local character and townscape; and
- Be of exemplary architectural design and residential quality; and
- Make a positive contribution to the London skyline and landscape, taking into account the
cumulative effect of existing tall buildings and emerging proposals for tall buildings; and
- Not cause a harmful impact on strategic views, as set out in the London View
Management Framework, or to our Borough Views; and
- Avoid unacceptable harm to the significance of designated heritage assets or their
setting; and
- Avoid harmful and uncomfortable environmental impacts including wind shear,
overshadowing and solar glare. Detailed modelling and analysis will be required to
assess these impacts; and
- Maximise energy efficiency and prioritise the use of sustainable materials; and
- Have a positive relationship with the public realm, provide opportunities for new street
trees, and design lower floors to successfully relate to and create a positive pedestrian
experience; and
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-

Provide a new, functional public space that is commensurate to the height and the size of
the proposed building when above a height of 30m, or 25m in the Thames Policy Area,
and widened footways and routes to accommodate increased footfall; and
Provide a new publicly accessible space at or near to the top of the building and
communal facilities for users and residents when above a height of 60m.

Although KCH is not within the boundaries of Southwark, its proximity to a number of listed
buildings and the historical Ruskin Park is likely to cause an impact on these heritage assets or
their setting. We agree that tall buildings should avoid unacceptable harm to the significance of the
designated heritage assets or their setting, but believe this should not impede future development
potential of surrounding sites, especially those that operate for the benefit of the public
We would propose the following wording to soften the policy:
“Avoid unacceptable harm to the significance of designated heritage assets or their setting unless
public benefits clearly outweigh any harm caused.”
Additionally, we strongly support draft Policy P15 Efficient Use of Land which states:
Development will be permitted that maximises the efficient use of land where:
- The development does not reasonably compromise development potential or legitimate
activities on neighbouring sites; and
- Adequate servicing facilities, circulation spaces and access to, from and through the site
is provided.
- Development should be permitted for appropriate ‘meanwhile uses’ where they deliver
community benefits and do not compromise the future redevelopment of the site.
I trust these comments will be taken into consideration in the preparation of the forthcoming Local
Plan submission to the Secretary of State. If in the interim you have any queries, please do not
hesitate to contact me.
Yours faithfully,
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NSPPSV103
.
King’s College London’s comments on the New Southwark Plan
1

2

King’s College London has two of its five Campuses in Southwark at London
Bridge, alongside Guy’s Hospital and at Denmark Hill where the eastern part of
its Campus is in Southwark and the western part in Lambeth. King’s also owns
land at Canada Water which it is to develop for student residences and offices
for its professional staff. The Southwark Plan and its contents are therefore
fundamental to the future sustainability and growth of King’s, particularly in the
context of providing economic student residences for its students. Southwark’s
draft policies for student housing are far more prescriptive than many other
London local authorities in terms of having to provide an element of usual
tenure affordable housing in respect of both private and university developed
accommodation. While it is accepted that affordable housing is a need
particularly in London, so is that for students, as is now recognised in the draft
new London Plan.
Although it is appreciated that at this stage there is only a limited basis on
which the Southwark Plan can be commented on i.e. is it basically sound and
deliverable, it is considered that while the Plan has certainly been extensively
consulted on over the last two years, its non-conformity with the draft London
Plan and the requirements for the provision of affordable housing and
discounted rental accommodation for students are questionable in terms of the
Plan’s soundness and deliverability, against other competing uses, particularly
when the evidence base relies on documents, two of which are ten and seven
years out of date. The requirements of Policy P24 in terms of also providing
35% by GIA of conventional affordable housing as per policy P4 and 27% of
student rooms having to be at the Mayor of London’s affordable rent levels
mean that neither private providers or higher education institutions will be able
to acquire sites for the development of student residences and may also make
the deliverability of schemes on pre- owned land undeliverable.

3

The draft New Southwark Plan Policy P4 (Private Rented Homes) potentially
allows for greater flexibility in satisfying affordable housing requirements to that
which is acceptable for traditional residential schemes built for sale. A “build for
rent” or ‘collective living’ scheme should be able to provide either a traditional
affordable housing offer (providing a mixture of social rented and intermediate
units) or discount market rent homes at a range of discounts. The accepted
size of student rooms in the market should also be acceptable where they are
occupied as such, instead of that for build for sale homes. Considering student
housing is similar to “built to rent” the same level of flexibility over affordable
housing contributions should be extended to student housing schemes. The
adoption of the proposed Policy H18 in the London Plan would be more
appropriate, subject to the comments in 5 below

4

Overall it is suggested that the policies for student housing should be more in
line with those of the draft London Plan and our comments thereon, as summarised
in 5 below, to achieve the “soundness test” and that two of the evidence based
documents are out of date such that student housing will become increasingly
difficult to deliver in Southwark if the policy is not amended.
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5

In Policy H17 of the draft London Plan
(i)
(ii)

(iii)

the provision of 35% of affordable student housing can be acceptable
provided it is related to a range of discount to market values
the timing of any requirement for a Nomination Agreement with any HEI or
overriding organisation such as the University of London or collection of
HEIs should be no earlier than the signing of a section 106 Agreement on a
development
whilst temporary or other uses should be allowed in any development of
student housing it should not have any VAT consequences for the
developer as this will simply be passed on to the HEI in higher gross rents .

In Policy H18
(i)

any cash contribution towards affordable housing should be replaced by the
provision of discounted rental units for students

King’s College London
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Part B: Representation
Please select one policy per form to select which part of the plan you wish to make a representation on. The
one option you select should be the item you should be commenting on in the subsequent boxes below. If you
want to comment on more than one part of the plan, please submit part B again.

1. To which part of the New Southwark Plan does this representation relate to?
Implementation policy:
Development Management policy:

Policies P2, P4, P9, P13, P14

Area Vision:
Site Allocation:

NS 67

Proposal Map:
Other:

2. Do you consider the document to be legally compliant in accordance with the Town and Country
Planning (Local Planning) (England) Amendment Regulations 2012?
Yes
No
3. Do you consider that the New Southwark Plan is Sound?
Yes
x

No

4. Do you consider that the New Southwark Plan is unsound because it is not?
x

Effective
Justified

x

Consistent with national policy and the London Plan
Positively prepared

5. Please give details of why you consider the New Southwark Plan not to be legally compliant or
unsound. Please be as precise as possible. If you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness
of the New Southwark Plan, please also use this box to set out your comments.
See accompanying representations letter which sets out our detailed comments.
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6. Please set out what change(s) you consider necessary to make the New Southwark Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why this change will make the New Southwark Plan legally
compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible
See accompanying representations letter and detailed comments.

Part D: Public Examination (required)
If your representation is seeking a change, do you consider it necessary to participate at the oral part
of the examination?
No, I do not wish to participate at the oral examination
x

Yes, I wish to participate at the oral examination

It is vital that your contact details are submitted correctly to ensure that you can be contacted if you
wish to participate in the public examination. Please tick the checkbox to confirm that the details
which have been provided are correct.
x

I confirm that all details provided are correct

Part E: Equalities monitoring
Equality and engagement with our diverse communities is central to the day to day delivery of our Southwark
Council Services. To deliver on our commitment to a fairer future, we need to collect some equality information
about you. This also forms part of our legal responsibilities under the Public Sector Equality Duty of the Equality
Act (2010).
We would therefore appreciate it if you could spend a few minutes filling in the details below. This information
helps us to measure and analyse how well we are engaging with all those who live and work in the borough.
Please do remember that whilst this information is very useful for our work, you are not obliged to answer or
complete any or all of this information. Southwark Council is the data controller for the purposes of the Data
Protection act.

Page 3 of 6
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CBRE Limited
Henrietta House
Henrietta Place
London W1G 0NB

Planning Policy
Southwark Council
PO Box 64529
London
SE1P 5LX

27 February 2018

Dear Sir/Madam,
NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN REPRESENTATIONS, NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN – PROPOSED
SUBMISSION VERSION
LAND AT 585-589 OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, SE15 1LA
We submit on behalf of our client, Legal & General Assurance Society Ltd (‘L&G’ hereafter), a representation
in response to your consultation on the representations in response to your consultation on the New Southwark
Plan (Proposed Submission Version published November 2017), herein referred as the NSP.
Consultation closes on 27 February 2018. CBRE Limited (‘CBRE’ hereafter) act as planning advisors with
respect to land on the corner of Old Kent Road and Rotherhithe New Road (referred to as ‘The Site’ hereafter)
shown within the Location Plan attached in Appendix A.
The Site currently comprises a modern retail warehouse unit (Use Class A1) currently occupied by Currys PC
World with associated car parking, which fronts Old Kent Road.
L&G welcomes the opportunity to engage with Southwark Council in respect of its emerging policies in the Old
Kent Road Opportunity Area and specifically the publication of the New Southwark Plan with respect to their
site. In addition to these representations, representations will be issued as part of the Draft Old Kent Road
Area Action Plan consultation which closes on the 21st March 2018.
As you will be aware, we have already met with Officers to discuss the emerging Old Kent Road Area Action
Plan and to discuss the emerging development plans and principles surrounding the redevelopment of the site.
We would welcome further engagement with the Council regarding the future of the site.

Site Location and Description
The Site currently comprises modern retail warehouse units and associated car parking as shown in the
enclosed site location plan. The site area comprises 0.55 hectare. The site fronts Old Kent Road, with modern
industrial warehouse buildings and hardstanding located to the north.
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The adjoining sites, consist of a modern warehouse building used for storage with associated hardstanding
service yard to the north, a small 3 storey building currently used as a dentist surgery and a modern retail
warehouse with associated car parking to the east. To the west are parking areas and the Selco builders
warehouse.
In addition to the north is a large electrical substation building situated on Verney Road. At 399 Rotherhithe
New Road to the north of the site a residential led mixed use scheme is under construction. This consists of a
part 6, part 19 storey building comprising of a primary school and 158 residential dwellings. A planning
application has also been submitted for 6-10 Verney Road for mixed use redevelopment which comprises
three tall buildings of 23, 18 and 17 storeys as well as lower elements comprising 340 residential units, A1
retail use (197.18 m2 GEA), B1 office use/workspace (4435 m2 GEA), D1 community use (394 m2 GEA) as
well as a section of the Surrey Canal Linear Park.
Whilst the area as a whole is currently characterised by large retail and industrial sheds with parcels of land
dominated by areas of hard standing in the form of surface car parking and service yards, there is a changing
emerging context. Strategic masterplans as part of the emerging Old Kent Road Area Action Plan will see
much of the surrounding area coming forward for mixed use redevelopment including masterplan OKR 10 to
the south and masterplan OKR 11 to the west. A number of planning applications are now coming forward
within these masterplan areas.

Draft Old Kent Road Area Action Plan (2017) Requirements
The site falls within the allocation OKR 13 within the Draft AAP within Sub Area 3 Sandgate Street, Verney
Road and Old Kent Road. Within the Draft AAP for OKR 13 indicative capacity is identified for 3,680 homes a
and 2,820 jobs.
Key requirements set out for the site within OKR 13 that relate to the site are as follows:
 Replace existing retail space (A class use) and activate frontages on Old Kent Road through provision of
retail (A use class), business (B use class) or community uses (D use class); and
 Provide housing; and
 Provide a new park on the alignment of the former Surrey Canal.
Within the tall buildings strategy within the AAP (Figure 9) a Tier 1 tall building is identified for the site (above
30 storeys). In terms of land use the site is identified for mixed use redevelopment within the ‘high street’
typology where new retail use is to be provided below residential flats or office uses.
The masterplan shows the Surrey Canal Linear Park cutting through the centre of the site which reduces to the
developable area to approximately 75% of the site area and restricts the potential building footprints of any
redevelopment proposal.

REPRESENTATIONS
Allocation NSP67: Sandgate Street and Verney Road
The site forms part of this wider allocation for mixed use redevelopment, which in turn forms allocation OKR
13 within the Draft Old Kent Road AAP masterplan. Our client strongly supports the allocation of the site
under allocation NSP67.

Policy P2: New Family Homes
Policy P2 sets prescriptive requirements for unit size mix on development sites (a minimum of 60% with two
plus bedrooms, a minimum of 20% to be 3 beds and a max of 5% to be studios). This approach is considered
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to be overly prescriptive and does not allow for flexibility to respond to site specific circumstances as currently
worded. Furthermore the Draft London Plan (2017) Policy H12 recognises the need for flexibility and states a
range of factors that should be considered in determining unit size mix on any particular site. It also recognises
the role of one and two beds in freeing up family housing and within supporting text recognises that two
bedroom units do provide family housing. Draft London Plan Policy H12 also states that Boroughs should not
set prescriptive dwelling size requirements for market and intermediate homes.
There is also an expectation that sites within the Old Kent Road area will come forward as flatted schemes,
given this, we request that Policy P2 is amended to be consistent with the London Plan and acknowledges that
there are a range of factors that will influence unit size mix on any particular site and that unit size mix should
be considered on a site by site basis.

Policy P4: Private Rented Homes
Policy P4 provides a specific policy on private rented homes. The provision of a specific policy for this sector is
supported in recognition that the private rented sector provides an alternative model to traditional
developments. Affordable housing requirements are set out for private rented homes in developments of
more than 100 dwellings including the need for 35% Affordable Housing overall of which a minimum of 34%
should be social rent, a minimum of 52% should London Living Rent and a minimum of 5% should be
Affordable Rent. There is also a requirement for homes to be secured on the rented market for a minimum of
a 30 years.
In contrast Draft London Plan Policy H13 on Build to Rent provides different affordable housing requirements.
Draft London Plan Policy H13 states that for Build to Rent schemes to follow the fast track route to viability,
they must deliver at least 35% affordable housing. Draft London Plan Policy H13 allows the affordable
housing offer to be solely Discounted Market Rent and if following the fast track route as least 30% should be
London Living Rent. The time period within which the homes must be held as Build to Rent is 15 years.
In order to ensure consistency with the Draft London Plan Policy H13 and to encourage the development of
this sector we consider that Policy P4 should be amended to be consistent with the requirements of the Draft
London Plan.

Policy P4: Optimising Delivery of New Homes
L&G supports the high design standards set out for new homes and supports the principle of optimising
density on any given site. Residential density ranges are set out with a range of 650-1100 habitable rooms per
hectare set out for the Old Kent Road Opportunity Area core. The Draft London Plan has removed the density
matrix. Given that the site has been identified as a location for tall buildings, the proposals will exceed the
guidelines stated in this policy. In line with the Draft London Plan we suggest the density range is removed and
instead the appropriate density should be a result of a design led approach (in response to the various design
policies within the NSP and the Old Kent Road AAP), as well as response to context and public transport
accessibility.

Policy P13: Residential Design
Detailed requirements are set out with respect to residential design. L&G supports the principle of high quality
design. Given that the development potential of the site has already been constrained by the Surrey Canal
Linear Park, detailed design requirements should be applied flexibility where possible without compromising
the quality of the design in order to ensure that the Site remains deliverable.
At 1.1 – this requirement should be reworded to say ‘2.5 m minimum head height should be provided for all
habitable rooms, including bedrooms and living areas’. This is because depending on the flat design and
layout, habitable rooms may account for 75% of the dwelling.
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Part B: Representation
Please select one policy per form to select which part of the plan you wish to make a representation on. The one
option you select should be the item you should be commenting on in the subsequent boxes below. If you want
to comment on more than one part of the plan, please submit part B again.

1. To which part of the New Southwark Plan does this representation relate to?
Implementation policy:
Development Management policy:
Area Vision:

AV.08 Elephant and Castle Area Vision

Site Allocation:
Proposal Map:
Other:

2. Do you consider the document to be legally compliant in accordance with the Town and Country
Planning (Local Planning) (England) Amendment Regulations 2012?
Yes
No
3. Do you consider that the New Southwark Plan is Sound?
Yes
No
4. Do you consider that the New Southwark Plan is unsound because it is not?
Effective
Justified
Consistent with national policy and the London Plan
Positively prepared

5. Please give details of why you consider the New Southwark Plan not to be legally compliant or
unsound. Please be as precise as possible. If you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness of
the New Southwark Plan, please also use this box to set out your comments.
Please see Cover Letter
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6. Please set out what change(s) you consider necessary to make the New Southwark Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why this change will make the New Southwark Plan legally
compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording of
any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible

Please see Cover Letter.

Part D: Public Examination (required)
If your representation is seeking a change, do you consider it necessary to participate at the oral part
of the examination?
No, I do not wish to participate at the oral examination
Yes, I wish to participate at the oral examination
It is vital that your contact details are submitted correctly to ensure that you can be contacted if you
wish to participate in the public examination. Please tick the checkbox to confirm that the details
which have been provided are correct.
I confirm that all details provided are correct

Part E: Equalities monitoring
Equality and engagement with our diverse communities is central to the day to day delivery of our Southwark
Council Services. To deliver on our commitment to a fairer future, we need to collect some equality information
about you. This also forms part of our legal responsibilities under the Public Sector Equality Duty of the Equality
Act (2010).
We would therefore appreciate it if you could spend a few minutes filling in the details below. This information
helps us to measure and analyse how well we are engaging with all those who live and work in the borough.
Please do remember that whilst this information is very useful for our work, you are not obliged to answer or
complete any or all of this information. Southwark Council is the data controller for the purposes of the Data
Protection act.

Age:
Page 3 of 6
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London
Magdalen House
148 Tooley Street
London SE1 2TU

Harrogate
14-15 Regent Parade
Harrogate
HG1 5AW

Bristol
13-14 Orchard Street
Bristol
BS1 5EH

Southwark Planning Policy
5th Floor Hub 2
Southwark Council
PO Box 64529
London
SE1P 5LX

27th February 2018

Our Ref: 17/3554

Dear Sir/Madam
New Southwark Plan:
Submission
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We write on behalf of our Client, Lawford & Sons Ltd / Capital Homes (herein referred to as our Client), who have a key interest
in the London Borough of Southwark. More specifically, regarding the Elephant and Castle Area Vision and the promotion of
136-142 New Kent Road (known as Surdaw House). For information purposes, we enclose a red line plan of the Site, which
is included within a ‘key development opportunity site’ document, which matches that provided within the Council’s Area
Visions and Site Allocations document (i.e. other development sites).
We write to raise concern that the site mentioned above does not form part of Elephant and Castle’s key areas for improvement
and regeneration within the Submission Version of the New Southwark Plan (NSP). We previously responded to the Preferred
Options Draft Local Plan in representations submitted on the 25th April 2017, specifically promoting the continued inclusion of
our Client’s development site on New Kent Road, however, it appears that our Clients site has been overlooked once again
and still fails to appear as a Site Allocation. As such, it is considered that the NSP is not justified, as realistic alternatives for
development have been ignored. We remain of the view that this highly sustainable site, which is identified as an opportunity
area within the Elephant and Castle Opportunity Areas, has been unreasonably overlooked.
Since the submission of previous representations, our Client has also submitted a planning application to the Council, and the
Mayor, for review (Ref: 17/AP/3910). The application is currently pending consideration by the Council, and the Mayor has
provided the Stage 1 Report, relevant to this application (Ref: planning report D&P/4271/01, dated 18th December 2017). It
is our Client’s intention to realise the development potential of the Site, and it is strongly considered that this could be achieved
within the first five years of the plan period. On this basis, we would request that this site is considered for retained inclusion
in the NSP as a ‘opportunity site’.

Background and Policy Position
Our Client has interest in the future of Elephant and Castle, and the associated development and regeneration opportunities.
On this basis, we have considered the historic promotion of 136 – 142 New Kent Road, through the Borough’s Development
Plan, which is under the ownership of our Client.

www.planningpotential.co.uk
Planning Potential is a Limited Company registered in England No. 5419507 | Registered Office: 35 Ballards Lane, London N3 1XW
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Southwark Councils online archive shows that the site has been considered for redevelopment since at least 2011 when the
site was included within the ‘Elephant and Castle: SPD/OAPF Section 106 Tariff Development Viability Report: December
2011’, which proposed the site for residential-led mixed use redevelopment with retail and office. The site area is identified as
0.22ha. The report assessed the site with potential for a 5-storey development, albeit the reasoning for this is unknown.
The Council subsequently adopted the Elephant and Castle Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) and Opportunity Area
Planning Framework (OAPF) in March 2012, which sought to guide development, within the ‘Opportunity Area’, over the 15
years that followed. It sought to direct development to appropriate and desirable areas, protecting sensitive areas and ensuring
that growth continues to be supported by appropriate physical as well as social and community infrastructure (paragraph 1.12,
Elephant and Castle SPD).
Figure 5 of the document (SPD), which provides detail on the indicative land uses within the opportunity area, identifies that
136 – 142 New Kent Road falls within an area expected to provide for ‘predominantly residential with supporting community
uses (shops, schools, churches, public houses)’ (page 17, Elephant and Castle SPD & OAPF). Figure 6 then, importantly,
identifies the ‘potential development sites’ in the opportunity area, including 136 – 142 New Kent Road as ‘Site 17’. Figure 8,
which details the ‘Elephant and Castle Key Diagram’ identifies New Kent Road to be a Major Road, importantly leading to Old
Kent Road (an Opportunity Area, which itself is subject to its own planning guidance). Whilst the site is not noted as falling
within the ‘Core Area’ on the Key Diagram, the site is identified as an opportunity site, along a major prominent route in the
Opportunity Area.
The Site was specifically identified in the SPD and OAPF as falling within the ‘Heygate Street Character Area’. Regarding
opportunities to promote the site for redevelopment, the document states that “in the eastern part of the character area there
are opportunities to provide mixed use developments on commercial sites such as 136 – 142 New Kent Road which fronts
on to New Kent Road.” (paragraph 5.2.4, Elephant and Castle SPD). The site is therefore explicitly referred to, regarding its
potential for providing an opportunity for mixed-use development. With regard to land uses, Policy SPD 25 notes that
‘elsewhere in the character area’ (which relates to 136 – 142 New Kent Road), ‘developments should retain business space
as part of a mixed-use development unless replaced by a suitable town centre use’ and that ‘additional residential use will be
supported’. The SPD provides a large amount of detail on the acceptability of tall buildings within the opportunity area, and
within SPD 27 ‘Built Environment’, it states that ‘tall buildings may be appropriate on locations inside the strategic viewing
corridor but they must conserve the outstanding universal value (OUV) of World Heritage Sites. It is considered that due to the
identification of 136 – 142 New Kent Road as an opportunity site within the area, and its prominent location on New Kent
Road, a main route within the Elephant and Castle Opportunity Area, that a tall building in this location would be entirely
acceptable.
The Housing Background Paper, which provided evidence for and supported the Elephant and Castle SPD and OAPF,
identified 136 – 142 New Kent Road as capable of delivering only 40 residential units, which has not been substantiated with
any reasoning or evidence. The document did not identify the opportunity of a residential-led mixed use scheme on this site.
It is considered that due to the prominent nature of this Site, there is an opportunity to provide for a significantly greater number
of units, along with supporting uses on the ground floor, providing an active frontage to New Kent Road.
In addition to this, a further supporting paper to the SPD, the ‘Elephant and Castle Opportunity Area Characterisation Study’
(November 2011), identifies the site as ‘Opportunity Site 4’ within the Character Area (Heygate Street) (page 39), which provides
the opportunity for ‘demolition and redevelopment’ (as stated specifically on page 97). Importantly, the document, at page 36:
Figure 28 ‘Townscape Analysis’ identifies the area directly to the north east of the site (on New Kent Road), as a ‘Key Gateway’.
The document requires that new developments within the character area should:

2
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•

Re-instate a logical street pattern with clear fronts and backs that create human scale streetscapes and active uses
at ground level as far as possible

•

Enhance permeability through and into the character area reinforcing existing desire lines and establishing new
pedestrian links

•

Have regard to the setting of heritage assets and buildings of townscape merit within the character area and also
at its fringes (page 97)

The redevelopment of this opportunity site for mixed use development would ensure that the above requirements can be met,
and a much more efficient and effective use of the land could be realised, in line with the Council’s aspirations for the character
area.
The Site also benefits from the highest possible level of connectivity, regarding public transport (PTAL 6b). This therefore
provides the opportunity for development at a high density, providing much needed new homes, and creates a very real
prospect of creating a sustainable development that would significantly reduce the need to travel by car, perhaps the ability to
provide a car-free development (albeit with the ability to provide for a compliant level of wheelchair accessible car parking
spaces). In areas of PTAL 6b, the London Plan 2016 advises a suitable density of 650–1100 habitable rooms per hectare (in
a ‘central setting/Major Town Centre), for the site. This same density capacity is provided within the Core Strategy: Strategic
Policy 5, with specific reference to sites located within the Southwark Central Activities Zone (CAZ).
Moreover, it should be noted the adjacent site (Cutler Apartments at 134 New Kent Road) which gained Planning Permission
in November 2009, slightly exceeds the density outlined within the Core Strategy, which was acceptable to the Council,
therefore identifying that sites in this area are being built out efficiently. More recently, applications such as 87 Newington
Causeway (Application Ref: 16/AP/3144), have achieved 2,666 habitable rooms per hectare (Approved 29/01/2018). On this
basis, we would suggest that the Site, at 0.22ha can achieve in the range of 1,100 to 1,750 habitable rooms per hectare.
In 2014, in preparation for the NSP, 136 – 142 New Kent Road was included as Site ‘NSP56’ within the sites schedule which
accompanied the October ‘Issues and Options Version’ New Southwark Plan. This document identified it as a potential
development site within the borough. The document notes that the Council would be contacting land owners to discuss the
potential for each site during the preparation of the NSP. We are aware from our Client that no contact was made in relation
to the redevelopment potential of this site.
The Council also consulted on the strategic and development management policies in the NSP, between October 2015 and
February 2016. This did not provide specific detail on designated sites for development.
In January 2017, a Cabinet Report discussing the Site Allocations and Area Visions within the ‘Preferred Option’ Local Plan
was published which included a brief assessment of 136 – 142 New Kent Road. The Report confirmed that a representation
was made to include 136 – 142 New Kent Road as a site allocation in the Preferred Options document as a potential gateway
site between the Elephant and Castle and Old Kent Road opportunity areas. The report states that the site was not taken
forward as a site allocation in the Preferred Options document “due to the limited site area and limited development potential
as a strategic development site”. The sites location on the edge of two opportunity areas was not considered to automatically
constitute a gateway development site, nor that it would “achieve the aspirations of either the Elephant and Castle or Old Kent
Road strategic visions”. Furthermore, the report notes that, “New Kent Road and the area surrounding the site is characterised
by low-midrise buildings along a linear route”. The report confirms that the “council remain supportive of redevelopment of the
site for mixed use, and consider [that] this could be achieved in the context of applying adopted planning policies i.e. to provide
high quality development that is consistent with the character of the area”.
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As noted above, the Council’s own supporting documentation for the Elephant and Castle SPD, identified the area directly to
the northeast of 136 – 142 New Kent Road, has as a ‘key gateway’. Our client believes that this remains the case, and as
such proposes that the site retains its allocation, within the NSP as an opportunity site. The site is a deliverable site, in line with
the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), in that it is available for redevelopment, offers a suitable location for
development now, and is achievable with a realistic prospect that housing will be delivered on the site within five years. The
site is also viable, and creates an opportunity for a much more efficient and effective use of the land than currently exists,
specifically with the provision of an active ‘town centre use’ at ground level, provision of affordable housing and of much
needed high-quality homes. Whilst we understand that Southwark is currently able to demonstrate a five-year housing land
supply, we are guided by national, regional (the London Plan) and local policy that local plans should seek to boost the supply
of housing and targets should be exceeded.
In light of the above, representations were made in April 2017 to the Preferred Options NSP specifying the development
potential of our Client’s site, however this request appears to have been overlooked as the Submission Version of the NSP
fails to refer to our Client’s site and the valuable contribution to development targets that it could make.
Since the previous submission, the Draft London Plan was published for consultation (December 2017). The Draft London
Plan places even greater emphasis on the valuable contribution small sites can make to London’s housing need. Policy H2
‘Small Sites’ states that small sites should play a much greater role in housing delivery and boroughs should pro-actively
support well-designed new homes on small sites through both planning decisions and plan-making.
As such the need for our Client’s site to be included within the Site Allocations section of the NSP has increased further. In
conjunction with the enhanced support for development of small sites, progression has been made in terms of preparing the
planning application which was always planned to run in conjunction to the NSP coming forward and read cohesively. Our
Client submitted a planning application for the redevelopment of the Site, which was validated by Southwark Council on the
11th October 2017. The application proposal is for the following development:

“Demolition of the existing building and construction of a part 15 storey, part 9 storey, part 6 storey and part 2 storey mixeduse building, with basement, providing 85 residential units, 1241sqm of flexible business floor space/non-residential
institution (Use Class B1/D1) and 597sqm of retail floor space (Use Class A1) with associated cycle parking, servicing, refuse
and recycling, landscaping and private and communal residential amenity space. The proposal includes a new pedestrian
route through the site linking New Kent Road with Munton Road.” (Ref:17/AP/3910)
At present there is a disconnect between the advice received from Officers, the Mayoral vision for the site, the previous policy
documents produced by Southwark and the contents of the NSP. Most recent comments received from the Greater London
Authority on 18th December 2017 state that: “mixed-use redevelopment of this site in the Elephant & Castle Opportunity Area
and Central Activities Zone is supported” (para.44), accordingly this position needs to reflect the contents of the NSP. We are
of the view that a consistent approach to promoting the redevelopment of highly sustainable, brownfield sites, for mixed-use
development, is paramount to the credibility and soundness of the NSP.
To this effect, these representations seek once again to ask the Council to include our Client’s site in the NSP Area Visions
and Site Allocations section.

Area Visions / Elephant and Castle Area Vision
The Area Visions included with the NSP identify key infrastructure enhancements, opportunities for public realm and transport
improvements and growth opportunities of new homes and jobs. Further to our previous representations, we continue to
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support the emphasis that is being placed on key areas across the borough and their ability to provide development
opportunities.
With specific regard to the Elephant and Castle Area Vision, we note that despite 136 – 142 New Kent Road being identified
previously as an ‘opportunity site’ (Elephant and Castle SPD and OAPF) and despite our previous representations identifying
the sites prospects, this designation has not been taken forward in this iteration of the NSP. We continue to object to this
omission, and request that due to the key opportunity to redevelop this site for residential-led mixed use, that the site should
be reinstated. We provide a detailed assessment of the site below and provide a completed ‘key development opportunity
site’ document, in support of this representation (enclosed).

Proposed Site Allocation: 136-142 New Kent Road
We have reviewed the methodology for the NSP Site Allocations, and note that the inclusion of sites within the document
reflected matters such as opportunity for redevelopment, the site’s promotion through ‘call for sites’, size and context.
It is strongly considered that 136 – 142 New Kent Road remains an ‘opportunity site’, suitable for comprehensive
redevelopment. Despite it being 0.22 hectares, it is previously developed land, with the ability to provide a key opportunity for
intensification, to provide much needed affordable and market homes and commercial floorspace (at ground floor and
basement). This would provide a high quality active frontage, which would increase footfall along New Kent Road, working in
harmony with the retail units on the opposite side of the street. The Site is very near ‘Elephant Park’ (which is less than 100m
to the West) making it a prime opportunity to continue the redevelopment of Elephant and Castle further along New Kent
Road. We consider that this provides for a development site, of strategic importance, and provides a real opportunity to
intensify the land in an efficient way.
The methodology for the NSP Site Allocations states that the ‘opportunity to contribute to area regeneration’ will be ‘given
greater weight than site size’. Therefore, based on the potential of the site for redevelopment, and given that it is only 0.03
hectares below the ‘general size’ of sites which are to be included in the NSP Site Allocations going forward, we consider that
136 – 142 New Kent Road should remain as an ‘opportunity site’ of strategic importance, within the NSP. We also note that
there are 7 number sites which have been allocated which fall below the ‘general size’, these are; NSP49, NSP59, NSP61,
NSP62, NSP63, NSP73 and NSP74.
We refer to the list of omitted sites within the NSP Methodology Paper, and note that the reasoning behind 136-142 New Kent
Road not being included in the NSP relates to it being a ‘small site without the clear opportunity for major intensification where
acceptable redevelopment could be achieved under other NSP policies’. We strongly consider, that based on the above, the
site does provide a prime opportunity for intensification, and whilst the current planning application has secured positive
comments under other NSP policies, we consider that Council should continue to include this as a ‘key development
opportunity site in Elephant and Castle’ within the NSP.
The Site is also located within the Central Activities Zone (CAZ), Elephant and Castle’s Town Centre (Major Centre), and
importantly within the Elephant and Castle Opportunity Area (London Plan), which all add weight to including the Site within
the NSP going forward.
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Summary and Conclusions
It is considered that the NSP is not justified, as realistic alternatives for development have been ignored. We remain of the view
that this highly sustainable site, which is identified as an opportunity area within the Elephant and Castle Opportunity Area, has
been unreasonably overlooked.
This site holds a strong position on New Kent Road, and our view remains consistent that this site provides the opportunity to
create a key gateway into the Opportunity Area of Elephant and Castle. It provides for a prime opportunity to create an attractive
and active frontage onto New Kent Road, which is a key route through the area. This will enhance the vitality and viability of
the local area. The retention of the allocation of this Site, will also bring benefits, upon its redevelopment, such as the provision
of affordable housing, the opportunity for enhanced landscaping and amenity space and the ability to improve pedestrian
connections in the local area, particularly to Victory Community Park, directly to the south.
Our Client, as detailed in our previous representations (dated April 2017) and above, has a key interest in Southwark, and in
particular with regard to 136 – 142 New Kent Road, and its redevelopment potential. As such, our Client has submitted a
planning application to the Council, and the Mayor, for review (Ref: 17/AP/3910). It is our Client’s intention to realise the
development potential of the Site, and it is strongly considered that this could be achieved within the first five years of the plan
period. On this basis, we would request that this site, considering the above assessment, is considered for retained inclusion
in the NSP as an ‘opportunity site’.
As detailed within this letter, we have included a ‘Key development opportunity site’ document, which matches those already
included within the Council’s NSP. We trust that this assists, and provides the information required to support the retention
of the allocation for 136 – 142 New Kent Road.
We would be grateful if the Council provide receipt of these representations, and reserve the right to submit further responses
and be provided with the opportunity to participate in the Hearings, with regard to the Examination going forward. We would
welcome any comments on the representations provided, and please do not hesitate to contact me should you require any
further detail or clarification on 136 – 142 New Kent Road.

Yours sincerely,

Planning
anning Potential
Po enti
London
Enc.

136 – 142 New Kent Road – Key Development Opportunity Site document
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NSPPSV106

Planning Policy Team
London Borough of Southwark
5th Floor Hub 2
Southwark Council
PO Box 64529
London
SE1P 5LX

Planning Policy Team
Planning Service
Lewisham Town Hall
Catford
London SE6 4RU

date 26 February 2018

Dear Planning Policy Team
Re: New Southwark Plan Proposed Submission
Version
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this document and for keeping us
appraised of the strategic, cross boundary issues as you have progressed your Local
Plan. I set out below officer level comments from the London Borough of Lewisham:
In relation to the Bakerloo Line Extension:
1

Your Plan supports the Bakerloo Line Extension (BLE) and recognises the
development potential associated with this strategic piece of infrastructure,
especially within policies P51 Transport Infrastructure Improvements and
AV.12 Old Kent Road Area Vision. We also strongly support the commitment
given to Phase 1 of the BLE to serve Old Kent Road, New Cross Gate and
Lewisham and see it as a prerequisite to improve transport connectivity,
increase the capacity and resilience of the transport network, reduce journey
times, enhance PTAL levels and increase the share of journeys made by
foot, cycle or public transport. It will also provide opportunities to unlock
development potential by supporting new jobs and homes in these locations.
Overall, we feel that the BLE has the ability to transform both of our
Boroughs and we look forward to continuing to work with you on this
important strategic cross-boundary issue.

2

We feel strongly that your Plan would benefit by acknowledging “the need for
joint funding and partnership working with key bodies such as the GLA, TfL
and the London Borough of Lewisham in order to ensure timely delivery of
the BLE, as proposed by the Mayor of London, and to work towards a clear
and transparent agenda in terms of safeguarding the BLE route and
delivering associated infrastructure and development sites alongside the
BLE”.
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3

We are also seeking greater certainty from the Mayor of London with a
funding commitment to BLE Phase 2, as this will be crucial to unlocking more
development opportunities to the south of Catford and within the wider South
East area.

4

We welcome the specific reference in paragraphs 2.13, 2.18, 3.26 and 3.35
of your Duty to Cooperate Statement, to our joint work on the Bakerloo Line
Extension and surrounding areas including Old Kent Road, Bermondsey
Trading Estate, Bermondsey Diver Under and New Cross masterplan.

5

We note further details are set out in the Old Kent Road Area Action Plan /
Opportunity Area Planning Framework, and if necessary we will comment on
this separately in due course, prior to the end of consultation on 21st March
2018.

In relation to working with neighbours:
6

We acknowledge that through the South East London Duty to Cooperate
group we have been working together under the duty, have entered into
dialogue on a range of sub-regional and strategic cross boundary issues over
a number of years and throughout the preparation of your Plan. We welcome
the specific references given to this group and its outputs (e.g. 2014 South
East London SHMA) in paragraphs 2.8, 2.9, 2.11 and 3.14 of your Duty to
Cooperate Statement.

7

We welcome how your Plan acknowledges connectivity with your
surrounding neighbours, especially in policies:
 IP1 Infrastructure – by mentioning working with neighbouring boroughs.
 P22 River Thames – by mentioning that development will relate to its
neighbours, taking into account how the river meanders and the impact
this can have on how buildings may be seen together.
 P48 Walking – by enhancing the borough’s walking networks by
providing footways, routes and public realm that enable access through
development site and adjoining areas and by enhancing strategic
networks such as the Green Chain walking route, and supporting new
and existing green links across the borough and sub-regionally.
 P49 Low line routes (figure 4) – by recognising the low line routes in
close proximity to the borough boundary with Lewisham.
 AV.05 Crystal Palace and Gypsy Hill Area Vision – by being mindful of
cross boundary issues.

In relation to the overall level of growth:
8

The Site Allocations proposed in this document have the potential to
transform your borough and the individual site allocations and area visions in
section 8 identify indicative capacities. The reasoning text for Policy SP1
Quality Affordable Homes (page 16 – 17) acknowledges that a number of
potential development sites will be allocated for housing and other land uses
and that there are enough sites to build at least 2,736 new homes per year
89

which would meet the London Plan target of 27,362 new homes between
2015 and 2025. However, it is difficult to understand the overall quantum of
development being proposed. To aid understanding, the Plan would benefit
from explicitly recognising the level of anticipated growth within an
overarching policy that highlights the cumulative, indicative figures for the
whole borough for residential, retail and employment uses and by including a
key diagram at the start of your Plan; and by including an overview map
showing the different areas at the start of section 8.
We look forward to engaging with you further in the future and working collaboratively
with you as part of the duty to cooperate.
Yours faithfully
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APPENDIX 1 – REPRESENTATIONS MADE ON BEHALF OF LENDLEASE ON 13
SEPTEMBER 2017 PURSUANT TO THE PREFFERED OPTIONS DRAFT OF THE NEW
SOUTHWARK PLAN
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HS/EL/DP2098
11 September 2017
Planning Policy
Chief Executive’s Department
FREEPOST SE1919/14
London
SE1P 5LX
Sent by email to: planningpolicy@southwark.gov.uk

Dear Sir/Madam,
THE NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN - NEW AND AMENDED PREFERRED OPTION
POLICIES CONSULTATION (JUNE 2017): REPRESENTATIONS ON BEHALF OF
LENDLEASE (ELEPHANT AND CASTLE) LTD
These representations are submitted to Southwark Council (the “Council”) on behalf of our client Lend
Lease (Elephant and Castle) Limited (“Lendlease”) in respect of the Council’s New Southwark Plan
New and Amended Preferred Option Version (June 2017).
As the Council’s development partner on Elephant Park (the redevelopment of the former Heygate
Estate), Lendlease is committed to the delivery of significant regeneration at Elephant and Castle,
which is a key policy aspiration of the Council. Lendlease has recently obtained planning permissions
Elephant Park (outline planning permission) and reserved matters consents for four detailed phases,
South Gardens, West Grove, the Energy Hub and Phase MP4 (comprising Park Central (North) and
East Grove) along with detailed planning permissions for Trafalgar Place and One the Elephant. The
total combined quantum of development currently permitted on Lendlease’s projects is up to 383,361
sqm, providing circa. 3,000 residential units, retail and leisure floorspace, business floorspace,
community and cultural floorspace, a new energy centre and a new park.
Given the scale of development being undertaken and all developments being in full delivery,
Lendlease takes a very serious interest in emerging planning policy in Southwark.
As a result of its significant regeneration schemes, Lendlease is fully informed and well placed to
comment on the New Southwark Plan New and Amended Preferred Option Version. Lendlease
supports the principle of the regeneration and wider improvements to the Borough and agrees that the
pressing need for housing – of all tenure types for Southwark’s residents, should be answered.
Lendlease supports the aspiration of creating a strong economy and making Southwark a place where
the town centres and high streets thrive and a place to do business in the central London and global
economy.
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It is within this context that our client welcomes the opportunity to make representations on the New
Southwark Plan. These representations should be read in conjunction with our previous
representations to the full consultation.
Social Regeneration (Policy SP7)
The New Southwark Plan establishes a strategic policy for social regeneration ensuring physical
change goes hand in hand with social change through empowering local communities; improving
community facilities; supporting residents to take advantage of employment and education; improving
accessibility and new facilities; promoting inclusive environments; ensuring the environmental effects
of new development does not cause any harm; and ensuring that development is adaptable and easy to
use by all residents.
Lendlease is supportive of the aims of this strategic policy, and it is considered that Elephant Park’s
masterplan supports these principles particularly through its provision of non-residential uses,
exemplary public realm, inclusive design and the number of employment opportunities created on-site.
Lendlease will continue the support the principle of positive change and enhancing the health and
wellbeing of residents within Southwark.
Affordable Homes (Policy DM1)
Lendlease previously made representations on Policy DM1, at the time of consultation on the New
Southwark Plan Preferred Options Draft (October 2015). It is noted that within the affordable housing
provision established in Policy DM1, the presumption for at least 70% as social rent and 30% as
intermediate rent is retained (with the exception of the Aylesbury Area Action Plan).
The Preferred Options draft contained wording which allowed for exceptions to this split where
requirements have been established through an Area Action Plan, it has noted that this has been
removed from the New and Amended Preferred Option.
Lendlease would welcome further discussions with the Council to understand this change.
Office and Business Development (DM24)
Lendlease welcomes Policy DM24 which is supportive of the provision of new B1 business floorspace.
Commercial floorspace will inevitably increase opportunities for work, provide daytime activation and
vitality, and support other uses to enable a sustainable local economy. Lendease consider a commercial
hub could have real positive effects to the day and night-time economy of Elephant and Castle and the
vitality and vibrancy of the town centre.
Small Business Units (DM26) and Small Shops (DM71)
Lendlease support the continued principle of delivering affordable retail units as set out within Policy
DM71. Lendlease is committed to delivering 10% of the total retail floorspace as affordable retail
floorspace, and subsequently have submitted an Affordable Retail Strategy with each of the reserved
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matters applications for the masterplan phases. Lendlease recognise the need and importance of small
and affordable retail units within Elephant and Castle and support the aim of this policy.
Lendlease remains fully supportive of the delivery of new employment floorspace and support the
delivery of small business units where appropriate.
Town and Local Centres (DM27)
The Preferred Option draft (October 2015) designated Elephant and Castle/Walworth Road as a ‘Major
Town Centre’ and the nearby Old Kent Road designated as a ‘Local Centre’. Lendlease in its previous
representations stated that this was considered to be a reflective hierarchy of centres and that future
development brought forward as part of the Old Kent Road Opportunity Area should not challenge
this hierarchy to create four ‘Major’ town centres within Southwark. With the proposed addition of
Old Kent Road to the ‘Major Town Centre’ category, Lendlease would like to understand further the
rationale for this reallocation.
Car Parking (DM48)
Lendlease is supportive of the principle of car free developments within PTAL 6a, 6b and 5 areas,
despite the requirement for a quantum of car parking spaces equal to 10% of the residential units as
accessible car parking spaces within the approved Development Specification of the outline planning
permission (12/AP/1092). Lendlease sees this as a practical and pragmatic approach to car parking
within the highest PTAL zones and is supportive of this stance moving forwards.
Conclusions
We trust that our representations will be fully considered and taken into account as the preparation of
the New Local Plan continues. If you require any clarification on any matters, or wish to discuss our
representations further, please contact
of this office.
Yours faithfully,

DP9 Ltd.
Cc:

:

Lendlease (Elephant and Castle) Ltd
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ORGANISATION: Community Outreach Ministries (COM)
ADDRESS: [72 Copeland Road, Peckham, London, SE15 3SN]

NSPPSV108

I wish to take part at the oral examination/public hearings
NSP76
Blackpool Road Business Park
The proposal for redevelopment of this site is not justified because the existing uses and other
alternatives for the site’s development have not been discussed with business or community
stakeholders. It therefore does not take into account the benefits of retaining existing uses or
potential alternative uses that might be developed on this site to meet the needs of the local
economy and community.
We have leased the Old Mill Building on this site since 2010.
It is the home of Community Outreach Ministries, and a community asset that provides a range of
programmes in dialogue with the community and has multiple uses which further social wellbeing
and the social interests of the local community. We have nominated the building as an asset of
Community Value under the Localism Act as we want to stay there and maintain and develop the
building’s community uses.
To remove the Old Mill Building will lead to the displacement of members of the community who
have come together for many years at this site and benefited from its multi-faceted use. In addition,
as the current leaseholders, we have developed the now modern aesthetic of the site from what
was essentially a derelict, dilapidated, uninhabitable building and invested our scarce financial
resources and charitable community donations to make the site a place that is welcoming to the
community. We would consider it a travesty to see all of hard work and community resources
wasted.
The Old Mill Building is a local heritage asset that should be preserved. It is part of the Victorian
industrial heritage of Peckham, and close by two other significant Victorian heritage assets. One is
the magnificent brick railway viaduct very close to the site and mentioned in the NSP’s description of
site NSP76. The other is the Bussey Building a very large factory with a notable history itself and
now a focus of a thriving new cultural, creative and small entrepreneurial economy. That has
protection in the PNAAP from demolition and the Old Mill Building should be similarly protected.
If the Old Mill Building is not excluded from the development allocation area, it should at least be
considered as an area that should be protected because of its heritage value and its community
uses.
Proposed changes
As highlighted above we consider that the development in the New Southwark Plan for the
Blackpool Road site should exclude the Old Mill Building and protect it as a heritage and community
asset. We would be happy to take part in council consultations about the future use of the site in
order to maintain the work that Community Outreach Ministries has already started in the
community.
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Part B: Representation
Please select one policy per form to select which part of the plan you wish to make a representation on. The
one option you select should be the item you should be commenting on in the subsequent boxes below. If you
want to comment on more than one part of the plan, please submit part B again.

1. To which part of the New Southwark Plan does this representation relate to?
Implementation policy:
Development Management policy:
Area Vision:
Site Allocation:

NSP76- Blackpool Road Business Park

Proposal Map:
Other:

2. Do you consider the document to be legally compliant in accordance with the Town and Country
Planning (Local Planning) (England) Amendment Regulations 2012?


Yes
No

3. Do you consider that the New Southwark Plan is Sound?
Yes


No

4. Do you consider that the New Southwark Plan is unsound because it is not?
Effective


Justified
Consistent with national policy and the London Plan
Positively prepared

5. Please give details of why you consider the New Southwark Plan not to be legally compliant or
unsound. Please be as precise as possible. If you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness
of the New Southwark Plan, please also use this box to set out your comments.
Set out in the attached.
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6. Please set out what change(s) you consider necessary to make the New Southwark Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why this change will make the New Southwark Plan legally
compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible
Set out in the attached.

Part D: Public Examination (required)
If your representation is seeking a change, do you consider it necessary to participate at the oral part
of the examination?
No, I do not wish to participate at the oral examination


Yes, I wish to participate at the oral examination

It is vital that your contact details are submitted correctly to ensure that you can be contacted if you
wish to participate in the public examination. Please tick the checkbox to confirm that the details
which have been provided are correct.


I confirm that all details provided are correct

Part E: Equalities monitoring
Equality and engagement with our diverse communities is central to the day to day delivery of our Southwark
Council Services. To deliver on our commitment to a fairer future, we need to collect some equality information
about you. This also forms part of our legal responsibilities under the Public Sector Equality Duty of the Equality
Act (2010).
We would therefore appreciate it if you could spend a few minutes filling in the details below. This information
helps us to measure and analyse how well we are engaging with all those who live and work in the borough.
Please do remember that whilst this information is very useful for our work, you are not obliged to answer or
complete any or all of this information. Southwark Council is the data controller for the purposes of the Data
Protection act.

Page 3 of 6
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Objections to New Southwark Plan (NSP) Submission Version
February 2018

NSPPSV110

Lloyd Anderson, BSc, ARCS, PhD, MRSB, CBiol

I wish to take part in the oral examination/public hearings
1. New Southwark Plan Foreword and Implementation Policies
The policies are unsound because they are not positively prepared. In the foreword to the New
Southwark Plan, new development in the borough - 'providing much needed homes and
affordable housing along with jobs' - is juxtaposed with a 'strong commitment to preserving and
enhancing the historic nature and identity of the borough', but is underlined by a belief that new
development will benefit all residents. As such, at the outset, the spirit and identity of the
borough stands to be compromised in the Plan. The competing arguments are not addressed, and
development - and the need for extra housing in particular - is seen to override community and
quality of its environs.
For example, the regeneration of Elephant & Castle is seen as a commitment to improve the lives
of borough residents through the provision of homes and jobs. And yet, the identity and spirit of
the area being developed has disappeared with the departure of the existing community. The
same future for Peckham, which still has a vibrant and colourful community that is at the heart of
enterprise and innovation, is similarly threatened in the later Area Vision. Development, as a
principle, is an ever present force that can be harnessed for positive change, but the
implementation policies need to insist it adds value and does not destroy what is good and
cherished.
2. New Southwark Plan Strategic priorities
The strategic priorities are unsound because they are not effective. The dependencies between
SP2 (Social regeneration to revitalise neighbourhoods) and SP4 (Strong local economy) are not
brought out fully in the Plan. It is clear, in a neighbourhood such as Peckham, that enterprise is
intimately linked to sense of community. However, SP5 does recognise the importance of SMEs
and of helping start ups, through the High Street Challenge, which is to be encouraged. Economic
diversification is essential if a community is to be more resilient; without stating those
dependencies, SP2 is not effective.
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3. New Southwark Plan Development Management Policies
Quality affordable homes
Policy P3 (Protection of existing homes) is sound. It notes the importance of protecting 'our
existing family housing stock from conversion into smaller homes which would be unsuitable for
housing families'. This, too, is important if the sense of community is to be retained.
Social regeneration to revitalise neighbourhoods
Policy P11 (Design of place) is unsound because it is not effective. The policy states that
development must ensure height, scale, massing and arrangement must respond positively to
existing townscape, character and context, and reveal local distinctiveness. Development must
also provide landscaping that is appropriate to the context and use green infrastructure.
Importantly, it notes research in the borough that shows 'the character of feel of neighbourhoods
influences community cohesion and social interaction'. Yet the principles of P11 have been
ignored and there is a discrepancy between the policy stated here and the Peckham Area Vision
detailed later in the document. If the Area Vision is adopted, then this policy is not effective.
Policy P16 (Listed buildings and structures) is unsound because it is not effective. The policy notes
that 'historic assets are irreplaceable' and are essential community assets. This is an important
principle, but is ignored in the Area Visions later in the document. It is therefore not an effective
policy.
Policy P17 (Conservation areas) is unsound because it is not effective. The policy notes that
developments must conserve and enhance the significance of conservation areas, taking into
account their local character and appearance. But in Peckham, planning applications have been
approved that do not conserve or enhance the significance of the area, and the plans stated under
the Peckham Area Vision, which detail development within a conservation areas, make no
reference to, or recognition of, this section of the Plan. The policy is therefore not effective.
Strong local economies
Policy P29 (Small shops) is unsound because it is not effective. The policy notes that 'where
occupiers of small shops are at risk of displacement from a development there should be full
consideration of the feasibility of providing affordable and suitable space for the existing occupiers
in the new development'. Yet later in the document, the Peckham Area Vision emphasises the
provision of space for larger retail outlets, not small shops. The policy is therefore not effective.
Policy P30 (Town and local centres) is unsound because it is not effective. The policy notes that
'Southwark's town centres are the central meeting places for residents... it is important to ensure
that we maintain our town centres as lively and interesting places... each town centre has a
unique identity that helps create a sense of place'. But later in the document the Peckham Area
Vision ignores this aspiration, meaning there are internal conflicts in the Plan. The policy is
therefore not effective.
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Cleaner, Greener, Safer
Policy P60 (Trees) is sound but should also consider the habitat loss for insects, birds and
mammals when trees are felled and removed.
4. Peckham Area Vision
Vision statement AV 13.2 is unsound because it is not effective. The factors identified as needing
to be taken into account in any development in Peckham, are to be commended, but they are
contradicted in the subsequent, specific plans for Peckham. The Area Vision closely follows the
Peckham & Nunhead Area Action Plan (PNAAP, 2014), a document that predates and does not
ascribe to many of the tenets set out in the New Southwark Plan. There are therefore major
inconsistencies between the Area Vision for Peckham and the main body of the Plan, as pointed
out above. This vision statement is therefore not effective.
The four plans that follow (NSP75, 76, 77 and 78), taken from the Peckham & Nunhead Area
Action Plan (2014), are not sound because they are not consistent with the policies stated in the
earlier sections of the New Southwark Plan (2018) and thus are not positively prepared.
NSP75: Aylesham Centre and Peckham Bus Station
It is noted that 'redevelopment of the site could include taller buildings... development of up to 20
storeys could be appropriate in this location... set back to mitigate its impact'. There are no
buildings higher that six storeys in the vicinity of the proposed development, and thus this plan
runs contrary to the policies in P11 (Design of Place) regarding height, scale, massing and
arrangement. As such, NSP75 is not positively prepared. NSP75 also ignores the policies set out in
P17 (Conservation areas) regarding conservation and enhancement of the significance of
conservation areas, even though the plan accepts that the location encroaches a conservation
area.
NSP76: Blackpool Road Business Park
The plans here are deliberately vague. There is mention of 'taller buildings', but without any
indication of, or limitations on, height. This is proposed in an area where there are no tall
buildings (higher than six storeys) and where there are conservation features in the environs. It
contradicts the policy in P11 and, as such, NSP75 is not positively prepared.
NSP77: Land between the railway arches east of Rye Lane
The plan seeks ‘to conserve and enhance the wider heritage setting', and yet the development
area abuts the Bussey Building to the south of the railway line. No attempt has been made to
explain how the Bussey Building, as an historic and cultural asset, will be enhanced by
development immediately beside it, where sight lines and open space will be lost. As such, NSP77
contradicts the policies laid out in P16 and P17 and is not positively prepared.
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NSP78: Copeland Industrial Park and Bournemouth Road
The plan mentions the 'retention of the Bussey Building' but no more than that. This building is
essential to the burgeoning community of young, creative entrepreneurs establishing themselves
in the area, and its environs benefit hugely for the diversity of spaces, old buildings and creative
uses made of them. The plan goes on to envisage 'larger floorplate retail units to provide the type
of shopping associated with town centres and attract more people to Peckham, including the
potential for a cinema to be located on the site'. This will destroy the identity and spirit of the
area, safeguarding of which is integral to the policies set out in earlier chapters of the NSP. The
area should be reserved for small independent retailers (as detailed in P29, Small shops).
NSP78 also ignores the fact there are already two independent cinemas in the immediate vicinity,
Peckham Plex and the cinema in the Bussey Building itself. The plan describes a retail and leisure
area appropriate to an out-of-town development such as the Bluewater Shopping Centre, not to a
historic and diverse small town centre, and runs counter to the policies in P30 (Town and local
centres). Further, the plan again describes 'taller landmark buildings of up to 15 storeys’ in a
location where the tallest nearby buildings do not exceed six storeys, and thus is contrary to the
policies in P11 (Design of Place). As such, by contradicting policies in the Plan, NSP78 is not
positively prepared.
Added to this, NSP77 and NSP78 are developments that spatially join together, effectively making
it one large, continuous development at the artistic and creative heart of Peckham. These plans,
as presented, fail at almost every level to take on board the Development Management Policies
stated earlier in the New Southwark Plan. They should be removed from the document and the
planners asked to resubmit a Peckham Area Vision in its entirety, taking on board the principles
and policies espoused in earlier chapters.
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NSPPSV111

Organisation: London Community Land Trust

The following are comments I wish to make on the proposed version of the New Southwark Plan. I
wish to appear at any public hearing/oral examination of these issues.
Firstly, I recognise the inclusion of Community Land Trust homes in the New Southwark Plan as a
recognised ‘Low cost home ownership product’ (pg 24) and as part of the Site vision for site NSP75,
stating ‘Redevelopment of the site must:… Provide new intermediate affordable housing through a
community land trust.’ (pg 312). I would also like to commend Southwark Council’s ambitious target
to deliver 11,000 new council homes by 2043 with the first 1,600 complete or underway by the end of
2018. (pg 8).
This letter is largely in order to comment on one particular site – NSP75: Aylesham Centre and Peckham
Bus Garage. I am writing in support of Peckham Citizens’ Citizens Charter. The Charter was developed
by Peckham Citizens after speaking to over 1,000 local people, attending all the public consultation
workshop held by Tiger developments, running their own workshops on issues related to the site,
canvassing local residents, shoppers and traders. A full copy of the Citizens Charter is submitted after
this letter. Our headline proposals in the Charter are for the following to be delivered on the Aylesham
site:
1. Affordable Homes
35% - 50% genuinely and permanently affordable, high quality homes for local people, priced
according to local incomes, including social housing and a Community Land Trust.
2. Good Jobs
One in three jobs for local people at all levels of seniority, a fully-resourced, targeted training
strategy and all employees on site to be paid at least the London Living Wage.
3. Celebrating Peckham
An open, street-based design that includes a significant public space, protects key, local retailers
and reinforces the existing culture, economy and built environment of Peckham, with no building
on site at more than 9 stories tall.
4. Community Engagement
A commitment to meaningful community engagement with residents, traders and community
organisations throughout the design, construction and management of the project. This should
include local stakeholders being part of determining how any Section 106, Community
Infrastructure Levy or overage agreement funds might be allocated.
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There is one item in particular that the following section refers to – the height of buildings on the
Aylesham site. Please see the comments below:
Site Specific Policy NSP75: Aylesham Centre and Peckham Bus Station (pg 312-314) is unsound
because:
- it is not consistent with the National Planning Policy Framework and has not been positively
prepared.
The National Planning Policy Framework states that there is the need for “early and meaningful
engagement and collaboration with neighbourhoods, local organisations and businesses” in order to
make a “collective vision”.
Peckham Citizens have set up a petition calling for no towers on the Aylesham site but instead “an
open, street-based design that reinforces the existing culture, economy and built environment,
celebrating Peckham as it already exists and with no building more than 9 stories tall”. At the time of
writing, the petition has gained nearly 5000 signatures, and this is without any media coverage other
than the ‘hyper-local’ newspaper The Peckham Peculiar. In addition to the online petition, signatures
have been collected on Rye Lane, at Peckham Bus Station, from the residents on surrounding streets
and in local businesses, churches and schools. Almost without exception, people are unaware of the
plans for a tall building on this site, and when informed of them, do not support them.
This policy has not been positively prepared because it was not effectively publicised and consulted on.
It has been prepared contrary to the prevailing local opinion.
The large numbers of people who have signed this petition show that a tall building is not wanted by
the vast majority of people who know, live in and love Peckham. It therefore does not form part of a
“collective vision” for the site and is not consistent with National Planning Policy.
The Current London Plan (2016) states in point 7.28 that “The Mayor will work with boroughs to
identify locations where tall and large buildings might be appropriate, sensitive or inappropriate” and
the New Draft London Plan states in 3.8.3 that the “Mayor will work with boroughs to provide a
strategic overview of tall building locations across London”. However there is no evidence to suggest
that Southwark Council have worked with the Mayor’s office to determine if the Aylesham Centre and
Peckham Bus Station site is appropriate for tall building(s). Therefore the policy is not consistent with
regional planning policy or the National Planning Policy Framework.
The Aylesham site is within the setting of two conservation areas, many listed buildings including the
200 year old Rye Lane Chapel and key unlisted but much loved buildings such as the Jones and Higgins
clocktower. The Current London Plan 7.25 requires that “Tall buildings be resisted in areas that will
be particularly sensitive to their impacts and only be considered if they are the most appropriate way
to achieve the optimum density in highly accessible locations”. Therefore the proposed policy is not
consistent with regional planning policy.
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-it is not justified and has not been prepared positively.
Tall buildings have a number of detrimental effects on the surrounding area and the environment
through:
• shading,
• creating wind tunnels and ‘shadows’ that are notoriously hard to predict or mitigate once in
place,
• higher energy use, embodied energy and maintenance costs,
• a detrimental impact on small-scale entrepreneurial activity,
• lack of external amenity space and ‘doorstep play’ areas which make them unsuitable for
families,
• overlooking and loss of privacy for the existing surrounding buildings, including several streets
of two and three storey houses that will be directly adjacent and their private outdoor space
easily visible,
• a loss of ‘sky’ for pedestrians, loss of views for the users of nearby buildings and the creation
of a feeling of being loomed over can significantly degrade the experience of the public realm
and quality of place,
• isolation from the ground making the surrounding area feel less safe and enlivened,
• segregating the wider community by income; essentially becoming a gated community in the
sky which limits interaction and social capital across socio-economic groups.
Recent research is summarised in the White Paper on The Impacts of Tall Buildings: A Research
Summary, 2015, by Michael Mehaffy, Sustasis Foundation, Delft University of Technology
(attached).
A medium rise development would be more in keeping with the character of the area and would not
have the same, far reaching, negative impact of a 20 storey tower. Therefore the proposed policy is not
justified as it has not been shown that an equivalent amount of housing could not be created on this site
by other forms of development that has less negative impact.
While the New Southwark Plan Preferred Version Consultation Report refers to the Peckham and
Nunhead Area Action Plan (PNAAP) finding the principle of a tall building acceptable on the site,
this is based on an outdated urban design study. Public attitudes to high-rise development have shifted
significantly in recent years and are supported by the growing body of research that exposes their
negative impacts.
As the research behind the principles in the PNAAP is now outdated and they are contrary to national
and regional planning policy, they are not justified and should not be used at the basis for further
planning policy.
This policy is not justified as the significant harms that would be caused by a tall building on this site
have not been identified and the evidence that tall buildings are necessary to achieve
increased density and regeneration has not been presented. See also the comments on Policy P14: Tall
Buildings, (below).
There is a wealth of evidence indicating that tall buildings are not the ideal form of housing for the
majority of people, particularly those who are vulnerable, families, those with many health issues or
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disabilities and those on low incomes. These include a comprehensive literature review by Professor
Gifford of the University of Victoria that sought to answer the question ‘are high-rise buildings a net
benefit or cost to their residents?’ that concluded “high-rises are less satisfactory than other housing
forms for most people, that they are not optimal for children, that social relations are more impersonal
and helping behaviour is less than in other housing forms,”.
The forms of housing identified as most in need in the Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(Chapter 6, Tables 6.11. 6.14 and 6.15; Chapter 7, Tables 7.1, 7.2, 7.11 and 7.13); and the NSP
Proposed Submission Version Policy P1:Affordable homes (pg 21-25); P2: New Family Homes
(pg 26); P5: housing for older people (pg 30); P6: Homes for Households with Specialist Needs
(pg 31-32); and P13: Residential Design (pg 39-41) are those least suitable for high-rise development.
Therefore this policy is not effective or positively prepared as it does not address this issue.
The NSP Proposed Submission Version has removed the requirement for any meaningful open or public
space. The Consultation Report indicates this in response to a respondent who requests that an area
equivalent to at least 15% of the site be put aside as open space. This has not been prepared positively
and is not justified as it does not explain why the open space requirement has been removed.

- it is not effective.
The proposed policy states that “the site could include taller buildings subject to consideration of
impacts on existing character, heritage and townscape.” and that “Careful consideration would also
need to be given to the neighbouring residential areas and important local heritage buildings.” This
is not effective because it does not identify what the criteria or methods for assessing the negative
impact of a 20 storey tower will be, or what mitigating factors would be expected, effective or
acceptable.
The proposed policy does not state what level of harm or benefit for the community would be acceptable
considering the negative impacts caused by tall buildings over a wide area and therefore is not effective.
The proposed policy is not effective because it does not identify and define what type and degree of
environmental harm would be acceptable or how it should be mitigated on this site.
Changes that would make the policy sound include:
•

Revising the policy to reflect current research into the effects of tall buildings.

•

Requiring greater public consultation for the aspects of this policy that involve a significant
change from the prevailing conditions. This should include leaflets widely distributed including
to all residences and businesses in the surrounding area, on-site/street displays that are held in
prominent local locations, publishing in local newspapers, and meetings with local groups,
churches, schools, etc., that highlight that this site has been identified as suitable for a tower of
20 storeys and inviting comment.
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•

Preparing the policy in line with the feedback from an extensive and well-advertised
consultation with local residents, businesses and community groups, or justifying why it should
not be done.

•

Related policy P17: Conservation areas (pg 44-45) could be strengthened by changing the
wording to include the need for more extensive advertising of and public consultation on
proposals that are brought forward that are higher than the prevailing existing townscape.

•

Requiring that any proposals on this site must prove that the local housing need (in numbers
and type, especially family housing) can only be met by including tall buildings rather than
other forms that have less negative impact such as medium-rise developments.

•

There should be a presumption stated that forms of building that achieve a similar level of
benefit/accommodation but have a lesser negative impact on the surrounding area should be
proven to be unachievable before a tall building (with a high level of negative impact) is
allowed.

•

In order to prevent segregation of the local community and the resultant harm to community
cohesion, the policy should require that any development and all the major individual elements
(eg buildings) of a development should comply with the relevant assessed housing need in the
area, or justify why it cannot.

•

Many of the issues that are important are in/we spoke to over 1000 local people to develop a
Charter for the aylesham site that calls for a number of the above…attached. This should be
included in the consultation document. Propose changes as per our charter and the letter from
the leaders, attached. Those named/I would welcome the opportunity to appear at a public
hearing or oral examination of this policy.
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A CITIZENS’ CHARTER FOR THE REDEVELOPMENT OF
THE AYLESHAM CENTRE, PECKHAM
1. AFFORDABLE HOMES
35% - 50% genuinely and permanently affordable, high quality homes for local people, priced
according to local incomes, including social housing and a Community Land Trust.
If Tiger Developments Ltd and Southwark Council commit to the above, Peckham Citizens will
actively campaign for funding from the Greater London Authority to help get as near to 50%
affordable on site as financially possible.

2. GOOD JOBS
1 in 3 jobs for local people at all levels of seniority, a fully-resourced, targeted training strategy
and all employees on site to be paid at least the London Living Wage.
If Tiger Developments Ltd and Southwark Council commit to the above, Peckham Citizens will
source candidates and mentors to be part of the training programmes.

3. CELEBRATING PECKHAM
An open, street-based design that includes a significant public space, protects key, local
retailers and reinforces the existing culture, economy and built environment of Peckham, with
no building on site at more than 9 stories tall.
If Tiger Developments Ltd and Southwark Council commit to the above, Peckham Citizens will
work with residents, traders and other local organisations to identify the retailers that need
protecting.

4. COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
A commitment to meaningful community engagement with residents, traders and community
organisations throughout the design, construction and management of the project. This should
include local stakeholders being part of determining how any Section 106, Community
Infrastructure Levy or overage agreement funds might be allocated.
If Tiger Developments Ltd and Southwark Council commit to the above, Peckham Citizens will
offer venues to run events and encourage our members to attend.
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1. AFFORDABLE HOMES
35% - 50% genuinely and permanently affordable, high quality homes for local people,
priced according to local incomes, including social housing and a Community Land
Trust.
1.1. Affordable homes, priced according to local incomes
Only the two tenures below can be classed as both genuinely and permanently
affordable to local people.
1.1.1. Social Rent1
Social rented housing should meet the criteria outlined in Policy 3.10 of the London
Plan and be owned by local authorities or private registered providers, for which
guideline target rents are determined through the national rent regime. It may also be
owned by other persons and provided under equivalent rental arrangements to the
above, as agreed with the local authority or with the Mayor.
1.1.2. Community Land Trust homes
Community Land Trusts (CLTs) are a way of providing genuinely and permanently
affordable homes to buy. The total cost of the mortgage payments each month will
never be more than one third of average local monthly wages, so you know local
people can afford to buy one and live there for years to come. This tends to mean the
homes are between 1/3 and 1/2 of the open market value. CLT homes are about
providing people with a home, not just an asset. When buying, the contract signed
upon moving in makes sure that all residents have to sell the home on at a price
linked to local incomes, making the homes affordable not just for the first person, but
for generations to come. For more information, please see Appendix 1.
1.2. Integrated housing
All housing on site should be tenure blind and distributed evenly across the site, within
reason. This is not a requirement for pepper potting or shared cores. However, it does
look to ensure affordable housing provision is not pushed to the least desirable location
on site.
1.3. Quality
All housing on site should at least meet the standards outlined in the London Housing
Design Guide2. This must be maintained from planning, through to delivery.
1.4. Density
All housing on site should at least meet the standards outlined in the London Housing
Design guide. This must be maintained from planning, through to delivery.
1
2

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/definitions-of-general-housing-terms#tenure
https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/interim_london_housing_design_guide.pdf
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1.5. Sustainability
Designers should seek to achieve a minimum of Level 4 of the Code for Sustainable
Homes in all new developments, satisfy London Plan policy on sustainable design and
construction.
1.6. Local people get priority – commitment to no sales outside UK
1.6.1. Residents of Southwark should be given at least 6 months to apply to purchase or
rent any homes on site before those outside the borough are given the opportunity to
apply for a home.
1.6.2. No homes on site should be sold to anyone outside the UK, unless they can provide
sufficient evidence to prove this will be their primary residence for at least 9 months
each and every year.
1.7. No buy-to-let landlords should purchase homes on site.
1.8. An open, independent public viability assessment.
For any viability assessment made public to be made public, including all levels of detail.
If necessary, an additional, independent viability assessment should be carried out to
benchmark the original assessment.

2. GOOD JOBS
1 in 3 jobs for local people at all levels of seniority, a fully-resourced, targeted training
strategy and all employees on site to be paid at least the London Living Wage.
2.1. 1 in 3 jobs for local people
This includes both the construction process and the subsequent fully delivered
development. In order to deliver this commitment, appropriate action must be taken with
regard to contracts tendered for, ensuring all that work on the site understand their
obligation to ensure at least 1 in 3 jobs are secured by local people.
Equally, it must be clear to all those involved in the project that these jobs should be
distributed evenly across the following two considerations:
2.1.1. Different levels of seniority
2.1.2. Different sectors
2.2. Apprenticeships
Apprenticeships should be fully encouraged in all organisations that play a role on site.
If appropriate, this should include becoming a SEED employer and ensuring all
apprentices are paid a London Living Wage.
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2.3. Resourcing
Through a combination of financial contributions from Tiger Developments and
Southwark Council and their various subcontractors, an on-site training programme
should be delivered, ensuring local people are given a clear opportunity to develop the
skills necessary to fill the jobs created by the development.
2.4. Forms of training
Training should include both soft and hard skills training. It should also include training
regarding progression in existing applicants career-paths.
2.5. Not for profit delivery organisations only
Only not for profit delivery partners should be contracted to deliver the training.
2.6. London Living Wage3
All employees throughout the development, and subsequently on site, should be paid at
least a London Living Wage. This applies to both directly employed and subcontracted
employees.
2.7. No zero hours’ contracts should be used on site.
2.8. Ensure no payday lending or betting shops are included in the development.
2.9. Complement the thriving small business, creative and cultural employment cluster in
Camberwell and Peckham providing at least the amount of employment floorspace
currently on site.
2.10. General protection and/or compensation for all existing independent retailers
2.10.1. A programme of business development, offers for help with relocation and offers
of financial compensation should be developed.
2.10.2. Existing local retailers should be given a right to return to the site. Priority should
be given to local retailers and traders to return to retail space where appropriate.
2.10.3. Once completed, protect use classes through extension of Article 4 4 or equivalent
Articles to cover entire Aylesham site.
2.11. To fully explore protecting rents for retailers and traders identified as asset of community
value and vital to the culture of Peckham.

3

http://www.livingwage.org.uk/
http://www.southwark.gov.uk/planning-and-building-control/planning-policy-and-transport-policy/article-4directions?chapter=4
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3. CELEBRATING PECKHAM
An open, street-based design that includes a significant public space, protects key,
local retailers and reinforces the existing culture, economy and built environment of
Peckham.
3.1. Open streets
The scheme should be based on an ‘open-street’ principle, as opposed to a covered
shopping centre.
3.2. Physical integration/routes through at all times of day
The development should include new pedestrian and cycle links across the site that
these should link in with the surrounding street pattern and public realm layout. These
routes should be fully accessible by pedestrians at all times of day and night, to ensure
so the new development is fully integrated into the existing town centre.
3.3. Variety of streets / spaces suitable for a new district of Peckham
The new proposed streets and spaces should have a variety of widths, scales, characters
suitable to link in with the existing town centre. Each street or spaces character should
be articulated clearly in advance and, wherever possible, these should have pedestrian
priority and natural surveillance.
3.4. Retain the supermarket use on site
3.5. Retain the bus garage
The bus garage (in some equivalent form) must be retained on site. It is the ideal
location for the town centre and will ensure that Peckham retains the highest PTAL
(public transport accessibility level) rating of 6B. It will also help to fully integrate the
Aylesham into the existing town centre.
3.6. Public new public open space
This should be specified as fully accessible by pedestrians at all times of day and night.
3.7. Scale
3.7.1. Height
No building on site should be more than 9 stories tall.
3.7.2. Massing
Any planning application should look to demonstrate that massing on site is
appropriate for the surrounding context.
3.8. Greening
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Peckham town centre has been identified as an Air Quality Focus Area due to having
poor air quality. DM60 2.1 emphasises the need to provide measures to improve air
quality on or as close to the site as possible. DM52, 53 and 54 articulate the need to
create and protect ‘green’ areas, and this should be included specifically within NSP55
as this is a large site in the heart of the area identified.
3.9. Active frontages on Rye Lane, Hanover Street and Peckham High Street
Provide active frontages facing Rye Lane, Hanover Park and Peckham High Street,
including shops restaurants, bars and cultural uses. Redevelopment or refurbishment of
this site should diversify the retail offer in the town centre, with new opportunities for a
range of shop sizes, including suitable space to attract a variety of retailers to Peckham;;
3.10. Meanwhile uses on the car park that celebrate the existing culture of Peckham

4. COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
A commitment to meaningful community engagement with residents, traders and
community organisations throughout the design, construction and management of the
project. This should include local stakeholders being part of determining how Section
106, Community Infrastructure Levy or overage agreement funds are allocated.
4.1. Target audience for engagement
All three of the stakeholder groups below should be fully engaged in the design,
construction and resulting management of the site. It is the responsibility of Tiger
Developments to ensure significant responses from all 3 groups:
•
•
•

Local residents
Community organisations
Traders

4.2. All 3 groups above should play a key role in determining how the Section 106 and CIL
payments that arise from the development are allocated.
4.3. Design process / pre-construction
4.3.1. All design and construction related subcontracted professionals (Architects,
Landscape Architects, Contractors etc.) should be required to meet with local people
to understand their concerns and local opportunities.
4.3.2. Tiger Developments and Southwark Council should attend a ‘Peckham’s Economy
Tour’ by Dr Suzanne Hall, Director of the LSE Cities Programme.
4.3.3. The design for the site should be presented both 2 months and 1 week before the
application is submitted to local people.
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4.3.4. The Schools’ Project - Tiger Developments should look to continue to engage with
local school students throughout the design and construction of the development.
4.4. Construction process
4.4.1. Timetable and phasing
All three stakeholder groups should be consulted regarding initial proposals for
timetable and phasing strategy to limit the disruption to local residents and
businesses.
4.4.2. Ongoing engagement space staffed on a regular basis for updates
Tiger developments should develop a regularly staffed space for local stakeholders
to continue to engage with the project. This could be staffed just 2 hours a week, but
the regularity of the contact would provide an ongoing opportunity to hear the views
of local stakeholders and build trust between all parties.
4.4.3. Regular community inspections regarding quality
Once construction starts, a local community inspection team should be given the
opportunity to regularly (e.g. quarterly) inspect the delivery of the project to ensure
the quality described in the planning application is achieved. This also allows that
team to continue to report on progress made to other stakeholders in the area.
4.5. Meanwhile Use
Tiger Development and Southwark Council should engage local stakeholders regarding
an appropriate meanwhile use programme to continue to demonstrate the potential for
positive change on the site.
4.6. Management
Trader, resident and local community representation should be included on the resulting
management structure for the site.
4.7. Community representation in planning negotiations
A representative of local residents and community organisations should be included
throughout the planning negotiations to ensure stakeholders’ views are not only heard in
advance of those meetings, but can be actively represented in real time during the
negotiations.
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APPENDIX 1
Cllr Mark Williams & the Planning Policy Team
Chief Executive’s Department
Southwark Council
London, SE1P 5LX
February 2017

SOUTHWARK & PECKHAM CITIZENS
RESPONSE TO NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN PREFERRED OPTION, October 2015
REVISED FEBRUARY 2017
This is a revised version of Peckham & Southwark Citizens’ submission to the ‘New
Southwark Plan – Preferred Option’, originally submitted on Friday 12th February 2016.
We, the undersigned, support this submission for the inclusion of Community Land Trusts
in the next draft of the New Southwark Plan.
1.
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SOUTHWARK & PECKHAM CITIZENS
RESPONSE TO NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN PREFERRED OPTION
SOUTHWARK NEEDS
A COMMUNITY LAND TRUST

1. Shared Vision – Homes That People Can Afford
2. Community Land Trusts – The Details
3. Delivering a CLT in Southwark – 3 Options

The purpose of this submission is to express our deeply held belief that Southwark Council
must include Community Land Trusts as a recognised and council supported form of
intermediate housing in the borough as part of the New Southwark Plan. We believe CLTs
are a vital part of the solution to a growing a major challenge in the borough – the provision
of genuinely and permanently affordable homes for those on average incomes.

1. SHARED VISION – HOMES THAT PEOPLE CAN AFFORD

Decent, secure and affordable housing is getting harder and harder to come by in Southwark.
Increasing pressure on Southwark Council’s provisions and exponentially increasing house prices
mean that many people are having to choose between living in inadequate housing conditions or
leaving our borough for good.
We commend Southwark Council for addressing this increasing pressure through an ambitious
target to deliver 11,000 new council homes by 2043 with the first 1,500 completed by 2018. We
believe this will have a significant impact on providing for those low income households that are in
desperate need of a better home.
However, during 2015 Southwark & Peckham Citizens spoke to over 1,500 people in the borough
to better understand what local people were struggling with most in their daily lives. We consistently
heard that there is massive demand for decent, secure and affordable housing for those on
average incomes in the borough. We feel there is an existing, truly progressive model that could
contribute to delivering a product that is genuinely affordable to this demographic – Community
Land Trusts.
Community Land Trusts (CLTs) are a way of providing genuinely and permanently affordable home
ownership, offering up one model to address the growing gap in the housing market between
people who are a priority for a council property and those who can afford to buy their own home.
Furthermore, it does so in a way that does not require extra government subsidy or a reduced
profit margin for housebuilders.
Citizens UK set up London Community Land Trust (London CLT) to act as a delivery body for CLT
homes in London. From June 2017, London’s first CLT residents moved into the St Clements site
in Mile End – a development delivered by a consortium including London CLT.
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2. COMMUNITY LAND TRUSTS – THE DETAILS

What are CLTs for?
CLTs are defined in s.79 Housing and Regeneration Act 2008 as promoting the social, economic
and environmental interests of the community in line with spatial planning objectives and local
authority wellbeing powers. A CLT in Southwark would focus on the following priorities.
1.

2.

To develop genuinely and permanently affordable homes for sale where affordability is defined
as relative to local incomes. By linking the cost of the homes to local incomes, we can
guarantee this model meets the ambition laid in DM1(4) of the New Southwark Plan to deliver
‘intermediate tenure homes which are affordable to Southwark residents’5
To work with neighbouring communities and future residents to humanise the development
process through community design and placemaking activities, including meanwhile uses and
cultural programmes. This work builds local support for the development in advance of
planning applications, a necessary process if Southwark are to deliver ‘some of the most
exciting and ambitious regeneration programmes in the country’ as laid out in SP2 of the New
Southwark Plan.6

How are CLTs controlled?
CLTs are democratic membership organisations open to people living and working in an area, and
organisations based in or operating in an area. London CLT’s board, elected by the membership,
is made up of one third each of future and existing residents, local people in the community and
independents and experts to ensure the board has the capacity to deliver on its core aims.

How much do CLT homes cost?
Our CLT homes are priced according to local earnings, ensuring that people are no longer priced
out of the neighbourhood they grew up in. ‘Local earnings’ are taken as the average of median
incomes using data published by the Office for National Statistics in November each year. For
example, based on provisional 2016 figures from this means we could offer homes in Southwark
at approximately:
-‐
-‐
-‐
-‐

£166,000 – 180,000 for a 1 bedroom property
£215,000 – 231,000 for a 2 bedroom property
£264,000 – 282,000 for a 3 bedroom property
£312,000 – 333,000 for a 4 bedroom property

CLT homes are about providing people with a home, not just an asset. The contract signed upon
moving in makes sure that all residents have to sell the home to the next household again at a
price according to local earnings. This means the homes can be sold on again at a similarly
affordable level every time a new family moves in.

5
6

Page 22, New Southwark P an, 2015
Page 14, New Southwark P an, 2015
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Each year, the CLT will advise occupiers what they can sell their home for in the coming year,
based on the latest income figures. London CLT has decided to put a floor on the resale price if
median incomes ever go down, so occupiers will never get less than they initially paid.
The price paid to any development partner is net of CLT development on-costs, which are
calculated on an open book basis to show ‘full cost recovery’, according to the Office for Civil
Society’s (Cabinet Office) guidelines of e.g. CLT staff costs, overheads, professional and legal
fees, bridging finance, sales costs etc.
London CLT’s on-costs at St Clements Hospital are in the order of 20%. There were exceptional
circumstances and costs on that project, and the pre-development period was extended. It is
possible that these costs could be less on a more ‘normal’ project subject to negotiation and
effective integration of the CLT into the project delivery to minimise costs. For example, based on
provisional 2016 figures, the purchase price paid by London CLT to any development partner net
of its on-costs of 10% would be:
-‐
-‐
-‐
-‐

£149,000 – £162,000 for a 1 bedroom property
£193,000 – £208,000 for a 2 bedroom property
£237,000 – £254,000 for a 3 bedroom property
£281,000 – £300,000 for a 4 bedroom property

The variation in London CLT’s ability to pay depends on estimated utility costs, service charges
and mortgage rates. The lower the costs listed above, the higher the offer London CLT can make
within the range outlined above.

Who gets a CLT home?
CLTs will take applications from people who satisfy the host borough’s housing priorities, in the
normal way. However, the CLT will also have a second layer of allocation policy that attempts to
direct initial sales to people based on the criteria below. Prospective residents should meet the
following criteria:
1. Finance – be priced out of the open housing market and able to afford a London CLT
home.
2. Housing Need – require a property more suitable than their current accommodation.
3. Connection – have a minimum of five years’ connection to the borough.
4. Involvement – belong to and participate in the local community
5. Be supportive of the London CLT.
We would look to consult with Southwark Council on the details of our allocations policy where
appropriate.

What are CLT purchasers buying?
A CLT purchaser will get a minimum 125 year lease from the CLT. The CLT could be the freeholder
of the building or site, or a head lessee of a number of properties across a development. The lease
could be granted either to the occupier and the CLT as joint tenants, or just to the occupier. In
either case the price paid by the occupier is not an entitlement to a fixed percentage of market
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value or of equity ownership. The lease conveys a right to full ownership, but subject to buying and
selling the lease at a price that is determined by a formula based on incomes not market values.
The right to staircasing is a normal condition of HCA, GLA or local authority affordable housing
grant on shared ownership homes. There is no statutory right to staircase. There is no GLA
affordable housing grant involved in current CLT projects in London. The primary purpose of a CLT
lease is to ensure that no staircasing is permitted, or indeed possible. Conceptually, staircasing is
not relevant to the structure of these leases. There is no unpurchased equity, as there would be
in a shared ownership lease. The terms of the lease will mean that staircasing is barred, and with
extra effect if the CLT is a joint tenant.
The occupier will have a normal mortgage. The CLT will line up mortgage providers as a back up
but residents are allowed to search for mortgages in the normal way if they wish. The lease will
have ground rent and service charge obligations. Building Societies will treat this lease as one of
a number of Resale Price Covenant leases currently used in S.106 Agreements. Although the CLT
occupier does not acquire a specific % of ownership, the building society will assess their security
by comparing the size of loan required against market values in the normal way. Residents
applying for a CLT home at St Clements are welcome to source their own mortgage. However, to
guarantee all residents are covered, London CLT has secured mortgages for first phase of homes
at St Clements from Ecology Building Society, Nationwide Building Society and Parity.
Broadly speaking, lenders are interested the following advantages of the CLT model:
-‐
-‐
-‐
-‐

Very high open market value compared to sale price
Buyers are vetted, and London CLT has 4 people waiting for every 1 property.
There is no risk of negative equity for buyers – London CLT takes the sale price as a floor;;
it will not drop if median incomes in the local area fall.
As the steward and guardian for buyers, London CLT has a clear interest in not losing
homes and therefore a desire to work with residents in the event of distress. London CLT
also has the financial capability to buy them out if there was a problem.

There is huge demand for these homes in London – 300 people took the eligbility test for 23 homes
at St Clement’s.

How can permanent affordability be maintained?
This is not a new problem or one that is unique to CLTs. Policy 3.10 of the London Plan 2011
already requires:
1.
2.

affordable housing costs to be ‘determined with regard to local incomes and local house
prices’;;
‘provisions for the homes to remain at an affordable price for future eligible households, or’
‘if these restrictions are lifted, for the subsidy to be recycled for alternative affordable housing
provision.’

Public landowners, the GLA and London LPAs should therefore look, in the first instance, to the
measures that are already in place to secure 1) and 2) above, and in the event of the restrictions
in 3) being (expressly) lifted, ensure that the affordability that was intended for the benefit of a
particular place is retained for the benefit of whom and where.
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3.

DELIVERING A COMMUNITY LAND TRUST IN SOUTHWARK – 3 OPTIONS

Due to the scale of the challenge Southwark faces in providing homes for those on both low and
average incomes, we believe the borough’s first CLT must be seen as pilot project with a view to
delivering further CLT homes in the years to come. With this in mind, we believe an appropriate
scale for the project would be between 20 and 50 CLT homes on one site. It is also worth stating
that the wealth of support for this kind of project has been generated largely by residents and
organisations based in SE15 and SE5. Any project in these areas would more readily receive the
widespread support of local people. The options for how this could be delivered are outlined below.

Option 1: CLT as Intermediate Housing Product in partnership with a private developer.
This model was used at London’s first CLT site, St Clement’s in Mile End. It was made possible in
the first instance by the landowner, the GLA, agreeing to explore the inclusion of a CLT in the
disposal brief to members of the GLA’s London Developers Panel. London CLT’s intermediate
housing product makes up a third of the developer’s contribution to Tower Hamlets Council’s 35%
affordable housing policy requirement;; Peabody Trust provides the balance with social rent.
London CLT was able to pay the development partner a price comparable to the sum normally
expected from a housing association for shared ownership.
The involvement of the CLT is, therefore, just a normal part of meeting the affordable housing
requirements of local authorities, and is probably more policy compliant than many similar products
as it is genuinely and permanently affordable to local people on median incomes.

Option 2: CLT as Intermediate Housing Product in partnership with Southwark Council or a
Housing Association.
This model would allow Local Authorities to deliver a CLT as part of their own house building
programmes, on a very similar basis to the St Clement’s project. Southwark & Peckham Citizens
would wholeheartedly support this partnership arrangement if all partners guaranteed to:
-‐

-‐

meet Southwark Council’s affordable homes target as laid out in DM1(1) of the New
Southwark Plan, to deliver 35% affordable homes on site. We would look to encourage
any partner to deliver above 50% but recognise 35% as the minimum standard.
Agree to deliver our CLT homes to a similar standard as the private homes on site.

Option 3: CLT providing Intermediate Housing as lead partner on council-owned land.
This model relies on Southwark Council selling council-owned land at a subsided rate. This would
allow the site to be 100% CLT homes targeted at local people on average incomes. We understand
that the pressure on council-owned land to deliver Southwark Council’s 11,000 council homes by
2043 makes this option difficult. However, London CLT is in conversation with both Lewisham and
Croydon Council about this model. London CLT has recently completed a Community Share Offer
that reached 488,000. This gives us sufficient pre-development finance to act as a direct developer.
END
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NSPPSV112
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

27 February 2018 22:25
planningpolicy
New Southwark Plan consultation response

London Gypsies and Travellers Response to the New Southwark Plan consultation
We wish to submit the following objections to the New Southwark Plan:
The Plan is not sound because it is not in conformity with the NPPF, PPTS, current and emerging London
Plans in what regards planning for Gypsy and Traveller accommodation needs.
Secondly, the approach to produce a separate Gypsy and Traveller Local Plan as set out in the LDS is not
justified. The council has not provided any reasonable alternatives or evidence to support this decision. In
addition the council has not adequately responded to submissions and suggestions made at previous
consultation stages by London Gypsies and Travellers, Southwark Travellers Action Group and other local
organisations challenging this approach.
The Plan is also not sound because it is not positively prepared - it is not based on objectively assessed
need for Gypsy and Traveller accommodation despite the council being aware of significant overcrowding
and fire risks on some of the existing sites. The council has failed to assess the needs of Gypsies and
Travellers since 2012 when the requirement was introduced in the PPTS. The Integrated Impact
Assessment is deficient as it does not include considerations of how the Plan and lack of Gypsy and
Traveller policies will affect the community. In addition the Plan fails to demonstrate how it has attempted to
meet the Public Sector Equality Duty, particularly advancing equal opportunities through meeting the
specialist needs of Gypsies and Travellers as a group protected through the 2010 Equality Act.
In particular, Policy P6 is not sound as it fails to include a full range of specialist housing needs, for
example those of Gypsy and Traveller communities. Policy P3 should also refer to the protection of existing
Gypsy and Traveller sites.
To be made sound the Plan must protect existing Gypsy and Traveller sites in line with Policy H16 in the
Draft New London Plan, use the figure of 15 new pitches indicated in the 2017 GLA Gypsy and Traveller
Accommodation Topic Paper as a minimum target for new provision, and identify a supply of land to meet
need in line with PPTS and NPPF requirements.
We wish to attend the Examination in Public in order to provide evidence and take part in the debate on
this issue.

London Gypsies and Travellers
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NSPPSV113

ST/TL/P6814
27 February 2018
Planning Policy Team
London Borough of Southwark
160 Tooley Street
London Bridge
London
SE1 2QH

Dear Sir / Madam
Representations by London School of Economics and Political Science on
The draft New Southwark Plan: Regulation 19 Consultation
These representations have been prepared on behalf of The London School of Economics and
Political Science (LSE) regarding the draft New Southwark Plan Proposed Submission Version
(NSP) consultation.
LSE broadly supports the Council in its objectives to deliver new homes and jobs in the Borough.
However to assist the Council in these objectives we set out a series of amendments aimed at
ensuring the NSP is both legal and sound in order to promote good growth throughout the Borough.
Where suggestions are put forward these are designed to help guide the Council on the deliverability
of the policies as well as their compliance with the London Plan and other strategic guidance. The
Draft London Plan (DLP) was issued by the Mayor of London on 1st December 2017 and is subject to
consultation up to the start of March 2018. Many of the key policies within the NSP reflect the
wording of the Draft London Plan (DLP) 2017 which will maintain consistency across the policy
framework. We have included references where appropriate to the DLP as well as the current
adopted London Plan. LSE will be making representations on the Draft London Plan.
The London School of Economics and Political Science (LSE)
LSE ranks second on the world for social sciences (QS World University Rankings 2016-2017) and is
classed as world leading for research. The School has a distinct student population, relative to its
competitors, with a high proportion of one year Masters students, and a particularly international
student body. There were 11,885 students in 2016-2017; 5082 undergraduates and 5,990 graduates.
Over 8000 students were from overseas with a majority from non EU countries. The total number of
students is set to increase and LSE’s investment plans in its campus and student residences reflect
its ambition to maintain its place and ranking as a world class university located at the heart of
London.
Data shows that LSE postgraduate student demand for accommodation significantly surpasses
supply. The School wishes to move to a position where it can guarantee an offer of accommodation
to all new first year students. Currently LSE’s guarantee is for first year undergraduate students only,
while applications for appropriate accommodation from students with disabilities continue to be
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prioritised. On current projections on student numbers, this amounts to a required capacity of
between 6,000 - 7,000 bed spaces in the next eight years. Bed space numbers total 4,669 in
2017/18.
The overarching objective of LSE’s Student Bed Space Strategy (SBSS) is to continue to attract the
brightest students from around the world and enhance the student experience through the provision
of a competitive residential offer. This is underpinned by several evidence-based principles including:
wishing to make guaranteed offers for all first-year students; having a significant proportion of
economy priced bed spaces to meet the demand for affordable accommodation; a location model
that meets student demand for sustainable and accessible accommodation; and increasing the
number of LSE owned and managed bed spaces.
The unique selling point of LSE residences is that they are within walking distance to the School
which is firmly established, and will remain, in the heart of London. LSE therefore seeks growth in
accommodation capacity in close proximity to the School campus. This location supports the
business model of LSE’s renowned Summer School and other student group lettings and also the
commercial lettings outside of term time which allows for shorter student contracts and therefore a
lower annual cost to students. LSE is keen to work in partnership with local authorities whose
policies recognise the School’s unique position and contribution.

Representations on behalf of the LSE
The principal area of concern for LSE is the impact the NSP will have on the opportunities to develop
the LSE’s property at Bankside House. Bankside House currently provides approximately 600
student beds in a converted office building behind Tate Modern. The LSE has a strategic plan to
replace the current Bankside House with a substantially improved and larger facility which will cater
for the strong demand for places at LSE. The importance of this site is the number of beds it provides
and the close proximity to the main LSE campus at Aldwych which is a short walk away.
Please note where paragraph numbers are given, these have been counted down from the relevant
section referenced.
Policy P4 – Private Rented Homes
The LSE does not wish to comment on this policy specifically however it is referenced in Policy P24
related to Student Homes and the application of affordable housing policy. It is considered that Policy
P4 it is not an appropriate policy to reference in regard to affordable housing and student homes. As
noted in the response to Policy P24 there will be very limited circumstances where on site affordable
homes for rent will be appropriate or viable to provide in association with student housing schemes.
The provision of on-site rented homes requires separate cores, separate servicing and access and
separate management and service charge regimes. This creates wholly inefficient site layouts and
conflicting uses for any student accommodation site. A requirement to provide on-site or off site
contributions would make development schemes to deliver more student homes unviable regardless
of their ownership and this will have a serious impact on the long term delivery of higher education
accommodation in Southwark as well as impacting on higher education delivery in the city centre.
As highlighted in the Council’s Evidence Base document - New Southwark Plan Evidence Base:
Housing Policy Viability Update Study (BNPP 2017)
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Our testing of nomination schemes/schemes let by universities at low rental levels and on
shorter tenancies has identified that such schemes are unable to support much conventional
affordable housing (up to circa 5% depending on the benchmark land value of the site).
Table 6.25.1 in the BNPP Study highlights the issues related to nominated schemes being non-viable
if affordable housing is sought.
Policy P14 – Tall Buildings
We support the objectives of the policy and the desire to ensure the highest design quality is
achieved when taller buildings are proposed. As supported by paragraph 3.30 of the adopted London
Plan and DLP Policy SD1 (Growth Corridors and Opportunity Areas) future development across
London should be linked to existing and future public transport infrastructure. We consider that the
Council should specifically consider planned public transport connectivity and capacity improvements
when determining the accessibility of a location. Without this approach the Council risks underdelivering new housing including student homes and missing key regenerative benefits which tall
buildings can provide.
Policy P19 – Borough Views (and Annex 4)
There is support for the objectives of the Policy however it is considered that the Council should
reword the Policy to remove reference to ‘positively enhance significant landmarks and townscape’.
The borough has a diverse and complex townscape which these new views are being fitted into. The
context of the views is often adjacent or within major regeneration areas such as the Elephant and
Castle or Old Kent Road Opportunity Areas. The objectives of the frameworks for these areas are the
delivery of new homes, new education facilities, new jobs etc. As such a balance has to be struck
between the objectives of the policy related to regeneration and policy related to protecting views.
Seeking to ‘positively enhance views’ suggests reducing or limiting development which will not have
a significant effect on views, such as to the wider setting. Greater flexibility has to be applied to the
policies to deliver this balance.
Policy P23 Education Places
There is strong support for the Borough’s objectives of delivering new educational facilities for higher
education institutions.
P24 Student Homes
The general support for student homes is welcomed but greater support should be shown for the
significant benefits and investment student homes bring to the Borough. The Borough is home to a
number of universities and a range of student housing developments. The LSE owns and manages
Bankside House in Bankside which provides 600 beds for students attending LSE. In addition
Bankside House is used out of term time principally as short term accommodation for students
attending short courses at the LSE as well as other higher education institutions. The principal
student occupiers and summer lets add significantly to the local economy through spending in shops,
restaurants and bars and through use of local services. Longer term students who have studied in an
area are more likely to stay there after higher education and this adds enormously to the local
economy.

3
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Furthermore the provision of student homes counts towards Southwark’s housing targets as set by
the Mayor of London. Paragraph 4.17.1 of the draft New London Plan is specific in this regard stating
“The completion of new PBSA (Purpose Built Student Accommodation) therefore contributes
to meeting London’s overall housing need and is not in addition to this need. Every three
student bedrooms in PBSA that are completed equate to meeting the same need that one
conventional housing unit meets, and contribute to meeting a borough’s housing target”.
It is considered therefore that policy P24 should be written more positively to better reflect the
considerable benefits student homes brings to the borough.
The benefit of purpose built student accommodation freeing up existing housing stock should be
identified. Students unable to access accommodation in purpose built halls will rent in the open
market often sharing large family homes. Given a landlord can attract more students into such
properties; they can charge more, pricing local families out of the market. The Council has
specifically noted the demand for family sized dwellings within the Borough as a key driver for Policy
P24. In supporting PBSA there is the opportunity to free up larger family homes for their true
purpose.
Support is given to the approach to differentiate between direct let and nominated schemes in
respect of affordable housing and we would also advocate clearly recognising university owned and
managed schemes such as the LSE’s. However in our experience nominated and directly owned
schemes are in almost all cases unlikely to be able to contribute towards affordable housing due to
the viability of achieving this and the imposition of the costs of preparing a viability assessment can
be costly and time consuming to a Higher Education Institution (HEI). We consider the policy should
be rewritten to remove any requirement for testing of nominated or owned schemes for ‘general
needs’ affordable housing. The approach will support HEI’s in their goals to provide improved
accommodation for students throughout their campuses and will encourage investment in the student
sector by HEIs and others.
The Council’s approach to not seek provision of affordable student homes in nominated, and we
assume directly owned, schemes is strongly supported. Many HEI’s already subsidise student
accommodation for students who require assistance. An example of this is the LSE Accommodation
Bursary which grants funding to students below certain household incomes in specific
accommodation. On this basis the LSE is reviewing the Mayor of London’s emerging Policy H17 in
the Draft London Plan which seeks the provision of affordable student rooms for all forms of student
housing including those being developed by nominated universities. This policy if enacted may have
a detrimental impact on the investment in student housing by HEI’s and could harm London’s role as
a major centre for academic excellence.
Policy P50 - Cycling
As supported by NPPF Paragraph 17 we support the promotion of sustainable forms of
transportation and the Council’s objectives in terms of encouraging cycling in the Borough and
increasing the number of persons who cycle and the number of overall trips undertaken by cycles in
the Borough. However, we would recommend the Council allow greater flexibility in the number of
cycles required in certain locations and the provision of the types of cycle stands which are provided
in schemes. This is particularly pertinent to LSE with their principle of ensuring all student residences
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are within walking distance of the School. Double stacked stands are more efficient and make better
use of land than ‘Sheffield Stands’. Given the need to locate cycles in accessible and useable
locations for cyclists, the ‘land take’ required to provide the necessary cycles is extensive and
impacts significantly on the quality of the ground floor and active use onto streets.
The need to cater for less ambulant cyclists can be incorporated into double stacked stands without
harming the effective use of the land. The changes delivered through double stacked cycle racks
versus standards will have significant benefits in terms of townscape and public realm design.
Other Comments on the Plan
The CIL Regulations 2010 (Section 122 (2)) state that Planning Obligations should only be applicable
where they are:
(a) Necessary to make the development acceptable in planning terms;
(b) Directly related to the development; and
(c) Fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the development.
We are concerned that the imposition of CIL on nominated schemes not providing beds/rooms below
£168/week. Whilst nominated schemes are given clear support in the NSP the CIL charging schedule
penalises them in the same way.
Additional contributions have not been taken into account during the Council’s preparation of its CIL
Charging Schedule and the Viability evidence to support the affordable housing policies of the NSP.
As noted previously the evidence presented by the Council at the EIP for Southwark’s revised CIL
Charging Schedule demonstrated that on the majority of the major projects assessed by the
Council’s viability consultant, the provision of affordable housing would not be viable even where no
increase in CIL was made.
It is therefore essential in this regard that all development which in the future will benefit from
improvements in infrastructure contributes towards this infrastructure. Schemes which are to be
delivered in Opportunity Areas in advance of other schemes should not disproportionally contribute to
the delivery of future infrastructure across the Opportunity Area. Each development site should
contribute a proportional amount to the Council to deliver future infrastructure.
Concluding Comments
The LSE supports the Council in its identification of the benefits of a combined Borough wide
approach to deliver higher density developments within designated growth areas, town centres,
opportunity areas and areas of high public transport accessibility. The focus on brownfield land and
highly sustainable and accessible locations is important to delivery of ‘Good Growth’ as supported by
the DLP.
We are however concerned that the NSP should better support the provision of student homes
across the borough.
We would be happy to meet and discuss the contents of these representations should the Council
determine it to be beneficial.
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Yours sincerely
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OBJECTION TO NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN (NSP) SUBMISSION VERSION
Name: Lynn Stephenson

Address:

Email address:

Phone:

NSPPSV115

I wish to take part at the oral examination/public hearings.
Policy Number + Topic
+ page numbers

Soundness test

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS

P14 Tall Buildings
Plan.
pages 42 & 43

Not Justified

This policy is not justified because It introduces a fundamental policy change on tall buildings with no evidence to
support or justify the change.
 The 2011 Core Strategy identifies specific locations in the borough where tall buildings would be appropriate. This
is underpinned by a research paper produced in March 2010. I am not aware of any subsequent research which
justifies or explains the reasons for changing the policy.

Not Consistent
with National
Planning
Policy

This policy is not sound because it is not consistent with the Mayor’s current London Plan (2016) or the new Draft
London Plan
Policy 7.7 of the Mayor’s current London Plan (2016) says:
 “Tall and large buildings should be part of a plan-led approach to changing or developing an area by the
identification of appropriate, sensitive and inappropriate locations”.
 “Boroughs should work with the Mayor to consider which areas are appropriate, sensitive or inappropriate for tall
and large buildings and identify them in their Local Development Frameworks”.
The New Southwark Plan:
 suggests tall buildings could be located anywhere in the borough unless there is a harmful impact on strategic
views.
See my example below of why this aspect of the NSP would be unsound.
Policy D8 of the new Draft London Plan says:
 “Development Plans should define what is considered a tall building, the height of which may vary in different
parts of London”.
 “Tall buildings should be part of a plan-led approach to changing or developing an area. Boroughs should identify
on maps in development plans the locations where tall buildings will be an appropriate form of development in
principle and should indicate the general building heights that would be appropriate”.
The New Southwark Plan:
 does not define a tall building other than to say it is “significantly higher than surrounding buildings or their
context” (and it does not define “significantly”)
 does not mention a plan-led approach
1
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 does not identify on maps the locations where tall buildings would be appropriate
 does not identify the general building heights that would be appropriate.
See my example below of why this aspect of the NSP would be unsound.
Not Positively
prepared
P14 Tall Buildings
Plan pages 42 & 43

Not effective

This policy is not positively prepared as some elements are vague or unclear:
 It does not make it clear that there has been a significant policy change which means tall buildings may now be
permitted anywhere in the borough.
 It does not define “a point of townscape significance” or what is “proportionate”.
 It does not define what a tall building is, nor does it clarify what “significantly taller than their surroundings”
means.
 On page 42, the second paragraph under the heading ‘Reasons’ includes a sentence that makes no sense
grammatically: “Strategic locations that have a regional or borough important and the scale of the existing or
planned townscape that is defined in our Area Action Plans and Supplementary Plans Documents.”
 The final paragraph of Policy 14 says “We have taken a consistent approach when planning for tall buildings and
use a number of criteria to determine applications. We will continue to use this approach…” The ‘consistent
approach’ to date has been defined and constrained by the current Southwark Plan. It is disingenuous to say they
will continue to use the same approach when the New Southwark Plan would remove those constraints. “We…use
a number of criteria to determine applications” is a meaningless phrase unless it specifies or at least gives
examples of those criteria.
See my example below of why this aspect of the NSP would be unsound.

This policy is not effective because


Examples of
why the NSP is
not sound

It Is unclear how it can deliver the identified net increase of affordable housing by 799 homes per year.

In my neighbourhood, there is a planning application for a major private development called ‘Camberwell Union’ on the
site of the current Burgess Business Park. This location is covered by an area action plan in the NSP, which states that
developments will be expected to maximise the number of residential units. (Many of the area action plans include a
similar expectation.) This, combined with the removal of restrictions on where tall buildings would be appropriate,
effectively gives private developers a green light to fundamentally change the nature of an area by introducing tall, high
density buildings, even where that area is ecologically sensitive (Burgess Business Park is directly next to Burgess Park, an
in an area. The NSP is not sound because it limits the grounds on which local residents could object.
The application is for 505 residential units in 13 blocks, with heights varying from 3 to 14 storeys. Most of the blocks are
10 storeys or more. The current site is mainly low-rise light industrial units, and the housing stock in the immediate area is
mainly 2-storey Victorian properties.
2
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Recent decisions about new-builds in the area have been based on the current Southwark plan, and developments have
generally only one storey higher than the existing housing stock.
If the new Southwark plan is adopted, because it is not consistent with the current London plan or the new draft London
plan:


There would be no plan-led approach to changing this low-rise light-industrial area to mixed-use high rise



There would be no overarching planning policy to prevent the construction of 10-14-storey buildings in the midst
of an area of low-rise dwellings



There would be no definition about what is “significantly higher than surrounding buildings or their context”.

The Camberwell Union plans have a 14-storey block at the centre; each block alongside it steps down slightly in height.
There is a small terrace of 2-storey Victorian properties in the midst of the site that would be immediately surrounded on
3 sides by new buildings which are either 3, 4 or 5 storeys, and then by taller buildings stepping up to 14 storeys.
Because the NSP is not consistent with the current London plan, there would be no consideration as to whether this area
is appropriate, sensitive or inappropriate for tall and large buildings.
Because the NSP is not positively prepared, there is no clear definition about the ‘context’ of the existing Victorian
residential buildings, which of the 14 blocks would be classed as the ‘surrounding buildings’ or how it would be assessed
whether the proposed new buildings are ‘significantly higher’.
Because the NSP is not effective, private developers could get the green light to build 505 residential units, 35% of which
should be ‘affordable’, even if their financial viability statement says there is a risk that 35% affordable housing (is not
deliverable in viability terms, and says the scheme should be amended to allow it to be deliverable. So from the outset, a
private development can declare it is unable to meet the target of 35% affordable housing, and the NSP is not effective
enough to give the council the authority to reject the development on that basis. There is no shortage of unaffordable
homes in Southwark. We need an NSP that enables the council to deliver affordable housing, not simply add to the supply
of unaffordable housing.
Suggested
changes to P14

To make the policy sound, the NSP should
 provide evidence to justify its policy change about tall buildings
 Identify specific sites in the borough where tall buildings are appropriate (and consult local residents and business
about the suggested locations and indicative heights).
 show those locations on area vision maps and within site allocations
 give indicative heights for tall buildings.
 make it clear that tall buildings will be considered inappropriate in all other locations.
3
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clarify all vague or unspecified sections, including
o defining or giving examples of ‘a point of townscape significance’ (for example, is ‘significance’ based on
architectural, historical, industrial or social factors?)
o explaining what “criteria” are used when making decisions. .
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Name: Mr M Kaufman, Bermondsey resident.

NSPPSV116

Address:

Email address:

Phone:

I wish to take part at the oral examination/public hearings.
Policy Number + Topic
+ page umbers

Soundness test

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS

P14 Tall Buildings
Plan.
pages 42 & 43

Not Justified

This policy is not justified as it:
 Involves a significant policy change on tall buildings with no new evidence to support the change (last research
paper was March 2010).
 The policy change renders all Area Visions meaningless as locations proposed for Tall Buildings are no longer
identified.
 Fails to take account of responses identified in the Consultation Report (pages 31-32) that stated specific locations
for tall buildings needed defining in the NSP.

Not Consistent
with National
Planning
Policy

This policy is not sound because it is not consistent with:
A/ The Mayor’s Current London Plan (2016), through failure to comply with:
 “Tall and large buildings should be part of a plan-led approach to changing or developing an area by the
identification of appropriate, sensitive and inappropriate locations”.
 “Boroughs should work with the Mayor to consider which areas are appropriate, sensitive or inappropriate for tall
and large buildings and identify them in their Local Development Frameworks”.
B/ The Mayor’s New Draft London Plan, through failure to comply with:
 “Development Plans should define what is considered a tall building, the height of which may vary in different
parts of London”.
 “Tall buildings should be part of a plan-led approach to changing or developing an area. Boroughs should identify
on maps in development plans the locations where tall buildings will be an appropriate form of development in
principle and should indicate the general building heights that would be appropriate”.
 “Ensure appropriate management and maintenance arrangements are in place for the public realm, which
maximise public access and minimise rules governing the space to those required for its safe management in
accordance with the Public London Charter”.
C/ National Planning Policy Framework, through failure to comply with:
the need for “early and meaningful engagement and collaboration with neighbourhoods, local organisations and
businesses” so that Local Plans reflect a “collective vision”.

Not Positively
prepared

This policy is not positively prepared as some aspects of the policy are vague or unclear:
 Not setting out the approach or criteria to determine planning applications.
 Not stating there has been a significant policy change which means tall buildings may now be permitted anywhere
in the borough.
1
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P14 Tall Buildings
Plan pages 42 & 43
Not Effective

Suggested
changes to P14

Not determining what is “a point of townscape significance” or what is “proportionate” in making decisions.
Not defining what a tall building is and not clarifying what “significantly taller than their surroundings” means.
Not explaining what “new publicly accessible space at the top of the building” refers to.

This policy is not effective as it
 Does not demonstrate how it will measure the increase in the activities and life opportunities on offer for nearby
residents.
 Is unclear how it can deliver the identified net increase of affordable housing by 799 homes per year.
 Gives insufficient consideration to other more effective ways of combatting the housing need without introducing
negative effects of tall buildings.
To make the policy sound, the NSP should
 Identify specific sites in the borough where tall buildings are appropriate, these locations to be identified on area
vision maps and within site allocations; and indicative heights should be given. These locations and indicative heights
should be put out for consultation with local residents and businesses.
 Make clear that tall buildings will be considered inappropriate in all other locations.
 Clarify all vague or unspecified sections, including
o Policy 2.11 reflecting 3.8.4 of the New Draft London Plan and confirm that the space will be truly publicly
accessible, for example through a free viewing gallery.
o References to “criteria” should make clear exactly what those criteria are.
o A clearer definition of tall buildings to be provided, as indicated by New Draft London Plan Policy D8 part A.
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Name: Mr Martin Kaufman, Bermondsey resident.

NSPPSV116

Address:

Email address:

Phone:

I wish to take part at the oral examination/public hearings.
TOPIC
Page no, Policy Number +
Name

Test of
Soundness

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS

P16, Page 44
Listed buildings and
structures

Not
Effective

This policy is not effective because it does not ensure that the relevant specialist advice on the future viable
use of the buildings and structures is available before a planning decision is made.
Failure to assess damage to listed buildings at the right time and consult relevant stakeholders and subject
specialists will result in important heritage loss. We have had a significant recent example of this in 2017. Harker’s
Studio in Walworth SE17 – a specially designed building for painting theatre scenery Grade 2 listed - was given
permission to be converted to residential, retaining a few of the features. The Council’s decision was taken on the
basis of an opinion from an organisation that had no expertise in the viability of the studio in the future. After
permission was granted, professional actors and scenery makers and users campaigned against the decision on
the grounds that the building was indeed viable and needed in London, as such spaces were increasingly scarce. It
then became obvious that the right specialists had not been asked for an opinion. Irreparable harm has now been
done not only to the heritage asset but also to a viable structure of importance to the theatre industry.
Clearly the consultation process in this case was inadequate. The policy needs to have an addition to avoid this
happening again.
To make this policy sound, an additional point could be added to the policy P16 on the following lines:
3. When development is proposed affecting listed buildings and/or structures, a detailed consultation plan,
including appropriate specialist assessments and with extended timelines for appraisal, should be presented with
planning applications. The specialist interests to be consulted must include users and people and organisations
knowledgeable about that industrial sector.

P17, pages 44-45
Conservation areas

Not
Effective

The policy is not effective because of conflicting NSP policy that seeks high density residential developments.
Currently Conservation Area Appraisals are being ignored when planning applications come up in Conservation
Areas, because the pressure to build residential accommodation, even when unaffordable, seems to override.
1
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There is nothing new in this policy that would change this status quo. The result of this conflict is that permission
is being given for buildings that are out of scale in height and mass with the Conservation Area, eroding its
settings, views and compromising historic character and distinctiveness.
Some solution needs to be found to this if this policy P17 is to be made effective and sound. One way for
example might be to add something on the following lines.
3.2 When any developments are proposed that breach the prevailing heights, mass and density in a Conservation
Area, this should be subject to additional public consultation before any such developments can be determined.

P18, page 45
Conservation of the
historic environment
and natural heritage

Not
Effective

The policy is not effective because it is inconsistent with national policy in the NPPF which includes heritage
assets included on the Local List. It fails to explain how without a Local List, unlisted buildings and heritage
assets will be protected and enhanced by new development, and so not able to achieve its aim.
The policy recognises the existence of conservation and heritage assets that are not protected under the
Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 but does not provide for a Local List which is the
nationally recognised method for giving them protection. These quotes are from Historic England :
https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/what-is-designation/local/local-designations
“Local lists play an essential role in building and reinforcing a sense of local character and distinctiveness in the histori c
environment. Local lists can be used to identify sign ificant local heritage assets to support the development of Local Plans.
Encouraging the use of local lists will strengthen the role of local heritage assets as a material consideration in the plann ing
process…
“Moreover Local Lists are usually made very effectively in partnership with local residents through occasional appraisal and/or a
nomination system which recognises and takes advantage of local residents’ knowledge, and highlights community value assets. This is
invaluable in engaging the local community in the effective conservation of their neighbourhood’s heritage. “
“At its heart, local listing provides an opportunity for communities to have their views on local heritage heard. It recognis es
that the importance we place on the historic environme nt extends beyond the confines of the planning system to recognise
those community-based values that contribute to our sense of place.

Continued
This was recognised in earlier planning policy documents:
P18, page 45
Conservation of the

* The adopted version of the Elephant & Castle SPD from March 2012 states (4.5.12) that "We (Southwark) will be
consulting on our local list in summer 2012. The local list will be established through that process".

2
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historic environment
and natural heritage continued

* The Peckham and Nunhead AAP 4.7.12 (2014) states “… we have also identified buildings which are worthy of being
added to the council’s local list. The local list identifies buildings and structures with local value which make a positive
contribution to character or appearance due to … … Buildings on the local list in Peckham & Nunhead include … …” The

Fact Box Page 98 refers to the NPPF definition of heritage assets including locally listed buildings, and gives
English Heritage good practice guidance on the criteria to use to identify buildings and other objects for the
Southwark ‘Local List’.
* The NSP Options version from October 2014, Draft Policies and area visions states –
“DM55 Local list buildings and views: Southwark will have a list of locally important buildings, structures and views that
positively contribute to local character and amenity.
DM55.1 Development must take these locally important buildings, structures and views into account.
Reasons: Locally important buildings and views make a positive contribution to local character and distinctiveness, but they
do not benefit from a statutory designation. We will prepare a list of locally important buildings and views, and the criteria
for their selection as part of a Heritage SPD.”

There has been no explanation why the provision for a Local List does not appear in the NSP submission version.
This policy could be made sound by including in it two additional points to achieve the following:
2. Unlisted buildings of townscape merit and undesignated heritage assets identified and gathered in a Local List
and allowed the same protection as listed buildings and/or conservation areas.
3. A community engagement policy developed to encourage local neighbourhoods to develop a local process
with an existing community group or a new group to nominate buildings for the Local List.

3
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NSPPSV116

OBJECTION TO NSP
From
Martin Kaufman,
Yes, I would like to take part at the oral examination (public hearings).
TOPIC
Page number,
Policy Number +
Name
OR

Site Number +
Name
Annex 8 the New
Southwark Plan
Preferred Option
and the Policies Map
associated with the
new Southwark Plan
Submission
Version– boundary
of the London Bridge
District Town Centre
– proposed
extension to include
Bermondsey Street
south of the railway
viaduct and the area
to the east of
Bermondsey St as
far as and including
Tower Bridge Rd

Test of
Soundness
to which
objection
relates

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS

This
extension is
not justified

The Bermondsey Street area, which the New Southwark Plan now proposes to include in the London Bridge
District Town Centre, is largely a conservation area, with low rise historic buildings, with mixed small independent
businesses, including cafes and restaurants and residential uses, including social housing.
The Bermondsey Street area is excluded from the London Bridge Vision area and indeed, the Bermondsey Street
area is explicitly recognised in the London Bridge Vision as being different in character from London Bridge, and
for that very reason being a valuable heritage and cultural asset, a draw for visitors and businesses.
Nowhere in the New Southwark Plan is the proposed extension justified.
In P30Town and Local Centres, the reasons cited for town centre policies identify Elephant & Castle, Walworth
Rd, Canada Water, Old Kent Rd and Peckham as having the most capacity for growth. London Bridge is not
mentioned.
None of the supporting evidence (eg the Retail or High Street studies) identifies the London Bridge District Town
Centre as a target for significant growth.
BSAP is a member organisation of local residents and businesses working together to make our area as good as
it can be for people who live here, work here and come to visit. We believe that the proposed inclusion of our low
rise historic mixed small business–residential area in the London Bridge district town centre will put its character
significantly at risk.
Once an area is defined as town centre, developments will be encouraged that include (P30 Reasons again) new
shops, education facilities, leisure facilities and entertainment venues. It will, we believe put at risk the mixed
residential-small business nature of our area, weakening any argument against non-residential uses or large scale
development.
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Part B: Representation
Please select one policy per form to select which part of the plan you wish to make a representation on. The
one option you select should be the item you should be commenting on in the subsequent boxes below. If you
want to comment on more than one part of the plan, please submit part B again.

1. To which part of the New Southwark Plan does this representation relate to?
Implementation policy:
Development Management policy:

P49: Low Line routes

Area Vision:

AV.13: Peckham Area Vision

Site Allocation:

NSP76; NSP77; NSP78

Proposal Map:
Other:

2. Do you consider the document to be legally compliant in accordance with the Town and Country
Planning (Local Planning) (England) Amendment Regulations 2012?
X

Yes
No

3. Do you consider that the New Southwark Plan is Sound?
Yes
X

No

4. Do you consider that the New Southwark Plan is unsound because it is not?
X

Effective
Justified
Consistent with national policy and the London Plan
Positively prepared

5. Please give details of why you consider the New Southwark Plan not to be legally compliant or
unsound. Please be as precise as possible. If you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness
of the New Southwark Plan, please also use this box to set out your comments.
As someone actively involved in supporting the Peckham Coal Line, I am encouraged by the inclusion of
the Peckham Coal Line in The New Southwark Plan (NSP).
We believe, now the feasibility stage of the project is wrapping up - there is an opportunity for the
inclusion to go further than it currently does to further in its support for the implementation of the
Peckham Coal Line (PCL). The delivery of the PCL is a stated aim of the planning authority, has wider
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Council support, and is encouraged by policies P49, AV.13 and NSP77, the feasibility study can provide
further detail on site boundries, benefits and opportunities to enable such delivery to be achieved. This
can include what the PCL involves, how it may affect development or how development may affect it or
contribute towards it.

6. Please set out what change(s) you consider necessary to make the New Southwark Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why this change will make the New Southwark Plan legally
compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible
Ideally a specific policy should be introduced that defines PCL with reference to a boundary plan with
an explanation of the project and its aims. More detail can be found in the PCL feasibility study. The
proposal is an elevated park, pedestrian and cycle route to connect Peckham Rye (Rye Lane) and
Queen’s Road Peckham (Queen’s Road opposite Asylum Road), and to connect to the wider green and
cycle route networks. This will promote better connections between these areas, improve public health
and encourage sustainable modes of transport. Development should not compromise the delivery of
this route, and should contribute directly to it where directly affecting it. The PCL team would welcome
the opportunity to discuss appropriate wording further.

The additional policy could be located before

or after policy P49. This will make the NSP sound by clarifying what the PCL is in order that this stated
aim can actually be delivered.
If it will not be possible to include an additional policy, then the following changes to existing policy
should be made:
Policy P49: Add an inset to Figure 4 to define the indicative proposed boundary of the PCL route (the
PCL team can provide an appropriate plan) and add a paragraph describing the PCL project as distinct
from the ‘Low Line Route’, indicating the Coal Line - and its network of routes is the preferred solution.
The low line is just one of these options.
Regardless of whether the additional policy is introduced or not, the following changes to existing
policy should be also made:
Policy AV.13: at the sixth bullet add “Peckham” before “Coal Line” and cross-refer to where this is
defined at Policy P49.
Policy NSP76: add a bullet under “Redevelopment of the site should:” as follows “Contribute towards the
development of the Peckham Coal Line”. This is on the basis that the development will benefit from the
PCL and impact visually upon it.
Policy NSP77: add the following after “Peckham Coal Line” “including through direct delivery and/or
contributions where appropriate.”
Policy NSP78: add a bullet under “Redevelopment of the site must:” as follows “Contribute towards the
development of the Peckham Coal Line”. This is on the basis that the development will benefit from the
PCL and impact visually upon it.

Page 3 of 7
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These changes will make the NSP sound by clarifying what the PCL is, and by making clear where
developments will affect PCL and be expected to support and contribute to it. This will enable the
delivery of the PCL, which is a stated aim. Without these changes delivery may be compromised as it
was recently with the Consort Road plans (submitted in July 2017)

Part D: Public Examination (required)
If your representation is seeking a change, do you consider it necessary to participate at the oral part
of the examination?
X

No, I do not wish to participate at the oral examination
Yes, I wish to participate at the oral examination

It is vital that your contact details are submitted correctly to ensure that you can be contacted if you
wish to participate in the public examination. Please tick the checkbox to confirm that the details
which have been provided are correct.
X

I confirm that all details provided are correct

Part E: Equalities monitoring
Equality and engagement with our diverse communities is central to the day to day delivery of our Southwark
Council Services. To deliver on our commitment to a fairer future, we need to collect some equality information
about you. This also forms part of our legal responsibilities under the Public Sector Equality Duty of the Equality
Act (2010).
We would therefore appreciate it if you could spend a few minutes filling in the details below. This information
helps us to measure and analyse how well we are engaging with all those who live and work in the borough.
Please do remember that whilst this information is very useful for our work, you are not obliged to answer or
complete any or all of this information. Southwark Council is the data controller for the purposes of the Data
Protection act.
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27 February 2018
www.lsh.co.uk

5th Floor Hub 2
Southwark Council
PO Box 64529
London
SE1P 5LX

Lambert Smith Hampton
United Kingdom House
180 Oxford Street
London
W1D 1NN

By email to: planningpolicy@southwark.gov.uk

Dear Sir/Madam,
CONSULTATION ON LONDON BOROUGH OF SOUTHWARK NEW SOUTHWARK
PLAN: PROPOSED SUBMISSION VERSION DRAFT PLAN (NSP)
Lambert Smith Hampton has been instructed by the Metropolitan Police Service (MPS) to
submit representation in respect of the New Southwark Plan: Proposed Submission
Version Draft Plan (NSP), specifically in relation to Community infrastructure levy (CIL)
and Section 106 planning obligations (NSP Implementation Policy IP2).
London Borough of Southwark (LBS) S106 and CIL Position
The NSP Proposed Submission Version Draft Plan is currently under consultation.
Although the current NSP Proposed Submission Version Draft Plan consultation is not a
CIL consultation, we are aware that the Council are due a full CIL Review this year. Work
has not yet been progressed on this but it expected to commence later this year (2018).
We therefore consider that this consultation is an appropriate time to set out our thoughts
in relation to S106 and CIL.
NSP Proposed Submission Version Draft Plan Implementation Policy IP2:
Community infrastructure levy (CIL) and Section 106 planning obligations
NSP Implementation Policy IP2 considers Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) and
Section 106 planning obligations and indicates that CIL payments will be sought in order
Lambert Smith Hampton is a trading name of Lambert Smith Hampton Group Limited
Registered office: United Kingdom House, 180 Oxford Street, London W1D 1NN
Registered in England Number 2521225. Regulated by RICS
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to fund “the essential infrastructure identified by the council in our Regulation 123 list”
which includes infrastructure relating to education, health, libraries, open space, sports,
transport and ‘other’ infrastructure (cemeteries, modernised adult care facilities, storm
water storage areas). This does not currently include the collection of CIL payments to
fund policing infrastructure.
MPS is therefore keen to meet with the Council to discuss the infrastructure delivery policy
formulation (Implementation Policy IP2, LB Southwark’s CIL charging schedule and the
Regulation 123 list). MPS believes that there is a strong case for inclusion of funding for
policing infrastructure within the CIL charging schedule. Further details of the reasons for
this are set out below.
Development Proposed under the NSP Proposed Submission Version Draft Plan
and resulting demand for policing infrastructure
The NSP envisages growth in the delivery of new homes and commercial space. The
NSP states that LBS’s target is to build 2,736 new homes per year in order to meet the
“London Plan target of 27,362 new homes between 2015 and 2025” (page 17 - under
reasons section to Policy SP1). It also notes that to meet the growing demand in
employment space, LBS “needs to deliver significant growth of around 460,000 sqm of
new office space which will be concentrated in the Central Activities Zone and town centre
locations”, providing 47,000 new office jobs over the next 20 years (page 55 - under
reasons section to Policy P26). Growth in other land uses such as retail and hotels is also
expected.
The proposed growth in homes, offices and other uses will significantly increase the need
for policing and the cost of associated infrastructure. This represents a legitimate
infrastructure requirement that should be accounted for within the LBS CIL.
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and Planning Practice Guidance (PPG)
Paragraph 162 of the NPPF states that Local planning authorities (LPA) should work with
other providers to take account of the need for strategic infrastructure within their areas.
Further, in order to meet the objectives, principles and policies of the NPPF, “Local Plans
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should plan positively for the development and infrastructure required in the area”
(paragraph 157)
The PPG states that “charging authorities must keep their charging schedules under
review and should ensure that levy charges remain appropriate over time. For example
charging schedules should take account of changes in market conditions, and remain
relevant to the funding gap for the infrastructure needed to support the development of the
area.” (Paragraph: 043 Reference ID: 25-043-20140612).
Further, the NPPF states that planning policies and decisions should aim to ensure that
developments “create safe and accessible environments where crime and disorder, and
the fear of crime, do not undermine quality of life or community cohesion” (paragraph 58)
and in order to promote healthy communities the LPA should aim to achieve places which
promote “safe and accessible environments where crime and disorder, and the fear of
crime, do not undermine quality of life or community cohesion” (paragraph 69). LPA’s
should set out the strategic priorities for the area in the Local Plan, which should include
strategic policies to deliver “the provision of health, security, community and cultural
infrastructure and other local facilities” (paragraph 156).
Acceptance of Policing Infrastructure as a Legitimate S106 and CIL Charging Item
It is widely accepted and documented that policing infrastructure represents a legitimate
item for inclusion within the CIL Charging Schedule. A number of policing authorities have
sought legal advice on this issue and received confirmation of this. The advice also
confirms that S106 and CIL infrastructure is not limited to buildings and could include
equipment such as surveillance infrastructure and CCTV.
For example, in the case of The Queen (on the application of The Police and Crime
Commissioner for Leicestershire) v Blaby District Council [2014] EWHC 1719 (Admin),
Judge Foskett stated:
61… “I do not, with respect, agree that the challenge mounted by the Claimant in this case
can be characterised as a quibble about a minor factor. Those who, in due course,
purchase properties on this development, who bring up children there and who wish to go
about their daily life in a safe environment, will want to know that the police service can
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operate efficiently and effectively in the area. That would plainly be the “consumer view” of
the issue. The providers of the service (namely, the Claimant) have statutory
responsibilities to carry out and, as the witness statement of the Chief Constable makes
clear, that in itself can be a difficult objective to achieve in these financially difficult times.
Although the sums at stake for the police contributions will be small in comparison to the
huge sums that will be required to complete the development, the sums are large from the
point of view of the police.

62. I am inclined to the view that if a survey of local opinion was taken, concerns would be
expressed if it were thought that the developers were not going to provide the police with
a sufficient contribution to its funding requirements to meet the demands of policing the
new area.”
The above conclusions echo those reached in an earlier appeal case of Land off Melton
Road, Barrow-upon-Soar (APP/X2410/A/12/2173673), in which the Secretary of State
endorsed the following findings of the Inspector:
291… “the twelfth core planning principle of the Framework… can only be served if
policing is adequate to the additional burdens imposed on it in the same way as any other
local public service. The logic of this is inescapable. Section 8 of the Framework concerns
the promotion of healthy communities and planning decisions, according to paragraph 69,
should aim to achieve places which promote, inter alia, “safe and accessible environments
where crime and disorder and the fear of crime do not undermine quality of life or
community cohesion.

292. Adequate policing is so fundamental to the concept of sustainable communities that I
can see no reason, in principle, why it should be excluded from the purview of S106
financial contributions, subject to the relevant tests applicable to other public services.
There is no reason, it seems to me, why police equipment and other items of capital
expenditure necessitated by additional development should not be so funded alongside,
for example, additional classrooms and stock and equipment for libraries.” (emphasis
added)”
There is an extensive array of Secretary of State and Planning Inspectorate decisions that
compellingly support the above conclusions, including two in July 2017.
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NSPPSV119
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Michael Coupe
27 February 2018 23:53
planningpolicy
NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN

Dear Sir/Madam,
My name is Michael James COUPE BSc. (Est.Man); Dip.T.P; MRICS; FRSA; and I write as a member of
the Dulwich Society. My comments relate to the Development Management Policies covering aspects of
the historic environment.
At the outset, I am bound to suggest that the Plan is basically unsound because it fails to take on the
emerging policies and proposals contained in the Draft London Plan. This is a matter of timing, and in no
sense represents an error of judgement on the part of Southwark. Ideally therefore, we suggest that the Plan
be withdrawn pending the outcome of the EIP into the London Plan. Failure to do so, will mean that the
Plan will subsequently require substantial amendment, because the approach adopted in the new London
Plan differs markedly from that of its predecessor.
The Society's comments on the Development Management policies are as follows:
P12 Design quality.
Add to 1.2. It is important to note that sustainable design should include the adaptive re-use of existing
buildings, recognising the embodied energy invested in historic fabric.
P14 Tall buildings.
2.6 The requirement to 'avoid unacceptable harm to the significance of designated heritage assets and their
settings' employs a somewhat misleading double negative, which could perversely be interpreted as a
suggestion to seek out acceptable harm. Far better to rule out development causing harm, but to set out the
particular circumstances that might justify an exception to normal policies.
P16 Listed buildings and structures.
This is another case of a policy employing confusing double negatives: 'Development relating to listed
buildings and structures will only be permitted where it avoids unjustifiable harm to the special significance
of listed buildings and settings by conserving and enhancing'... Noting the continuing relevance of the
Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990, we suggest that in considering development
proposals affecting a listed building or its setting ' special regard be had to the desirability of preserving the
building or its setting or any features of special architectural or historic interest that it possesses'....
P17 Conservation areas.
It is important to note here that, although conservation area designation is usually a local matter, and such
assets are considered to be of local importance only, yet there are examples in Southwark which are of
national, and in some cases, international importance, where development proposals need to be considered
with the utmost stringency. Similarly, we suggest that the 1990 Act be revisited to the effect that 'Special
attention be paid to the desirability of preserving or enhancing the character or appearance of that area'.
P21 World Heritage Sites
1
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This has been an area that has attracted much criticism from UNESCO, Historic England's predecessor
English Heritage, ICOMOS and others. Objections have been overruled, and a series of perverse decisions
have been waved through the planning system, contrary to the policies in the current London Plan, and in
the case of the Palace of Westminster and Westminster Abbey World Heritage Site, contrary to Southwark's
own policies. Accordingly, relevant policies are being tightened and extended as part of the review of the
London Plan, and these will then have to be carried forward into Borough Plans.

Please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned if further explanation is required.

Yours ever,
Michael Coupe

2
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NSPPSV120

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Michael Robertson
26 February 2018 13:31
planningpolicy; SPOC
NSP consultation- comments

The New Southwark Plan (NSP). Please find my attached comments for this Policy consultation.
* IP6 CONSULTATION- the existent framework of direct, affected neighbour notifications are woeful.
Rotherhithe planning delivery has been fraught with inaccuracies and noncompliance. Council Service
level agreement standards for respective departments is not monitored, with many officers not responding
to public email questions and concerns. This is evidenced on estate related matters and lease agreements.
Constantly breached by LBS.
Biggest ongoing concern is that of resident bodies ring-fenced to laisse with the Council on the delivery of
planning, regen and permeability for estates and blocks. The existent framework of TR&A’s is massively
flawed. This ‘delegate’ aligned estate or block representation is neither monitored or supervised. The
Council do not police regulation of meetings or consultations. Many are grant recipients. Presently
Southwark Council do not monitor or report in the delivery of provided for grants. Not inspections or
transparency follow to quantify success of grant purpose. Community engagement can be woefully abusedsuch as delegate representation for planning proposals. No records are maintained via TR&A’s or the
Council. Several TR&A’s, recognised by the SGTO, have embedded political activists, delivering outcomes
favourable to the Elected Members who authorise JSI, TRSIG and hall upgrade finances. Currently
Southwark Council Financial services refuse to investigate possible inaccuracies and ‘creative’ book
keeping. The Modernization team undertake efforts to prevent new resident groups from forming.
Antiquated, unhealthy relationships are existent. These are protecting the long standing TR&A’s from
modernization in operating protocols. Council subsidised halls can be underutilised and on occasion utilised
for very, very questionable purposes. Property management should be transparent. Community
participation should be actively and openly proposed. The current infrastructure is abused by some in the
tenant community wishing to retain to total status quo
* SP2 SOCIAL REGENERATIONRegeneration to revitalise neighbourhoods via the above has wasted
thousand of ponds of Council fiancé in failed new homes delivery programs. Planning affidavits issued
directly by Elected Members has been undertaken less than transparency, with this data not accessible via
Cabinet minutes or on the Council’s web site. The unhealthy, incestuous relationship between the tenant
movement and political parties has resulted in open, all inclusive community engagement from progressing.
Canvasing, polling and balloting estate residents should be undertaken professionally and under the same
scrutiny as electoral registers. Resident bodies should not be accountable for the determination of planning
matters. They should have contribution. But not totally, unsupervised collective opinion, as illustrated in
Rotherhithe, where strong personality and political ties have hindered progressive regeneration of the area.
Questionable, non transparent decision making at political Member level has hindered sensible planning
review and delivery

* SP4 LOCAL ECONOMY Alsuion Street ‘quarter’ and wider area links to the published, adopted Canada
Water designated Town Centre is hindered by horrific non permeability. The pending Phase 1 Canada
Water Master Plan delievery is handicapped by a non sensible review of permeable access North of the site.
This has breached existent, published Council policy. Elected Members have also contributed to increased
community tensions by ‘turning a blind eye’ to some very, very questionable behaviour from active
community delegates. This hinders local economy in Rotherhithe and impacts greatly on the ongoing,
divisive culture fostered by some Elected Members and community delegates
1
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NSPPSV120

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Michael Robertson
26 February 2018 14:20
planningpolicy
SPOC
Re: The New Southwark Plan (NSP) Canada Water- Rotherhithe

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Sorry, amended wording. Tidied version below.
* IP6 CONSULTATION- the existent framework of direct, affected neighbor notifications are woeful.
Rotherhithe planning delivery has been fraught with inaccuracies and noncompliance. Council agreed
Service level agreements for respective departments is not monitored, with many officers not responding to
public email questions and concerns.
Biggest ongoing concern is that of resident bodies ring-fenced to liaise with the Council on the delivery of
planning, regen and permeability. The existent framework of TR&A’s is massively flawed. This ‘delegate’
aligned estate or block representation is neither monitored or supervised. The Council do not police
regulation of meetings or consultations. Many are grant recipients. Presently Southwark Council do not
monitor or report in the delivery of provided for grants. No inspections or transparency is undertaken to
quantify success of grant purpose.
Community engagement can be woefully abused- such as delegate representation for planning proposals
steered by TR&A's. No records are maintained via TR&A’s or the Council of land parcel selections,
permeability reviews or new homes delivery programs. Several TR&A’s, recognized by the SGTO, have
embedded political activists, delivering outcomes favorable to the Elected Members who authorize JSI,
TRSIG and hall upgrade finances. Currently Southwark Council Financial services refuse to investigate
possible inaccuracies and ‘creative’ book keeping.
The Modernization team undertake efforts to prevent new resident groups from forming. Antiquated,
unhealthy relationships are existent. These are protecting the long standing TR&A’s from modernization in
operating protocols. Council subsidized halls can be underutilized and on occasion utilized for very, very
questionable purposes. Property management should be transparent. Community participation should be
actively and openly proposed. The current infrastructure is abused by some in the tenant community
wishing to retain to total status quo. Resident bodies and volunteering are invaluable- but several
antiquated frameworks are hindering new resident engagement and hindering new volunteers from coming
forward. Elected Members have rebuked all sugestion of procedural review as the existent framework can
be abused for political reasoning- slush funding etc.
* SP2 SOCIAL REGENERATION Regeneration to revitalize neighborhoods via the above has wasted
thousand of ponds of Council fiancé in failed new homes delivery programs in Rotherhithe. Planning
affidavits issued directly by Elected Members has been undertaken with non transparency, with this data
not accessible via Cabinet minutes or on the Council’s web site. The unhealthy, incestuous relationship
between the tenant movement and political parties has prevented open, all inclusive community
engagement from progressing. Canvasing, polling and balloting estate residents should be undertaken
professionally and under the same scrutiny as electoral registers. Resident bodies should not be
accountable for the determination of planning matters. They should have contribution. But not totally,
unsupervised collective opinion, as illustrated in Rotherhithe, where strong personality and political ties
have hindered progressive regeneration of the area. Housing Forum agendas and minutes should be
publicly accessible. Questionable, non transparent decision making at political Elected Member level has
hindered sensible planning review and delivery in Rotherhithe.
1
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* SP4 LOCAL ECONOMY Albion Street ‘quarter’ and wider area links to the published, adopted Canada
Water designated Town Center is hindered by horrific non permeability. The pending Phase 1 Canada
Water Master Plan delivery is handicapped by a non sensible review of permeable access North of the site.
This has breached existent, published Council policy. Elected Members have also contributed to increased
community tensions by ‘turning a blind eye’ to some very, very questionable behavior from active
community delegates. This hinders local economy in Rotherhithe and impacts greatly on the ongoing,
divisive culture fostered by some Elected Members and community delegates in supporting economic
growth or expansion in Rotherhithe.

On 26 February 2018 at 14:10, Michael Robertson
See attached:

wrote:

The New Southwark Plan (NSP). Please find my attached comments for this Policy
consultation. Canada Water- Rotherhithe
* IP6 CONSULTATION- the existent framework of direct, affected neighbour notifications are woeful.
Rotherhithe planning delivery has been fraught with inaccuracies and noncompliance. Council agreed
Service level Agrements for respective departments is not monitored, with many officers not responding to
public email questions and concerns.
Biggest ongoing concern is that of resident bodies ring-fenced to laisse with the Council on the delivery of
planning, regen and permeability. The existent framework of TR&A’s is massively flawed. This ‘delegate’
aligned estate or block representation is neither monitored or supervised. The Council do not police
regulation of meetings or consultations. Many are grant recipients. Presently Southwark Council do not
monitor or report in the delivery of provided for grants. Not inspections or transparency follow to quantify
success of grant purpose. Community engagement can be woefully abused- such as delegate
representation for planning proposals. No records are maintained via TR&A’s or the Council. Several
TR&A’s, recognised by the SGTO, have embedded political activists, delivering outcomes favourable to the
Elected Members who authorise JSI, TRSIG and hall upgrade finances. Currently Southwark Council
Financial services refuse to investigate possible inaccuracies and ‘creative’ book keeping. The
Modernization team undertake efforts to prevent new resident groups from forming. Antiquated, unhealthy
relationships are existent. These are protecting the long standing TR&A’s from modernization in operating
protocols. Council subsidised halls can be underutilised and on occasion utilised for very, very
questionable purposes. Property management should be transparent. Community participation should be
actively and openly proposed. The current infrastructure is abused by some in the tenant community
wishing to retain to total status quo
* SP2 SOCIAL REGENERATION Regeneration to revitalise neighbourhoods via the above has wasted
thousand of ponds of Council fiancé in failed new homes delivery programs. Planning affidavits issued
directly by Elected Members has been undertaken less than with non transparency, with this data not
accessible via Cabinet minutes or on the Council’s web site. The unhealthy, incestuous relationship
between the tenant movement and political parties has resulted in open, all inclusive community
engagement from progressing. Canvasing, polling and balloting estate residents should be undertaken
professionally and under the same scrutiny as electoral registers. Resident bodies should not be
accountable for the determination of planning matters. They should have contribution. But not totally,
unsupervised collective opinion, as illustrated in Rotherhithe, where strong personality and political ties
have hindered progressive regeneration of the area. Questionable, non transparent decision making at
political Member level has hindered sensible planning review and delivery
* SP4 LOCAL ECONOMY Albion Street ‘quarter’ and wider area links to the published, adopted Canada
Water designated Town Centre is hindered by horrific non permeability. The pending Phase 1 Canada
Water Master Plan delievery is handicapped by a non sensible review of permeable access North of the
site. This has breached existent, published Council policy. Elected Members have also contributed to
increased community tensions by ‘turning a blind eye’ to some very, very questionable behaviour from
2
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active community delegates. This hinders local economy in Rotherhithe and impacts greatly on the
ongoing, divisive culture fostered by some Elected Members and community delegates
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LB Southwark - New Southwark Plan (Borough Views)

View 1: Tree Hill (consultation)

View 1: Tree Hill (consultation) (millerhare suggestion)
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LB Southwark - Draft Views

View 2: Nunhead Cemetery (consultation)

View 2: Nunhead Cemetery (consultation) (millerhare suggestion)
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LB Southwark - New Southwark Plan (Borough Views)

View 3: Camberwell Road (consultation)

View 3: Camberwell Road (consultation) (millerhare suggestion)
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C/ National Planning Policy Framework, through failure to comply with:
P14 Tall Buildings
Plan pages 42 &
43

The need for “early and meaningful engagement and collaboration with neighbourhoods, local organisations
and businesses” so that Local Plans reflect a “collective vision”.

Example/illustration Proposed Development ‘Camberwell Union’ – Burgess Business Park, Camberwell
of problems the
 The proposed development suggests 4-6 storey buildings on Wells Way and Parkhouse Street, where
vague wording of
the NSP could
the tallest buildings opposite are two storeys. This height difference of 4+ storeys opposite and 10 and
create:

14 storey buildings in the middle of the development will affect daylight: The houses across the street
to the east face west. Therefore if the proposed development goes forward, these houses be in shadow
from midday (in the winter), and will lose afternoon light in other seasons. These tall buildings will
create wind tunnels and micro climates.


In this area, it is unprecedented to have this level discrepancy in between the new builds in the area
and the Victorian houses: to name a few examples, new developments on Southampton Way, Benhill
Road and Commercial Way have a one storey difference at most.



The tallest proposed element is 14 storeys.



The local housing stock is two story Georgian and Victorian mews cottages and includes listed buildings.
The proposed development site is between 4-14 storeys tall, and will be similar to sites at Elephant and
Castle and Peckham, which while not unattractive, are not sensitive to the character and historical
buildings in the borough. This is neither proportionate to the significance of the proposed location and
does not respond positively to local character and townscape as the wording on pages 42-43 of the NSP
would suggest. The development is in direct conflict with the Mayors current London Plan, and the
Mayors New Draft Plan (see above).
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Not Justified

This policy is not justified as it involves a significant policy change from the previous policy on tall buildings
and there is no evidence to support this policy change:


The 2011 Core strategy identified particular locations in the borough where tall buildings were
appropriate, and this was supported by a Tall Buildings Research Paper (March 2010). No similar study
has been undertaken to support the new policy that tall buildings may be appropriate anywhere in the
borough. Camberwell Union and proposed developments like it are too dense and tall to be appropriate
for the area, which is residential, and 2-3 storeys in the main.



Without specific locations that are identified in Area Visions and maps (pages 94 – 336) and
detailed in site allocations; local people cannot contribute to the decision of where such buildings will be
situated, either in their borough or local area. Similarly, it renders all Area Visions meaningless and
places communities vulnerable to all Tall Buildings proposals affecting their area to be developer-led.
(It is understood that locations for tall buildings will instead be reviewed by the Southwark Design
Review Panel, whose reports are not made public until a planning application is published, too late in
the process for local residents and businesses to influence decision-making.)
Existing local residents must have a say in developments of hundreds of units which mean significant
changes/ pressures on infrastructure, rights to light, noise pollution, light pollution, parking, and local
amenities.



The policy has not properly taken account of, or responded to, consultation responses to the proposed
change of policy as identified in the Consultation Report (pages 31-32) that stated specific locations for
tall buildings should be defined in the NSP: The Council response states a need for “flexibility”, but
again does not back this up with evidence. Local residents were invited to two workshops, at very short
notice, several months apart by the developers working on Camberwell Union. We were offered one
satisfaction survey. The attitude towards residents at these meetings was both dismissive and was
3
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selective about the kind of information shared to gloss over some of the aspects which residents would
be likely to find troubling, even towards questions which could have been supportive of the plans.
Homes affected (such as those on Parkhouse Street) did not receive notification of the consultation.

Not Positively
prepared

This policy is not positively prepared as some aspects of the policy are vague or unclear:


Not setting out the approach or criteria to determine planning applications, hence developments such
as Camberwell Union utilising this vague policy language to push through inappropriately dense and tall
buildings.



Not stating there has been a significant policy change which means tall buildings may now be permitted
anywhere in the borough.



Not determining what is “a point of townscape significance” or what is “proportionate” in making
decisions. This allows developers, like those responsible for Camberwell Union to dwarf local housing
stock with inappropriate proposals (505 luxury flats with no parking).



Not defining what a tall building is and not clarifying what “significantly taller than their surroundings”
means, therefore developments such as Camberwell Union putting forward 14 storey buildings in a
residential area epitomised by two storey mews cottages and Victorian two bed homes.



Not explaining what “new publicly accessible space at the top of the building” refers to, or to whom this
space will be available.

Not Effective

This policy is not effective as it


Does not demonstrate how it will measure the increase in the activities and life opportunities on offer
for nearby residents. Camberwell Union is luxury flats with no parking or green spaces provided, and no

4
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provision for increased pressure on existing infrastructure. Already public transport along Southampton
Way and Wells Way is strained at busy times due to need vs. regularity of service.


Is unclear how it can deliver the identified net increase of affordable housing by 799 homes per year.
Camberwell Union is 505 luxury flats with a proportion (35%) said to be affordable, with no information
about what affordable means either in terms of size, quality or price.



Gives insufficient consideration to other more effective ways of combatting the housing need without
introducing negative effects of tall buildings. Density increases of up to 500% can be achieved with
human scale streetscape such as terraced apartment buildings.



Insufficient consideration is given to other more effective ways of combatting the housing need without
introducing negative effects of tall buildings (overshadowing, wind, microclimates) such as increasing
density of lower-level buildings (e.g. 2-3 stories high); which also offer greater sustainability,



It does not provide specific guidance on how tall buildings will increase the activities and life
opportunities on offer for nearby residents, so leaving open the possibility that developers will design
properties solely to benefit the building’s residents and users.

Suggested
changes to P14

To make the policy sound, the NSP MUST


Identify specific sites in the borough where tall buildings are appropriate, these locations to be
identified on area vision maps and within site allocations; and indicative heights should be given.
These locations and indicative heights should be put out for proper consultation with local residents
and businesses.



Make clear that tall buildings will be considered inappropriate in all other locations.



Clarify all vague or unspecified sections, including
5
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o Policy 2.11 reflecting 3.8.4 of the New Draft London Plan and confirm that the space will be
truly publicly accessible, for example through a free viewing gallery.
o References to “criteria” should make clear exactly what those criteria are.
o A clearer definition of tall buildings, as indicated by New Draft London Plan Policy D8 part A.


Remove all references in all the area plans that require maximising number of residential units.



Restore full section in current Southwark Plan that sets out height limits of 8 and 10 storeys for
residential and commercial buildings outside of core action areas.



Insert provision stating that parks and wild-life sites will be protected from over-shadowing from
new buildings and developments across the borough.

New Southwark

Unsound



The policy is unsound as it fails to balance the delivery of new housing with local character, social

Plan Policy P9

infrastructure and green infrastructure. Aspects of the plan over-develop North Southwark whilst protecting

Optimising delivery

South Southwark thereby increasing the spatial inequality, and therefore the segregation of communities

of new homes

based on economics in the Borough. The Camberwell Union proposal is representative of this, as it will dwarf
the houses in the area, allowing for packed in units that put pressure on the surrounding infrastructure and
increase competition for schools and other services, parking, public transport, health services.


To make the Plan sound, the policy must include details from Lifetime Neighbourhoods Policy 7.1 of the
current London Plan. This ensures that new developments build on rather than eradicate the existing
qualities and diversity of Southwark’s neighbourhoods. It develops inclusive and sustainable communities in
which local employment, social and community facilities, parks and open spaces, local services and a wide
range of homes are affordable and accessible to everyone. These criteria should be applied equally to
residential neighbourhoods in the North and South of the Borough.

6
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NSPPSV123

FREEPOST SE1919/14
Planning Policy Chief Executive’s Department
London
SE1P 5EX
Sent by email to:
planningpolicy@southwark.gov.uk
2 January 2018
Dear Sir / Madam
Bermondsey Neighbourhood Plan Consultation
SUBMISSION ON BEHALF OF NATIONAL GRID
National Grid has appointed Amec Foster Wheeler to review and respond to development plan consultations
on its behalf. We are instructed by our client to submit the following representation with regards to the above
Neighbourhood Plan consultation.
About National Grid
National Grid owns and operates the high voltage electricity transmission system in England and Wales and
operate the Scottish high voltage transmission system. National Grid also owns and operates the gas
transmission system. In the UK, gas leaves the transmission system and enters the distribution networks at
high pressure. It is then transported through a number of reducing pressure tiers until it is finally delivered to
our customers. National Grid own four of the UK’s gas distribution networks and transport gas to 11 million
homes, schools and businesses through 81,000 miles of gas pipelines within North West, East of England,
West Midlands and North London.
To help ensure the continued safe operation of existing sites and equipment and to facilitate future
infrastructure investment, National Grid wishes to be involved in the preparation, alteration and review of
plans and strategies which may affect our assets.
Specific Comments
An assessment has been carried out with respect to National Grid’s electricity and gas transmission
apparatus which includes high voltage electricity assets and high pressure gas pipelines, and also National
Grid Gas Distribution’s Intermediate and High Pressure apparatus.
National Grid has identified that it has no record of such apparatus within the Neighbourhood Plan area.
Key resources / contacts
National Grid has provided information in relation to electricity and transmission assets via the following
internet link:
http://www2.nationalgrid.com/uk/services/land-and-development/planning-authority/shape-files/
The electricity distribution operator in Southwark Council is UK Power Networks. Information regarding the
transmission and distribution network can be found at: www.energynetworks.org.uk
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Planning Policy
5th Floor Hub 2
Southwark Council
PO Box 64529
London
SE1P 5LX
Sent by email to:
planningpolicy@southwark.gov.uk

7 February 2018
Dear Sir / Madam
Southwark Council: New Southwark Plan Proposed Submission Version
SUBMISSION ON BEHALF OF NATIONAL GRID
National Grid has appointed Amec Foster Wheeler to review and respond to development plan consultations
on its behalf. We are instructed by our client to submit the following representation with regard to the current
consultation on the above document.
National Grid owns and operates the high voltage electricity transmission system in England and Wales and
operates the Scottish high voltage transmission system. National Grid also owns and operates the gas
transmission system. In the UK, gas leaves the transmission system and enters the distribution networks at
high pressure. It is then transported through a number of reducing pressure tiers until it is finally delivered to
our customers. National Grid own four of the UK’s gas distribution networks and transport gas to 11 million
homes, schools and businesses through 81,000 miles of gas pipelines within North West, East of England,
West Midlands and North London.
To help ensure the continued safe operation of existing sites and equipment and to facilitate future
infrastructure investment, National Grid wishes to be involved in the preparation, alteration and review of
plans and strategies which may affect our assets.
Specific Comments - Proposed sites crossed or in close proximity to National Grid infrastructure:

Electricity Transmission
•
•
•
•

Land bounded by Glengall Road, Latona Road and Old Kent Road (NSP65) (our reference ET174)
Sandgate Street and Verney Road (NSP67) (our reference ET174)
Hatcham Road and Penarth Street (NSP69) (our reference ET174)
Ilderton Road (NSP70) (our reference ET174)

Please see enclosed plan referenced ET174 at Appendix 1. The proposed Residential and Employment sites
are crossed by a National Grid underground cables.
National Grid prefers that buildings are not built directly above underground cables. This is for two reasons, the
amenity of potential occupiers of properties in the vicinity of lines and because National Grid needs quick and easy
access to carry out maintenance of its equipment to ensure that it can be returned to service and be available as
part of the national transmission system. Such access can be difficult to obtain without inconveniencing and
disturbing occupiers and residents, particularly where properties are in close proximity to underground cables.
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National Grid seeks to encourage high quality and well planned development in the vicinity of its high voltage
overhead lines. Land beneath and adjacent to the overhead line route should be used to make a positive
contribution to the development of the site and can for example be used for nature conservation, open space,
landscaping areas or used as a parking court. National Grid, in association with David Lock Associates has
produced ‘A Sense of Place’ guidelines, which look at how to create high quality development near overhead lines
and offers practical solutions which can assist in avoiding the unnecessary sterilisation of land in the vicinity of high
voltage overhead lines.
Potential developers of the sites should be aware that it is National Grid policy to retain our existing overhead
lines in-situ. The relocation of existing high voltage overhead lines will only be considered for projects of
national importance which has been identified as such by central government.
The statutory safety clearances between overhead lines, the ground, and built structures must not be
infringed. To comply with statutory safety clearances the live electricity conductors of National Grid’s
overhead power lines are designed to be a minimum height above ground. Where changes are proposed
to ground levels beneath an existing line then it is important that changes in ground levels do not result
in safety clearances being infringed. National Grid can, on request, provide to developers detailed line
profile drawings that detail the height of conductors, above ordnance datum, at a specific site.
‘A Sense of Place’ is available from National Grid and can be viewed at:
http://www.nationalgrid.com/uk/Senseofplace/Download/
Further information regarding development near overhead lines and substations is available here:
http://www.nationalgrid.com/uk/LandandDevelopment/DDC/devnearohl final/pdf/brochure.htm

General information:

Electricity Transmission
National Grid has five high voltage underground cables (listed below) within Southwark LBC’s administrative
area. These form an essential part of the electricity transmission network in England and Wales.
Line Ref.

Description

Underground
cable
Underground
cable
Underground
cable
Underground
cable
Underground
cable

265886
265670
270540
262792
270530

National Grid has provided information in relation to electricity transmission assets via the following internet
link:
http://www2.nationalgrid.com/uk/services/land-and-development/planning-authority/shape-files/

The following substation is also located within the administrative area of Southwark LBC’s
NewX2B substation – 275kV
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National Grid has provided information in relation to gas transmission assets via the following internet link:
http://www2.nationalgrid.com/uk/services/land-and-development/planning-authority/shape-files/
National Grid requests that any High Pressure Major Accident Hazard Pipelines (MAHP) are taken into
account when site options are developed in more detail. These pipelines form an essential part of the national
gas transmission system and National Grid’s approach is always to seek to retain our existing transmission
pipelines in situ.

National Grid may have a Deed of Easement for each asset which prevents the erection of permanent/
temporary buildings, or structures, changes to existing ground levels, storage of materials etc. Additionally
written permission will be required before any works commence within the National Grid easement strip, and a
deed of consent is required for any crossing of the easement. In the first instance please consider checking with
the Land Registry for the development area. If further information is required in relation to an easement please
contact Spencer Jefferies, Development Liaison Officer, box.landandacquisitions@nationalgrid.com
If you require any further information in relation to the above please contact National Grid’s Plant Protection team
via plantprotection@cadentgas.com
Electricity Distribution
UK Power Networks owns and operates the local electricity distribution network in Southwark LBC.
Contact details can be found at www.energynetworks.org.uk.

Appendices - National Grid Assets
Please find attached in:
• Appendix 1 provides maps of the sites referenced above in relation to the affected National Grid
Transmission assets outlined above.
Further Advice
National Grid is happy to provide advice and guidance to the Council concerning our networks. If we can be
of any assistance to you in providing informal comments in confidence during your policy development, please
do not hesitate to contact us. In addition the following publications are available from the National Grid
website or by contacting us at the address overleaf:
▪
▪
▪

▪

▪
▪

National Grid’s commitments when undertaking works in the UK - our stakeholder, community and
amenity policy;
Specification for Safe Working in the Vicinity of National Grid High Pressure Gas Pipelines and
Associated Installations - Requirements for Third Parties; and
A sense of place - design guidelines for development near high voltage overhead lines.
T/SP/SSW22 – Specification for safe working in the vicinity of National Grid high pressure gas pipelines and
associated installations – requirements for third parties.
http://www2.nationalgrid.com/WorkArea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=33968
IGE/SR/18 – Safe working practices to ensure the integrity of gas pipelines and associated installations.
HS(G)47 – Avoiding Danger from Underground Services.

Please remember to consult National Grid on any Development Plan Document (DPD) or site-specific
proposals that could affect our infrastructure. We would be grateful if you could add our details shown below
to your consultation database:
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I hope the above information is useful. If you require any further information please do not hesitate to contact
me.
Yours faithfully
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APPENDIX 1: NATIONAL GRID TRANSMISSION ASSETS AFFECTED
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Part B: Representation
Please select one policy per form to select which part of the plan you wish to make a representation on. The
one option you select should be the item you should be commenting on in the subsequent boxes below. If you
want to comment on more than one part of the plan, please submit part B again.

1. To which part of the New Southwark Plan does this representation relate to?
Implementation policy:
Development Management policy:
Area Vision:

Blackfriars Road

Site Allocation:
Proposal Map:
Other:

2. Do you consider the document to be legally compliant in accordance with the Town and Country
Planning (Local Planning) (England) Amendment Regulations 2012?
X

Yes
No

3. Do you consider that the New Southwark Plan is Sound?
X

Yes (BUT SOME CHANGES ARE REQUIRED – SEE ATTACHED LETTER)
No

4. Do you consider that the New Southwark Plan is unsound because it is not?
Effective
Justified
Consistent with national policy and the London Plan
Positively prepared

5. Please give details of why you consider the New Southwark Plan not to be legally compliant or
unsound. Please be as precise as possible. If you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness
of the New Southwark Plan, please also use this box to set out your comments.
Please see the attached letter dated 27.02.18.

Page 2 of 6
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The Site is located within the Blackfriars Road area of the emerging New Southwark Plan which states:
“Blackfriars Road is part of central London and will provide many new homes, commercial spaces and
other uses on major development sites as well as on smaller sites.”
Further to this, the Site is specifically identified as a “potential development site” within the Council’s Blackfriars
Road SPD and there are no obvious planning or other constraints to its redevelopment for different uses. Indeed, it
provides opportunities for significant benefits, including but not limited to:
Ø A high-quality work of architecture;
Ø Replacement of the existing public house on-site, with a modern, attractive and functional public house
designed to reflect the local historic context but with a prominent design;
Ø Considerable public realm improvements, including:
o
o
o
o
o

Enhancement of the Thames Path;
Better vertical connectivity between the Thames Path and Blackfriars Bridge;
Creation of a public outdoor space;
Public performance space, representing a new destination;
Public terraces enabling enjoyment of celebrated views towards the City, St Paul’s and the
Temple;

Ø Either a significant number of residential units (including affordable housing) or the provision of high-quality
office floorspace on upper floors; and
The site therefore represents an as-yet, unexploited opportunity to contribute positively to the prominent
regeneration process in this part of Southwark for either residential or office uses in line with adopted and emerging
policy. It represents a fantastic redevelopment opportunity for a high-quality and sustainable development in a
recognised and central gateway location.
With this policy context in mind (and following a significant level of promotion by the landowners to-date) it is
curious why the draft New Southwark Plan (“NSP”) does not allocate the Site for development. We set out below
our response to the Site’s omission from the NSP and respectfully request that the Council reconsider its position.
New Southwark Plan
Despite previous representations stating the deliverability of the Site, the Council’s Site Allocations Methodology
Report has discounted it:
“NSP1 (NSPOV) – River Court and Doggetts Coat and Badge Public House: Small site without the clear
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opportunity for major intensification where acceptable redevelopment could be achieved under other NSP
policies.”
This brief assessment of the Site appears to ignore previous representations submitted on behalf of the landowners
which clearly indicate the significant development potential of the Site. It is also curious why a site that is explicitly
identified as a “potential development site” in the Council’s own Blackfriars Road SPD has been so quickly
discounted. There are no major constraints to development.
Furthermore, there are obvious opportunities for major intensification. The Site’s existing use fails to optimise its
true development potential which is significant given its highly accessible location and supportive policy basis. This
is evidenced by the extent of major redevelopment proposals either consented and underway in the surrounding
locality.
It is therefore requested that LB Southwark (or the Examining Inspector) re-examine the Site’s development
potential with a view to including it as a major allocation for either residential-led or office-led development. The
brief statement detailing the Site’s omission within its methodology report is both insubstantial and incorrect and
should be rectified.
Residential
The draft New London Plan stipulates that Southwark’s annual housing requirement is 2,554 net additional units
between 2019-2029. The draft NSP stipulates an annual housing target of just 2,376 – representing a cumulative
deficit against the New London Plan of 1,780 homes over a 10-year period. This rises to a deficit of over 7,000
units when assessed against the Government’s proposed housing requirement of 3,089 units per annum within its
draft standardised methodology. In either scenario, the LB Southwark is obliged to demonstrate it has sufficient
deliverable and developable sites to meet its full and objectively assessed needs for housing. At present, we
question whether this has been demonstrated.
Offices
Whilst we support the Council’s desire to provide new employment floorspace (including offices) within the
Blackfriars Road Action Area, the requirement to include residential uses within major office schemes should only
be applied where appropriate and viable to do so. Not all schemes can or should support this and should be
considered on a case-by-case basis. The draft New London Plan states that greater weight should be given to
offices and other strategic functions in the CAZ than residential, and the same approach should be taken by LB
Southwark in the NSP.
Summary
The Site’s omission as an allocation within the draft NSP is concerning for the following reasons:
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New Southwark Plan

Draft Future Steering Board Response to Proposed Submission Version Feb
2018
Background
The Southwark Future Steering Board (FSB) is a consultative body with membership drawn
from the Council’s Tenants Council, and Home Ownership Council. The terms of reference
of the FSB set out its role to provide a formal, resident-led mechanism to work with
Southwark Council on its Asset Management, New Build Homes and investment plan. The
FSB has considered and commented on 2 previous drafts of the New Southwark Plan. These
are the comments of the FSB on the Submission Draft of the New Southwark Plan in
February 2018.

P9 Optimising Delivery of New Homes.

Density is related to PTAL. Public transport is provided where there are people. This is a
circular relationship which means that where there is more population density, more public
transport is provided, and then the planning process requires more density in new
development. This means that density gets concentrated in areas with existing dense
population. The New Southwark Plan reflects this, with lower densities, and no areas zoned
as opportunity areas in the South of the borough. This is despite the provision of railway
stations at East Dulwich, North Dulwich and West Dulwich and nearby railway stations at
Denmark Hill, Herne Hill, Tulse Hill and Sydenham Hill. The plan could more evenly
distribute new residential development to take advantage of these railway stations.

Wind Tunnel Effects

The increase in tall buildings in some areas of the borough has increased the wind shear
effect. This particularly affects pedestrians and cyclists. Tall buildings are zoned in areas
where there is an expectation of high street development. In the sections on Design Quality
(p.39) and Tall Buildings (p.42) there is mention of; ‘reduce…adverse local climatic
conditions (e.g. wind shear)’, and ;‘Avoid harmful and uncomfortable environmental
impacts including wind shear’. There is no mention of what standards will be applied to
achieve this. The NSP needs to identify the relevant standards that these policies will be
measured against, or explain how such standards will be developed. Wind shear not only
1
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has an impact on pedestrian and cyclists safety, but also has an impact on the ‘pedestrian
experience’, and can be a contributory factor in the spread and intensity of fires.

2
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OBJECTIONS TO NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN (NSP) SUBMISSION VERSION
NSPPSV126

Name: Mr Neil D Millen.

Policy Number + Topic
+ page umbers

Soundness test

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS

P14 Tall Buildings
Plan.
pages 42 & 43

Not Justified

This policy is not justified as it:
 Involves a significant policy change on tall buildings with no new evidence to support the change (last research
paper was March 2010).
 The policy change renders all Area Visions meaningless as locations proposed for Tall Buildings are no longer
identified.
 Fails to take account of responses identified in the Consultation Report (pages 31-32) that stated specific locations
for tall buildings needed defining in the NSP.

Not Consistent
with National
Planning
Policy

This policy is not sound because it is not consistent with:
A/ The Mayor’s Current London Plan (2016), through failure to comply with:
 “Tall and large buildings should be part of a plan-led approach to changing or developing an area by the
identification of appropriate, sensitive and inappropriate locations”.
 “Boroughs should work with the Mayor to consider which areas are appropriate, sensitive or inappropriate for tall
and large buildings and identify them in their Local Development Frameworks”.
B/ The Mayor’s New Draft London Plan, through failure to comply with:
 “Development Plans should define what is considered a tall building, the height of which may vary in different
parts of London”.
 “Tall buildings should be part of a plan-led approach to changing or developing an area. Boroughs should identify
on maps in development plans the locations where tall buildings will be an appropriate form of development in
principle and should indicate the general building heights that would be appropriate”.
 “Ensure appropriate management and maintenance arrangements are in place for the public realm, which
maximise public access and minimise rules governing the space to those required for its safe management in
accordance with the Public London Charter”.
C/ National Planning Policy Framework, through failure to comply with:
the need for “early and meaningful engagement and collaboration with neighbourhoods, local organisations and
businesses” so that Local Plans reflect a “collective vision”.

Not Positively
prepared

This policy is not positively prepared as some aspects of the policy are vague or unclear:
 Not setting out the approach or criteria to determine planning applications.
 Not stating there has been a significant policy change which means tall buildings may now be permitted anywhere
1
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P14 Tall Buildings
Plan pages 42 & 43
Not Effective

Suggested
changes to P14

in the borough.
Not determining what is “a point of townscape significance” or what is “proportionate” in making decisions.
Not defining what a tall building is and not clarifying what “significantly taller than their surroundings” means.
Not explaining what “new publicly accessible space at the top of the building” refers to.

This policy is not effective as it
 Does not demonstrate how it will measure the increase in the activities and life opportunities on offer for nearby
residents.
 Is unclear how it can deliver the identified net increase of affordable housing by 799 homes per year.
 Gives insufficient consideration to other more effective ways of combatting the housing need without introducing
negative effects of tall buildings.
To make the policy sound, the NSP should
 Identify specific sites in the borough where tall buildings are appropriate, these locations to be identified on area
vision maps and within site allocations; and indicative heights should be given. These locations and indicative heights
should be put out for consultation with local residents and businesses.
 Make clear that tall buildings will be considered inappropriate in all other locations.
 Clarify all vague or unspecified sections, including
o Policy 2.11 reflecting 3.8.4 of the New Draft London Plan and confirm that the space will be truly publicly
accessible, for example through a free viewing gallery.
o References to “criteria” should make clear exactly what those criteria are.
o A clearer definition of tall buildings to be provided, as indicated by New Draft London Plan Policy D8 part A.
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Currently Conservation Area Appraisals are being ignored when planning applications come up in Conservation
Areas, because the pressure to build residential accommodation, even when unaffordable, seems to override.
There is nothing new in this policy that would change this status quo. The result of this conflict is that permission
is being given for buildings that are out of scale in height and mass with the Conservation Area, eroding its
settings, views and compromising historic character and distinctiveness.
Some solution needs to be found to this if this policy P17 is to be made effective and sound. One way for
example might be to add something on the following lines.
3.2 When any developments are proposed that breach the prevailing heights, mass and density in a Conservation
Area, this should be subject to additional public consultation before any such developments can be determined.

P18, page 45
Conservation of the
historic environment
and natural heritage

Not
Effective

The policy is not effective because it is inconsistent with national policy in the NPPF which includes heritage
assets included on the Local List. It fails to explain how without a Local List, unlisted buildings and heritage
assets will be protected and enhanced by new development, and so not able to achieve its aim.
The policy recognises the existence of conservation and heritage assets that are not protected under the
Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 but does not provide for a Local List which is the
nationally recognised method for giving them protection. These quotes are from Historic England :
https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/what-is-designation/local/local-designations
“Local lists play an essential role in building and reinforcing a sense of local character and distinctiveness in the historic
environment. Local lists can be used to identify significant local heritage assets to support the development of Local Plans.
Encouraging the use of local lists will strengthen the role of local heritage assets as a material consideration in the planning
process…
“Moreover Local Lists are usually made very effectively in partnership with local residents through occasional appraisal and/or a
nomination system which recognises and takes advantage of local residents’ knowledge, and highlights community value assets. This is
invaluable in engaging the local community in the effective conservation of their neighbourhood’s heritage. “
“At its heart, local listing provides an opportunity for communities to have their views on local heritage heard. It recognises
that the importance we place on the historic environment extends beyond the confines of the planning system to recognise
those community-based values that contribute to our sense of place.

Continued
This was recognised in earlier planning policy documents:

2
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P18, page 45
Conservation of the
historic environment
and natural heritage continued

* The adopted version of the Elephant & Castle SPD from March 2012 states (4.5.12) that "We (Southwark) will be
consulting on our local list in summer 2012. The local list will be established through that process".

* The Peckham and Nunhead AAP 4.7.12 (2014) states “… we have also identified buildings which are worthy of being
added to the council’s local list. The local list identifies buildings and structures with local value which make a positive
contribution to character or appearance due to … … Buildings on the local list in Peckham & Nunhead include … …” The

Fact Box Page 98 refers to the NPPF definition of heritage assets including locally listed buildings, and gives
English Heritage good practice guidance on the criteria to use to identify buildings and other objects for the
Southwark ‘Local List’.
* The NSP Options version from October 2014, Draft Policies and area visions states –
“DM55 Local list buildings and views: Southwark will have a list of locally important buildings, structures and views that
positively contribute to local character and amenity.
DM55.1 Development must take these locally important buildings, structures and views into account.
Reasons: Locally important buildings and views make a positive contribution to local character and distinctiveness, but they
do not benefit from a statutory designation. We will prepare a list of locally important buildings and views, and the criteria
for their selection as part of a Heritage SPD.”

There has been no explanation why the provision for a Local List does not appear in the NSP submission version.
This policy could be made sound by including in it two additional points to achieve the following:
2. Unlisted buildings of townscape merit and undesignated heritage assets identified and gathered in a Local List
and allowed the same protection as listed buildings and/or conservation areas.
3. A community engagement policy developed to encourage local neighbourhoods to develop a local process
with an existing community group or a new group to nominate buildings for the Local List.

3
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OBJECTION TO NSP SUBMISSION VERSION
NSPPSV126

From
Neil Millen,

TOPIC
Page number,
Policy Number +
Name
OR

Site Number +
Name
Annex 8 the New
Southwark Plan
Preferred Option
and the Policies Map
assocviated with the
new Southwark Plan
Submission
Version– boundary
of the London Bridge
District Town Centre
– proposed
extension to include
Bermondsey Street
south of the railway
viaduct and the area
to the east of
Bermondsey St as
far as and including
Tower Bridge Rd

Test of
Soundness
to which
objection
relates

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS

This
extension is
not justified

The Bermondsey Street area, which the New Southwark Plan now proposes to include in the London Bridge
District Town Centre is largely a conservation area, with low rise historic buildings, with mixed small independent
businesses, including cafes and restaurants and residential uses, including social housing.
The Bermondsey Street area is excluded from the London Bridge Vision area and indeed, the Bermondsey Street
area is explicitly recognised in the London Bridge Vision as being different in character from London Bridge, and
for that very reason being a valuable heritage and cultural asset, a draw for visitors and businesses.
Nowhere in the New Southwark Plan is the proposed extension justified.
In P30Town and Local Centres, the reasons cited for town centre policies identify Elephant & Castle, Walworth
Rd, Canada Water, Old Kent Rd and Peckham as having the most capacity for growth. London Bridge is not
mentioned.
None of the supporting evidence (eg the Retail or High Street studies) identifies the London Bridge District Town
centre as a target for significant growth.
BSAP is a member organisation of local residents and businesses working together to make our area as good as
it can be for people who live here, work here and come to visit. We believe that the proposed inclusion of our low
rise historic mixed small business–residential area in the London Bridge district town centre will put its character
significantly at risk.
Once an area is defined as town centre, developments will be encouraged that include (P30 Reasons again) new
shops, education facilities, leisure facilities and entertainment venues. It will, we believe put at risk the mixed
residential- small business nature of our area, weakening any argument against non-residential uses or large
scale development.
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We write on behalf of our client, Power Leisure Bookmakers Ltd, to make representations to the New Southwark Plan
Proposed Submission Version (December 2017) (hereafter referred to as the ‘Plan’).
Section 19 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires that development plan documents or any other local
development document must have regard to national policy documents and guidance as in the NPPF. For reasons set out
below, this draft document is plainly contrary to the NPPF.
Part 4 Regulation 8 of the 2012 Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) regulations prescribes that that local
plans must contain a reasoned justification of the policies. As set out in the NPPG (Paragraph 014. Reference ID: 12-01420140306) “appropriate and proportionate evidence is essential for producing a sound Local Plan” and “evidence should be
focused tightly on supporting and justifying the particular policies in the Local Plan”. Paragraph 182 of the NPPF states that a
local planning authority should submit a plan for examination which it considers is sound – namely that it is: positively prepared;
justified; effective; and consistent with national policy. It is considered that the Plan is not justified, as it is not founded on a
robust and credible evidence base, particularly in relation to betting shops.
The Council will also be aware that as a regulator they must comply with the Regulators’ Code (April 2014), laid down in
parliament in accordance with section 23 of the Legislative and Regulatory Reform Act 2006. The Code seeks to promote
proportionate, consistent and targeted regulatory activity through the development of transparent and effective dialogue and
understanding between regulators and those they regulate to reduce regulatory burdens on businesses.
Our representation letter focuses on Policy P35. As per our initial representations to the Preferred Option Consultation in
October 2015, we look at what the policy and reason states and then we turn to our objection. It is disappointing that our
initial comments have not been considered in the preparation of the Proposed Submission Version.
Policy P3 5 : Betting Shops,
and pay
Shops pawnbrokers
p n
k
p day
da
ay loan
o shops
s
The policy states that development of betting shops, payday loan shops and pawnbrokers in protected shopping frontages
must (1) Not exceed more than 5% of the total number of units within the protected shopping frontages; and (2) Be at least
10 premises away from other premises of the same use.
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Within the ‘Reasons’ section it is stated that the policy has been formulated based on the fact that “concern has been raised
by the community about the number and the resulting impact of the clustering of these shops on the diversity of shopping
frontages and the choice available”. It is also noted that too many in one area can lead to “a negative impact on the vitality and
viability of the town centre, discourage investors from locating there and affect the quality of life of those living nearby”. The
Plan notes that this can result in the perception that the centre’s retail offer is “weak” and that the centre is in “decline”.
Objection Response
p
Prior to turning to the specific objection comments, it is important to note that Policy P35 makes it clear that all uses listed in
the policy (notably betting shops, pawnbrokers and pay day loan shops) must be considered together (i.e. not just individual
uses), and their potential cumulative impact assessed in cases (1) and (2).
We do not consider it is appropriate to group betting shops, payday loan companies and pawnbrokers together as each offers
an entirely different service to their respective customers.
These uses are all typical town centre uses and collectively they will no doubt amount to a notable proportion of uses within
centres already (prior to the policy being adopted). As a result of their varied functions, their potential impacts (positive, not
just negative impacts) on a centre will also vary. Many centres across the country and in Southwark are healthy, despite having
a high number of these uses.
We strongly suggest that the Council revisits this proposed approach. It is pertinent to note that Camden Council indeed
separated these uses following consultation on their Proposed Local Plan. The Local Plan has since been adopted with these
uses dealt with individually.
There is a real danger that adopting such an approach will effectively put a moratorium on such new uses in centres and
potentially encourage new operators and uses out of centres. Clearly such an approach is inappropriate and would fly in the
face of the town centres first policy as set out in the NPPF which seeks to encourage town centre shops and services to locate
within centres, rather than out of centre.
We are also concerned that the document will conflict with paragraph 23 of the NPPF which states that policies should be
positive and promote competitive town centres. Bullet point 4 of this paragraph states that LPAs should “promote competitive
town centres that provide customer choice and a diverse retail offer and which reflect individuality of town centres”. Clearly
the document is likely to have a serious impact on particular industries and healthy competition between different operators
by preventing new operators from locating within a particular centre.
Again, regard needs to be had to the very real impact that the document is likely to have on a number of different industries
and the clear conflict that would arise with the NPPF.

Over-concentration
o
io / Clustering
C
er ng of the shops
o
We consider, in line with the London Plan SPG on Town Centres 2014, that the starting point for Local Plan policy making is
whether there is an existing over concentration or cluster of uses (including betting shops) which has reached saturation levels
where positive impacts are outweighed by negative impacts.
The Council originally produced an evidence base for the policy which comprised documents that formed part of the Borough’s
Article 4 Directions in 2013, the ‘Understanding perceptions of Southwark Town Centres’ survey (2014), and the Retail Study
produced by NLP (2015).
Within the information there was a document of maps entitled ‘Article 4 Directions: Protected Frontages Maps of Betting Shops
and Pay Day Loan Shops 2006-2013 produced in March 2014. Although the document provides an overview of the location
of betting shops within the borough over time (between 2006 to 2013), it does not show on an appropriately scaled map
where these existing betting shops lie within each centre, how many there are and therefore whether there is an existing over
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concentration or cluster of uses that has reached a saturation level. In addition, the purpose of the map appears to be to show
an over-concentration of betting shop, pay day loan and pawnbroker uses combined to show a clustering of all uses within
the protected shopping frontages of the borough. This document has since been removed from the online evidence base.
Firstly, and as discussed, these uses are all typical town centre uses and collectively they will no doubt amount to a notable
proportion of uses within centres already (prior to the policy being adopted). Secondly, it is important to note that Southwark
has 75 betting shops in the borough which is a far lower figure than many other London Boroughs and constitutes just 2.3%
of retail units in betting shops use. Thirdly, from the map and other evidence base information available it is impossible to
establish whether saturation levels have been reached resulting in harm to the centres when assessed in line with the 8 criteria
of London Plan policy 4.8.
No new local evidence has been produced that would identify saturation levels and the point where harm outweighs the
benefits of betting shops.
It is therefore unclear how the figures in part (1) and (2) of the policy have been derived at. There is no indication in the evidence
base documents that these particular figures are appropriate and no explanation as to how, based on the evidence, the figures
have been chosen. For example, when taking part (1) of the policy, there is no explanation as to why it has been concluded
that 5% (or above) of a protected shopping frontage comprising betting shops, payday loan shops and pawnbrokers or that
the number of betting shops, pawnbrokers or payday loan shops would result in:
•

An impact of clustering of these shops;

•

A negative impact on vitality and viability of any given centre;

•

Discouraging investors from locating in the centre;

•

Affect on the quality of life of those living there; and

•

A centre that is weak and in decline.

One of the newly referenced evidence base documents, ‘Responding to the cumulative impact of betting shops’ (July 2013)
was produced solely for the purpose of licensing authorities and has been misused for the purpose of evidence to planning
policy. The document clearly states that the resource “is intended to provide a framework for licensing authorities to assess

and consider the merits of introducing a cumulative impact policy statement (CIPS) for betting shops within the existing
licensing and planning regulatory framework, and in particular, within local gambling licensing policies”.
As such, it is abundantly clear that there is no basis for the figures specified in part (1) and (2) of the policy included in Policy
P35. The policy should provide clear information and supporting evidence on why the above thresholds have been chosen.
We wish to draw attention to a recent Paddy Power appeal decision (ref: APP/U5930/A/14/2229533) at 620 High Road,
Leytonstone which was allowed on 22 April 2015. The decision was made after betting shops became SG uses. The proposals
would result in 6 betting shops in the centre, meaning betting shops would account for just 3.5% of the overall centre, a figure
which the Inspector considered to be “a low figure when compared with a comparison of other non-A1 uses in the centre”.
There was an existing betting shop within the same parade as the application site (4 units along) and an existing betting shop
opposite the application site on the other side of the road. The Inspector concluded that:

“I do not consider that an additional betting office within the immediate area would result in a significant alteration to
this balance, or result in a clustering effect that would be detrimental to the retail attraction of the immediate area or
wider centre”.
The Inspector later stated:

“As I found within the previous section, the proposal would not result in any significant clustering concerns”.
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The Inspectors comments are relevant in this instance. Firstly, the Inspector considered that betting shop uses comprising
3.5% would be appropriate (this is just 1.5% under the 5% threshold and does not comprise pay day shops or pawnbrokers).
Secondly, the Inspector considered that betting shops in more than 1 in 10 premises would be appropriate.
We therefore consider that the document should provide further information on why the thresholds in parts (1) and (2) of the
policy are appropriate.
At present, in this regard, the draft policy is not sound as it is would not be ‘effective’, has not been ‘justified’ and is not
‘consistent with national policy’.

Negative impact on vitality and viability of a town centre
The NPPF recognises the role of the planning system in supporting the vitality of town centres and promoting healthy
communities. Paragraph 23 of the NPPF is clear when it states that local planning authorities (LPAs) should recognise town
centres as the heart of their communities and pursue policies to support their viability and vitality. In this regard, LPAs should
set out policies that make clear which uses will be permitted in such locations, and promote competitive town centres that
provide a diverse retail offer which reflects the individuality of a town centre.
Under this heading, the following impacts listed as reasons for the formation of Policy P35 will be considered:
•

Discouraging investors from locating in centres;

•

Affecting the quality of life for those living nearby; and

•

Centre’s retail offer is weak and in decline

As noted, the Council’s original evidence base comprises the documents that formed part of the Borough’s Article 4 Directions
in 2013 (no removed from the evidence base), the ‘Understanding perceptions of Southwark Town Centres’ survey (2014) and
the Retail Study produced by NLP (2015).
It would appear that the impacts relating to vitality and viability of the centres are based mainly on the 2014 survey which in
our view is flawed and extremely negative towards betting shop use.
The document includes a ‘questionnaire’ that was used to ascertain the ‘perceptions’ of the public in Southwark’s five town
centres (it is important to re-iterate that these are ‘perceptions’ rather than fact). The questionnaire asks 22 questions of which
6 questions are based on betting shops and pay day loan shops (interestingly no other town centre uses are mentioned). Most
of the questions are closed questions and one question (question 16) asks the respondent to say how far they agree with a
number of mainly negative statements the Council have provided that relate to betting shops such as:
•

People are less likely to visit this town centre because of them;

•

They provide a meeting place for local people;

•

They reduce the diversity of shops in this town centre;

•

They make this town centre less attractive;

•

They provide a valuable service for local people;

•

They attract anti-social behaviour;

•

They can affect people’s health quality of life or well-being;

•

They attract the wrong type of people.
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Non-surprisingly, the survey suggests within the ‘perception’ section that the majority of respondents agreed with the negative
statements above in all cases (highlighted in bold).
In addition, there is a question (number 11) that asks what the respondent most ‘dislikes’ about the town centre. This question
is on the same page as all of the betting shop questions and is followed by the question ‘how often do you visit betting shops’.
Non-surprisingly, in three of the centres, ‘betting shops’ are listed as a major ‘dislike’.
It is our view that this survey cannot be used as a legitimate and robust evidence base document as it has not been ‘positively
prepared’. The questions asked are negative towards betting shops from the outset and therefore the data collected is in turn
negative towards betting shop use. In addition, the data is based on perceptions rather than reality and therefore is not robust.

Discouraging investors from locating in centres
One of the ’reasons’ for policy states that the threshold figures should be put in place in protected shopping frontages to avoid
clustering of the uses to ensure that investors are not discouraged from locating in centres. There is no robust evidence that
the Council have provided that demonstrates this point. It is based purely on the ‘perceptions’ of the Council’s survey (which
we discussed above).
Taking this into consideration, there is no reason why an investor would be discouraged from locating within a particular centre
due to other main town uses such as betting shops being present within that centre. It is considered therefore that this
statement should be removed from the ‘reason’ section of the policy as it is not ‘justified’.

Affecting the quality of life for those living nearby
One of the ’reasons’ for policy states that the threshold figures should be put in place in protected shopping frontages to avoid
clustering of the uses to ensure that there is no impact on the quality of life of those living nearby. Similar to above, there is no
robust evidence to suggest that this is the case. This point is based purely on the survey information obtained which is based
on perception and not reality.
The only evidence that the Council have in relation to the survey material are a number of statements made in the Council’s
Article 4 committee report in relation to anti-social behaviour. Within the report it is noted that reports from police raise concern
over the number of betting shops and activity surrounding them. However, none of this evidence is provided and within the
report it is openly admitted that:

“There is not an established direct link between the number and clustering of betting shops to incidence of anti-social
behaviour and crime in the borough” (paragraph 92).
Although it has been raised by MPs, it is a common misconception that the clustering of betting shops in or close to deprived
communities can have a detrimental effect on the diversity and character of high streets. Firstly, it should be noted that betting
shops do not deliberately target deprived areas. Betting shop operators are predominantly concerned with areas with high
populations. There are therefore also betting shops in affluent areas (such as High Street Kensington).
One of the council’s referenced documents, Ben Cave Associates Ltd (2014) states that:

“Although many of these situational characteristics (e.g. concentration, clustering or proximity of venues) are thought
to influence vulnerable gamblers, there has been very little empirical research into these factors and more research
is needed before any definitive conclusions can be made. The scientific literature therefore falls short of supporting
particular densities or exclusion/saturation distances for betting shops in the area.” (paragraph 6.2.54)
Secondly, it is important to note that gambling is one of the most heavily regulated activities in the country which has resulted
in a socially responsible industry. Betting shops are governed by the three gambling objectives. Betting shop operators wishing
to open a new betting shop must demonstrate that their operation will:
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1. Prevent gambling from being a source of crime and disorder, being associated with crime or disorder, or being used to
support crime;
2. Ensure that gambling is conducted in a fair and open way; and
3. Protect children and other vulnerable people from being harmed or exploited by gambling.
As such, when applying for their gaming licence, betting shop operators must provide information and evidence demonstrating
that they have appropriate training and management procedures/policies in place to show that they will comply with these
objectives, including the protection of children and other vulnerable people, something that betting shop operators take very
seriously. This of course includes being members of various schemes. For example, Paddy Power was a founding member of
the Senet Group, an independent body set up to promote responsible gambling standards. They are also certified by Gamcare,
as are the majority of the major betting shop operators.
Failure to demonstrate compliance with the objectives means that a license will not be granted, and of course, if at any time a
betting shop operator is found not to be complying with the objectives in the future, their licence can be reviewed and ultimately
revoked. Where the licensing authority has any concerns about a new operation when considering a licence application, they
are perfectly entitled to impose conditions on a licence to ensure that additional measures/policies/procedures are put in place.
There is no evidence to suggest that a betting shop use would affect the quality of life of those living nearby a new betting
shop use. The Council recognise that there is no direct link between the cluster of betting shops and crime and anti-social
behaviour. It is considered therefore that reference to this statement should be removed from the ‘reason’ section to Policy
P35 as it is not ‘justified’.
It is noted that the Draft Haringey Development Management DPD made reference to a link between health outcomes and
betting shops. During the Examination in Public, the Inspector made it clear that they did not accept that there was sufficient
evidence to link betting shops with poor health outcomes. The claim was removed from the text (Modification 97) as part of
the Main and Minor Modifications.

Contribution to a centre’s retail offer that is ‘weak’ and a centre that is in ‘decline’
One of the ’reasons’ for policy states that the threshold figures should be put in place in protected shopping frontages to avoid
clustering of the uses to ensure that there is not a perception that an area is performing ‘weak’ in terms of its retail offer or is
in ‘decline’ generally.
Again, there is no evidence to suggest that this statement is accurate. The Council should note that contrary to this statement,
in terms of footfall, it has become generally accepted that betting shops, and in particular, Paddy Power betting shops,
generate high levels of footfall. Survey work undertaken between 2011 and 2014 by an independent survey company (ESA
Retail) has demonstrated that across centres of varying size Paddy Power shops generate high visitation rates. The results
show that Paddy Power shops often attract higher visitation rates than many A1 shops of a similar size, and that in some
instances they attract new customers to a centre.
It is considered therefore that reference to this statement should be removed from the ‘reason’ section to Policy P35 as it is
not ‘justified’.
Conclusion
lus
In our view policy P35 and its ‘reasons’ are not ‘justified’, ‘positively prepared’ or ‘consistent with national policy’. The policy
and reasons are not founded on a robust and credible evidence base. Furthermore, the policy and subtext is not consistent
with national policy or with the London Plan. The overly onerous approach taken by the Council in relation to betting shops is
not compliant with the spirit and aspirations of the NPPF or with guidance set out in the London Plan Town Centres SPG. The
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policy therefore amounts to a conflict with Section 19 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 and also conflicts
with Part 4 Regulation 8 of the 2012 Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations.
We have no issue with the fact that the Council will want to scrutinise new betting shop applications and ensure that they will
not lead to any clusters or concentrations which would lead to negative impacts, however, to assert unnecessary thresholds
as a starting point for all new applications in protected shopping frontages that are not based on a robust and credible evidence
base is wholly unsubstantiated and does not allow officers/members to make objective decisions.
Indeed, many of the centres will have exceeded the thresholds outlined in the policy already, and if the decision-makers are
told that there is already an issue with betting shop use within the borough, many will naturally conclude that an additional
betting shop in an area would result in an area being at high risk of adverse impacts and there will be a tendency to conclude
that the application should be refused. This is clearly unacceptable, particularly given that there is not specific robust and
credible evidence to back up the document’s presumptions in this regard.
It would appear from the wording included within the Southwark’s Economic Wellbeing Strategy 2017-22 that there is general
attitude to prevent new betting shops, regardless of the local circumstances or identified impact on a particular centre.

“At the same time, we will continue to oppose through planning policy any increase
increa in the number and clustering
of business types that extract money from the local economy, such as payday lenders and betting shops”
We conclude that the policy should be re-worded, or as a minimum, significantly loosened to allow healthy competition
between betting shops whilst also removing the unnecessary grouping of a variety of uses which are not intertwined.
We would be grateful if you would take the above comments on board in the preparation of the plan and request that you
keep us informed on further progress and consultations.

Yours sincerely,

Planning
anning Potential
Po enti
LONDON
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Age:
Under 16
16-17
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75-84
85-94
95+

Sex:
Male

Female

Disability and health:
Are your day-to-day activities limited because of a health problem or disability which has lasted or is expected
to last, at least 12 months?

Yes, limited a little
Yes, limited a lot
No, not limited
Please tick the box or boxes below that best describe the nature of your impairments:
Hearing/Vision (e.g deaf or hard of hearing; blind or partial sight)
Physical/mobility
Mental health (lasting more than a year e.g severe depression, schizophrenia etc)
Learning difficulties (e,g dyslexia, dyspraxia etc.)
Memory Problems (e.g Alzheimer’s etc.)
Please use this box below if you wish to share your impairment:
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Nationality:
Ethnicity:

Preferred language:
English
Other

If Other, Please specify:

Religion or belief:
Christian
Sikh
Hindu
Muslim
Jewish
Buddhist
No religion
Other

Marriage or civil partnership:
Married
Divorced
Widowed
Separated
Registered in a civil partnership
Formally in a civil partnership that is now legally dissolved
Surviving member of a civil partnership
Never married or in a civil partnership
Gender reassignment
Is your gender identity the same as the gender you were assigned at birth?
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Yes
No

Pregnancy or maternity
Are you currently pregnant and/or on maternity leave?

Yes
No

Sexual orientation
Heterosexual/Straight
Lesbian/ Gay woman
Gay man
Bi-sexual

Please let us know which part of Southwark you live in
Bermondsey and Rotherhithe
Borough Bankside and Walworth
Camberwell
Dulwich
Peckham and Nunhead
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

27 February 2018 21:15
planningpolicy
Objection to the New Southwark Plan Proposed Submission Version Dec 2017

Niamh Lenihan

Dear Southwark Planning Policy Team,
As a friend of the Vital OKR business association (who has helped research and audit the local OKR
economy),
(who understands the value of
having these types of jobs in the city), and as an architectural/planning professional (who has designed and
tested alternative solutions to create truly mixed use schemes), please find my objections to the New
Southwark Plan Proposed Submission Version Dec 2017 below. My objections are in line with that of Vital
OKR who have done extensive and careful research over the past few years.
Best,
Niamh

Objection 1.
We object to failure to objectively assess and define the business and other development needs of Southwark,
and failure to ensure that the Local Plan is based on adequate, up-to-date and relevant evidence about the
economic, social and environmental characteristics and prospects of the area.
We note, for example, that the Southwark High Street Survey 2015 concentrated on frontage retail, only
considered 8 high streets within the confines of town centre boundaries, and the survey of people focused on
shopping rather than the full range of activities, so the exercise was far from comprehensive. Likewise the only
other broad review of high street settings was the Southwark Retail Study which concentrated on A class uses
and commercial leisure, and only considered 14 designated town centres, thus ignoring around half of the
borough’s high streets. In a similar spirit the Southwark Industrial and Warehousing Land Study only took note of
sites identified and recommended for protection as industrial land by the 2010 Employment Land Study, being the
SPIL and LSIS, ignoring industrial and hybrid B class space, and indeed office / studio accommodation, in
numerous non designated industrial sites, in high street settings and elsewhere scattered in predominantly
residential areas. Most recently the Southwark Employment Land Review focused only on B class uses,
disregarding a vast array of other employment generating uses, and it only considered the employment cluster
areas highlighted in a 2009 study by URS, and relied on cursory reviews of areas, predominantly desk based,
rather than systematic surveys. Thus the evidence base is woefully incomplete, sketchy and fractured.
NPPF para 14 requires Local Plans to meet objectively assessed needs.
NPPF para 17 requires that every effort should be made objectively to identify and then meet the housing,
business and other development needs of an area, and respond positively to wider opportunities for growth. It
requires that plans should take account of market signals, such as land prices and housing affordability, and set
out a clear strategy for allocating sufficient land which is suitable for development in their area, taking account of
the needs of the residential and business communities;
NPPF para 158 regarding using a proportionate evidence base requires that each local planning authority should
ensure that the Local Plan is based on adequate, up-to-date and relevant evidence about the economic, social
1
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and environmental characteristics and prospects of the area. The paragraph also requires local planning
authorities to ensure that their assessment of and strategies for housing, employment and other uses are
integrated, and that they take full account of relevant market and economic signals.
NPPF para 160, under the heading Business, requires local planning authorities to have a clear understanding of
business needs within the economic markets operating in and across their area.
NPPF para 23 requires planning policies to meet needs for retail, leisure, office and other main town centre uses
in full, un-compromised by limited site availability, and to ensure this local planning authorities should undertake
an assessment of the need to expand town centres to ensure a sufficient supply of suitable sites.

Objection 2.
We object to failure to meet the business and other development needs of Southwark. This failure is substantial
and is likely to cause extensive damage to the existing economy and to constrict growth.
There appears to have been no attempt to assess current and future accommodation needs in a systematic and
holistic way, there is no indication that evidence from work such as that undertaken by the GLA on industrial
accommodation demand and supply, and on high streets, has been coherently considered alongside work carried
out for Southwark, in order to achieve such an assessment, and no evidence has been offered of a proper
mapping and quantums assessment to understand the scale of accommodation need in relation to what currently
exists, nor to check against the potential consequences of the policies, map designations and allocations set our
in the NSP. It is particularly troubling that many of the recommendations made in reports that are within the
evidence base have been ignored without explanation, resulting in a dramatic increase in the loss of capacity for
economic and civic activity that the NSP would allow.
NPPF para 14 requires Local Plans to meet objectively assessed needs.
NPPF para 17, under the heading Core planning principles, states that one of the 12 core land-use planning
principles is that planning should proactively drive and support sustainable economic development to deliver the
homes, business and industrial units, infrastructure and thriving local places that the country needs. Requiring
that every effort should be made objectively to identify and then meet the housing, business and other
development needs of an area, and respond positively to wider opportunities for growth. Requiring that plans
should take account of market signals, such as land prices and housing affordability, and set out a clear strategy
for allocating suf cient land which is suitable for development in their area, taking account of the needs of the
residential and business communities;
NPPF para 19 states that planning should operate to encourage and not act as an impediment to sustainable
growth. Therefore significant weight should be placed on the need to support economic growth through the
planning system.
NPPF para 20 requires that to help achieve economic growth, local planning authorities should plan proactively to
meet the development needs of business and support an economy fit for the 21st century.
NPPF para 21 requires local planning authorities to support existing business sectors, taking account of whether
they are expanding or contracting and, where possible, identify and plan for new or emerging sectors likely to
locate in their area. Also to plan positively for the location, promotion and expansion of clusters or networks of
knowledge driven, creative or high technology industries, and set criteria, or identify strategic sites, for local and
inward investment to match the strategy and to meet anticipated needs over the plan period. Para 21 also
instructs that investment in business should not be over-burdened by the combined requirements of planning
policy expectations.
NPPF para 152 requires local planning authorities to seek opportunities to achieve each of the economic, social
and environmental dimensions of sustainable development, and net gains across all three. Significant adverse
impacts on any of these dimensions should be avoided and, wherever possible, alternative options which reduce
or eliminate such impacts should be pursued.
NPPF para 37 requires that planning policies should aim for a balance of land uses within their area so that
people can be encouraged to minimise journey lengths for employment, shopping, leisure, education and other
activities.
NPPF para 161 states that local planning authorities must use the evidence base referred to in para 160 to
2
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assess: the needs for land or floorspace for economic development (being development, including those within
the B Use Classes, public and community uses and main town centre uses, but excluding housing development),
including both the quantitative and qualitative needs for all foreseeable types of economic activity over the plan
period, including for retail and leisure development; the existing and future supply of land available for economic
development and its sufficiency and suitability to meet the identified needs.
NPPF para 6 states that the purpose of the planning system is to contribute to the achievement of sustainable
development, including through an economic role, contributing to building a strong, responsive and competitive
economy, by ensuring that sufficient land of the right type is available in the right places and at the right time to
support growth and innovation; and by identifying and coordinating development requirements.

NPPF para 70 makes clear that to deliver the social, recreational and cultural facilities and services the
community needs, planning policies should ensure an integrated approach to considering the location of housing,
economic uses and community facilities and services.

London Plan Policy GG5 regarding growing a good economy requires that those involved in planning and
development should plan for sufficient employment and industrial space in the right locations to support economic
development and regeneration.
NPPF para 23 requires planning policies to meet needs for retail, leisure, office and other main town centre uses
in full, un-compromised by limited site availability, and to ensure this local planning authorities should undertake
an assessment of the need to expand town centres to ensure a sufficient supply of suitable sites.
London Plan para 6.2.1 emphasises that smaller occupiers and creative businesses are particularly vulnerable
and sensitive to even small fluctuations in costs. Hence it is stated that to deliver a diverse economy, it is
important that cost pressures do not squeeze out smaller businesses, particularly from fringe locations around
central London, but also across the capital as a whole, and that ensuring a sufficient supply of business space
of different types and sizes will help to ensure that workspace is available for occupation at an appropriate range
of rents reflecting the specification, quality and location of the space.
London Plan para 6.2.4 requires that where there there is demand for workspace or viable existing business uses
on site, development proposals for alternative uses should deliver an equivalent amount of workspace through
the intensification or reconfiguration of space. Part B.3 of the policy applies in exceptional circumstances, where it
can be demonstrated that it is not feasible to accommodate replacement workspace and existing businesses onsite through intensification or reconfiguration. What constitutes a reasonable proximity should be determined on
the circumstances of each case having regard to the impact on business supply chains and access to labour
supply. Relocation arrangements should be put in place prior to the commencement of development to
ensure that disruption to existing businesses is minimised.

Objection 3.
We object to failure to ensure that the assessment of, and strategies for housing, employment and other uses are
integrated, and failure to take full account of relevant market and economic signals. There has been a failure also
to achieve a balance of land uses so that people can be encouraged to minimise journey lengths for employment,
shopping, leisure, education and other activities.
NPPF para 70 makes clear that to deliver the social, recreational and cultural facilities and services the
community needs, planning policies should ensure an integrated approach to considering the location of housing,
economic uses and community facilities and services.
NPPF para 154 states that Local Plans should set out clear policies on what will or will not be permitted and
where.
London Plan para 6.7.6 explains that collaborative working between the Mayor, boroughs and other stakeholders
on Development Plan reviews, planning frameworks and masterplans provide useful mechanisms to co-ordinate
these processes. This should ensure that the need to maintain sufficient capacity for industry to service London’s
economy and residents is considered alongside other planning objectives including delivery of strategic
infrastructure, housing, social infrastructure and other uses.
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Objection 4.
We object to failure to be aspirational but realistic, and to pay careful attention to viability and costs in planmaking and decision-taking, and define a plan that is deliverable.
There is no sign in the evidence base of any testing of viability of the huge quantity of development expected to
include a mix of B class accommodation, office, hybrid business space, and industrial, with residential. This lack
raises substantial deliverability concerns as the development types relied upon are relatively untested, indeed
examples of them have to date not been delivered in Southwark.
NPPF para 154 states that Local Plans should be aspirational but realistic
NPPF para 173 regarding ensuring viability and deliverability, states that pursuing sustainable development
requires careful attention to viability and costs in plan-making and decision-taking. Plans should be deliverable.
Therefore, the sites and the scale of development identified in the plan should not be subject to such a scale of
obligations and policy burdens that their ability to be developed viably is threatened. To ensure viability, the costs
of any requirements likely to be applied to development, such as requirements for affordable housing, standards,
infrastructure contributions or other requirements should, when taking account of the normal cost of development
and mitigation, provide competitive returns to a willing land owner and willing developer to enable the
development to be deliverable.

Objection 5.
We object to failure to carry out early and meaningful engagement and collaboration with (amongst others)
businesses during NSP preparation so that, as far as possible, the plan reflects a collective vision and a set of
agreed priorities for the sustainable development of the area. Engagement with enterprise has been minimal such
that it is not possible to claim that the NSP reflects a collective vision.
NPPF para 160, under the heading Business, requires local planning authorities, in order to achieve a clear
understanding of business needs within the economic markets operating in and across their area, to work closely
with the business community to understand their changing needs and identify and address barriers to investment,
including a lack of housing, infrastructure or viability.
NPPF para 155 requires early and meaningful engagement and collaboration with neighbourhoods, local
organisations and businesses is essential. It suggests that a wide section of the community should be proactively
engaged, so that Local Plans, as far as possible, reflect a collective vision and a set of agreed priorities for the
sustainable development of the area.
London Plan para 6.7.6 explains that collaborative working between the Mayor, boroughs and other stakeholders
on Development Plan reviews, planning frameworks and masterplans provide useful mechanisms to co-ordinate
these processes. This should ensure that the need to maintain sufficient capacity for industry to service London’s
economy and residents is considered alongside other planning objectives including delivery of strategic
infrastructure, housing, social infrastructure and other uses.

Objection 6.
We object to failure to effectively cooperate with neighbouring authorities to plan for issues with cross-boundary
impacts, working together to meet development requirements which cannot wholly be met within Southwark, for
instance because of a lack of physical capacity. There is no clear evidence of cooperation with other authorities to
consider how to meet the accommodation needs of economic and civic activity.
NPPF para 157 requires that Local Plans should be based on co-operation with neighbouring authorities, public,
voluntary and private sector organisations;
NPPF para 160, under the heading Business, requires local planning authorities, in order to achieve a clear
understanding of business needs within the economic markets operating in and across their area, to work
together with regional and neighbouring authorities to prepare and maintain a robust evidence base to understand
both existing business needs and likely changes in the market.
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NPPF para 178 makes clear that public bodies have a duty to cooperate on planning issues that cross
administrative boundaries and that the Government expects joint working on areas of common interest to be
diligently undertaken for the mutual benefit of neighbouring authorities.
NPPF para 179 requires that local planning authorities should work collaboratively with other bodies to ensure
that strategic priorities across local boundaries are properly co-ordinated and clearly reflected in individual Local
Plans. Joint working should enable local planning authorities to work together to meet development requirements
which cannot wholly be met within their own areas – for instance, because of a lack of physical capacity
NPPF para 181 requires that local planning authorities will be expected to demonstrate evidence of having
effectively cooperated to plan for issues with cross-boundary impacts when their Local Plans are submitted for
examination.

Objections to policies in the Strong, local economy chapter
P25: Strategic protected industrial land
Objection 7.
We object to the insufficient extent of industrial land designation across Southwark through SPIL and LSIS. We
challenge the proposal to reduce such protective designation by some 57ha (that would reduce the borough total
from 85ha to 28ha, a dramatic 67% shrinkage) coupled with the failure to designate any new sites for industrial
use through SPIL or LSIS designation, the failure to set out requirements for replacement industrial
accommodation on allocated sites, and the failure to require, through other NSP policies, the retention or
replacement of industrial accommodation on Non-Designated Industrial Sites.
While the P25 Reasons text correctly states that Southwark is an important location for industrial servicing to
central London and accommodates a wide range of industrial businesses, the extent of industrial land designated
for protection, in combination with site allocations and other NSP policies, fails to match this recognition of
importance, would likely cause severe shortage of industrial accommodation and thus displacement and / or
constriction of a significant part of the borough’s economy.
We have reviewed and roughly mapped the extent of industrial land in the borough today, noting that it is
predominantly occupied. We believe that it totals around 120ha.
Across the borough only 5 industrial sites are proposed as SPIL (all of which have the same designation in the
current Southwark Local Plan). The NSP proposes to remove SPIL designation from 10 industrial sites,
redesignating each of them for mixed-use development without any policy requirement that replacement B class
space be industrial of similar quantum and type as existing, nor indeed requiring any replacement of industrial
accommodation. There are also site allocations for a further 22 currently industrial sites, the majority of which are
proposed for mixed-use redevelopment without any policy requirement that replacement B class space be
industrial of similar quantum and type as existing, nor requiring any replacement of industrial accommodation. At
least another 45 small undesignated industrial sites have no site allocations, and nothing in proposed NSP policy
would prevent their redevelopment without any replacement industrial accommodation.
The hectarage, roughly measured, adds up as follows:
1.
Proposed area of SPIL, substantially reduced from the extent designated in the current Southwark Local Plan,
2016 updated map, totalling just under 28ha
2.
Current areas of SPIL and LSIS (as protected in the current Southwark Local Plan, 2016 updated map) that are
included within NSP site allocations, with no requirement to replace industrial accommodation, totalling 57ha
3.
No new areas of designated industrial land are proposed.
4.
5
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Currently undesignated industrial areas that are included within NSP site allocations, with no requirement to
replace industrial accommodation, totalling 21ha
5.
Currently undesignated small industrial sites that have no NSP site allocation covering them, and there is no NSP
policy requiring replacement of industrial should redevelopment be proposed, add up to 16ha
Taking 120ha as the rough current land extent of industrial in the borough, the combination of a reduction to 28ha
of SPIL, the lack of new designations, and the lack of policies clearly requiring retention or re-provision of
industrial space on sites where it currently exists, if re-developed, a worst case scale of industrial accommodation
loss that would be allowed by the NSP as submitted would be 92ha, which is 77% of the current borough total.
This dramatically conflicts with London Plan policy and disregards the requirements of the NPPF.
So, the NSP as proposed for submission affords no clear protection to around 94ha extent of ndustrial
accommodation, 77% of the borough’s total, and it neither requires reprovision through the process of
redevelopment nor gives clear indication of the scale and geography of industrial intensification, co-location and
substitution required in the borough.
Thus the NSP does not accord with the spirit of the draft London Plan Policy E4 para C that places Southwark is
in the 'retain capacity' category.
NPPF para 14 requires Local Plans to meet objectively assessed needs.

London Plan Policy GG5 regarding growing a good economy requires that those involved in planning and
development should plan for sufficient employment and industrial space in the right locations to support
economic development and regeneration.
London Plan policy E4 requires that a sufficient supply of land and premises to meet current and future
demands for industrial and related functions should be maintained. The policy requires that the retention and
provision of industrial capacity across SIL, LSIS and Non-Designated Industrial Sites should be planned,
monitored and managed, having regard to the industrial property market area and borough-level categorisations.
Southwark is in the ‘Retain’ category requiring that they should seek to intensify industrial floorspace capacity.
Southwark is included in the Central Services Area, where particular recognition is given to the need to provide
essential services to the CAZ and in particular sustainable ‘last mile’ distribution/logistics, ‘just-in-time’ servicing
(such as food service activities, printing, administrative and support services, office supplies, repair and
maintenance), waste management and recycling, and land to support transport functions.
London Plan para 6.4.1 explains that London depends on a wide range of industrial, logistics and related
uses that are essential to the functioning of its economy and for servicing the needs of its growing population,
as well as contributing towards employment opportunities for Londoners. This includes a diverse range of
activities such as food and drink preparation, creative industry production and maker spaces, vehicle
maintenance and repair, building trades, construction, waste recycling, transport functions, utilities infrastructure,
emerging activities (such as data centres, renewable energy generation and clean technology) and an efficient
storage and distribution system which can respond to business and consumer demands.
London Plan para 6.4.4 outlines evidence that London faces industrial land shortage of several hundred hectares.
NPPF para 157 requires that Local Plans should Indicate land-use designations on a proposals map.
NPPF para 157 states that Local Plans should identify areas where it may be necessary to limit freedom to
change the uses of buildings, and support such restrictions with a clear explanation.
NPPF para 6 requires the planning system to contribute to the achievement of sustainable development, including
through an economic role, contributing to building a strong, responsive and competitive economy, by ensuring
that sufficient land of the right type is available in the right places and at the right time to support growth and
innovation; and by identifying and coordinating development requirements.
London Plan para 6.5.2 requires that SIL be complemented by smaller-scale provision in LSIS and NonDesignated Industrial Sites including sustainable ‘last mile’ distribution close to central London.
London Plan Policy E5 about Strategic Industrial Locations (SIL) requires boroughs to manage SILs proactively
through a plan-led process to sustain them as London’s main reservoirs of industrial, logistics and related
capacity for uses that support the functioning of London’s economy, and to develop local policies to protect and
intensify the function of SILs and enhance their attractiveness and competitiveness, and explore opportunities to
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intensify and make more efficient use of land in SILs.
London Plan para 6.5.1 and 6.5.2 state that SILs are given strategic protection because they are critical to the
effective functioning of London’s economy, important in supporting strategic logistics operations serving the
capital as well as providing relatively low-cost industrial space for SMEs.
London Plan para 6.5.3 requires that innovations to make more effective use of land in SILs should be explored in
Local Plan reviews.

Objection 8.
We object to the failure to designate the following currently industrial sites as protected industrial, and the
inclusion of most within site allocations that require no replacement of industrial capacity. In order to improve NSP
soundness in relation to NPPF and London Plan requirements we suggest all of these as SPIL / LSIS
designations.
1. Railway viaduct and associated accommodation at NSP10 (Biscuit Factory and Campus)
2. Railway viaduct and associated accommodation between SPIL1 and NSP13
3. Railway viaduct and associated accommodation west of SP13, as far as Tower Bridge Road
4. Western part of NSP56 (Crimscott Street and Page’s Walk)
5. Most of NSP66 (Marlborough Street and St James’s Road)
6. Northern portion of NSP67 (Sandgate Street and Verney Road)
7. NSP69 (Hatcham Road and Penarth Street)
8. Part of NSP70 (Ilderton Road)
9. Part of NSP65 (Land bounded by Glengall Road, Latona Roads and Old Kent Road)
10. Part of NSP23 (Burgess Business Park)
11. NSP28, 26, 27, 22 (Camberwell sites) and railway viaduct and associated accommodation from there
northwards as far as Borough Road
12. Railway viaduct and associated accommodation either side and eastwards from Great Suffolk Street
13. NSP39 and adjoining part of NSP40 (East Dulwich sites)
14. Railway viaduct and associated accommodation between OKR and Queens Road Peckham
15. PNAAP2 (Print Village) and railway viaduct and associated accommodation running eastwards through
Peckham and as far as Kirkwood Road
16. Remaining industrial accommodation north of Spa Road
And 30 other small areas (not listed here, but a map can be provided) that are currently industrial and we have
identified as suitable for designation, each being modest settings where the likely disruption to businesses and
the potential reduction in capacity outweighs the modest scope for residential development, and where delivery of
mixed schemes including replacement industrial space would be challenging or impossible.
NPPF para 14 requires Local Plans to meet objectively assessed needs.
London Plan Policy 9.9.2 states that any waste site release should only be released to other land uses where
waste processing capacity is re-provided elsewhere within London, based on the maximum achievable throughput
of the site proposed to be lost.
London Plan para 9.8.8 requires that large-scale redevelopment opportunities and redevelopment proposals
should incorporate waste management facilities within them. To meet this requirement references should be
made to the requirement to retain and to incorporate in the site allocation policies for sites including NSP67,
NSP89, NSP68.
NPPF para 6 requires the planning system to contribute to the achievement of sustainable development, including
through an economic role, contributing to building a strong, responsive and competitive economy, by ensuring
that sufficient land of the right type is available in the right places and at the right time to support growth and
innovation; and by identifying and coordinating development requirements.
London Plan policy E4 requires that overall terms across London there is no net loss of industrial floorspace
capacity (and operational yard space capacity) within designated SIL and LSIS, and that any release of industrial
land should be facilitated through the processes of industrial intensification, co-location and substitution.
London Plan para 6.5.2 requires that SIL be complemented by smaller-scale provision in LSIS and NonDesignated Industrial Sites including sustainable ‘last mile’ distribution close to central London.
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London Plan Policy E5 about Strategic Industrial Locations (SIL) requires boroughs to manage SILs proactively
through a plan-led process to sustain them as London’s main reservoirs of industrial, logistics and related
capacity for uses that support the functioning of London’s economy, and to develop local policies to protect and
intensify the function of SILs and enhance their attractiveness and competitiveness, and explore opportunities to
intensify and make more efficient use of land in SILs.
London Plan para 6.5.1 and 6.5.2 state that SILs are given strategic protection because they are critical to the
effective functioning of London’s economy, important in supporting strategic logistics operations serving the
capital as well as providing relatively low-cost industrial space for SMEs.
London Plan para 6.5.3 requires that innovations to make more effective use of land in SILs should be explored in
Local Plan reviews.

Objection 9.
We object to the failure to designate any new sites as protected industrial, even though this is clearly possible,
and the lack of any explanation for this omission. In order to improve NSP soundness in relation to NPPF and
London Plan requirements we suggest the following areas, that are not currently industrial, for possible additional
SPIL / LSIS designations.
1. Part of NSP65 (Land bounded by Glengall Road, Latona Roads and Old Kent Road)
2. Part of NSP81 (Decathlon Site etc) and / or NSP82 (Harmsworth Quays etc)
3. NSP79 (Rotherhithe Gasometer)
4. Part of Dog Kennel Hill Sainsbury’s site
NPPF para 14 requires Local Plans to meet objectively assessed needs.
London Plan policy E4 requires that overall terms across London there is no net loss of industrial floorspace
capacity (and operational yard space capacity) within designated SIL and LSIS, and that any release of industrial
land should be facilitated through the processes of industrial intensification, co-location and substitution.
London Plan para 6.5.2 requires that SIL be complemented by smaller-scale provision in LSIS and NonDesignated Industrial Sites including sustainable ‘last mile’ distribution close to central London.

Objection 10.
We object to the failure to define requirements for industrial accommodation within mixed-development on the
following sites that are currently SPIL and LSIS. In order to improve NSP soundness in relation to NPPF and
London Plan requirements we suggest that the site allocation policies for each of these be revised to include
requirements for a defined minimum quantum of industrial accommodation.
NSP10 (Biscuit Factory and Campus) railway viaducts currently SPIL
NSP57 (Mandela Way)
NSP56 (Crimscott + Page’s Walk)
NSP66 (Marlborough Grove and St James’s Road)
NSP67 (Sandgate Street and Verney Road)
NSP69 (Hatcham Road and Penarth Street)
NSP70 (Ilderton Road)
NSP68 (Devon Street and Sylvan Grove)
NSP65 (Land bounded by Glengall Road, Latona Roads and Old Kent Road)
NSP23 (Burgess Business Park)
NPPF para 14 requires Local Plans to meet objectively assessed needs.
London Plan para 6.2.1 emphasises that smaller occupiers and creative businesses are particularly vulnerable
and sensitive to even small fluctuations in costs. Hence it is stated that to deliver a diverse economy, it is
important that cost pressures do not squeeze out smaller businesses, particularly from fringe locations around
central London, but also across the capital as a whole, and that ensuring a sufficient supply of business space
of different types and sizes will help to ensure that workspace is available for occupation at an appropriate range
of rents reflecting the specification, quality and location of the space.
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London Plan para 6.2.4 requires that where there there is demand for workspace or viable existing business uses
on site, development proposals for alternative uses should deliver an equivalent amount of workspace through
the intensification or reconfiguration of space. Part B.3 of the policy applies in exceptional circumstances, where it
can be demonstrated that it is not feasible to accommodate replacement workspace and existing businesses onsite through intensification or reconfiguration. What constitutes a reasonable proximity should be determined on
the circumstances of each case having regard to the impact on business supply chains and access to labour
supply. Relocation arrangements should be put in place prior to the commencement of development to
ensure that disruption to existing businesses is minimised.
London Plan Policy E2 regarding low-cost business space requires that the provision, and where appropriate,
protection of a range of low-cost B1 business space should be supported to meet the needs of micro, small and
medium-sized enterprises and to support firms wishing to start-up or expand. Hence development proposals that
involve the loss of existing B1 space in areas where there is an identified shortage of lower-cost
space should demonstrate that there is no reasonable prospect of the site being used for business purposes,
or ensure that an equivalent amount of B1 space is re-provided in the proposal (which is appropriate in terms of
type, specification, use and size), incorporating existing businesses where possible, or demonstrate that suitable
alternative accommodation (in terms of type, specification, use and size) is available in reasonable proximity to
the development proposal and, where existing businesses are affected, that they are subject to relocation support
arrangements before the commencement of new development.

Objection 11.
We object to the failure to define requirements for industrial accommodation within mixed-development site
allocations for the following Non-Designated industrial Sites. In order to improve NSP soundness in relation to
NPPF and London Plan requirements we suggest that the allocation policies for each be revised to include
requirements for a defined minimum quantum of industrial accommodation.
NSP10 (Biscuit Factory and Campus) parts other than railway viaducts
NSP11 (Tower Workshops)
NSP13 (Old Jamaica Road Business Estate)
NSP22 (Camberwell Station)
NSP25 (Valmar Trading Estate)
NSP26 (Camberwell Bus Garage)
NSP27 (Abellio Bus Garage)
NSP28 (Land Between Camberwell Station Road and Warner Road)
NSP30 (49 Lomond Grove)
NSP31 (99 Lomond Grove)
NSP37 (Kwik Fit etc)
NSP39 (Railway Rise)
NSP41 (Goose Green Trading Estate)
NSP43 (Bakerloo Line Sidings etc)
NSP44 (63-85 Newington Causeway)
NSP50 (Bath Trading Estate)
NSP64 (Former Southern Railway Stables)
NSP71 (Toys R Us Site)
NSP73 (Kwikfit Garage)
NSP74 (636 Old Kent Road)
NSP77 (East of Rye Lane including railway arches)
NSP82 (Harmsworth Quays etc)
NPPF para 14 requires Local Plans to meet objectively assessed needs.
London Plan para 6.2.1 emphasises that smaller occupiers and creative businesses are particularly vulnerable
and sensitive to even small fluctuations in costs. Hence it is stated that to deliver a diverse economy, it is
important that cost pressures do not squeeze out smaller businesses, particularly from fringe locations around
central London, but also across the capital as a whole, and that ensuring a sufficient supply of business space
of different types and sizes will help to ensure that workspace is available for occupation at an appropriate range
of rents reflecting the specification, quality and location of the space.
London Plan para 6.2.4 requires that where there there is demand for workspace or viable existing business uses
on site, development proposals for alternative uses should deliver an equivalent amount of workspace through
the intensification or reconfiguration of space. Part B.3 of the policy applies in exceptional circumstances, where it
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can be demonstrated that it is not feasible to accommodate replacement workspace and existing businesses onsite through intensification or reconfiguration. What constitutes a reasonable proximity should be determined on
the circumstances of each case having regard to the impact on business supply chains and access to labour
supply. Relocation arrangements should be put in place prior to the commencement of development to
ensure that disruption to existing businesses is minimised.
London Plan Policy E2 regarding low-cost business space requires that the provision, and where appropriate,
protection of a range of low-cost B1 business space should be supported to meet the needs of micro, small and
medium-sized enterprises and to support firms wishing to start-up or expand. Hence development proposals that
involve the loss of existing B1 space in areas where there is an identified shortage of lower-cost
space should demonstrate that there is no reasonable prospect of the site being used for business purposes,
or ensure that an equivalent amount of B1 space is re-provided in the proposal (which is appropriate in terms of
type, specification, use and size), incorporating existing businesses where possible, or demonstrate that suitable
alternative accommodation (in terms of type, specification, use and size) is available in reasonable proximity to
the development proposal and, where existing businesses are affected, that they are subject to relocation support
arrangements before the commencement of new development.

Objection 12.
We object to the failure to define any requirement for industrial accommodation within mixed-development on the
following allocated sites where there is clear potential to incorporate such uses. In order to improve NSP
soundness in relation to NPPF and London Plan requirements we suggest that the allocation policies for each be
revised to include requirements for a defined minimum quantum of industrial accommodation.
NSP40 (Dulwich Community Hospital)
NSP75 (Aylesham Centre etc)
NSP32 (123 Grove Park)
AAAP (Aylesbury Action Area) sites not already built
NSP79 (Rotherhithe Gasometer)
NSP12 (Chambers Wharf)
NSP 44 (Newington Causeway)
NSP42 (Newington Triangle)
NSP82 (Harmsworth Quays etc)
NSP81 (Decathlon Site etc)
PNAAP19
PNAAP16
PNAAP9
NPPF para 14 requires Local Plans to meet objectively assessed needs.
London Plan para 6.2.1 emphasises that smaller occupiers and creative businesses are particularly vulnerable
and sensitive to even small fluctuations in costs. Hence it is stated that to deliver a diverse economy, it is
important that cost pressures do not squeeze out smaller businesses, particularly from fringe locations around
central London, but also across the capital as a whole, and that ensuring a sufficient supply of business space
of different types and sizes will help to ensure that workspace is available for occupation at an appropriate range
of rents reflecting the specification, quality and location of the space.
London Plan para 6.2.4 requires that where there there is demand for workspace or viable existing business uses
on site, development proposals for alternative uses should deliver an equivalent amount of workspace through
the intensification or reconfiguration of space. Part B.3 of the policy applies in exceptional circumstances, where it
can be demonstrated that it is not feasible to accommodate replacement workspace and existing businesses onsite through intensification or reconfiguration. What constitutes a reasonable proximity should be determined on
the circumstances of each case having regard to the impact on business supply chains and access to labour
supply. Relocation arrangements should be put in place prior to the commencement of development to
ensure that disruption to existing businesses is minimised.
London Plan Policy E2 regarding low-cost business space requires that the provision, and where appropriate,
protection of a range of low-cost B1 business space should be supported to meet the needs of micro, small and
medium-sized enterprises and to support firms wishing to start-up or expand. Hence development proposals that
involve the loss of existing B1 space in areas where there is an identified shortage of lower-cost
space should demonstrate that there is no reasonable prospect of the site being used for business purposes,
or ensure that an equivalent amount of B1 space is re-provided in the proposal (which is appropriate in terms of
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type, specification, use and size), incorporating existing businesses where possible, or demonstrate that suitable
alternative accommodation (in terms of type, specification, use and size) is available in reasonable proximity to
the development proposal and, where existing businesses are affected, that they are subject to relocation support
arrangements before the commencement of new development.

Objection 13.
We object to failure to make site allocations for the following sites that could, if development came forward, offer
potential to incorporate industrial accommodation as part of mixed development. In order to improve NSP
soundness in relation to NPPF and London Plan requirements we suggest that these sites be allocated, with
policies for each that include requirements for a defined minimum quantum of industrial accommodation.
Sainsbury’s site at Dog Kennel Hill
Tustin Estate
Ledbury Estate
NPPF para 14 requires Local Plans to meet objectively assessed needs.

Objection 14.
We object to the failure to justify reduction of SPIL designated industrial land, and the deletion of all LSIS
designations, and the lack of any evidence that compensatory capacity can realistically be provided through
intensification.
The P25 Reasons para states that the proposed 27.6ha of SPIL present opportunities to grow and intensify
industrial uses as well as accommodating specific types of industry that are unable to be accommodated within
mixed use developments. This is all true, but the problem is that the 27.6ha area is clearly insufficient to
accommodate the demand, even only from existing businesses in the area, a problem that is magnified because
the SPIL areas suggested are not the best suited to intensification of accommodation as they are severely
constrained by railway viaducts, utilities infrastructure and waste management facilities. There is scope for
intensification in these areas, but only limited, and there is no realistic prospect of intensification in these areas
being able to replace the capacity lost from areas removed from SIL and LSIS in order to achieve the London
Plan nil nett loss requirement, nor to adequately provide for the specific types of industry that are unable to be
accommodated within mixed use developments.
NPPF para 14 requires Local Plans to meet objectively assessed needs.
London Plan Policy E5 about Strategic Industrial Locations (SIL) requires boroughs to manage SILs proactively
through a plan-led process to sustain them as London’s main reservoirs of industrial, logistics and related
capacity for uses that support the functioning of London’s economy, and to develop local policies to protect and
intensify the function of SILs and enhance their attractiveness and competitiveness, and explore opportunities to
intensify and make more efficient use of land in SILs.
London Plan para 6.5.1 and 6.5.2 state that SILs are given strategic protection because they are critical to the
effective functioning of London’s economy, important in supporting strategic logistics operations serving the
capital as well as providing relatively low-cost industrial space for SMEs.
London Plan para 6.5.3 requires that innovations to make more effective use of land in SILs should be explored in
Local Plan reviews.
London Plan para 6.2.1 emphasises that smaller occupiers and creative businesses are particularly vulnerable
and sensitive to even small fluctuations in costs. Hence it is stated that to deliver a diverse economy, it is
important that cost pressures do not squeeze out smaller businesses, particularly from fringe locations around
central London, but also across the capital as a whole, and that ensuring a sufficient supply of business space
of different types and sizes will help to ensure that workspace is available for occupation at an appropriate range
of rents reflecting the specification, quality and location of the space.
London Plan para 6.2.4 requires that where there there is demand for workspace or viable existing business uses
on site, development proposals for alternative uses should deliver an equivalent amount of workspace through
the intensification or reconfiguration of space. Part B.3 of the policy applies in exceptional circumstances, where it
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can be demonstrated that it is not feasible to accommodate replacement workspace and existing businesses onsite through intensification or reconfiguration. What constitutes a reasonable proximity should be determined on
the circumstances of each case having regard to the impact on business supply chains and access to labour
supply. Relocation arrangements should be put in place prior to the commencement of development to
ensure that disruption to existing businesses is minimised.

Objection 15.
We object to failure to indicate the site of the Integrated Waste Management Facility as SPIL, even though the
P25 Reasons para states that it is SPIL. This inconsistency should be corrected by including the relevant area as
SPIL on the map.
The fact that there are other Waste Management Facilities in existing industrial areas, most notably in areas
currently designated as SPIL, appears to have been disregarded when reviewing the boundaries of designated
industrial.
NPPF para 14 requires Local Plans to meet objectively assessed needs.

Objection 16.
We object to P25 point 3 and the part of the Reasons para that suggest the possibility of removing SPIL
designation from the Integrated Waste Management Facility. There is no realistic prospect of the need for waste
management facilities in Southwark dramatically reducing, and even if that was not the case that would not justify
deletion from SPIL. The research and analysis that underpins the GLA nil nett loss policy, including the placing of
Southwark in the Retain category, factored in predictions for accommodation requirement changes across all
sectors of the industrial economy. It is the overall anticipated requirement that demands the nil nett loss policy,
the likely occurrence of localised variation in demand from particular sectors having already been factored in.
NPPF para 14 requires Local Plans to meet objectively assessed needs.

Objection 17.
We object to the abandonment of Locally Significant Industrial Sites policies and site designations, for which no
justification has been given.
As P25 is the only NSP policy about protection of industrial land for principally industrial use we have included
here our objection to the lack of policies and associated map designations protecting LSIS, this being a change
from the previous Southwark Local Plan. No coherent explanation has been offered as to why this aspect of policy
has been deleted, and no assessment of the affect on capacity in relation to demand has been carried out. We
suggest that in order to achieve soundness, as part of efforts to ensure sufficient industrial capacity, LSIS policies
should be reintroduced, and there should be comprehensive designation of all identifiable industrial land in the
borough as either SIL, LSIS or site allocation (with clear policy on requirements to retain and / or replace
capacity).
NPPF para 14 requires Local Plans to meet objectively assessed needs.
London Plan para 6.2.1 emphasises that smaller occupiers and creative businesses are particularly vulnerable
and sensitive to even small fluctuations in costs. Hence it is stated that to deliver a diverse economy, it is
important that cost pressures do not squeeze out smaller businesses, particularly from fringe locations around
central London, but also across the capital as a whole, and that ensuring a sufficient supply of business space
of different types and sizes will help to ensure that workspace is available for occupation at an appropriate range
of rents reflecting the specification, quality and location of the space.
London Plan para 6.2.4 requires that where there there is demand for workspace or viable existing business uses
on site, development proposals for alternative uses should deliver an equivalent amount of workspace through
the intensification or reconfiguration of space. Part B.3 of the policy applies in exceptional circumstances, where it
can be demonstrated that it is not feasible to accommodate replacement workspace and existing businesses onsite through intensification or reconfiguration. What constitutes a reasonable proximity should be determined on
the circumstances of each case having regard to the impact on business supply chains and access to labour
supply. Relocation arrangements should be put in place prior to the commencement of development to
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ensure that disruption to existing businesses is minimised.

Objection 18.
We object to failure to identify and protect sufficient capacity for industry and logistics within or close to the CAZ to
support the needs of businesses and activities within that area, as the London Plan requires. The NSP as
proposed would allow a dramatic reduction in such capacity since it provides no protection for the industrial
capacity within the CAZ areas of Southwark, it reduces the extent of protected industrial land close to the CAZ (all
current Southwark SPIL and LSIS is within 3km of the CAZ), it sets no requirement for retention or replacement of
industrial capacity on allocated sites where there currently industrial premises, nor does it require creation of any
industrial in locations close to CAZ where it is not currently present.
London Plan Policy SD4 regarding the Central Activities Zone (CAZ) states that sufficient capacity for industry
and logistics should be identified and protected, including last mile distribution, freight consolidation and other
related service functions within or close to the CAZ and Northern Isle of Dogs to support the needs of businesses
and activities within these areas.
NPPF para 14 requires Local Plans to meet objectively assessed needs.

Objection 19.
We object to the failure to ensure that there will be no nett loss of industrial floorspace capacity within the OKR
Opportunity Area and the lack of any demonstration that intensification of industrial accommodation can
realistically be expected to provide space for businesses that would be displaced from areas where it is proposed
to remove designation.
NPPF para 14 requires Local Plans to meet objectively assessed needs.
London Plan para 2.1.14 about the Old Kent Road OA makes clear that the area contains the last remaining
significant areas of Strategic Industrial Locations that lie in close proximity to the CAZ and the only SILs within
Southwark. The policy requires Southwark to plan for no net loss of industrial floorspace capacity and to set out
how industrial land can be intensified and provide space for businesses that need to relocate from any SIL
identified for release. Areas that are released from SIL should seek to co-locate housing with industrial uses, or a
wider range of commercial uses within designated town centres.
London Plan para 2.1.14 about the Old Kent Road OA requires that workspace for the existing creative industries
should be protected and supported.
London Plan para 6.2.1 emphasises that smaller occupiers and creative businesses are particularly vulnerable
and sensitive to even small fluctuations in costs. Hence it is stated that to deliver a diverse economy, it is
important that cost pressures do not squeeze out smaller businesses, particularly from fringe locations around
central London, but also across the capital as a whole, and that ensuring a sufficient supply of business space
of different types and sizes will help to ensure that workspace is available for occupation at an appropriate range
of rents reflecting the specification, quality and location of the space.
London Plan para 6.2.4 requires that where there there is demand for workspace or viable existing business uses
on site, development proposals for alternative uses should deliver an equivalent amount of workspace through
the intensification or reconfiguration of space. Part B.3 of the policy applies in exceptional circumstances, where it
can be demonstrated that it is not feasible to accommodate replacement workspace and existing businesses onsite through intensification or reconfiguration. What constitutes a reasonable proximity should be determined on
the circumstances of each case having regard to the impact on business supply chains and access to labour
supply. Relocation arrangements should be put in place prior to the commencement of development to
ensure that disruption to existing businesses is minimised.

Objection 20.
We object to failure to ensure that workspace for the existing creative industries in the OKR OA will be protected
and supported, an objective that could best be achieved through industrial land designation in combination with
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clear retain or re-provide requirements for allocated sites, and careful use of conservation area designation and
Article 4 Directions to control loss off accommodation through demolition and conversion. The two strongest
clusters of creative enterprises in the OKR OA are the Verney, Ilderton and Hatcham industrial areas, and the
Ossory, Glengall,Haymerle and Latona industrial areas. There areas are currently SIL, and we suggest that SIL
designation should be retained (albeit a reduced extent compared with currently).
NPPF para 14 requires Local Plans to meet objectively assessed needs.
London Plan para 2.1.14 about the Old Kent Road OA requires that workspace for the existing creative industries
should be protected and supported.

Objection 21.
We object to the titling of strategic protected industrial as SPIL because it causes needless confusion to title SIL
as SPIL in Southwark. The plan should be amended so that all reference to SPIL becomes SIL (Strategic
Industrial Land). The title LSIS should be utilised for areas that are not include in the scope of London Plan Table
6.3 that lists SILs, if the GLA insist on that, though the distinction seems academic as all is now of strategic
significance due to scarcity and the strategic nil nett loss policy.
London Plan Policy E6 requires that in their Development Plans, boroughs should define detailed boundaries and
policies for Locally Significant Industrial Sites (LSIS) in policies maps justified by evidence in local employment
land reviews.
London Plan Policy E7 makes clear that intensification of business uses in Use Classes B1c, B2 and B8
occupying all categories of industrial land should deliver an increase (or at least no overall net loss) of capacity in
terms of industrial, storage and warehousing floorspace with appropriate provision of yard space for servicing. It is
further required that when making revision of SIL boundaries to allow alternative development on some areas its
should be ensured that the industrial and related activities on-site and in surrounding parts of the SIL, LSIS or
Non-Designated Industrial Site are not compromised in terms of their continued efficient function, access, service
arrangements and days/hours of operation noting that many businesses have 7-day/24-hour access and
operational requirements, and that the intensified industrial, storage and distribution uses can be completed and
operational can be in advance of any residential component being occupied.
London Plan para 6.7.2 indicates that the majority of land in SILs should be retained and intensified for industrialtype functions and states that while there may be scope for selected parts of SILs or LSISs to be consolidated,
this should be done through a carefully co-ordinated plan-led approach to deliver an intensification of industrial
and related uses in the consolidated SIL or LSIS and facilitate the transfer of some land for a mix of uses
including residential.

P26: Office and business development
Objection 22.
We object to the restriction of P26 point 1 to CAZ, town centres, opportunity areas and where specified in site
allocations. The policy can work well across Southwark with no location limits, and by making such an
amendment NSP soundness will improve.
London Plan Policy E1 regarding offices requires that existing viable office floorspace capacity in outer and inner
London locations outside the CAZ and NIOD should be retained, and development proposals should take into
account the need for lower cost and affordable workspace. It is emphasised in para 6.1.5 that it is important to
ensure that there is sufficient space to support the growth of new start-up companies and to accommodate SMEs,
including lower-cost and affordable business space. Thus Development Plans and development proposals should
support the provision of space suitable for SMEs in light of strategic and local assessments of demand and
supply.
London Plan Policy E2 regarding low-cost business space requires that the provision, and where appropriate,
protection of a range of low-cost B1 business space should be supported to meet the needs of micro, small and
medium-sized enterprises and to support firms wishing to start-up or expand. Hence development proposals that
involve the loss of existing B1 space in areas where there is an identified shortage of lower-cost
space should demonstrate that there is no reasonable prospect of the site being used for business purposes,
or ensure that an equivalent amount of B1 space is re-provided in the proposal (which is appropriate in terms of
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type, specification, use and size), incorporating existing businesses where possible, or demonstrate that suitable
alternative accommodation (in terms of type, specification, use and size) is available in reasonable proximity to
the development proposal and, where existing businesses are affected, that they are subject to relocation support
arrangements before the commencement of new development.

Objection 23.
We object to the failure to state that the retain or increase requirement defined in 1.1 will apply to accommodation
type, not just to floorspace. Without such a requirement there will be a significant loss of industrial, workshop,
studio and workroom accommodation, since this is harder to incorporate in mixed developments, it generally
takes up more volume, and yet it commands lower rent / sale values, than office space. This drafting inadequacy
would add to the failure of the NSP to plan for the diverse accommodation needs of the borough’s economy, and
hence magnify its unsoundness. We suggest that wording could be added to state that development must retain
or re-provide a similar mix of accommodation type, paying particular regard to matters including goods access,
plan simplicity, floor loading, ceiling heights, natural light, emission management.
London Plan Policy GG5 regarding growing a good economy requires those involved in planning and
development should plan for sufficient employment and industrial space in the right locations to support economic
development and regeneration.
NPPF para 14 requires Local Plans to meet objectively assessed needs.
NPPF para 154 states that Local Plans should set out clear policies on what will or will not be permitted and
where.
NPPF para 6 requires the planning system to contribute to the achievement of sustainable development, including
through an economic role, contributing to building a strong, responsive and competitive economy, by ensuring
that sufficient land of the right type is available in the right places and at the right time to support growth and
innovation; and by identifying and coordinating development requirements.
London Plan para 2.1.14 about the Old Kent Road OA requires that workspace for the existing creative industries
should be protected and supported.
London Plan Policy SD4 regarding the Central Activities Zone (CAZ) requires that the nationally and
internationally significant office functions of the CAZ should be supported and enhanced by all
stakeholders, including the intensification and provision of sufficient space to meet demand for a range of types
and sizes of occupier and rental values.
London Plan Policy E1 regarding offices requires that existing viable office floorspace capacity in outer and inner
London locations outside the CAZ and NIOD should be retained, and development proposals should take into
account the need for lower cost and affordable workspace. It is emphasised in para 6.1.5 that it is important to
ensure that there is sufficient space to support the growth of new start-up companies and to accommodate SMEs,
including lower-cost and affordable business space. Thus Development Plans and development proposals should
support the provision of space suitable for SMEs in light of strategic and local assessments of demand and
supply.
London Plan Policy E2 regarding low-cost business space requires that the provision, and where appropriate,
protection of a range of low-cost B1 business space should be supported to meet the needs of micro, small and
medium-sized enterprises and to support firms wishing to start-up or expand. Hence development proposals that
involve the loss of existing B1 space in areas where there is an identified shortage of lower-cost
space should demonstrate that there is no reasonable prospect of the site being used for business purposes,
or ensure that an equivalent amount of B1 space is re-provided in the proposal (which is appropriate in terms of
type, specification, use and size), incorporating existing businesses where possible, or demonstrate that suitable
alternative accommodation (in terms of type, specification, use and size) is available in reasonable proximity to
the development proposal and, where existing businesses are affected, that they are subject to relocation support
arrangements before the commencement of new development.
London Plan Policy E2 requires that development proposals for new B1 business floorspace greater than 2,500
sqm (gross external area) should consider the scope to provide a proportion of flexible workspace suitable for
micro, small and medium-sized enterprises.
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Objection 24.
We object to the retain or increase requirement in P26 1.1 being only related to employment floorspace (GIA) onsite. This would cause a reduction in the provision of industrial accommodation as it does not include operational
yard space. The wording should be amended to include operational yard space within the definition of floorspace,
not limited to GIA.
NPPF para 14 requires Local Plans to meet objectively assessed needs.

Objection 25.
We object to the wording of P26 point 2 because it allows exceptions to the retain or increase policy without an
off-site compensatory requirement. An off-site requirement in such exceptional circumstances is required by the
London Plan, and it is essential in order to ensure that the NSP meets its requirement to plan for the future
accommodation needs the economy.
NPPF para 14 requires Local Plans to meet objectively assessed needs.
London Plan Policy SD4 regarding the Central Activities Zone (CAZ) requires that the nationally and
internationally significant office functions of the CAZ should be supported and enhanced by all
stakeholders, including the intensification and provision of sufficient space to meet demand for a range of types
and sizes of occupier and rental values.
London Plan policy SD5 regarding offices, other strategic functions and residential developments in the CAZ
requires that offices and other CAZ strategic functions are to be given greater weight relative to new residential
development in the London Bridge, Borough and Bankside opportunity area. The policy states that mixed-use
office/residential proposals are supported in principle in those areas, where there is an equivalent or net increase
in office floorspace, however residential development proposals should not lead to a loss of office floorspace in
any part the CAZ unless there is no reasonable and demonstrable prospect of the site being used for offices
and/or alternative provision is made for the provision of net additional office space near the development
(including through swaps and credits, about which it is stated that local approaches to mixed-use development of
offices with housing should take into account the potential to use land use swaps, credits and off-site contributions
to sustain strategically-important clusters of commercial activities such as those in parts of the commercial core of
the CAZ.

Objection 26.
We object to narrowness in the wording of the P26 Reasons para and suggest The final 2 sentences be refined to
read something like this: In our central London site allocations we are requiring an uplift in employment space to
help meet this growing demand and provide for the particular industrial needs of the CAZ. In our opportunity
areas, town centres and major site allocations, mixed use neighbourhoods and mixed-use developments will
incorporate new types of flexible business workspace accommodating manufacturing, logistics, servicing,
technology, science, creative and cultural industries and the digital economy, helping to boost the number of jobs
in the borough and enhance economic diversity.
London Plan para 6.2.1 emphasises that smaller occupiers and creative businesses are particularly vulnerable
and sensitive to even small fluctuations in costs. Hence it is stated that to deliver a diverse economy, it is
important that cost pressures do not squeeze out smaller businesses, particularly from fringe locations around
central London, but also across the capital as a whole, and that ensuring a sufficient supply of business space
of different types and sizes will help to ensure that workspace is available for occupation at an appropriate range
of rents reflecting the specification, quality and location of the space.
London Plan para 6.2.4 requires that where there there is demand for workspace or viable existing business uses
on site, development proposals for alternative uses should deliver an equivalent amount of workspace through
the intensification or reconfiguration of space. Part B.3 of the policy applies in exceptional circumstances, where it
can be demonstrated that it is not feasible to accommodate replacement workspace and existing businesses onsite through intensification or reconfiguration. What constitutes a reasonable proximity should be determined on
the circumstances of each case having regard to the impact on business supply chains and access to labour
supply. Relocation arrangements should be put in place prior to the commencement of development to
ensure that disruption to existing businesses is minimised.
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London Plan Policy E1 regarding offices requires that existing viable office floorspace capacity in outer and inner
London locations outside the CAZ and NIOD should be retained, and development proposals should take into
account the need for lower cost and affordable workspace. It is emphasised in para 6.1.5 that it is important to
ensure that there is sufficient space to support the growth of new start-up companies and to accommodate SMEs,
including lower-cost and affordable business space. Thus Development Plans and development proposals should
support the provision of space suitable for SMEs in light of strategic and local assessments of demand and
supply.
London Plan Policy E2 regarding low-cost business space requires that the provision, and where appropriate,
protection of a range of low-cost B1 business space should be supported to meet the needs of micro, small and
medium-sized enterprises and to support firms wishing to start-up or expand. Hence development proposals that
involve the loss of existing B1 space in areas where there is an identified shortage of lower-cost
space should demonstrate that there is no reasonable prospect of the site being used for business purposes,
or ensure that an equivalent amount of B1 space is re-provided in the proposal (which is appropriate in terms of
type, specification, use and size), incorporating existing businesses where possible, or demonstrate that suitable
alternative accommodation (in terms of type, specification, use and size) is available in reasonable proximity to
the development proposal and, where existing businesses are affected, that they are subject to relocation support
arrangements before the commencement of new development.
London Plan Policy E2 requires that development proposals for new B1 business floorspace greater than 2,500
sqm (gross external area) should consider the scope to provide a proportion of flexible workspace suitable for
micro, small and medium-sized enterprises.

Objection 27.
We object to the failure to adequately specify in site allocations sufficient detail about how developments should
responded to P26, most notably the inadequacy of the facts given about existing floorspace and existing use
types, and the lack of quantum and accommodation type requirements for development.
Office accommodation required to be reprovided through site allocations where mixed development that includes
residential is proposed totals over 3.1m sq ft, which is around 20% of the borough’s total current office
accommodation of approx 15m sq ft (according to one of the evidence base documents).
Objection 21 applies to the site allocations on the following 24 sites, on which the current main use is office (or
hybrid B class use), where proposed policy requires mixed-use redevelopment that includes housing as well as
replacement B use class accommodation, but where type and quantum is inadequately defined.
NSP01
NSP02
NSP03
NSP05
NSP07
NSP08
NSP09
NSP14
NSP15
NSP16
NSP17
NSP18
NSP20
NSP21
NSP44
NSP45
NSP46
NSP49
NSP52
NSP53
NSP54
NSP11 (Tower Workshops)
NSP80 (St Olav’s Business Park)
Objection 21 applies to the site allocations on the following 43 sites, on which the current main use is industrial,
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where proposed policy requires mixed-use redevelopment that includes housing as well as replacement B use
class accommodation, but where type and quantum is inadequately defined.
NSP10 (Biscuit factory)
NSP57 (Mandela Way)
NSP56 (Crimscott + C&B)
NSP66 (St James’s etc)
NSP67 (Verney etc)
NSP89 (Hatcham)
NSP70 (Ilderton Road)
NSP68 (Devon and Sylvan)
NSP65 (Asda etc)
NSP23 (Parkhouse)
NSP13 (Old Jamaica Road Business Estate)
NSP22 Camberwell station)
NSP25 (Valmar)
NSP26 (Camberwell Bus Garage)
NSP27 (Abellio garage)
NSP28 (Camberwell station rd / Warner rd)
NSP30 (Lomond Grove laundry)
NSP31 (Edmundson)
NSP37 (Kwik Fit etc)
NSP39 (Railway Rise)
NSP41 (Goose Green)
NSP43 (Bakerloo depot)
NSP44 (Newington Causeway)
NSP50 (Bath Trading Estate)
NSP64 (stables)
NSP71 (Toys are us)
NSP73 (Kwik Fit)
NSP74 (Blackfen)
NSP77 (East of Rye Ln)
NSP82 (Harsworth Quays etc)
NSP40 (Townley Road)
NSP75 (Peckham, Aylesham Centre etc)
NSP32 (Grove Park)
AAAP (Aylesbury Action Area) sites not already built
NSP79 (Gas holder site)
NSP12 (Riverside Rotherhithe)
NSP 48
NSP42 (sites south of Borough Road
NSP82
NSP81 (Canada Water main sites)
PNAAP19 (Ex sausage)
PNAAP16
PNAAP9 (north of Peckham Road)
NPPF para 14 requires Local Plans to meet objectively assessed needs.
London Plan Policy GG5 regarding growing a good economy requires those involved in planning and
development should plan for sufficient employment and industrial space in the right locations to support economic
development and regeneration.
NPPF para 154 states that Local Plans should set out clear policies on what will or will not be permitted and
where.
London Plan Policy SD4 regarding the Central Activities Zone (CAZ) requires that the nationally and
internationally significant office functions of the CAZ should be supported and enhanced by all
stakeholders, including the intensification and provision of sufficient space to meet demand for a range of types
and sizes of occupier and rental values.
London Plan policy SD5 regarding offices, other strategic functions and residential developments in the CAZ
requires that offices and other CAZ strategic functions are to be given greater weight relative to new residential
development in the London Bridge, Borough and Bankside opportunity area. The policy states that mixed-use
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office/residential proposals are supported in principle in those areas, where there is an equivalent or net increase
in office floorspace, however residential development proposals should not lead to a loss of office floorspace in
any part the CAZ unless there is no reasonable and demonstrable prospect of the site being used for offices
and/or alternative provision is made for the provision of net additional office space near the development
(including through swaps and credits, about which it is stated that local approaches to mixed-use development of
offices with housing should take into account the potential to use land use swaps, credits and off-site contributions
to sustain strategically-important clusters of commercial activities such as those in parts of the commercial core of
the CAZ.
London Plan Policy E1 regarding offices requires that existing viable office floorspace capacity in outer and inner
London locations outside the CAZ and NIOD should be retained, and development proposals should take into
account the need for lower cost and affordable workspace. It is emphasised in para 6.1.5 that it is important to
ensure that there is sufficient space to support the growth of new start-up companies and to accommodate SMEs,
including lower-cost and affordable business space. Thus Development Plans and development proposals should
support the provision of space suitable for SMEs in light of strategic and local assessments of demand and
supply.
London Plan Policy E2 regarding low-cost business space requires that the provision, and where appropriate,
protection of a range of low-cost B1 business space should be supported to meet the needs of micro, small and
medium-sized enterprises and to support firms wishing to start-up or expand. Hence development proposals that
involve the loss of existing B1 space in areas where there is an identified shortage of lower-cost
space should demonstrate that there is no reasonable prospect of the site being used for business purposes,
or ensure that an equivalent amount of B1 space is re-provided in the proposal (which is appropriate in terms of
type, specification, use and size), incorporating existing businesses where possible, or demonstrate that suitable
alternative accommodation (in terms of type, specification, use and size) is available in reasonable proximity to
the development proposal and, where existing businesses are affected, that they are subject to relocation support
arrangements before the commencement of new development.
London Plan Policy E2 requires that development proposals for new B1 business floorspace greater than 2,500
sqm (gross external area) should consider the scope to provide a proportion of flexible workspace suitable for
micro, small and medium-sized enterprises.
London Plan para 6.2.1 emphasises that smaller occupiers and creative businesses are particularly vulnerable
and sensitive to even small fluctuations in costs. Hence it is stated that to deliver a diverse economy, it is
important that cost pressures do not squeeze out smaller businesses, particularly from fringe locations around
central London, but also across the capital as a whole, and that ensuring a sufficient supply of business space
of different types and sizes will help to ensure that workspace is available for occupation at an appropriate range
of rents reflecting the specification, quality and location of the space.
London Plan para 6.2.4 requires that where there there is demand for workspace or viable existing business uses
on site, development proposals for alternative uses should deliver an equivalent amount of workspace through
the intensification or reconfiguration of space. Part B.3 of the policy applies in exceptional circumstances, where it
can be demonstrated that it is not feasible to accommodate replacement workspace and existing businesses onsite through intensification or reconfiguration. What constitutes a reasonable proximity should be determined on
the circumstances of each case having regard to the impact on business supply chains and access to labour
supply. Relocation arrangements should be put in place prior to the commencement of development to
ensure that disruption to existing businesses is minimised.

P27: Railway arches
Objection 28.
We object to P27 point 1 that allows other than industrial uses in railway arches generally. Such a policy, if
allowed to apply across over 800 arches, could be expected to result in extensive loss of industrial
accommodation, as other uses that can pay higher rents take the space. This would further the unsoundness of
the plan as it would magnify industrial accommodation shortage, contributing to a potential 92ha loss of capacity
across the borough, 77% of the current total, one of the results of Southwark’s failure to make every effort to
objectively identify and then meet the business needs of the area. This policy should be reviewed together with
reconsideration of town centre policy, industrial land policy, office and business development policy, associated
map designations, site allocation requirements, and more, with a view to better matching the supply of business
and other non-residential accommodation with current and future demand. Either this policy should be revised to
restrict A class uses and community facilities in railway arches, or the suggestions that follow in our Objection 23
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should be applied.
NPPF para 14 requires Local Plans to meet objectively assessed needs.
NPPF para 154 states that Local Plans should set out clear policies on what will or will not be permitted and
where.
London Plan Policy GG5 regarding growing a good economy requires those involved in planning and
development should plan for sufficient employment and industrial space in the right locations to support economic
development and regeneration.

Objection 29.
We object to failure to designate most areas of railway arch accommodation as SPIL and LSIS. We suggest that
most railway viaduct spaces currently in industrial use be designated as SPIL or LSIS and that P27 apply only to
areas outside those designations. In most of those areas inclusion in town centre designations will be appropriate
and should be taken forward as part of a fuller review of those designations. If this was taken forward then our
Objection 22 could be disregarded.
NPPF para 154 states that Local Plans should set out clear policies on what will or will not be permitted and
where.
London Plan Policy GG5 regarding growing a good economy requires those involved in planning and
development should plan for sufficient employment and industrial space in the right locations to support economic
development and regeneration.

Objection 30.
We object to the limited scope of P27 point 1. The must not impede principle should be extended to include the
general functioning and satisfactory servicing of activities in arches and premises premises nearby.

Objection 31.
We object to the failure to define the scope of P27 on the Policies Map. Without this there is significant scope for
ambiguity and challenge.
NPPF para 157 states that Local Plans should identify areas where it may be necessary to limit freedom to
change the uses of buildings, and support such restrictions with a clear explanation.
London Plan Policy GG5 regarding growing a good economy requires those involved in planning and
development should plan for sufficient employment and industrial space in the right locations to support economic
development and regeneration.

P28: Small and independent businesses
Objection 32.
We object to P28 point 2 as it fails to adequately define the range of accommodation that suits the full range of
small and small branch business of relevance to Southwark. We suggest that it will be useful to include reference
to use types as is done in P26 point 1.2, mentioning inclusion of a range of employment spaces including smaller
scale logistics, light industry, co-working, maker spaces, servicing and repair, studios and offices. We also
suggest that wording could be added to state that design must pay particular regard to matters including goods
access, plan simplicity, floor loading, ceiling heights, natural light, emission management. These adjustments will
improve NSP soundness in relation to making every effort to objectively identify and then meet the business
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needs of the area.
London Plan Policy GG5 regarding growing a good economy requires those involved in planning and
development should plan for sufficient employment and industrial space in the right locations to support economic
development and regeneration.

Objection 33.
We object to references in P28 to small and independent businesses as this excludes small branch businesses
and expresses a preference relating to business ownership that is inappropriate in planning. We suggest that the
legitimate intent here is to recognise the challenges of providing for smaller business units, in which category in
Southwark there are many small branches as well as stand alone small businesses. It would also be useful to
recognise that a significant range of accommodation size is relevant to such occupiers: an office based business
with 50 people could be just a few hundred sq m, whereas for some industrial businesses 50 people would be in
accommodation as large as a few thousand sq m. These adjustments will improve NSP soundness in relation to
making every effort to objectively identify and then meet the business needs of the area.
The Fact Box could usefully have a definition for Small branch business added: A branch operation of a medium
or large enterprise, where the branch operates with 50 employees or less.
NPPF para 14 requires Local Plans to meet objectively assessed needs.

Objection 34.
We object to reference to specialist workspace providers without also mentioning the role of less specialist
owners who lease premises, and the valuable role of owner occupied premises. Specialist workspace providers
are most active in providing higher rent flexible term accommodation, and niche affordable accommodation, of
less relevance to many sectors of the economy. The wording should be widened in order to
improve NSP soundness in relation to making every effort to objectively identify and then meet the business
needs of the area.

Objection 35.
We object to reference to horizontal mixed-use design, and to reference only to residential as the use that might
mix with B class uses. The reference to horizontal mixed-use design implies it is the favoured development type,
whereas vertical mixed-use types can be a more realistic way to achieve significant quantities of deep industrial
accommodation with level access without relying on goods lifts. There should be equal reference to both formats,
with encouragement that developers find the most appropriate development type to meet occupier needs. It
should also be made clear that mix-use without residential, such as industrial with office, retail or education, can
also play an important role. Such wording changes will improve NSP soundness in relation to making every effort
to objectively identify and then meet the business needs of the area.
NPPF para 14 requires Local Plans to meet objectively assessed needs.
London Plan Policy GG5 regarding growing a good economy requires those involved in planning and
development should plan for sufficient employment and industrial space in the right locations to support economic
development and regeneration.

P29: Small shops
Objection 36.
We object to restriction of policy application to town centres, without justification. The wording of point 1
should be altered to commence: Throughout the borough, small shops...
NPPF para 14 requires Local Plans to meet objectively assessed needs.
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NPPF para 70 makes clear that to deliver the social, recreational and cultural facilities and services the
community needs, planning policies should guard against the unnecessary loss of valued facilities and
services, particularly where this would reduce the community’s ability to meet its day-to-day needs, and
should ensure that established shops, facilities and services are able to develop and modernise in a way
that is sustainable, and be retained for the benefit of the community.

Objection 37.
We object to failure to preclude residential use when it has been demonstrated there is no demand for
continued shop use.
NPPF para 14 requires Local Plans to meet objectively assessed needs.

NPPF para 70 makes clear that to deliver the social, recreational and cultural facilities and services the
community needs, planning policies should guard against the unnecessary loss of valued facilities and
services, particularly where this would reduce the community’s ability to meet its day-to-day needs, and
should ensure that established shops, facilities and services are able to develop and modernise in a way
that is sustainable, and be retained for the benefit of the community.

Objection 38.
We object to failure to adequately define the scope of a shop, such as the policy requires to be retained or
re-provided. We suggest that the 80sqm floorspace should apply to the sales area only, and the scope
requiring retention or re-provision should also include associated amenity, storage and yard / access space.

NPPF para 70 makes clear that to deliver the social, recreational and cultural facilities and services the
community needs, planning policies should guard against the unnecessary loss of valued facilities and
services, particularly where this would reduce the community’s ability to meet its day-to-day needs, and
should ensure that established shops, facilities and services are able to develop and modernise in a way
that is sustainable, and be retained for the benefit of the community.

Objection 39.
We object to the failure to define the scope of P29 on the Policies Map, by outlining each of the shops and
associated accommodation to which this applies. Without this there is significant scope for ambiguity and
challenge.
NPPF para 157 states that Local Plans should identify areas where it may be necessary to limit freedom to
change the uses of buildings, and support such restrictions with a clear explanation.
NPPF para 157 requires that Local Plans should Indicate land-use designations on a proposals map.
NPPF para 70 makes clear that to deliver the social, recreational and cultural facilities and services the
community needs, planning policies should guard against the unnecessary loss of valued facilities and
services, particularly where this would reduce the community’s ability to meet its day-to-day needs, and
should ensure that established shops, facilities and services are able to develop and modernise in a way
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that is sustainable, and be retained for the benefit of the community.

P30: Town and local centres
Objection 40.
We object to the failure to recognise and inclusively designate a significant proportion of the borough’s existing
high street settings as town centres, and thus to protect them from development that could reduce non-residential
capacity. We also object to the inappropriate inclusion of several predominantly residential areas within town
centre boundaries.
Outside the CAZ only around 60% of the borough’s high street settings are proposed for designation as Town
Centres and thus potentially afforded appropriate protection and policy clarity.
Within the CAZ high street setting areas on New Kent Road and the south-east section of Borough High Street
and outside Town Centre designation.
The inclusion of substantial areas of stable predominantly residential fabric in the Walworth Town Centre
boundary and the Elephant & Castle Town Centre boundary undermines the clarity of Town Centre policy and
seems not to align with its purpose.
NPPF para 14 requires Local Plans to meet objectively assessed needs.
NPPF para 157 requires that Local Plans should Indicate land-use designations on a proposals map.
NPPF para 157 states that Local Plans should identify areas where it may be necessary to limit freedom to
change the uses of buildings, and support such restrictions with a clear explanation.
NPPF para 6 requires the planning system to contribute to the achievement of sustainable development, including
through an economic role, contributing to building a strong, responsive and competitive economy, by ensuring
that sufficient land of the right type is available in the right places and at the right time to support growth and
innovation; and by identifying and coordinating development requirements.

NPPF para 70 makes clear that to deliver the social, recreational and cultural facilities and services the
community needs, planning policies should guard against the unnecessary loss of valued facilities and services,
particularly where this would reduce the community’s ability to meet its day-to-day needs, and should ensure that
established shops, facilities and services are able to develop and modernise in a way that is sustainable, and be
retained for the benefit of the community.

London Plan Policy GG5 regarding growing a good economy requires those involved in planning and
development should plan for sufficient employment and industrial space in the right locations to support economic
development and regeneration.
NPPF para 23 requires planning policies to meet needs for retail, leisure, office and other main town centre uses
in full, un-compromised by limited site availability, and to ensure this local planning authorities should undertake
an assessment of the need to expand town centres to ensure a sufficient supply of suitable sites.
NPPF para 23 requires Local Plans to define a network and hierarchy of town centres that is resilient to
anticipated future economic changes, and to define the extent of town centres and set policies that make clear
which uses will be permitted in such locations. Planning authorities are also required to allocate a range of
suitable sites to meet the scale and type of retail, leisure, commercial, office, tourism, cultural, community and
residential development needed in town centres.
London Plan policy SD7 regarding the town centre network makes clear that identified deficiencies in the London
town centre network can be addressed by promoting centres to function at a higher level in the network,
designating new centres or reassessing town centre boundaries.
London Plan para 2.7.1 emphasises that London’s town centre network is a vital element of London’s economy
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and is crucial for meeting the needs of Londoners and those who work in and visit London.
London Plan policy SD8 regarding town centres requires Development Plans to define the detailed boundary of
town centres in policy maps including the overall extent of the town centre (taking into consideration associated
high streets which have particular economic or social value) along with specific policy-related designations such
as primary shopping areas, primary and secondary frontages in light of demand/capacity assessments for town
centre uses and housing
London Plan para 2.9.4 states that in many town centres in London, there is particular pressure on commercial
floorspace to be converted to residential use. In order to ensure the vitality and vibrancy of town centres it
is important that they contain an appropriate mix and quantity of office and other commercial floorspace.

Objection 41.
We object to failure to assess the quantum of future need for high street setting accommodation across
Southwark, in relation to existing quantum, and to designate and define the extent of town centres accordingly,
with the aim of meeting future need as well as current by designating areas that have the potential to strengthen
or emerge as high street settings.
NPPF para 14 requires Local Plans to meet objectively assessed needs.
NPPF para 6 requires those involved with the planning system to contribute to the achievement of sustainable
development, including through an economic role, contributing to building a strong, responsive and competitive
economy, by ensuring that sufficient land of the right type is available in the right places and at the right time to
support growth and innovation; and by identifying and coordinating development requirements.
London Plan Policy GG5 regarding growing a good economy requires hose involved in planning and development
should plan for sufficient employment and industrial space in the right locations to support economic development
and regeneration.
NPPF para 23 requires planning policies to meet needs for retail, leisure, office and other main town centre uses
in full, un-compromised by limited site availability, and to ensure this local planning authorities should undertake
an assessment of the need to expand town centres to ensure a sufficient supply of suitable sites.
NPPF para 23 requires Local Plans to define a network and hierarchy of town centres that is resilient to
anticipated future economic changes, and to define the extent of town centres and set policies that make clear
which uses will be permitted in such locations. Planning authorities are also required to allocate a range of
suitable sites to meet the scale and type of retail, leisure, commercial, office, tourism, cultural, community and
residential development needed in town centres.
London Plan policy SD7 regarding the town centre network makes clear that identified deficiencies in the London
town centre network can be addressed by promoting centres to function at a higher level in the network,
designating new centres or reassessing town centre boundaries.
London Plan policy SD8 regarding town centres requires Development Plans to define the detailed boundary of
town centres in policy maps including the overall extent of the town centre (taking into consideration associated
high streets which have particular economic or social value) along with specific policy-related designations such
as primary shopping areas, primary and secondary frontages in light of demand/capacity assessments for town
centre uses and housing
London Plan para 2.9.4 states that in many town centres in London, there is particular pressure on commercial
floorspace to be converted to residential use. In order to ensure the vitality and vibrancy of town centres it
is important that they contain an appropriate mix and quantity of office and other commercial floorspace.

Objection 42.
We object to failure to designate District Town Centres at Old Kent Road West and Old Kent Road East as
recommended by the GLA. We suggest that designation of two (most likely adjoining) District Town Centre
extents should include current high street setting extents as well as additional areas that anticipate future needs in
the area.
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NPPF para 14 requires Local Plans to meet objectively assessed needs
London Plan para 2.1.15 about the Old Kent Road OA states that any new town centres should be designated
close to the potential new Tube stations and should be of an appropriate scale, taking into account capacity and
the impact on nearby centres.

Objection 43.
We object to failure to inclusively designate Local Town Centre extents and we suggest fresh designation of the
following:
New Kent Road
Southwark Park Road (west)
Jamaica Road
Lower Road / Plough Way
Rotherhithe New Road
East Street (east of Flint Street)
Southampton Way
Peckham Road
Queens Road Peckham
Evelina Road (north)
Forest Hill Road / Peckham Rye
Lordship Lane / The Plough
Lordship Lane (south)
Park Hall Road / Croxted Road
Bellenden Road
Camberwell Road
Grange Road
NPPF para 14 requires Local Plans to meet objectively assessed needs

Objection 44.
We object to failure to inclusively designate Neighbourhood Centre extents and suggest designation of at least 12
Neighbourhoods Centres, being all other settings that include designated protected frontage.
NPPF para 14 requires Local Plans to meet objectively assessed needs

Objection 45.
We object to failure to designate additional appropriate areas as additions to at least 3 of the designated Town
Centres, as follow:
Borough High Street east side at south end;
Tower Bridge Road, south end;
Lordship Lane to incorporate Grove Vale area and to extend further south along Lordship Lane;
And other additions are likely to be appropriate and should be identified through a careful audit of uses across the
borough.
NPPF para 14 requires Local Plans to meet objectively assessed needs.

Objection 46.
We object to failure to clearly define the scope of uses that are to be permitted and encouraged in town centres.
We suggest that in addition to main town centre uses as defined in the NPPF, the list of uses that will be
permitted and encouraged should include light industrial (including in workshops, workrooms and studios), smaller
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scale logistics, health care, community and education uses, all of which have a significant presence in
Southwark’s town centres and should be encouraged to flourish as those settings evolve.
NPPF para 14 requires Local Plans to meet objectively assessed needs
NPPF para 154 states that Local Plans should set out clear policies on what will or will not be permitted and
where.
NPPF para 70 makes clear that to deliver the social, recreational and cultural facilities and services the
community needs, planning policies should guard against the unnecessary loss of valued facilities and services,
particularly where this would reduce the community’s ability to meet its day-to-day needs, and should ensure that
established shops, facilities and services are able to develop and modernise in a way that is sustainable, and be
retained for the benefit of the community.
NPPF para 23 requires Local Plans to define a network and hierarchy of town centres that is resilient to
anticipated future economic changes, and to define the extent of town centres and set policies that make clear
which uses will be permitted in such locations.
London Plan Policy SD6 regarding town centres requires that London’s varied town centres and their vitality and
viability be promoted and enhanced as: strong, resilient, accessible, inclusive and viable hubs for a diverse range
of uses including employment, business space, shopping, culture, leisure, night-time economy, tourism, civic,
community, social infrastructure and residential development.
London Plan para 2.9.4 states that in many town centres in London, there is particular pressure on commercial
floorspace to be converted to residential use. In order to ensure the vitality and vibrancy of town centres it
is important that they contain an appropriate mix and quantity of office and other commercial floorspace.

Objection 47.
We object to failure to define key design parameters for development within town centres, including prohibition of
ground floor residential and the setting of a minimum ceiling height for ground floor accommodation.
NPPF para 14 requires Local Plans to meet objectively assessed needs.
NPPF para 154 states that Local Plans should set out clear policies on what will or will not be permitted and
where.
NPPF para 70 makes clear that to deliver the social, recreational and cultural facilities and services the
community needs, planning policies should guard against the unnecessary loss of valued facilities and services,
particularly where this would reduce the community’s ability to meet its day-to-day needs, and should ensure that
established shops, facilities and services are able to develop and modernise in a way that is sustainable, and be
retained for the benefit of the community.
London Plan Policy SD6 regarding town centres requires that London’s varied town centres and their vitality and
viability be promoted and enhanced as: strong, resilient, accessible, inclusive and viable hubs for a diverse range
of uses including employment, business space, shopping, culture, leisure, night-time economy, tourism, civic,
community, social infrastructure and residential development.
London Plan para 2.9.4 states that in many town centres in London, there is particular pressure on commercial
floorspace to be converted to residential use. In order to ensure the vitality and vibrancy of town centres it
is important that they contain an appropriate mix and quantity of office and other commercial floorspace.

Objection 48.
We object to failure to require retention or re-provision of market uses, and their enhancement.
NPPF para 14 requires Local Plans to meet objectively assessed needs.
NPPF para 157 states that Local Plans should identify areas where it may be necessary to limit freedom to
change the uses of buildings, and support such restrictions with a clear explanation.
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NPPF para 70 makes clear that to deliver the social, recreational and cultural facilities and services the
community needs, planning policies should guard against the unnecessary loss of valued facilities and services,
particularly where this would reduce the community’s ability to meet its day-to-day needs, and should ensure that
established shops, facilities and services are able to develop and modernise in a way that is sustainable, and be
retained for the benefit of the community.
London Plan para 2.9.4 states that in many town centres in London, there is particular pressure on commercial
floorspace to be converted to residential use. In order to ensure the vitality and vibrancy of town centres it
is important that they contain an appropriate mix and quantity of office and other commercial floorspace.

P31: Development outside town centres
Objection 49.
We object to failure to define the phrase town centre uses as this policy applies to them. We suggest that
the phrase should be main town centre uses and this should be referenced to the NPPF.

P33: Shops outside protected shopping frontages, town and
local centres
Objection 50.
We object to the failure to define the scope of P33 on the Policies Map, by outlining each of the shops and
associated accommodation to which this applies. Without this there is significant scope for ambiguity and
challenge
, and thus the policy will be weakened
.
NPPF para 157 states that Local Plans should identify areas where it may be necessary to limit freedom to
change the uses of buildings, and support such restrictions with a clear explanation.
NPPF para 157 requires that Local Plans should Indicate land-use designations on a proposals map;
NPPF para 70 makes clear that to deliver the social, recreational and cultural facilities and services the
community needs, planning policies should guard against the unnecessary loss of valued facilities and services,
particularly where this would reduce the community’s ability to meet its day-to-day needs, and should ensure that
established shops, facilities and services are able to develop and modernise in a way that is sustainable, and be
retained for the benefit of the community.

Objection 51.
We object to weakness and unclarity in this policy and suggest; That shops be clearly defined for the
purpose of this policy, and should include not just
the sales area but also associated amenity, storage and yard / access space; An alternative to satisfying
point 2 should be replacement provision in the nearby area, in an appropriate and viable location.

NPPF para 70 makes clear that to deliver the social, recreational and cultural facilities and services the
community needs, planning policies should guard against the unnecessary loss of valued facilities and
services, particularly where this would reduce the community’s ability to meet its day-to-day needs, and
should ensure that established shops, facilities and services are able to develop and modernise in a way
that is sustainable, and be retained for the benefit of the community.
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Objection 52.
We object to failure to include any reference to expectation for new development. We suggest addition of a point
stating that development of new shops that are below the sequential test threshold, outside of town centres,
where it is clear that they will meet a need, are likely to be viable, and will not disproportionately compromise
residential amenity, will be supported.

NPPF para 14 requires Local Plans to meet objectively assessed needs.

P37: Pubs
Objection 53.
We object to the failure to define the scope of P37 on the Policies Map, by outlining each of the shops and
associated accommodation to which this applies. Without this there is significant scope for ambiguity and
challenge, and thus the policy will be weakened.
NPPF para 157 states that Local Plans should identify areas where it may be necessary to limit freedom to
change the uses of buildings, and support such restrictions with a clear explanation.
NPPF para 157 requires that Local Plans should Indicate land-use designations on a proposals map.
NPPF para 70 makes clear that to deliver the social, recreational and cultural facilities and services the
community needs, planning policies should guard against the unnecessary loss of valued facilities and services,
particularly where this would reduce the community’s ability to meet its day-to-day needs, and should ensure that
established shops, facilities and services are able to develop and modernise in a way that is sustainable, and be
retained for the benefit of the community.

P38: Business relocation
Objection 54.
We object to lack of clarity in this policy and suggest a series of amendments to increase its effectiveness:
Reference to small or independent businesses should be replaced with small or small branch (small
businesses are independent, and small branch businesses have similar challenges and are also a vital part
of the Southwark economy);
In point 1 are displaced should be replaced by may be displaced;
Point 2i. should be redrafted to read Existing quantum and characterises of non-residential floorspace (GLA
and operational yards), separated by use class, including vacant units and yards;
Point 2ii. should be redrafted to read Schedule of existing businesses operating on the site, and businesses that
have recently departed, including description, business sector, nature of the space occupied, number of
employees, and occupancy stuff / lease terms;
Point 2iii. should be redrafted to read Proposed levels of non-residential floorspace (GIA and yards), plus details
of key characteristics;
Point v. should be redrafted to read Details of engagement with the council and workspace provider5s, agents,
businesses and business associations, to secure occupiers for new employment space;
Point 3i. should be amended to read …fit out and ownership or lease terms;
Point 3ii. should have added at its end …,and should be avoided when businesses are of a type for whom
multiple moves are not realistic;
Point 4ii. should have added at its end …,this evidence should include statements from existing businesses;
Point 4iii. should be amended to read …no suitable premises exist, suitable premises should be identified in
adjacent boroughs.
With these suggested amendments the text would be as follows:
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1.
Where existing small or small branch businesses or small shops may be displaced by development a business
relocation strategy, written in consultation with affected businesses, must be provided. The business relocation
strategy must set out viable relocation options.
2.
All business relocation strategies must include:
i.
Existing quantum and accommodation characteristics of non-residential floorspace (GIA and operational yards),
listed by use class, including vacant units and yards; and
ii.
Schedule of existing businesses operating on the site, and businesses that have recently departed, including
description, business sector, nature of the space occupied, number of employees, and occupancy status / lease
terms; and
iii.
Proposed levels of non-residential floorspace (GIA and operational yards), plus details of key characteristics; and
iv.
Details of engagement with existing businesses on-site regarding re-provision of premises or relocation options;
and
v.
Details of engagement with the council and workspace providers, agents, businesses and business associations,
to secure occupiers for new employment space.
3.
Where existing businesses are accommodated in new development schemes the strategy should include:
i.
Specific business requirements including servicing, fit out and ownership or lease terms; and
ii.
Temporary relocation arrangements or scheme phasing to allow the continuation of the business during
construction. Temporary relocation should be contained on-site or as close to the original site as possible, and
should be avoided when businesses are of a type for whom multiple moves are not realistic.
4.
Where existing businesses are proposed to be relocated the strategy should include:
i.
Reasons why existing businesses cannot be located on-site;
ii.
Details of relocation options explored with individual businesses and the assistance that has been and will be
provided. Evidence should be given that the relocation option is suitable for the viable continuation of the
business, this evidence should include statements from existing businesses;
iii.
Identification of alternative premises in Southwark. Where no suitable premises exist, suitable and available
premises should be identified in adjacent boroughs;
iv.
Statements from existing businesses should they wish to cease trading rather than relocate;
v.
Collaboration with other property owners and developers to establish whether suitable workspace for
existing businesses could be accommodated in different phases of the development programmes.
Reasons
Small and small branch businesses and small shops are a vital part of the prosperous local economy in
Southwark and are made up of a wide range of innovative and inspiring enterprises, helping to boost
local employment and the distinctive character of local neighbourhoods. Regeneration should help to increase the
provision of small business space, particularly in new mixed use neighbourhoods. However it is important to
ensure that any existing businesses are carefully considered in redevelopment schemes, either to be re- provided
where phasing allows, or to be relocated in Southwark to ensure the borough retains its local talent and
commercial creativity.
Small businesses are more vulnerable than larger companies and multiples and are unlikely to have the corporate
resources available to seek specialist advice on relocation and mitigate the risks to the business. This places a
disproportionate burden on small enterprises and may affect the overall viability of their business. Therefore it is
appropriate that additional support is given to small businesses that may be affected by redevelopment.
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Objections to Social regeneration to revitalise
neighbourhoods chapter policies
P13: Residential design
Objection 55.
We object to failure to require larger predominantly residential developments to include smaller scale workspace
for which there is strong demand and that can realistically be combined with residential, including office, workshop
and light industrial, studio and workroom, storage.
NPPF para 14 requires Local Plans to meet objectively assessed needs.
London Plan para 6.3.4 states that The Mayor will encourage the delivery of new workspace for SMEs,
the creative industries, artists and the fashion industry within new residential and mixed-use developments. He
will also provide assistance to artists and creative businesses through the Mayor’s Creative Enterprise Zones
and promote schemes that provide linked affordable housing and business space in new housing developments.

Objection 56.
We object to failure to give clarity on policy about workspaces in combination with, or ancillary to, residential.
Given the large and increasing proportion of Southwark’s residents who work at or adjoining their homes, it would
be appropriate to adopt policies generally supporting small development that increases workspace capacity in
predominantly residential settings, and encouraging flexibility in the design of dwellings to allow amendment or
extension for home working and workspace adjacent to homes. It should be stated that small office, studio,
workshop and light industrial, kitchen, storage and distribution can all be acceptable in predominantly residential
setting, if there will not be disproportionate impacts on residential amenity.
NPPF Para 21 instructs that investment in business should not be over-burdened by the combined requirements
of planning policy expectations also requires local planning authorities to facilitate flexible working practices such
as the integration of residential and commercial uses within the same unit.

NPPF para 14 requires Local Plans to meet objectively assessed needs.
NPPF para 154 states that Local Plans should set out clear policies on what will or will not be permitted and
where.
NPPF para 6 requires the planning system to contribute to the achievement of sustainable development,
including through an economic role, contributing to building a strong, responsive and competitive economy,
by ensuring that sufficient land of the right type is available in the right places and at the right time to support
growth and innovation; and by identifying and coordinating development requirements.
London Plan para 6.3.4 states that the Mayor will encourage the delivery of new workspace for SMEs, the
creative industries, artists and the fashion industry within new residential and mixed-use developments.

P15: Efficient use of land
Objection 57.
We object to to failure to make clear that this policy will promote smaller scale non-residential development
wherever they comply with points 1.1 and 1.2. We suggest adding a point 3 stating that development should
be permitted for smaller scale non-residential uses (below the sequential test thresholds) wherever they
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satisfy 1.1 and 1.2. It should be explained in the Reasons text that there is significant scope for small scale
expansion of non-residential development outside of the CAZ, town centres, designated industrial land and
allocated sites, and that these can help restore the filigree of premises suitable for such as light industry,
studio uses and office use, community uses, niche and local serving retail.
NPPF para 14 requires Local Plans to meet objectively assessed needs.
NPPF para 154 states that Local Plans should set out clear policies on what will or will not be permitted and
where.
NPPF para 6 requires the planning system to contribute to the achievement of sustainable development, including
through an economic role, contributing to building a strong, responsive and competitive economy, by ensuring
that sufficient land of the right type is available in the right places and at the right time to support growth and
innovation; and by identifying and coordinating development requirements.
London Plan para 6.3.4 states that The Mayor will encourage the delivery of new workspace for SMEs,
the creative industries, artists and the fashion industry within new residential and mixed-use developments. He
will also provide assistance to artists and creative businesses through the Mayor’s Creative Enterprise Zones
and promote schemes that provide linked affordable housing and business space in new housing developments.

Objections to Leisure, arts and culture chapter
policies
P43: Leisure, arts and culture
Objection 58.
We object to the failure to define the scope of P29 on the Policies Map, by outlining each of the shops and
associated accommodation to which this applies. Without this there is significant scope for ambiguity and
challenge, and thus the policy will be weakened.
NPPF para 157 states that Local Plans should identify areas where it may be necessary to limit freedom to
change the uses of buildings, and support such restrictions with a clear explanation.
NPPF para 157 requires that Local Plans should Indicate land-use designations on a proposals map.
NPPF para 70 makes clear that to deliver the social, recreational and cultural facilities and services the
community needs, planning policies should guard against the unnecessary loss of valued facilities and
services, particularly where this would reduce the community’s ability to meet its day-to-day needs, and
should ensure that established shops, facilities and services are able to develop and modernise in a way
that is sustainable, and be retained for the benefit of the community.

P44: Community uses
Objection 59.
We object to the failure to define the scope of P29 on the Policies Map, by outlining each of the shops and
associated accommodation to which this applies. Without this there is significant scope for ambiguity and
challenge, and thus the policy will be weakened.
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NPPF para 157 states that Local Plans should identify areas where it may be necessary to limit freedom to
change the uses of buildings, and support such restrictions with a clear explanation.
NPPF para 157 requires that Local Plans should Indicate land-use designations on a proposals map.
NPPF para 70 makes clear that to deliver the social, recreational and cultural facilities and services the
community needs, planning policies should guard against the unnecessary loss of valued facilities and services,
particularly where this would reduce the community’s ability to meet its day-to-day needs, and should ensure that
established shops, facilities and services are able to develop and modernise in a way that is sustainable, and be
retained for the benefit of the community.

Objections to Quality affordable homes

chapter policies

P2: New family homes
Objection 60.
We object to P2 point 1.5 which states that family homes in apartment blocks should be on lower floors to improve
access to outdoor amenity space and allow oversight of children outside. This policy should be added to with
wording that clarifies that in many mixed-use developments, for example in town centres and opportunity areas,
lower residential floors may some distance about the ground, above accommodation for non-residential uses.
This is an important clarification since P2 requires between 20 and 30% of homes to be family homes (3 bed+),
and if the requirement to locate on lower floors is not applied in way that recognised the challenges of mix-use
development (including those incorporating industrial and retail accommodation) this could constrict delivery of
the required quantity of non-residential accommodation, and this compromise NSP soundness in relation to the
NPPF requirements to making every effort to objectively identify and then meet the business needs of the area,
and to integrate strategies for housing, employment and other uses.
NPPF para 14 requires Local Plans to meet objectively assessed needs.
NPPF para 6 requires the planning system to contribute to the achievement of sustainable development, including
through an economic role, contributing to building a strong, responsive and competitive economy, by ensuring
that sufficient land of the right type is available in the right places and at the right time to support growth and
innovation; and by identifying and coordinating development requirements.

Deleting implemented allocations and incorporating AAP
policies
Objection 61.
We object to the inclusion of site allocations where development has already been completed or is underway, as
these seem pointless, and confusing
. We urge that site allocation for such sites should be deleted. These include CWAAP4, CWAAP2, CWAAP3,
CWAAP14, CWAAP12, PNAAP13, PNAAP10, PNAAP32. We have not exhaustively checked for these, but we
urge Southwark to do so.

Objection to failure to protect existing boatyard
Objection 62.
We object to the failure to protect the existing boatyard facility at allocated site CWAAP16. This is unsound in
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relation to the requirement of London Plan policy SI15.
London Plan policy SI15 regarding water transport requires that existing boatyard sites should be protected and
development proposals to increase their capacity or range of services should be supported. Alternative use of a
boatyard site should only be accepted if the facilities of the site are re-provided at a site with equivalent or
enhanced facilities.
NPPF para 157 states that Local Plans should identify areas where it may be necessary to limit freedom to
change the uses of buildings, and support such restrictions with a clear explanation.
NPPF para 157 requires that Local Plans should Indicate land-use designations on a proposals map;
NPPF para 14 requires Local Plans to meet objectively assessed needs.
NPPF para 154 states that Local Plans should set out clear policies on what will or will not be permitted and
where.

Objection to failure to safeguard waste
management sites
Objection 63.
We object to the failure to safeguard waste management sites in the NSP. This is unsound in relation to London
Plan policy 9.9.2.
London Plan policy S19 requires existing waste sites be safeguarded and retained in waste management use and
states that any waste site release should be part of a plan-led process and that sites should only be released to
other land uses where waste processing capacity is re-provided elsewhere within London, based on the maximum
achievable throughput of the site proposed to be lost.
London Plan para 9.8.7 states that boroughs should examine in detail how waste capacity can be delivered at the
local level through site allocations in Development Plans to meet their apportionments, and should aim to
meet their waste apportionment as a minimum, and that they should identify suitable additional sites for waste
including waste transfer sites where practicable.
NPPF para 157 states that Local Plans should identify areas where it may be necessary to limit freedom to
change the uses of buildings, and support such restrictions with a clear explanation.
NPPF para 157 requires that Local Plans should Indicate land-use designations on a proposals map;
NPPF para 14 requires Local Plans to meet objectively assessed needs.
NPPF para 154 states that Local Plans should set out clear policies on what will or will not be permitted and
where. .
London Plan para 9.8.8 requires that large-scale redevelopment opportunities and redevelopment proposals
should incorporate waste management facilities within them. To meet this requirement references should be
made to the requirement to retain and to incorporate in the site allocation policies for sites including NSP67,
NSP89, NSP68.

Objection to failure to designate Creative Enterprise Zone/s
Objection 64.
We object to failure to designate CEZ or CEZs in Southwark.
Southwark have not followed guidance in the London Plan which is clearly of relevance to large areas of
Bermondsey, Rotherhithe, Old Kent Road, Peckham, Walworth and Camberwell. In addition the London Plan
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OKR OA policy clearly signals the relevance of creative enterprise in that area, which implies that CAZ
designation would be appropriate.
London Plan Policy HC5 about supporting London’s culture and creative industries encourages boroughs to work
with the Mayor and relevant stakeholders to identify Creative Enterprise Zones in Local Plans: in areas that have
emerging or existing clusters of creative industries; or in areas of identified demand and more deprived areas
where there is evidence that the designation of a Creative Enterprise Zone will enhance the local economy and
provide facilities and workspace for the creative industries. It then goes on to set out Local Plan policies that
should be put in place for CAZs.
London Plan para 7.5.12 and others explain that creative industries play an important role in London’s economy
and its cultural offer and as a sector, are growing at a faster rate than any other area of the economy. It is further
stated that setting up a Creative Enterprise Zone can help boost the local economy of more deprived areas and
support their regeneration, and that CEZs will support the provision of dedicated small industrial and creative
workspaces and will seek to address issues of affordability and suitability of space for artists and creative
businesses. It is indicated that Boroughs will be responsible for defining these areas in their Local Plans and
developing policies to provide the workspace the industries need, and that CEZs should seek to protect, develop
and deliver new spaces the creative industries need to produce, manufacture, design, rehearse and create
cultural goods, as well as ancillary facilities where they can meet clients, network, share knowledge and
showcase their work. This should include protecting existing workspace and encouraging new workspaces for the
creative industries, ensuring that low-cost business space and affordable workspace is made available in
accordance with Policy E2 Low-cost business space, Policy E3 Affordable workspace and Policy E8 Sector
growth opportunities and clusters, and encouraging the temporary use of vacant buildings for creative uses.
NPPF para 21 requires local planning authorities to support existing business sectors, taking account of whether
they are expanding or contracting and, where possible, identify and plan for new or emerging sectors likely to
locate in their area. Also to plan positively for the location, promotion and expansion of clusters or networks of
knowledge driven, creative or high technology industries, and set criteria, or identify strategic sites, for local and
inward investment to match the strategy and to meet anticipated needs over the plan period. Para 21 also
instructs that investment in business should not be over-burdened by the combined requirements of planning
policy expectations.
NPPF para 157 states that Local Plans should identify areas where it may be necessary to limit freedom to
change the uses of buildings, and support such restrictions with a clear explanation.
NPPF para 154 states that Local Plans should set out clear policies on what will or will not be permitted and
where.
London Plan para 2.1.14 about the Old Kent Road OA requires that workspace for the existing creative industries
should be protected and supported.

Objection to IP6:

Statement of Community
Involvement (SCI)

Objection 65.
We object to the SCI because it is so out of date that using it up to now has made the process fail to achieve legal
compliance, and because the consultation process on the NSP submission version has been defective in relation
to nationally defined requirements. IP6 is unsound because it relies, for the future implementation of planning
policies and development control, on an unsound process which is out of date.

Objection to SP2:

Social Regeneration to
revitalise neighbourhoods policy.

Objection 66.
34
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We object to this late addition to the NSP which is unsound because it is not properly integrated into the NSP.
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Draft v9 TEMPLATE FOR OBJECTIONS TO NSP SUBMISSION VERSION
Name: Mr Nicholas Okwulu Community Enabler, local Resident.
Email address:

Address:

Phone (if you wish):

NSPPSV129

I wish to take part at the oral examination/public hearings.
TOPIC
Policy Number + Topic
Name, + page numbers
OR
Site Number + Name, +
page numbers

Test of
Soundness to
which
objection
relates

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS

P44

Community uses
1 New community facilities (Use Class D1, D2 and Sui Generis) will be permitted where provision is made for the
facility to be used by all members of the community. 2 Development should retain community facilities. In
exceptional circumstances there may no longer be a local need for a facility. This must be demonstrated through
evidence of suitable marketing for continuous period of at least two years, immediately prior to any planning
application, for both its existing condition and as an opportunity for an improved community facility.
The Councill needs to look at how it awards spaces and the kind of spaces , many residents are finding the
available spaces and new spaces irrelevant eg local residents who want to run high rope projects are unable to
find spaces that have the height, also the same space can be used for local artist who are finding it impossible to
find recording spaces as they seem to be all categorised for NEETS schools and higher institutions as stated
throughout the plan, seems to be missing out on young creatives who work and have creative sidelines that they
are pursuing.
This is evident in the number of people using the studio at 91 Peckham High st , were we are told that they have to
travel far and wide to find accessible affordable studios Failure to meet the business development needs of
Southwark;
Failure to ensure that the assessment of and strategies for housing, employment and other uses
are integrated, and that full account has been taken of relevant market and economic signals;
Failure to carry out early and meaningful engagement and collaboration with aspiring young creative’s during NSP
preparation
Failure to effectively cooperate with young residents to really identify the need as this is more likely to affect young
people of whom have been living in the area all their life see the increased regeneration effectively pushing them
out for those with more disposable income.

Give details of why you consider this part of the NSP to be unsound or not legally compliant.
State which test(s) of soundness your objection relates to, e.g. positively prepared, justified, effective, not consistent with planning policy.

“The NSP is not sound because it is not justified. It has not included the participation of the local community and stakeholders in the area”
OR eg “It has not considered a better plan to achieve the policy.” – and then give examples and develop the objections further.
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In accordance with the London plan
London Plan 'Policy S1 Developing London's Social Infrastructure' states that Boroughs should undertake a
needs assessment of social infrastructure to meet the needs of London's diverse communities. I don't think
Southwark has done this properly as we all know there are great unmet needs for specific groups of the
community.

Gathering information from the London Plan I believe that more clarity and engagenment between the community
needs to be addressed appropriately
5.1.3 Planning for social infrastructure in London is complex. There are a wide range of providers and stakeholders
and the degree of clarity around future provision and funding varies. It is therefore important that boroughs work
collaboratively with service providers and other stakeholders, including the local community, to fully understand
existing and future social infrastructure needs and plan appropriately for these, including through the Community
Infrastructure Levy. Supplementary Planning Guidance will provide details of how this could be approached.
1) strong, resilient, accessible, inclusive and viable hubs for a diverse range of uses including employment,
business space, shopping, culture, leisure, night-time economy, tourism, civic, community, social infrastructure and
residential development Policy SD6
Red writing London Plan 2017
I also object to the plan as above that there has not been enough due diligence carried out to ensure that all the
plans are as diverse as it is making out, as most developments seem to attract one particular demographic to new
builds and areas and locals are not feeling invited in areas that they have lived all their lives, I believe that the plan
as not allowed local resident to be fully engaged in the process and most telling people what will be done as
opposed what we can all do .
I object on the grounds that the word community space needs to be defined as in planning applications
The Term community space needs better clarity as from what we see and how floor space is noit relevant for local
residents who want better identified spaces such as High Ceilings, acoustic space for large performances. This is
totally out of sync with the residents boroughs needs.
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We work with a range of young emerging artist and creative’s who are finding it harder and harder to find
appropriate space where there is no need to sell copious amounts of alcohol. D1 usage and availability to build
capacity amongst young emerging creative’s
Creative space needs to defined as everybody has their definition
So rotten
Dem People 15-21
Bloom
African Culture Market
Drawing Line
Narcy Collective
Creative Crafts
More Than1 Forum for people with disabilities
Drummer Boy
Nine and Three Quarters
Steam Power (Stem Project)
Black British Cultural Association
No License
Make it
Our People
Addera
I am also constantly being asked for space for local women who want to take up cooking and creating an enterprise
known of this has been taken into consideration
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OBJECTIONS TO NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN (NSP) SUBMISSION VERSION - P16, P17, P18 Conservation & Heritage
NSPPSV130

Name: Nick Philips

TOPIC
Page no, Policy Number +
Name

Test of
Soundness

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS

P16, Page 44
Listed buildings and
structures

Not
Effective

This policy is not effective because it does not ensure that the relevant specialist advice on the future viable
use of the buildings and structures is available before a planning decision is made.
Failure to assess damage to listed buildings at the right time and consult relevant stakeholders and subject
specialists will result in important heritage loss. We have had a significant recent example of this in 2017. Harker’s
Studio in Walworth SE17 – a specially designed building for painting theatre scenery Grade 2 listed - was given
permission to be converted to residential, retaining a few of the features. The Council’s decision was taken on the
basis of an opinion from an organisation that had no expertise in the viability of the studio in the future. After
permission was granted, professional actors and scenery makers and users campaigned against the decision on
the grounds that the building was indeed viable and needed in London, as such spaces were increasingly scarce. It
then became obvious that the right specialists had not been asked for an opinion. Irreparable harm has now been
done not only to the heritage asset but also to a viable structure of importance to the theatre industry.
Clearly the consultation process in this case was inadequate. The policy needs to have an addition to avoid this
happening again.
To make this policy sound, an additional point could be added to the policy P16 on the following lines:
3. When development is proposed affecting listed buildings and/or structures, a detailed consultation plan,
including appropriate specialist assessments and with extended timelines for appraisal, should be presented with
planning applications. The specialist interests to be consulted must include users and people and organisations
knowledgeable about that industrial sector.

P17, pages 44-45
Conservation areas

Not
Effective

The policy is not effective because of conflicting NSP policy that seeks high density residential developments.
Currently Conservation Area Appraisals are being ignored when planning applications come up in Conservation
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Areas, because the pressure to build residential accommodation, even when unaffordable, seems to override.
There is nothing new in this policy that would change this status quo. The result of this conflict is that permission
is being given for buildings that are out of scale in height and mass with the Conservation Area, eroding its
settings, views and compromising historic character and distinctiveness.
Some solution needs to be found to this if this policy P17 is to be made effective and sound. One way for
example might be to add something on the following lines.
3.2 When any developments are proposed that breach the prevailing heights, mass and density in a Conservation
Area, this should be subject to additional public consultation before any such developments can be determined.

P18, page 45
Conservation of the
historic environment
and natural heritage

Not
Effective

The policy is not effective because it is inconsistent with national policy in the NPPF which includes heritage
assets included on the Local List. It fails to explain how without a Local List, unlisted buildings and heritage
assets will be protected and enhanced by new development, and so not able to achieve its aim.
The policy recognises the existence of conservation and heritage assets that are not protected under the
Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 but does not provide for a Local List which is the
nationally recognised method for giving them protection. These quotes are from Historic England :
https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/what-is-designation/local/local-designations
“Local lists play an essential role in building and reinforcing a sense of local character and distinctiveness in the historic
environment. Local lists can be used to identify significant local heritage assets to support the development of Local Plans.
Encouraging the use of local lists will strengthen the role of local heritage assets as a material consideration in the planning
process…
“Moreover Local Lists are usually made very effectively in partnership with local residents through occasional appraisal and/or a
nomination system which recognises and takes advantage of local residents’ knowledge, and highlights community value assets. This is
invaluable in engaging the local community in the effective conservation of their neighbourhood’s heritage. “
“At its heart, local listing provides an opportunity for communities to have their views on local heritage heard. It recognises
that the importance we place on the historic environment extends beyond the confines of the planning system to recognise
those community-based values that contribute to our sense of place.

This was recognised in earlier planning policy documents:
P18, page 45

Continued

* The adopted version of the Elephant & Castle SPD from March 2012 states (4.5.12) that "We (Southwark) will be
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Conservation of the
historic environment
and natural heritage continued

consulting on our local list in summer 2012. The local list will be established through that process".

* The Peckham and Nunhead AAP 4.7.12 (2014) states “… we have also identified buildings which are worthy of being
added to the council’s local list. The local list identifies buildings and structures with local value which make a positive
contribution to character or appearance due to … … Buildings on the local list in Peckham & Nunhead include … …” The

Fact Box Page 98 refers to the NPPF definition of heritage assets including locally listed buildings, and gives
English Heritage good practice guidance on the criteria to use to identify buildings and other objects for the
Southwark ‘Local List’.
* The NSP Options version from October 2014, Draft Policies and area visions states –

“DM55 Local list buildings and views: Southwark will have a list of locally important buildings, structures and views that
positively contribute to local character and amenity.
DM55.1 Development must take these locally important buildings, structures and views into account.
Reasons: Locally important buildings and views make a positive contribution to local character and distinctiveness, but they
do not benefit from a statutory designation. We will prepare a list of locally important buildings and views, and the criteria
for their selection as part of a Heritage SPD.”

There has been no explanation why the provision for a Local List does not appear in the NSP submission version.
This policy could be made sound by including in it two additional points to achieve the following:
2. Unlisted buildings of townscape merit and undesignated heritage assets identified and gathered in a Local List
and allowed the same protection as listed buildings and/or conservation areas.
3. A community engagement policy developed to encourage local neighbourhoods to develop a local process
with an existing community group or a new group to nominate buildings for the Local List.
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OBJECTIONS TO NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN (NSP) SUBMISSION VERSION – P14 Tall Buildings
Name: Nick Philips

Policy Number + Topic
+ page umbers

Soundness test

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS

P14 Tall Buildings
Plan.
pages 42 & 43

Not Justified

This policy is not justified as it:
• Involves a significant policy change on tall buildings with no new evidence to support the change (last research
paper was March 2010).
• The policy change renders all Area Visions meaningless as locations proposed for Tall Buildings are no longer
identified.
• Fails to take account of responses identified in the Consultation Report (pages 31-32) that stated specific locations
for tall buildings needed defining in the NSP.

Not Consistent
with National
Planning
Policy

This policy is not sound because it is not consistent with:
A/ The Mayor’s Current London Plan (2016), through failure to comply with:
• “Tall and large buildings should be part of a plan-led approach to changing or developing an area by the
identification of appropriate, sensitive and inappropriate locations”.
• “Boroughs should work with the Mayor to consider which areas are appropriate, sensitive or inappropriate for tall
and large buildings and identify them in their Local Development Frameworks”.
B/ The Mayor’s New Draft London Plan, through failure to comply with:
• “Development Plans should define what is considered a tall building, the height of which may vary in different
parts of London”.
• “Tall buildings should be part of a plan-led approach to changing or developing an area. Boroughs should identify
on maps in development plans the locations where tall buildings will be an appropriate form of development in
principle and should indicate the general building heights that would be appropriate”.
• “Ensure appropriate management and maintenance arrangements are in place for the public realm, which
maximise public access and minimise rules governing the space to those required for its safe management in
accordance with the Public London Charter”.
C/ National Planning Policy Framework, through failure to comply with:
the need for “early and meaningful engagement and collaboration with neighbourhoods, local organisations and
businesses” so that Local Plans reflect a “collective vision”.

Not Positively
prepared

This policy is not positively prepared as some aspects of the policy are vague or unclear:
• Not setting out the approach or criteria to determine planning applications.
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•
•
•
•

P14 Tall Buildings
Plan pages 42 & 43
Not Effective

Suggested
changes to P14

Not stating there has been a significant policy change which means tall buildings may now be permitted anywhere
in the borough.
Not determining what is “a point of townscape significance” or what is “proportionate” in making decisions.
Not defining what a tall building is and not clarifying what “significantly taller than their surroundings” means.
Not explaining what “new publicly accessible space at the top of the building” refers to.

This policy is not effective as it
• Does not demonstrate how it will measure the increase in the activities and life opportunities on offer for nearby
residents.
• Is unclear how it can deliver the identified net increase of affordable housing by 799 homes per year.
• Gives insufficient consideration to other more effective ways of combatting the housing need without introducing
negative effects of tall buildings.
To make the policy sound, the NSP should
• Identify specific sites in the borough where tall buildings are appropriate, these locations to be identified on area
vision maps and within site allocations; and indicative heights should be given. These locations and indicative heights
should be put out for consultation with local residents and businesses.
• Make clear that tall buildings will be considered inappropriate in all other locations.
• Clarify all vague or unspecified sections, including
o Policy 2.11 reflecting 3.8.4 of the New Draft London Plan and confirm that the space will be truly publicly
accessible, for example through a free viewing gallery.
o References to “criteria” should make clear exactly what those criteria are.
o A clearer definition of tall buildings to be provided, as indicated by New Draft London Plan Policy D8 part A.
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OBJECTION TO NSP SUBMISSION VERSION – Extended Boundary of the London Bridge District town Centre
Name: Nick Philips

TOPIC
Page number,
Policy Number +
Name
OR

Site Number +
Name
In Annex 8 of the
New Southwark Plan
Preferred Option
and the Policies Map
associated with the
new Southwark Plan
Submission Version
the boundary of the
London Bridge
District Town Centre
is extension to
include Bermondsey
Street south of the
railway viaduct and
the area to the east
of Bermondsey St as
far as and including
Tower Bridge Rd

Test of
Soundness
to which
objection
relates

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS

This
extension is
not justified

The Bermondsey Street area, which the New Southwark Plan now proposes to include in the London Bridge
District Town Centre is largely a conservation area, with low rise historic buildings, with mixed small independent
businesses (c600 business-rated premises), including cafes and restaurants and residential uses, including social
housing.
The Bermondsey Street area is excluded from the London Bridge Vision area and indeed, the Bermondsey Street
area is explicitly recognised in the London Bridge Vision as being different in character from London Bridge, and
for that very reason being a valuable heritage and cultural asset, a draw for visitors and businesses.
Nowhere in the New Southwark Plan is the proposed extension justified.
In P30Town and Local Centres, the reasons cited for town centre policies identify Elephant & Castle, Walworth
Rd, Canada Water, Old Kent Rd and Peckham as having the most capacity for growth. London Bridge is not
mentioned.
None of the supporting evidence (eg the Retail or High Street studies) identifies the London Bridge District Town
centre as a target for significant growth.
I believe that the proposed inclusion of our low rise historic mixed small business–residential area in the London
Bridge district town centre will put its character significantly at risk.
Once an area is defined as town centre, developments will be encouraged that include (P30 Reasons again) new
shops, education facilities, leisure facilities and entertainment venues. It will, we believe put at risk the mixed
residential-small business nature of our area, weakening any argument against non-residential uses or large scale
development.
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OBJECTIONS TO NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN (NSP) P14 Tall Buildings

NSPPSV131

Name: Nikolai Marangozov

Policy Number + Topic + Soundness test
page umbers

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS

P14 Tall Buildings
Plan.
pages 42 & 43

This policy is not justified as it:
 Involves a significant policy change on tall buildings with no new evidence to support the change (last research
paper was March 2010).
 The policy change renders all Area Visions meaningless as locations proposed for Tall Buildings are no longer
identified.

Not Justified



Fails to take account of responses identified in the Consultation Report (pages 31-32) that stated specific locations
for tall buildings needed defining in the NSP.

Not Consistent This policy is not sound because it is not consistent with:
with National
A/ The Mayor’s Current London Plan (2016), through failure to comply with:
Planning Policy
 “Tall and large buildings should be part of a plan-led approach to changing or developing an area by the
identification of appropriate, sensitive and inappropriate locations”.
 “Boroughs should work with the Mayor to consider which areas are appropriate, sensitive or inappropriate for tall
and large buildings and identify them in their Local Development Frameworks”.
B/ The Mayor’s New Draft London Plan, through failure to comply with:
 “Development Plans should define what is considered a tall building, the height of which may vary in different parts
of London”.
 “Tall buildings should be part of a plan-led approach to changing or developing an area. Boroughs should identify on
maps in development plans the locations where tall buildings will be an appropriate form of development in
principle and should indicate the general building heights that would be appropriate”.
 “Ensure appropriate management and maintenance arrangements are in place for the public realm, which maximise
public access and minimise rules governing the space to those required for its safe management in accordance with
the Public London Charter”.
C/ National Planning Policy Framework, through failure to comply with:
the need for “early and meaningful engagement and collaboration with neighbourhoods, local organisations and businesses”
so that Local Plans reflect a “collective vision”.
Not Positively
prepared
This policy is not positively prepared as some aspects of the policy are vague or unclear:
 Not setting out the approach or criteria to determine planning applications.
1
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P14 Tall Buildings
Plan pages 42 & 43

Not Effective




Not stating there has been a significant policy change which means tall buildings may now be permitted anywhere in
the borough.
Not determining what is “a point of townscape significance” or what is “proportionate” in making decisions.
Not defining what a tall building is and not clarifying what “significantly taller than their surroundings” means.



Not explaining what “new publicly accessible space at the top of the building” refers to.

This policy is not effective as it
 Does not demonstrate how it will measure the increase in the activities and life opportunities on offer for nearby
residents.
 Is unclear how it can deliver the identified net increase of affordable housing by 799 homes per year.
 Gives insufficient consideration to other more effective ways of combatting the housing need without introducing
negative effects of tall buildings.
Suggested changes
to P14

To make the policy sound, the NSP should
 Identify specific sites in the borough where tall buildings are appropriate, these locations to be identified on area vision
maps and within site allocations; and indicative heights should be given. These locations and indicative heights should
be put out for consultation with local residents and businesses.
 Make clear that tall buildings will be considered inappropriate in all other locations.
 Clarify all vague or unspecified sections, including
o Policy 2.11 reflecting 3.8.4 of the New Draft London Plan and confirm that the space will be truly publicly
accessible, for example through a free viewing gallery.
o References to “criteria” should make clear exactly what those criteria are.
o A clearer definition of tall buildings to be provided, as indicated by New Draft London Plan Policy D8 part A.
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OBJECTION To New Southwark Plan for the Bermondsey Street area to be included in the London Bridge District Town Centre
From

NSPPSV131

Nikolai Marangozov,

Page number,
Policy Number +
Name
OR

Test of
OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS
Soundness to
which
objection
relates

Site Number + Name
Annex 8 the New
This extension
Southwark Plan
s not justified
Preferred Option and
the Policies Map
assocviated with the
new Southwark Plan
Submission Version–
boundary of the
London Bridge District
Town Centre –
proposed extension to
include Bermondsey
Street south of the
railway viaduct and the
area to the east of
Bermondsey St as far
as and including
Tower Bridge Rd

The Bermondsey Street area, which the New Southwark Plan now proposes to include in the London Bridge District
Town Centre is largely a conservation area, with low rise historic buildings, with mixed small independent
businesses, including cafes and restaurants and residential uses, including social housing.
The Bermondsey Street area is excluded from the London Bridge Vision area and indeed, the Bermondsey Street
area is explicitly recognised in the London Bridge Vision as being different in character from London Bridge, and for
that very reason being a valuable heritage and cultural asset, a draw for visitors and businesses.
Nowhere in the New Southwark Plan is the proposed extension justified.
n P30Town and Local Centres, the reasons cited for town centre policies identify Elephant & Castle, Walworth Rd,
Canada Water, Old Kent Rd and Peckham as having the most capacity for growth. London Bridge is not mentioned.
None of the supporting evidence (eg the Retail or High Street studies) identifies the London Bridge District Town
centre as a target for significant growth.
The proposed inclusion of the low rise historic mixed small business–residential area in the London Bridge district
town centre will put its character significantly at risk.
Once an area is defined as town centre, developments will be encouraged that include (P30 Reasons again) new
shops, education facilities, leisure facilities and entertainment venues. It will, we believe put at risk the mixed
residential- small business nature of our area, weakening any argument against non-residential uses or large scale
development.
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APPENDIX 1

Old Bermondsey Village Neighbourhood Forum
New Southwark Plan
Formal Representation
P14 Tall Buildings

INFORMATION OFFICE: 14 CRUCIFIX LANE, LONDON SE1 3JW
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OBJECTIONS TO NSP SUBMISSION VERSION 2018
Old Bermondsey Village Neighbourhood Forum

Subject: P14 Tall Buildings Plan
Address: 14 Crucifix Lane, London, SE1 3JW

I wish to take part at the oral examination/public hearings

TOPIC

Test of
Soundness /
Legality

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS

P14 Tall Buildings
Plan Page 42-43

Not Consistent
with National
Policy

P14 is not compliant with the current 2016 consolidaiton Plan Policy 7.7
which states:

DETAIL / PROPOSED CHANGES

“Tall and large buildings should be part of a plan-led approach to changing or
developing an area by the identification of appropriate, sensitive and
inappropriate locations”.
“Boroughs should work with the Mayor to consider which areas are appropriate,
sensitive or inappropriate for tall and large buildings and identify them in their
Local Development Frameworks”.
By contrast the NSP effectively indicates that tall buildings can be located
anywhere in the Borough, (unless they interfere with strategic / borough views)
and does not indicate any attempt to identify locations in conjunction with the
Mayor.
Not Consistent
with National
Policy

similarly P14 is not compliant with the New Draft London Plan 2017 Policy
D8 which states:
Part A: “Development Plans should define what is considered a tall building, the
height of which may vary in different parts of London”.
By contrast the NSP gives no definition of a tall building in terms of height either
generally or in location specific terms
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Not Consistent
with National
Policy

Not Justified or
not positivley
prepared

Part B “Tall buildings should be part of a plan-led approach to changing or
developing an area. Boroughs should identify on maps in development plans the
locations where tall buildings will be an appropriate form of development in
principle and should indicate the general building heights that would be
appropriate”.

The NSP should clearly identify
specific sites in the borough where
tall buildings are appropriate giving
indicative heights and work

The NSP however includes no maps and/or corresponding heights thus failing to
take a plan led approach.

This strategy should be worked on
with the mayor and crucially these
locations and indicative heights
should be put out for appropriate
consultation with local residents and
businesses. This could form the
core of an evidence base to update
the study of 2010.

Evidence of participation of the local community is poor or entirely lacking / the
consultation that has taken place has not allowed for effective engagement of all
interested parties and there are gaps in the policy and the evidence base is not
up to date:
The interplay of this policy with the site allocations policies which are too vague
on this subject to be meaningful - referring only to “taller buildings” leave a
significant gap in the policy (any commitment to actual heights) whereby the
consultation responses on one are dismissed by the other: P180 of the
consultation report dismisses in one stroke many informed local responses about
a heritage setting (NSP53) with “Applications for tall buildings will be assessed
against borough-wide policy. This will ensure that applications for tall buildings
are assessed against all relevant considerations given the detailed design,
location and context.” Thus the tall buildings policy makes it impossible for local
opinion to be registered about site allocations on the subject of tall buildings.

It should be made clear that tall
buildings will otherwise/elsewhere
be deemed inappropriate and a
definition given for what would
constitute a “tall building” - as per
the London Plan requirement in D8
Part A

The policy is not positively prepared as some aspects of the policy are vague or
unclear, failing to properly define what would constitute a “tall building” while the
phrase “significantly taller than the surroundings” is too vague to be in any way
useful. Furthermore it creates the potential for a domino effect in tall building
because once one exists it defines the ‘surroundings’ for the next.
Not Positively
Prepared

The 2011 Core strategy identified particular locations in the borough where tall
buildings were appropriate, and this was supported by a Tall Buildings Research
Paper (March 2010). No similar study has been undertaken to support the
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significantly different new policy that tall buildings may effectively be appropriate
anywhere in the borough.
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APPENDIX 2

Old Bermondsey Village Neighbourhood Forum
New Southwark Plan
Formal Representation
P16, P17, P18 – Conservation and Heritage

INFORMATION OFFICE: 14 CRUCIFIX LANE, LONDON SE1 3JW
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OBJECTIONS TO NSP SUBMISSION VERSION 2018
Old Bermondsey Village Neighbourhood Forum

Subject: P16, P17, P18 Conservation & Heritage
Address: 14 Crucifix Lane, London, SE1 3JW

I wish to take part at the oral examination/public hearings

TOPIC

Test of
Soundness /
Legality

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS

DETAIL / PROPOSED
CHANGES

With regards to the decision not to have a borough wide local list:
P18, page 45
Conservation of
the historic
environment and
natural heritage

Not Positvely
Prepared
Not Effective or
Consistent with
National Policy

Not Justified

-

Due to obvious gaps and inconsistencies - see below

-

The policy is not effective because it is inconsistent with national policy in the NPPF
which includes heritage assets included on the Local List. It fails to explain how
without a Local List, unlisted buildings and heritage assets will be protected and
enhanced by new development, and so not able to achieve its aim.

-

No clear audit trail of how the prefered approach was arrived at while the consultation
that has taken place has not allowed for effective engagement - see below

The policy recognises the existence of conservation and heritage assets that are not
protected under the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 but does
not provide for a Local List which is the nationally recognised method for giving them
protection.
Many other councils have borough wide Local Lists ( Camden, Croydon, Tower Hamlets,
Lambeth and Hackney…) informed by Historic England guidance:
“Local lists play an essential role in building and reinforcing a sense of local character and
distinctiveness in the historic environment. Local lists can be used to identify significant local heritage
assets to support the development of Local Plans. Encouraging the use of local lists will strengthen
the role of local heritage assets as a material consideration in the planning process…
“Moreover Local Lists are usually made very effectively in partnership with local residents through
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occasional appraisal and/or a nomination system which recognises and takes advantage of local
residents’ knowledge, and highlights community value assets. This is invaluable in engaging the local
community in the effective conservation of their neighbourhood’s heritage. “
“At its heart, local listing provides an opportunity for communities to have their views on local heritage
heard. It recognises that the importance we place on the historic environment extends beyond the
confines of the planning system to recognise those community-based values that contribute to our
sense of place.

https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/what-is-designation/local/local-designations
This issue was raised with the council by the Forum in September 2017 and many times
since including in a Public Question at Council Assembly on Nov 29th and a follow up
meeting in January at the planning department where clarifications were promised but not
subsequently honoured to make clear the council’s position and the process that had been
undertaken. It was at least admitted that there are gaps in policy in areas not covered by the
combination of AAPs, SPDs, Conservation Areas and Neighbourhood Plans however the
question as to what disadvantages there are to having a borough wide local list has been
continually avoided. Despite an FOIA request on the subject no audit trail has been made
available to explain why members decided to remove policy DM55 “Local List buildings and
views” from the Options version from October 2014.
Despite the Peckham and Nunhead AAP 2014 and the adopted version of the Elephant &
Castle SPD from March 2012 for example making specific reference to local lists the local list
policy has been dropped from the NSP and those officers from whom the audit trail has been
requested (the Planning Policy Manager, the Head of Planning and the Cabinet Member for
Regeneration and Homes) have variously admitted to not being familiar with key guidance on
the subject like “Historic England Advice Note 7” for example which sets out how according
to appropriate selection methods and criteria, locally identified assets in the context of
Conservation Areas can benefit from an elevated protection - namely the general control over
demolition afforded by the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation) Act 1990. It would
appear that the council have not therefore considered either the disadvantages nor the (full)
advantages to having a borough wide local list.

For the plan to be
sound a new genuine
consultation should be
had on the subject of a
borough wide local list.
In advance of this the
emerging local lists of
in neighbourhood plans
like that of the OBF
should be given their
due weight in the
planning process and
used as front runners
to help develop an
appropriate community
engagement strategy
for a borough wide
policy of such great
potential value in
promoting sustainable
development.
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P16, Page 44
Listed buildings
and structures

Not Effective

P17, pages 44-45
Conservation
areas

Not Effective

This policy is not effective because it does not ensure that the relevant specialist advice on
the future viable use of the buildings and structures is available before a planning decision is The specialist interests
made.
to be consulted must
include users and
people and
organisations
When development is proposed affecting listed buildings and/or structures, a detailed
knowledgeable about
consultation plan, including appropriate specialist assessments and with extended timelines
the appropriate
for appraisal, should be presented with planning applications.
industrial sector.

The policy is not effective because of conflicting NSP policy that seeks high-density
residential developments.
Currently Conservation Area Appraisals are being ignored when planning applications come
up in Conservation Areas, because the pressure to build residential accommodation, even
when unaffordable, seems to override. There is nothing new in this policy that would change
this status quo. The result of this conflict is that permission is being given for buildings that
are out of scale in height and mass with the Conservation Areas, eroding their settings, views
and compromising the historic character and distinctiveness.

When any
developments are
proposed that breach
the prevailing heights,
mass and density in a
Conservation Area, this
should be subject to
additional public
consultation before any
such developments can
be determined.
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APPENDIX 3

Old Bermondsey Village Neighbourhood Forum
New Southwark Plan
Formal Representation
Av.10 – London Bridge Area Vision
NSP 52: Land between Melior Street, St Thomas Street,
Weston Street and Fenning Street
NSP 53: Land between St Thomas Street, Fenning
Street, Melior Place and Snowsfields

INFORMATION OFFICE: 14 CRUCIFIX LANE, LONDON SE1 3JW
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Old Bermondsey Village Forum
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respondents to questionnaires circulated by the OBF alongside 200 letters of informed
local opinion objecting to the terms of the site allocations. These were over-summarised in
the consultation report and mostly “dealt with” in a single reference to borough wide policy.
It should be noted that 90% of people engaged in the questionnaires with had not
previously been made aware (by the council) of these site allocation policies.
Site Allocations
NSP52 and
NSP53

Not consistent
with the NPPF:

Failure to comply with the
NPPF paras 155
(engagement) and 157
(various)

During this time (and indeed much prior to it i) the Forum have sought the council’s
engagement in a community and heritage led brief for NSP52 and 53 but invitations to
such the Site Brief Workshops from July through October were variously declined by the
planning department. These were invitations also for the department to come and explain
the incoherent site allocations policies to the community. These refusals to engage have
gone hand in hand with refusals to provide details of advice that has been given to
prospective developers on the site behind closed doors. While the council have (by virtue
of no little effort on behalf of the Forum) been forced (FOIA 867131) to an actual
admission of one such set of meetings - on 29th November (coincidentally the same day
that the present version of the NSP was passed at Council Assembly without any debate
[after the guillotine] and without deputations being heard [attending but refused] on the
subjects of Tall Buildings and St Thomas Street) - no details whatsoever have been given
of the discussions themselves and moreover no previous meetings or communications
have been disclosed despite the clear terms of an FOIA requesting them - informed by the
council’s own previous admission that such meetings had taken place.
Proper detailed community consultation should be undertaken on these Site
Allocations. In the meantime the council’s private plans and communications with
prospective developers to date must be given proper public scrutiny.

Site Allocations
NSP52 and
NSP53
and by
inference ALL
Site Allocations
(since all rely
on the
Methodology
Evidence
Base)

Not Justified:

The plan is not founded on
robust and credible evidence
bases / the sources of
evidence are not convincing.
There is not a clear cut audit
trail of how and why the
prefered approach was
arrived at. Alternative options
have not been properly
explored.

There is no actual evidence (work described as having been undertaken in the Site
Allocations Methodology paper) of detailed/iterative site analysis in relation to site capacity
and similarly no evidence of proper investigations having been made into the potential
effects on character and local heritage.
To this end the attached letter of (21st January) - which has not been answered - asks
for examples of working processes equating to Para. 3.11 (site capacity) and 3.2
(character, non-designated assets etc.). It then asks for evidence of how 3 key parts of the
Integrated Impact Assessment (Historic England Good Practice Advice Note on P81 and
IIAs 11 and 12 have been applied to the site allocations when in combination with the
consultation received to date they would surely call into question the way tall buildings are
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still dominating the policies.
Site Allocations
NSP52 and
NSP53

Site Allocations
NSP52 and
NSP53
and by
inference ALL
Site Allocations
(since all rely
on the the
Methodology
Evidence
Base)

Site Allocation
NSP53

More evidence should be gathered / made clear on how these sites are to be sensitively
and sustainably developed using appropriate methods (currently lacking). There is no
reason to assume that the failure to undertake the processes outlined in the methodology
background paper are limited to NSP52&53 and the requirement for new evidence (to then
be properly consulted on) therefore implicates ALL the site allocation policies - not just
those whose sites -like NSP53 - constitute incredibly valuable and sensitive local heritage
contexts but also those where for example the local economic and cultural uses and
values have not been sufficiently if at all understood.
Not Effective
Not Positively
Prepared
Not Justified

Incapable of being monitored
because the sites are not
sufficiently well understood,
leading to inevitable
gaps/inconsistencies (not
positively prepared) in terms
of how the spaces and uses
(informal / cultural /
economic) and the local
character of the sites (can)
contribute to the
environmental economic and
social sustainability of their
wider settings. Consequently
the aims of the Area Visions
are not achievable and along
with the Site Allocations are
not justified.

In addition to the aforementioned non-credible evidence base (the site analysis described
in the methodology) there is no Local List policy in the NSP. In addition to these
deficiencies there a severe gap in the evidence base that supports the Strong Local
Economy policies. These deficiencies compound to constitute a severe failure in
understanding the relationship between the functioning of the local economy and the role
of the existing built fabric as it is currently occupied. There has been no study to link these
subjects arising from the Impact Assessment.
In terms of character alone the Characterisation Studies for Bermondsey are out of date.
Despite this they have been used (erroneously) to mis-define the boundary of the OBF
Neighbourhood Area. Neighbourhood plans (with polices like Site Briefs for example) are
a tool which could inform or indeed replace the Site Allocation policies in some areas
(deficient as they are in credible evidence / processes to support them): Local knowledge
and understanding of use and (potential) cultural value of sites should be being drawn out
and tied into the Area Visions.
Both within and aside from (emerging) NPs, an audit of the local economy (in each Area
Vision for example) combined with a Local List initiative could go some way to addressing
this severe deficiency in the NSP’s effective understanding of its subject.

Not Effective
(not achievable)
Not Positively
Prepared
(inconsistencies)

Because the internal
inconsistency between the
taller buildings, the site
development capacity and
the “enhancement” of the

When the proposed FAR ratio is considered in hand with the actual site layout (including
the Vinegar Yard) and the intended public space improvements are accounted for (not
15% of Site Area as stated but in fact 1000sqm according to the evidence bases, the
unspecified taller buildings encouraged to the west of the site will inevitably be very tall
and by causing visual obstruction overshadowing and wind tunnelling etc. cause
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heritage setting means the
policies are not achievable.
Similarly the Site Allocations
are at odds with the London
Bridge Area Vision (AV 10)
which states that
development should:

Area Vision
AV10
Site Allocations
NSP52 and
NSP53

Not Justified
(robust
evidence)
Not Positively
Prepared or
effective
(no clear links
and not
monitorable )

-

-

-

Support the creation
of... restored and
reactivated
warehouses and other
heritage revealed with
‘placemarks’,
Build on the fabric of
local alleyways and
yards to create quiet,
green routes..
Support the
development of
vibrant new high
streets on St Thomas
Street, Crucifix Lane
and Tooley Street,
complementing the
distinct character of
nearby Bermondsey
Street.

significant damage to the sensitive and valuable local heritage setting of the Horseshoe
Pub, the Vinegar Warehouse and the Grade II listed Railway Arches.
The wording of the site allocation text as it stands should be amended to remove the
ambiguity that allows for the demolition of actual buildings / fabric like the Vinegar Yard
Warehouse for example which despite being listed on ‘placemarks’, is only afforded
protection by the phrase “development proposals should seek to retain and enhance
where possible the townscape setting provided by key heritage assets..”
Rather the guidance should be to the effect that the key buildings be retained and their
settings enhanced.
Similarly the damaging imposition of high-rise development should be mitigated by simply
stating a clear height limit. This could be an actual height (as per the London Plan) or at
least in the form of a guide that tall buildings should be in line with Becket House to the
West and No. 40 Bermondsey Street to the East.
A letter to this effect - which has also been left answered - is attached (17th January)
giving more detail on the proposed changes to the site allocation text.
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New Southwark Plan Representations
On behalf of:
The Business Occupiers of Old Jamaica Road Business Estate
Selby Contract Flooring
Grosvenor Contracts
Netwise Hosting

26 February 2018

©copyright reserved 2018 Walbrook Planning Limited
15 Milsom Street, Bath BA1 1DE
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1. Introduction
1.1. Walbrook Planning Consultants have been appointed to represent the occupants of the Old
Jamaica Road Business Estate. This includes the main occupants:


Grosvenor Contracts



Netwise Hosting, and



Selby Contract Flooring

1.2. The businesses received notice on 15 January 2018 that the Old Jamaica Road Business
Estate was to be included as a site allocation within the Proposed Submission Version of the
New Southwark Plan (Appendix 1). They had received no prior notice regarding these plans.
1.3. The site is included in the Proposed Submission New Southwark Plan as site allocation
NSP13.
1.4. The Site Vision for NSP13 states that:
“Redevelopment of the site must:


Provide business and industrial space (B Class) of at least the existing level of
provision

Redevelopment of the site may:


Provide new homes (C3)”

1.5. The current use of the site is as a successful business estate with full occupancy. The Old
Jamaica Road Business Estate plays a vital role to the local and wider London economy. The
businesses on the site employ a substantial number of people in a range of jobs.
Redevelopment would put jobs at risk and the future of the location critical businesses.
1.6. It is considered that the Council have not evidenced that the site allocation is deliverable or
developable. The Old Jamaica Road Business Estate is already densely developed. The
incorporation of residential development on the Business Estate would not be practical and
would lead to clear conflict with existing business operations. The Council also appear to
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have failed to give appropriate consideration to the fact that the Jubilee Line runs directly
underneath the Business Estate, which would likely severely restrict any redevelopment.
1.7. Policy P38 Business Relocation takes no account of the location critical nature of the
businesses nor the fact that occupiers have made substantial fixed financial investments
into their current locations. The Policy is also unrealistic to assume that businesses could be
moved to alternative sites when there is an extreme lack of space in Southwark and
surrounding Boroughs for this type of employment use.
1.8. The Southwark Industrial and Warehousing Land Study was completed by GVA for the
Council in April 2014 (extract relating to the Old Jamaica Road Business Estate is included as
Appendix 2 to these representations). The study is included as part of the New Southwark
Plan supporting evidence. In relation to the Old Jamaica Road Business Estate the study is
clear in its recommendation that the site be retained in its current use due to its local
importance (paragraph 3.173).
1.9. It is considered that the production of the plan has not met the legal requirements and is
also ‘unsound’ when considered against the tests of soundness.
1.10. Therefore, it is requested that the Council put forward an immediate main modification to
remove the site from the New Southwark Plan. The site should be retained in its current use
as recommended by the Council’s own evidence.
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2. Legality of the Plan
2.1. Regulation 18 of the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations
2012 states that in preparation of a local plan a local planning authority must:
(a) Notify each of the bodies or persons specified in paragraph (2) of the subject of a local
plan which the local planning authority propose to prepare, and
(b) Invite each of them to make representations to the local planning authority about what
a local plan with that subject ought to contain.
The bodies or persons set out in paragraph (2) are:
(a) Such of the specific consultation bodies as the local planning authority consider may
have an interest in the subject of the proposed local plan;
(b) Such of the general consultation bodies as the local planning authority consider
appropriate; and
(c) Such residents or other persons carrying on business in the local planning authority’s
area from which the local planning authority consider it appropriate to invite
representations.
In preparing the local plan, the local planning authority must take into account any
representations made to them in response to invitations made.
2.2. The businesses at Old Jamaica Business Estate clearly have an interest in the proposed Local
Plan and should have been notified and asked for comment at Regulation 18 stage of the
plan production.
2.3. The New Southwark Plan Area Visions and Site Allocations Preferred Option consultation
(February 2017) identified the following sites in Bermondsey:
NSP08: Biscuit Factory and Campus
NSP09: Tower Workshops
NSP10: Land between West Lane, Jamaica Road and Marigold Street
NSP11: Chambers Wharf
NSP12: 21 and 25-29 Harper Road
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2.4. There was no reference to the Old Jamaica Road Business Estate in the February 2017
Preferred Option document.
2.5. A further document titled New Southwark Plan: New and Amended Preferred Options
Policies was published in June 2017. This document includes new and deleted site
allocations following on from the February 2017 publication. Councillor Mark Williams
states in his foreword:
“This document sets out new ‘preferred option’ policies alongside significant amended
policies. These new and revised policies have been prepared in response to the previous
consultation and to reflect changes in national and regional planning policy. This
consultation ensures all our residents and visitors have an opportunity to consult on all our
emerging policies before the formal ‘proposed submission’ stage of consultation towards
the end of 2017”.
2.6. Again, there is no reference to the Old Jamaica Road Business Estate allocation in this
document. There has been a failure to consult on the allocation of this site throughout the
whole Regulation 18 process.
2.7. Moreover, the Council’s Statement of Community Involvement was adopted in January
2008 and states that 6-week consultation will be given on site allocations in line with
legislation. This has not occurred for site NSP13 at Old Jamaica Business Estate, which has
not been consulted on before.
2.8. Therefore, it is considered that the Council has not followed the appropriate legislation in
regard to the inclusion of Old Jamaica Business Estate as a site allocation. The Council has
also failed to accord with its own Statement of Community Involvement. No reason is given
by the Council for the late inclusion of the site in the plan making process. The process has
been fundamentally unfair on our clients, with the first opportunity to comment on the site
allocation being at this the pre-submission stage – with the Council extremely keen to make
clear that they are only interested in hearing comments relating to legality and soundness.
It is clear that a total disregard has been given to these local businesses who employ people
and pay rates and have as much an interest in this plan as anyone.
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The Integrated Impact Assessment (IIA)
2.9. The law requires local authorities to undertake a Sustainability Appraisal when preparing
new plans. The role of a sustainability appraisal is to promote sustainable development
promoting the roles of social, economic and environmental dimensions to planning. Local
authorities are also required to undertake a Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) to
meet European Legislation to protect the environment. The council is also required to
consider the impact of new plans on equalities and health of residents in the borough. The
Council state that the Integrated Impact Assessment (IIA) of the New Southwark Plan (NSP)
Site Allocations and Area Visions preferred option incorporates the sustainability appraisal,
SEA and equalities and health impacts in one document.
2.10. The lack of detail in the IIA is of great concern given the large social, economic and
environmental consequences of site allocations in the New Southwark Plan. Very little detail
is given to the consequences of site allocations such as NSP13. Proposals which could lead
to the loss of many jobs and impact substantially on people’s lives should be scrutinised to
the highest degree and that clearly has not been the case here.
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3. Assessment against the ‘Tests of Soundness’
3.1. Legislation regarding Local Plan production is set out in the Planning and Compulsory
Purchase Act 2004. This sets out at section 20 (2) … “the authority must not submit such a
document unless – (a) they have complied with any relevant requirements contained in
regulations under this Part, and (b) they think the document is ready for independent
examination”.
3.2. As set out in the preceding chapter we consider that the local planning authority has failed
to comply with requirements contained in the regulations regarding consultation. In
addition, it is considered that the inclusion of site NSP13 is an “unsound” decision when
assessed against the tests set out in the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF).
3.3. The NPPF sets out at paragraph 182 that a local planning authority should submit a plan for
examination which it considers is “sound” – namely that it is:


Positively prepared – the plan should be prepared based on a strategy which seeks
to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements,
including unmet requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable
to do so and consistent with achieving sustainable development;



Justified – the plan should be the most appropriate strategy, when considered
against the reasonable alternatives, based on proportionate evidence;



Effective – the plan should be deliverable over its period and based on effective
joint working on cross-boundary strategic priorities; and



Consistent with national policy – the plan should enable the delivery of sustainable
development in accordance with the policies in the Framework.

Justified
3.4. A sound plan needs to be justified, that is – the most appropriate strategy, when considered
against the reasonable alternatives, based on proportionate evidence.
3.5. The New Southwark Plan Evidence Base: Site Allocations Methodology Report (Ref EB41),
sets out the methodology pertaining to site selection and development of Site Allocation
policies in the Proposed Submission Version of the NSP.
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3.6. With regards to the Old Jamaica Road Business Estate under Appendix 2: Site Allocation
indicative development capacities the following is stated:
Site Ref: NSP13
Site Name: Old Jamaica Road Business Estate
Site Area m2: 10,550
Capacity Note: The indicative site capacity assumes the re-provision of existing uses
Employment (B Class) m2: 6,877
3.7. No figure is given for residential floorspace capacity for the site and yet the site allocation
sets out that redevelopment may provide new homes. The lack of detail regarding the site
and the inconsistency in what may be acceptable both in the Site Allocations Methodology
Report and in the New Southwark Plan appear to illustrate a lack of detailed knowledge of
the site. This appears consistent with its inclusion at the last moment of the plan making
process.
3.8. The current use of the site is as a successful business estate with full occupancy. The Old
Jamaica Road Business Estate plays a vital role to the local and wider London economy. The
businesses on the site employ a substantial number of people in a range of jobs (over 100
jobs). Redevelopment would put jobs at risk and the future of the location critical
businesses.
3.9. We have carried out a survey of the three main businesses on the estate and this is included
in Appendix 4. What comes through strongly from the survey is the vital role that the SME’s
present on the estate provide to the local economy. The businesses provide a substantial
level of employment across a range of different job roles, with many roles being filed by
local residents. Over 65 of these concerned employees have submitted separate
representations objecting to the site allocation. It is clear from the responses to the survey
that the Old Jamaica Road Business Estate location is critical to their success. This is reflected
in the substantial fixed capital expenditure they have made.
3.10. The Southwark Industrial and Warehousing Land Study was completed by GVA for the
Council in April 2014 (extract relating to the Old Jamaica Road Business Estate is included as
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Appendix 2 to these representations). The study is included as part of the New Southwark
Plan supporting evidence. In relation to the Old Jamaica Road Business Estate the study is
clear in its recommendation that the site be retained in its current use due to its local
importance (paragraph 3.173).
3.11. It is of great concern that the Council is seeking to allocate the site for mixed development
which would go against the conclusions of its own evidence base.

Effective
3.12. The plan should be deliverable over its period and based on effective joint working on crossboundary strategic priorities.
3.13. The New Southwark Plan allocation of the Old Jamaica Road Business Estate and details in
the supporting evidence for the plan illustrate how little information the Council appear to
have on the Business Estate. In terms of deliverability a number of factors are of direct
relevance.
3.14. It is considered that the Council have not evidenced that the site allocation is deliverable or
developable. The Old Jamaica Road Business Estate is already densely developed. The
incorporation of residential development on the Business Estate would not be practical and
would lead to clear conflict with existing business operations (See Survey of Businesses on
the Estate at Appendix 4). The Council also appear to have failed to give appropriate
consideration to the fact that the Jubilee Line runs directly underneath the Business Estate,
which would likely severely restrict any redevelopment. Some of the businesses also benefit
from long leases (including one with a 20-year lease), which the Council may not be aware
of.
3.15. Policy P38 Business Relocation takes no account of the location critical nature of the
businesses nor the fact that occupiers have made substantial fixed financial investments
into their current locations. This level of investment between the three main businesses
totals in excess of £3million (more details are provided in Appendix 3). The Policy is also
unrealistic to assume that businesses could be moved to alternative sites when there is an
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extreme lack of space in Southwark and surrounding Boroughs for this type of employment
use.

Consistent with National Policy
3.16. The plan should enable the delivery of sustainable development in accordance with the
policies in the Framework. It can be seen that the inclusion of the Old Jamaica Road Business
Estate in the New Southwark Plan is inconsistent with national policy in a number of
respects.
3.17. The NPPF sets out at paragraph 155 that “Early and meaningful engagement and
collaboration with neighbourhoods, local organisations and businesses is essential.”. As set
out earlier in this report there has been no meaningful engagement with the businesses
present on Old Jamaica Business Estate.
3.18. The NPPF sets out at paragraph 7 that there are three dimensions to sustainable
development: economic, social and environmental. Careful consideration of all three
dimensions is required in order to plan effectively. With regards to the inclusion of site
NSP13 as a site allocation it is considered that insufficient consideration has been given to
the social and economic implications. These have not been considered in the required detail
through the IIA.
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4. Conclusions
4.1. It is considered that the production of the plan has not met the legal requirements and is
also ‘unsound’ when considered against the tests of soundness.
4.2. Therefore, it is requested that the Council put forward an immediate main modification to
remove the site from the New Southwark Plan. The site should be retained in its current use
as recommended by the Council’s own evidence.
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Part B: Representation
Please select one policy per form to select which part of the plan you wish to make a representation on. The
one option you select should be the item you should be commenting on in the subsequent boxes below. If you
want to comment on more than one part of the plan, please submit part B again.

1. To which part of the New Southwark Plan does this representation relate to?
Implementation policy:
Development Management policy:
Area Vision:
Site Allocation:

NSP13: Old Jamaica Road Business Estate

Proposal Map:
Other:

2. Do you consider the document to be legally compliant in accordance with the Town and Country
Planning (Local Planning) (England) Amendment Regulations 2012?
Yes
X

No

3. Do you consider that the New Southwark Plan is Sound?
Yes
X

No

4. Do you consider that the New Southwark Plan is unsound because it is not?
Effective
X

Justified

X

Consistent with national policy and the London Plan

X

Positively prepared

5. Please give details of why you consider the New Southwark Plan not to be legally compliant or
unsound. Please be as precise as possible. If you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness
of the New Southwark Plan, please also use this box to set out your comments.
Please see attached.
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6. Please set out what change(s) you consider necessary to make the New Southwark Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why this change will make the New Southwark Plan legally
compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible
It is requested that Southwark Council put forward an immediate main modification to remove
the site from the New Southwark Plan. The site should be retained in its current use as
recommended by the Council’s own evidence.

Part D: Public Examination (required)
If your representation is seeking a change, do you consider it necessary to participate at the oral part
of the examination?
No, I do not wish to participate at the oral examination
x

Yes, I wish to participate at the oral examination

It is vital that your contact details are submitted correctly to ensure that you can be contacted if you
wish to participate in the public examination. Please tick the checkbox to confirm that the details
which have been provided are correct.
X

I confirm that all details provided are correct
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Name: Mrs. Pamela Longhurst-Pierce
I wish to take part at the oral examination/public hearings.
TOPIC

P16
Listed buildings and
structures

Test of
Soundness
to which
objection
relates
Effective

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS

COMMENTS / QUERIES

Failure to assess damage to listed buildings at the right time and consult relevant
stakeholders and subject specialists will result in important heritage loss. When
development or retrofitting is carried on listed buildings and/or structures, or buildings
and structures house specialist infrastructure: consultation processes and specialist
assessments should be presented with planning applications and adequate timelines
should be designated for appraisal.
Harker’s Studio in Walworth SE17 is an example of heritage loss due to the lack of
specialist consultation. To make this policy sound, an additional policy should be
introduced protecting unlisted buildings or structures that have been recognised as
heritage assets or that hold specialist infrastructure.
For example, the extended or additional policy could say that:
Development, retrofitting or damage to listed buildings and structures, and unlisted
buildings that house specialist infrastructure or special interest uses, require:
i.
ii.
iii.

Specialist assessments,
Consultation processes; and
Adequate appraisal timelines
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P17

Effective

Development relating
to conservation areas

The policy isn’t effective because of conflicting policy that seeks high density and enables
disproportioned heights to new developments for housing uses, eroding conservation
area’s settings, views and compromising historic character and distinctiveness.
NSP prioritisation of housing needs is putting a lot of pressure in conservation and local
historically important areas - negatively affecting character, distinctiveness and causing
the loss of heritage buildings and historic environment.
To make this policy effective:
Densities and height of new developments should be established in conservation areas
and capped at an adequate percentage (%) or number of floors above the existing
streetscape to prevent conservation areas from being overridden by disproportioned
building heights and densities that destroy local character and amenity. High densities
can be achieved without tall buildings, and without compromising optimisation of
development sites.
Alternatively, appraisal for specific sites suitable for tall buildings should be presented as
part of the plan. Developments therefore would need to receive planning consent on their
own merit, after consultation processes.

P18
Conservation of the
historic environment
and natural heritage

Effective

The policy is not effective, it recognises the existence of conservation and heritage assets
that are not protected under the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act
1990 but fails to further explain how these will be protected and enhanced by new
development hence not achieving its aim.
To achieve the aims of the policy:
Unlisted buildings of townscape merit and undesignated heritage assets should be
identified and gathered in a Local List* and allowed the same protection as listed
buildings and/or conservation areas.
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*Local Lists can be made in partnership with local residents through occasional appraisal
and/or a nomination system which recognises and takes advantage of local residents’
knowledge, and highlights community value assets.
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Note – This is the second set of comments that I am submitting

Date: 27/02/2018
First name: Paula
Last name: Orr

I wish to take part at the oral examination: Yes

TOPIC
Page
number,
Policy
Number +
Name

Test of
Soundness
to which
objection
relates

SP 2
Not
Social
effective
regeneration
t revitalise
neighbourh
oods

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS

The proposed Strategic Policy on Social Regeneration is unsound
because it is not effective as it cannot be implemented. Furthermore it is
inconsistent with other arts of the NSP where the social regeneration
aspirations set out are not upheld.
The idea of having a strategic policy within the NSP which looks at the effect
on the local population of policies to redevelop neighbourhoods is welcome.
The question needs to be asked, however, why is the aspiration that local
residents should be positively affected byt the COunsil’s planning policies
limited to those in regeneration areas. One of the main weaknesses of this
strategic policy is the failure to identify the people whe are its intended
audience or beneficiaries.
SP2 proposes to ensure that “all our residents, and particularly existing
residents, can access the benefits of our regeneration programme.”
However, with no policy or programme of systematic engagement with
residents in regeneration areas, or indeed in any area across the borough
where the Council or developers are considering major development plans , it
is not clear how the Council will identify the possible impacts of proposed
changes on local residents or even how they would know who the otentially
affected residents are.
A second aspect that makes this strategic policy ineffective is that there are
many other aspects of development that affect local residents and not just
residential development. The Council should change the wording of SP2 to
include developments of green space, transport infrastructure and enterprise
development, to ensure that local people are also able to contribute to those
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discussions.

Not
justified

SP2 is confined simply to P11 – P22. All these policies are about the design,
construction, conservation and location of physical structures. There is no
mention of people and their social relations which are inseparable from social
regeneration. Then the monitoring table 4 in Annex 5 is simply about
monitoring aspects of the work and programmes relating to those physical
structures. There is no monitoring of the impact on people of that work and
those programmes.
Proposed changes
The failure to set out an effective social regeneration policy undermines the
NSP overall. It would be advisable for the Council to withdraw the NSP to
allow time to consult and develop a properly effective Strategic Policy on this
theme.

Policy 14
Tall
buildings.
Pages 42 43

Inconsiste
nt

The proposed Policy 14 on Tall buildings is unsound because it is
inconsistent with the Mayor of Londn’s draft London Plan. The Mayor’s
Plan rightly recognises that what is considered a tall building may vary
in different parts of London. Consequently, the draft London Plan
states that, “Development Plans should define what is considered a tall
building, the height of which may vary in different parts of London”.
This definition is absent from the NSP. The NSP also fails to define
where tall buildings might be allowed and whre they shuld not be
allowed. Again, this is in contradiction to the draft London Plan which
argues that, “Tall buildings should be part of a plan-led approach to
changing or developing an area. Boroughs should identify on maps in
development plans the locations where tall buildings will be an
appropriate form of development in principle and should indicate the
general building heights that would be appropriate”.
Proposed changes
The NSP huld be modified to establish clearly where tall buildings
could be permitted and all areas where this will be not be permitted.

Policy 17
Developmen
t relating to
conservatio
n areas

Not
effective

Policy 17 is not effective because of the conflicting NSP policy on tall
buildings (Policy 14) that seeks high density residential development in
most parts of the borough.
The experience of recent years indicates that planning decisions favour
residential development at the expense of the protection of designated
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conservation areas. This can be seen in the Rye Lane Peckham
Conservation Area, where planning permission has been granted for
buildings which manifestly go against the letter and the spirit of the local
Conservatin Area Appraisal. Residents have made substantial and repeated
public objections to the Council but their objections have been dismissed.
Southwark’s Head of Planning told a meeting organised by the Peckham
Townscape Heritage Initiative in February 2018 that having buildings that are
taller than should be allowed in the Conservation Area was the price that had
to be paid for providing housing.
Proposed changes
This policy needs to be strengthened so that Conservation Area Appraisals
are binding on Planning Officers and Planning Committees. Otherwise we
are in danger of losing our valued built heritage.
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Date: 27/02/2018
First name: Paula
Last name: Orr

wish to take part at the oral examination: Yes

TOPIC
Page
number,
Policy
Number +
Name

Test of
Soundness
to which
objection
relates

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS

Policy 50
Cycling

Not
effective

Only one of the six points in Policy 50 on Cycling addresses the way
that planning policy will ensure sufficient space for the activity of
cycling. This is inadequate to meet the challenge of increasing cycling
as a less polluting and healthier means of transport and to respond to
growing demand.

Not
positively
prepared
Inconsiste
nt with
other
policies

Five of the six points in this policy refer to measures to provide cycle parking.
This is an important consideration but needs to support a policy to ensure
adequate space is allowed for cycle routes themselves. The lack of a proper
map of cycle routes makes it difficult to be sure how these are connected up
and where gaps might be.
The policy fails to recognise potential conflicts between cycling and other
uses where cycle routes are created within parks and green space. Even
leisure cycling can pose a risk to the safety of other green space users,
especially vulnerable older, disabled users or children. This means that there
should be a presumption against creating new cycle routes within parks and
designated open space, except where there can be a clear separation
between cyclists and non-cyclists and additional green space is provided of
equal size and value to the space lost to the cycle route.
Proposed changes
Include a map of existing and planned cycle routes.
Insert a sentence about the need for separation within between cyclists and
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other users of green space; and a recognition that cycle routes are transport
infrastructure which cannot be routed through existing green space unless
there is a corresponding increase in the size of that green space.
SP6
Cleaner,
greener,
safer

Not
positively
prepared

The NSP policy SP6 is unsound because it is not consistent with the
Policy 56 Open Space.
One of the objectives of this strategic policy is to protect and improve open
space. However, SP6 fails to recognise the need to extend the network of
open and green spaces to meet the pressure of the increasing population.
There is evidence of increased conflict of interests between different uses
and users of the borough’s green space: in the past few months there ave
been conflicts over the extent of dog walking to be allowed in cemeteries
(Metropolitan Open Land) and the use of Peckham Rye Park for a music
festival. In Wandsworth, we are seeing the local authority consider by-laws to
prohibit informal ball games and tree climbing in parks because these are
seen as nuisances.
The NSP should include positive measures to increase the availability of and
access to green and open space, especially in areas where provision is
already low.
Proposed change
The wording of the Strategic Policy should reinforce the importance of green
space for people and nature, and might be something like, “We will lead the
way in [inserted text: providing space for people to reconnect with nature],
making people feel safe, creating cleaner streets, increasing recycling and
reducing landfill waste.”

SP6 Cleaner
Greener
Safer
Policy 56
Open Space

Inconsiste
nt with
Mayor of
London’s
London
Plan

The NSP Strategic Policy SP6 Cleaner Greener Safer and Policy P56
Open Space are unsound because they are inconsistent with the draft
London Plan and internally inconsistent
Strategic Policy SP6 and Policy P56 are inconsistent with the London Plan
because the London Plan’s sections on green and open space emphasise the
need for the extension as well as the protection of green and open space:


Policy G3 Metropolitan Open Land states that:
The extension of MOL [Metropolitan Open Land] designations should
be supported where appropriate.



Policy G4 Local green and open space states:
The creation of new areas of publicly-accessible green and open
space should be supported, especially in areas of deficiency in access
to public open space.
C Boroughs should undertake a needs assessment of local green and
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open space to inform policy. Assessments should identify areas of
public green and open space deficiency, using the categorisation set
out in Table 8.1 as a benchmark for all the different types required.
Southwark Council’s Open Space Strategy (OSS, 2013) noted that the
projected growth in the borough’s population of 19% between 2012 -26 would
increase the demand for green space. The OSS argued that because of the
limited opportunities to create new open space, the focus would need to be
on improving access to and the quality of existing green space. However, the
proposed London Plan indicates a stronger presumption towards the creation
of new open space.
Ineffective
in relation
to SP2

NSP SP2 Social regeneration to revitalise neighbourhoods states that the SP
will be achieved through, among other things, “providing geen infrastructure
and opportunities for healthy activities…” (p17). Southwark’s Open Space
Strategy (2013) recognised deficiencies in the provision of green space in
parts of the borough where good quality open space can help address socioeconomic issues (OSS, p16). Given these deficiencies, achieving SP2 will
require the extension of green and open space and the creation of new green
and open spaces.
Proposed change
The NSP SP6 Cleaner, Greener, Safer and P56 Open Space should include
something like the proposed London Plan policy: “The creation of new areas
of publicly-accessible green and open space should be supported, especially
in areas of deficiency in access to public open space”.
NSP P56 should identify areas of the borough where new open space will be
provided and the kinds of facilities needed for particular kinds of users, e.g.
young children, older children, young adults, older adults.

Policy 56
Open Space

Ineffective

Policy 56 is unsound because it is ineffective in addressing the health
and wellbeing needs of Southwark residents.
Policy 56 does not set out how it will monitor the provision of green and open
space as part of developments to ensure that this keeps pace with the
numbers of new residents coming into the borough to occupy the housing
being built. This means that there is likely to be insufficient green
infrastructure to enable people to exercise and lead healthy lives.
There is a great deal of evidence to demonstrate the contribution of green
and open space to the health and wellbeing of local people. Strategic Policy
5 (Healthy, active lives) refers to the need for “Improving green space”.
However, the NSP as a whole and Policy 56 specifically, fail to show how
green spaces will be improved at a time when there is increasing pressure on
already limited space, resulting in overuse and stress to green infrastructure.
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Furthermore, Policy 56 is not effective in protecting the borough’s open space
because the term ‘ancillary facilities’ has been used to justify the construction
of new buildings on valued open space at the expense of open green space.
Not
positively
prepared

One examples of this is the recent construction of a play centre with a very
large built footprint in Peckham Rye Park.
Policy 56 is unsound because it has not been positively prepared,
taking account of the greenspace needs of current and future residents.
The amount of new open space provided for in the site allocations is totally
inadequate for the scale of development envisaged. For example, in
Peckham, the total area for development is 81,000m2, including commercial,
industrial and residential uses. Only two of the site allocations (NSP75 and
NSP78) refer to improvements to the public realm; the amount of space to be
allocated for this use is not specified.
Peckham Rye Park and Common are already intensively used throughout the
year for a range of formal and informal activities. The Friends of Peckham
Rye Park have a constant battle to prevent developments which would
reduce the openness and accessibility to all of this Metropolitan Open Land,
because of the lack of other accessible green space in this area.
There is no evidence that the Council has calculated the amount of new
greenspace needed to provide adequately for the growing population, taking
account of requirements of different ages within the population. If mentioned
at all, green and open space seemed to be squeezed into new developments,
often in inappropriate locations (e.g. children’s play areas on roof areas of
residential developments.) The Council should show the numbers of new
residents planned in each area and the amount of green and open space
provision, both in terms of area to be provided (in m2) and the nature of the
provision.
Some area plans have numbers of housing units to be provided per site. This
information could be used to assess changes in the need for open and green
space in different parts of the borough. However, this information is not in the
NSP site allocations. The Council should provide information on the number
of housing units proposed to be provided on allocated sites and provide an
up-to-date record of the numbers of housing units built, to ensure that
adequate open greenspace is provided in relation to new development.
Proposed change:
Introduce a sentence to establish that greenspace will be improved and
extended to meet the needs of Southwark’s growing population. State how
the numbers of new people moving into new residential developments will be
monitored and action taken to provide additional greenspace to address
historic deficiencies and meet the needs of new residents.
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P57 Open
water space

Not effective

A very high proportion of NSP Policy 57, which purports to be about
openness, is about filling up the open water space. The policy is unsound
because it is ineffective in achieving what it says it is about, i.e. preserving
and improving the openness of open water space.

Not justified

The policy focuses on the conditions in which uses that fill up the open space,
for example with ‘berths and moorings for other craft’ will be permitted. It
suggests that these are uses, ‘that improve the use of the River Thames in
underused open water spaces where they do not affect its openness or
detract from its character.’ However, it is hard to see how rows of boats
moored along the edge of the Thames would not affect its openness.
In the phrase quoted above, there is no definition of ‘underused’. Without a
definition, any open water space without moorings could be said to be
‘underused’. Yet wildlife, including birds, fish and mammals, use the Thames
and are part of the biodiversity that many enlightened local authorities have
worked hard over long years to restore. Many visitors and residents enjoy
being beside open water and observing the movement of the water, the play
of light and the activity of the creatures that use it.
Being beside water, seeing and hearing it, is known to have powerful
restorative effects on people. While this quality of open water space is
mentioned, there is no recognition that further extension of use of open water
space for moorings for houseboats will impair or even completely take away
these positive impacts. What is meant by and where is the justification for the
statement that, ‘Where water space is underused at present, new berths and
moorings could increase the enjoyment of the River Thames.’? Whose
enjoyment will be increased? And whose will be lost?

Inconsistent
with Policy
22 River
Thames

No evidence is given about the infrastructure required to service additional
residential moorings along the Thames (e.g. facilities for removing waste,
accessing the moorings from land, etc). This is mentioned in Policy 22 River
Thames which refers to the need to “Avoid unacceptable harm or impacts on
navigation, biodiversity, heritage assets or the existing character of the
Thames Policy Area if proposing new mooring facilities” but not cross
references to Policy 57. There is a risk that damage to the river banks and
edges from intensified housing use could take a long time to restore.
Proposed change


The policy needs to start with a definition of the ‘openness’ that it seeks to
preserve and improve and how that may be affected by structures and
constructions, including residential houseboats and other watercraft. The
definition should also cover the openness required for wildlife to thrive.



The Policy should provide an explanation of how ‘underuse’ will be
assessed (for example, is this underuse by people (not wildlife), underuse
for housing, etc?
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Policy 58
Green
infrastructur
e

Not
Effective
Not
positively
prepared

Evidence should be given of the infrastructure required for moorings and
berths and the extent to which any further provision could be made
sustainably in Southwark.

The NSP Policy is not effective and not positively prepared because it
fails to provide a mechanism for assessing the value of green
infrastructure of different kinds and for establishing the amount and
value of the green infrastructure to be created to balance the negative
impact on vital ecosystems services of major developments.
The mayor of London’s draft London Plan (p308) introduces the concept of
‘urban greening’ as a requirement for major developments. The definition of
an Urban Greening Factor (UGF) which reflects the contribution of the green
infrastructure to a range of services, from mitigating climate change impacts
such as overheating and increased flood risk, to the capacity to absorb
harmful air pollution and acting as a green corridor for wildlife. The mayor’s
UGF can be used to monitor the provision of green infrastructure and require
improvements to be made.
No such mechanism is found in the NSP not does the document refer to the
mayor’s UGF tool as a method that it would use while developing its own
approach.
In fact, there is no assessment of the borough’s green infrastructure needs,
for example for flood alleviation, air pollution reduction or the provision of
walking and cycling routes.
Without such an assessment it is not possible to ensure that planning
applications make sufficient provision for green infrastructure either on
development sites themselves or as a contribution to other sites.
The lack of forward thinking in planning for green infrastructure in Southwark
is demonstrated by the approach to the development of cycle paths. In the
densely populated parts of the borough such as Old Kent Road, where there
is already an inadequate availability of green and open space, according to
the Council’s Open Space Strategy (2013), cycle paths are being routed
through parks like Burgess Park. Evidence from studies in Burgess Park and
elsewhere demonstrate that cycle routes tend to be used as commuting links
even when they are designated quiet routes. This is detrimental to the safety
and enjoyment of the park by other users, particularly vulnerable users like
children and elderly people. As a result, the existing green infrastructure of
parks and open spaces is expected to provide a range of uses that are not
necessarily compatible with existing use or with each other.
Policy 58 is not effective as there are no maps of where new green
corridors would be created in existing and new neighbourhoods.
The main maps in the NSP are the Area Vision Maps. These show no green
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corridors, only isolated green spaces and cycle routes. Note that there is no
clear link between this policy and the cycling policy. The use of green space
for cycle routes is rarely compatible with leisure and recreational uses
because of the risk of collisions between cyclists and park users. This is
even true of so-called Quiet Ways as cyclists will often be riding at speeds
which make it difficult to avoid a collision with a pedestrian emerging
suddenly on to a cycle route.
Suggested changes
In order to be effective, the NSP should identify a method of calculating the
green infrastructure requirements created by major developments and for
defining the scale and quality of the new green infrastructure to be created.
The mayor of London’s Urban Greening Factor is an approach that
Southwark Council could adopt while working out its own borough-specific
tool.
Policy 58 should be amended to show the network of green corridors,
including any existing as well as proposed new green corridors.
Policy 59
Biodiversity

Ineffective

Policy 59 is unsound because it is ineffective. The policy exists to
enhance the borough’s biodiversity and prevent damage, however it
includes provision for developers to pay for damage to biodiversity:
“Avoiding damage to SINCs, LNRs, populations of protected species and
priority habitats/species. Where exceptionally, such developments are
permitted adequate mitigation must be provided, or as a last resort,
compensation for the harm to biodiversity” (p83)
Policy 59 is also ineffective because no links are made with Policy 58 on
Green Infrastructure to show what kinds of green infrastructure are needed to
effectively enhance biodiversity throughout the borough. The policy refers to
provision for green links and buffering areas of biodiversity. But no provisions
are made for the space to do this, limiting itself to a descriptionof ‘features for
wildlife: “Regeneration, particularly in areas of natural deficiency, presents
the opportunity to deliver net biodiversity gains benefitting local people by
introducing features for wildlife as part of green infrastructure.” (p83)
Loss of wildlife and biodiversity is a dramatic and chronic problem which will
affect the life of future residents of Southwark. It is not something that can be
solved by unspecified ‘features’ which developers could interpret, for
example, as bird boxes. There is a need for a tool such as the Mayor of
London’s Urban Greening factor, which assesses the quality of green
infrastructure and the services that types of infrastructure provide
Without specific places being identified, there is no evidence of linking up
between sites or of links with other local authorities’ biodiversity corridors.
One example is the need for a map to show how biodiversity corridors to
protect flora and fauna on either side of the railway line running between
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Southwark and Lewisham (Brockley to Honor Oak).
Suggested change
The NSP should include maps showing where space for green links and
buffering for biodiversity is to be created or enhanced. These maps could be
used to guide development proposals.

COMMENTS ON SITE ALLOCATIONS
SITE
ALLOCATION
Page
number,
Site Number
+ Name

Test of
Soundness
to which
objection
relates

Page 312
Not justified
NSP75:
Aylesham
Centre and
Peckham Bus
Station

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS

The inclusion of a tall building on the Aylesham Centre site is not justified
because it would not be appropriate for the kind of social and affordable
housing, including a high percentage of family housing, that is urgently
needed in Peckham.
It would also be inconsistent with the Rye Lane Peckham Conservation Area
which the site fronts onto: even if it were not immediately on Rye Lane, a tall
building would be easily visible from landmark sites like the Jones and Higgins
clock tower and would dominate and detract from the conservation value of
the area.
A tall building of the proposed 20 storeys would also be likely to block the
iconic views from Peckham’s Multi-Storey building which has been drawing
visitors to the town centre since it was opened about ten years ago. There
would inevitably be an impact on the economic activity associated with the
iconic view were it to be obstructed by a tall building.

Page 315
NSP76:
Blackpool
Road
Business
Park

Not justified

A large part of the Blackpool Road site is currently used by Buildbase for a
successful commercial activity which the company apparently has no intention
of closing or relocating. This business is used by many of the small creative
businesses that have put Peckham on the map in recent years: having
Buildbase nearby is an attraction of their Peckham location. Other parts of
the site are used for a bus garage and for stores for Southwark Council’s
contractors. It is not clear that any discussions have been held about an
alternative site for the bus garage, which is essential transport system
infrastructure,
There is also an active church functioning in the Old Mill Building on the site:
the church is providing community outreach functions and has also been
restoring the Old Mill Building with its own funds: the building is an industrial
heritage asset.
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The proposal for redevelopment of this site is not justified because the
existing uses and other alternatives for the site’s development have not been
discussed with business or community stakeholders. There is no evidence
that the option of continuing or enhancing existing uses has been weighed up
against the proposed change in use; current users of the site have indicated
that they have not been asked for their opinions about a change of use.
Local residents, for example in the Attwell Estate, have not been approached
about possible changes. Given the lack of recreational and sports facilities in
the Attwell Estate, this might be a possible use of any additional space.
Suggested changes
The site should be taken out of the New Southwark Plan.
Any consideration of proposals for changes in the use of any part of the site
should first involve discussions with current occupiers, users and the local
community about alternative needs an priorities.

Page 317
NSP77 Land
between the
railway
arches (East
of Rye Lane
including
railway
arches)

I support the proposal that development of this site should support the
implementation of the Peckham Coal Line.
Not
positively
prepared

The photograph on page 317 is not of the site.
There is no explicit reference to the heritage value of the Art Deco building on
the Rye Lane site of this site and possible future uses.

Page 319
Inconsistent The Design and accessibility guidance says that no new homes should be
NSP78
located on Bournemouth Grove, but also suggests that new housing shoud be
Copeland
provided – this is also included in the site vision. It is not clear where the
Industrial
proposed new housing would be as the Industrial Park itself has active night
Park and 1-27
Bournemouth
time uses which are incompatible with residential uses.
Road
The suggested opportunity for a taller landmark building to the east of this site
is hard to square with the very narrow frontage on Copeland Road.
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27 February 2018

New Southwark Plan Consultation
Planning Policy Team
Southwark Council
160 Tooley Street
London
SE1 2QH

Sent via email: planningpolicy@southwark.go.uk

Dear Sir / Madam
NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN: PROPOSED SUBMISSSION VERSION (DECEMBER 2017)
REPRESENTATIONS SUBMITTED ON BEHALF OF PEABODY: NEWINGTON TRIANGLE (NSP42)
We are instructed by our client, Peabody, to submit representations in relation to the above site, in response
to the London Borough of Southwark’s (LBS) consultation on the New Southwark Plan (NSP): Proposed
Submission Version.
As a general comment, we note that the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) requires all Local Plans
to be based upon and reflect the presumption in favour of sustainable development, with clear policies that
will guide how this presumption should be applied at the local level.
The NPPF states that local planning authorities should positively seek opportunities to meet the development
needs of their area and Local Plans should meet objectively assessed needs with sufficient flexibility to adapt
to rapid change. They should be consistent with the principles and policies of the NPPF and should be
aspirational but realistic.
In responding to the Council’s current Regulation 19 consultation, we have also made reference to the guidance
set out in paragraph 182 of the NPPF, which requires Local Plans to be sound. To meet this requirement they
should be:





Positively Prepared – be based on objectively assessed development requirements, consistent with
achieving sustainable development.
Justified – be the most appropriate strategy based on proportionate evidence.
Effective – be deliverable over its period and based on effective joint working.
Consistent with National Policy – enable the delivery of sustainable development in accordance with
the policies of the NPPF.

The following representations have been prepared with regard to these criteria and we set out below our
comments on the soundness of the New Southwark Plan Proposed Submission Version (2017), taking into
account its compliance with national planning policy.
1. Previous Representations
We have made representations on behalf of our client in response to the previous consultation versions of the
NSP, most recently being the NSP Preferred Options: New and Amended Policies (September 2017). The
Newington Triangle site has been retained as an allocated site throughout the emerging versions of the NSP
and we have sought to engage with the Council to ensure that the allocation is appropriate and will not restrict
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the emerging redevelopment proposals from coming forward. We have sought to ensure that that the site
allocation is justified and effective.
2. The Site Allocation (NSP42: Newington Triangle)
The Newington Triangle site extends to approximately 1.34 hectares in size and is located within the Elephant
& Castle Opportunity Area and Central Activities Zone (CAZ), as defined in the London Plan, Southwark UDP
and Southwark Core Strategy. The site comprises brownfield land in an accessible location (PTAL 6a) and is
not located within a Conservation Area and does not contain any listed buildings.
The site is allocated for comprehensive redevelopment in the NSP: Site NSP42. Acceptable uses for this site
are considered to include residential, employment and retail floorspace. Commercial uses are required at
ground floor level in order to provide active frontages along Newington Causeway and Borough Road.
We strongly support the allocation of this site for significant residential-led mixed use redevelopment which is
considered to be consistent with the sites location within the Elephant and Castle Opportunity Area and CAZ.
The site allocation is considered to be consistent with the NPPF core principles which promote mixed use
development and encourage multiple benefits from the use of previously developed urban land.
3. Development Management Policies
Draft Policy P1 ‘Affordable Homes’
Draft Policy P1 requires new development that will result in 11 or more new homes to provide a minimum of
35% affordable units. Peabody support this commitment to maximising affordable housing provision and this
approach is considered to be consistent with both the adopted and emerging London Plan.
Our previous representations (NSP Preferred Options: New and Amended Policies, September 2017)
suggested that the affordable housing tenure split should reflect the Elephant and Castle SPG (2012) and
Affordable Housing SPD (2008) which set a tenure split of 50% social rented and 50% intermediate units. These
adopted policy documents have set a precedent for affordable housing tenure split in the Elephant and Castle
Opportunity Area.
We suggest there should be greater flexibility with regards to the proposed tenure split for affordable housing
provision, based on local housing need. This would help to ensure the NSP is effective in its delivery of
affordable housing.
Draft Policy P9 ‘Optimising delivery of new homes’
Draft Policy P9 sets out appropriate density ranges for new development in certain locations. The suggested
density range for sites located within the CAZ is between 650 – 1,100 habitable rooms per hectare.
Whilst Policy P9 does provide some flexibility that in exceptional circumstances development may exceed these
density ranges where appropriate, the approach set out in the NSP is not consistent with the emerging London
Plan. The Draft London Plan (December 2016) no longer specifies an appropriate density range, in contrast
with Table 3.2 of the adopted London Plan. Instead emerging Policy D6 states “the optimum density of a
development should result from a design-led approach to determine the capacity of the site. Particular
consideration should be given to the site context, its connectivity and accessibility and the capacity of
surrounding infrastructure”.
We therefore suggest that it is no longer appropriate to specify density ranges and this could the effect of
unnecessarily straining development and design. It is important to allow sufficient flexibility in the wording of
policies relating to density so as not to stifle development coming forward, in line with the aspirations of NPPF
Paragraph 58 which seeks to optimise the potential of a site to accommodate development. Greater flexibility
is therefore required to ensure that the NSP is effective in its delivery and consistent with regional and national
planning policy.
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Draft Policy P50 ‘Cycling’
Peabody consider that LBS should allow greater flexibility with regards to overall design specifications and
requirements. As stated in our previous representations, the increased cycle space requirement will lead to a
significant number of cycle parking spaces within developments and for large developments these numbers
are considered to be excessive. There is a need to acknowledge that the way people travel by bicycle is
changing, evidenced by Brompton folding bicycles and the recent introduction of dockless cycle hires. As such,
cycle parking standards should not always result in a blanket requirement for all development and should
instead be based on evidenced need.
We suggest that the provision of cycle parking spaces should be focused on how the spaces can be used, and
the quality of the provision rather than just quantity. Greater flexibility should be allowed for in the policy, taking
into consideration other scheme benefits.
Summary
In summary, our client supports a high quality, major mixed use redevelopment at the Newington Triangle site
which would provide significant public benefits including employment and new housing.
We look forward to confirmation of receipt of these representations and we reserve the right to appear at the
Examination in Public should we wish to. Please feel free to contact me or my colleague
you have any queries or would like to discuss.
Yours sincerely
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Part B: Representation
Please select one policy per form to select which part of the plan you wish to make a representation on. The one
option you select should be the item you should be commenting on in the subsequent boxes below. If you want
to comment on more than one part of the plan, please submit part B again.

1. To which part of the New Southwark Plan does this representation relate to?
Implementation policy:
Development Management policy:
Area Vision:
Site Allocation:

NSP23: Burgess Business Park

Proposal Map:
Other:

2. Do you consider the document to be legally compliant in accordance with the Town and Country
Planning (Local Planning) (England) Amendment Regulations 2012?
x

Yes
No

3. Do you consider that the New Southwark Plan is Sound?
Yes
x

No

4. Do you consider that the New Southwark Plan is unsound because it is not?
x

Effective
Justified
Consistent with national policy and the London Plan
Positively prepared

5. Please give details of why you consider the New Southwark Plan not to be legally compliant or
unsound. Please be as precise as possible. If you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness of
the New Southwark Plan, please also use this box to set out your comments.
The requirements set out in Site Allocation NSP23: Burgess Business Park are not achievable and
the Plan is therefore not effective.

Our client is the freehold owner of a large proportion of this identified site, owning Units 1-9 of
the Burgess Business Park, nos. 2, 10-12 and 15-19 Parkhouse Street and 45 Southampton Way.
The site is currently the subject of a planning application (ref: 17/AP/4797) for the
redevelopment of the site to provide 505 residential units, up to 3375sqm of Class B1
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Floorspace, up to 117sqm of Class D2 leisure floorspace and up to 570sqm of Class A1-A3 retail
floorspace.

The Site Vision for NSP23 requires that redevelopment of the site must ‘re-provide at least the
amount of employment floorspace (B class) currently on the site or provide at least 50% of the
development as employment floorspace’. This requirement is too general as it does not take into
consideration the nature of the existing uses and whether these are desirable or appropriate for
inclusion within the redevelopment of the site.
Less than half the commercial floorspace at Burgess Business Park is currently occupied, and
many of the buildings are vacant and in poor condition. This is itself is evidence that the demand
for such a high quantum of this type of Class B floorspace in this location does not exist, and we
would note that no evidence of market demand for this amount of commercial floorspace at the
Burgess Business Park has been provided within the evidence base of the New Southwark Plan.
The requirement to re-provide the full quantum of existing floorspace within a new mixed use
neighbourhood would not be achievable, both from a practical point of view and from a viability
perspective. It is essential that any new commercial floorspace is compatible with the proposed
residential use, both in terms of the type of use and quantum of floorspace. Aspects associated
with the operation of commercial uses, such as servicing, need to be taken in to account and
need to work alongside the residential uses. The requirement for like for like provision does not
give any consideration to what may work best for the site and future occupiers.
The requirement within NSP23 does not take into account the employment benefits of the
intensification of commercial uses on site, whereby the provision of a smaller quantum of
floorspace can provide an increased number of jobs.
The viability implications of the Site Vision should also be taken into consideration. When set in
the context of planning policy requirements for mixed use development (including the provision
of affordable housing), it is not viable to fully re-provide the existing quantum of floorspace. This
is demonstrated within the current planning application, which provides the maximum viable
amount of commercial floorspace, as set out within the submitted Financial Viability
Assessment, which is currently undergoing independent assessment.
Taking the above into consideration, we believe that the Site Vision for NSP23 is unachievable,
as it would not be practical or viable for the required quantum of commercial floorspace to be
delivered, and the New Southwark Plan is therefore unsound.
6. Please set out what change(s) you consider necessary to make the New Southwark Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why this change will make the New Southwark Plan legally
compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording of
any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible

Page 3 of 7
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The Site Vision for NSP23 should be amended to remove the requirement to ‘re-provide at least
the amount of employment floorspace (B class) currently on the site or provide at least 50% of
the development as employment floorspace’

The remaining requirements within the Site Vision are achievable and are carried forward within
the current planning application.

Part D: Public Examination (required)
If your representation is seeking a change, do you consider it necessary to participate at the oral part
of the examination?
x

No, I do not wish to participate at the oral examination
Yes, I wish to participate at the oral examination

It is vital that your contact details are submitted correctly to ensure that you can be contacted if you
wish to participate in the public examination. Please tick the checkbox to confirm that the details
which have been provided are correct.
x

I confirm that all details provided are correct

Part E: Equalities monitoring
Equality and engagement with our diverse communities is central to the day to day delivery of our Southwark
Council Services. To deliver on our commitment to a fairer future, we need to collect some equality information
about you. This also forms part of our legal responsibilities under the Public Sector Equality Duty of the Equality
Act (2010).
We would therefore appreciate it if you could spend a few minutes filling in the details below. This information
helps us to measure and analyse how well we are engaging with all those who live and work in the borough.
Please do remember that whilst this information is very useful for our work, you are not obliged to answer or
complete any or all of this information. Southwark Council is the data controller for the purposes of the Data
Protection act.
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REPRESENTATION ON THE NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN (NSP) SUBMISSION VERSION - P16, P17, P18 Conservation & Heritage
Name: Peckham Heritage Regeneration Partnership
Butler Hegarty Architects, Unit 208A2, Belgravia Workshops, 159 – 163 Marlborough Road, London N19 4NF

NSPPSV139

I wish to take part at the oral examination/public hearings.
TOPIC
Page no, Policy Number +
Name

Test of Soundness

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS

P16, Page 44
Listed buildings and
structures

Not Effective

P16 is not effective because it does not ensure that the contribution of a listed building to its setting or its
place within a group is clearly assessed, in order to evaluate whether these are ‘protected or enhanced’.
Policy P16 states that, ‘with regard to development relating to listed buildings and structures, the following are
‘protected or enhanced’:
(ii) the contribution of the building to its setting or its place within a group
(ii) views that contribute positively to the significance of the building or structure or their setting’
An example of the ineffectiveness of this Policy is the pair of new developments permitted at the north and south
corners of Highshore Road/Rye Lane. These developments interrupt the ‘place within the group’, the views, the
historic spatial relationship and setting of the adjacent group of early – mid C19th listed buildings (Rye Lane
Baptist Chapel, Post Office depot (former friends Meeting House) and early C19th houses on Highshore Road).
Historic England guidance defines significance as:
“The value of a heritage asset to this and future generations because of its heritage interest. That interest
may be archaeological, architectural, artistic or historic. Significance derives not only from a heritage
asset's physical presence, but also from its setting."

To make this policy sound, an additional point could be added to the policy P16 as follows:
When new development is proposed, the setting and grouping of listed buildings ‘relating to the development’
should be clearly analysed. Written and visual analysis of the impact of the proposed development on the setting
and multiple views of the listed buildings/group should be presented in evidence. The extent to which the setting,
grouping, and views of the listed buildings / groups ‘relating’ to new development are ‘protected or enhanced’
should be appraised.

P17, pages 44-45

Not Effective

The policy is not effective because it conflicts with NSP policy for high density residential developments.

1
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Conservation areas

Currently density, height and massing guidance in Conservation Area Appraisals is being overridden in the
context of planning applications for new residential development. The result is that permission is being given for
buildings that are overscaled and unsympathetic to the Conservation Areas, degrading historic significance and
sense of place.
To make this policy sound, an additional line could be added as follows:
3.2 When developments are proposed that breach the prevailing heights, mass and density in a Conservation
Area, and contravene Conservation Area Appraisal guidelines, additional public consultation should be carried
out before any such developments can be determined.

P18, page 45
Conservation of the
historic environment
and natural heritage

(i) Not justified

(i) The policy is not sound because of the absence of locally listed buildings from the heritage assets
identified.
There has been no recent consultation on whether there should be a local list in Southwark. The PHRP now
proposes that a local list for Southwark should be consulted on. There has been no explanation why the

provision for a Local List does not appear in the NSP submission version.
(ii) Not
consistent with
national policy

(ii) The policy is not sound because it is not consistent with national policy as set out in the National Planning
Policy Framework

The National Planning Policy Framework frequently refers to 'heritage asset(s)' in Section 12. Conserving and
enhancing the historic environment. The NPPF itself defines 'heritage asset' (see Annex 2. Glossary) as:
"a building, monument, site, place, area or landscape identified as having a degree of significance meriting
consideration in planning decisions, because of its heritage interest. Heritage asset includes designated heritage
assets and assets identified by the local planning authority (including local listing)" (bold text is ours).
Given the above definition, it can be argued that the local list is integral to the set of buildings, parks and spaces
termed 'heritage asset'.
The NPPF encourages sustainable development, refers to "spirit of place" and aims to reinforce the inclusion of
people and communities in decision making and neighbourhood planning. (e.g. see Ministerial foreword, NPPF).
Compiling a local list is a way of engaging and supporting community values and interest. Compiling a local list
gives local people and communities an opportunity to explore and set out what they value in their built
environment.
This policy could be made sound by including in it two additional points to achieve the following:

2
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P18, page 45
Conservation of the
historic environment
and natural heritage continued

1. Unlisted buildings of townscape merit and undesignated heritage assets identified and gathered in a Local List.
Local listing should be a material consideration in planning decisions.
2. A community engagement policy developed to encourage local neighbourhoods to develop a local process
with an existing community group or a new group to nominate buildings for the Local List.

3
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PECKHAM SOCIETY
OBJECTION TO THE NEW
SOUTHWARK PLAN
IP2: Community infrastructure
levy (CIL) and Section 106
planning obligations
We will ensure that any impact that makes a proposed development
unacceptable will be offset by using Section 106 legal agreements
that either a) requires the developer to offset the impact or b) pay the
council a financial contribution to enable the council to offset the
impact. The council will secure money from the community
infrastructure levy (CIL) to fund the essential infrastructure
identified by the council in our Regulation 123 list.
This is unsound: if a development is ”unacceptable” it is just that.
Suggested amendment to “any potential adverse impact of a proposed
development”

SP5: Healthy, active lives
We will maintain and improve the health and wellbeing of our
residents, encouraging healthy lives by tackling the causes of ill
health and inequalities. This will be achieved by:
.

3 Working with residents and our partners to build resilient
communities;

. The aims outlined alone will not be effective in creating resilience: they should
also include a commitment to mixed tenure housing, to create integrated
communities, and the retention of individual social rented houses in areas
where houses for sale have become expensive. Secondly, “partners” need to be
defined, otherwise the meaning is unclear.
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P2: New family homes
Major residential developments, including conversions, must
provide the following housing mix:
1.2 A maximum of 5% studios, which can only be for private
housing;
Is there evidence that there is no wish amongst social housing residents for
studio flats? It is true that they do not meet the housing needs of most
households, but the proportion is only 5%. There may be single people who
would prefer to live in a studio.
P2
Design Quality

‘Southwark has some world class developments’
Suggest add examples

P3
‘Social rented housing is vital to social regeneration AND COHESION as it allows
residents who cannot afford ( ) to remain close

P11: Design of places
Development must:
.

1.1 Ensure height, scale, massing and arrangement respond
positively to the existing townscape, character and context;

positively to…’ is ambiguous, and would be better stated as ‘respect’

P14: Tall buildings
1 Tall buildings are significantly higher than surrounding buildings
or their context. The highest tall buildings will be located in areas
that benefit from the highest levels of public transport access where
there is the greatest opportunity for regeneration. Typically this will
be in our major town centres, Opportunity Areas and the Central
Activities Zone.
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This is unsound. This permits tall buildings (anywhere,) without providing a
rationale. The widespread provision of tall buildings must be justified.

P16: Listed buildings and
structures
.

1 Development relating to listed buildings and structures will only
be permitted where it avoids unjustifiable harm to the special
significance of listed buildings and structures and their settings
by conserving and enhancing:

PS suggest omit ‘unjustifiable’ because if it harms it cannot enhance. Any new
development must enhance the Listed Building

P18: Conservation of the historic
environment and natural heritage
Development must:
.

1.1 Conserve and enhance the significance of the following
heritage assets and their settings:
Unlisted buildings of townscape merit; and

‘Unlisted buildings of townscape merit’
PS believes this is unsound as there is no local list to refer to
P34
Shop fronts
PS believes the policy on shop fronts to be unsound for two reasons
1
there is no published evidence, despite a wealth of archival material
2
the first shops, say 26-28 Rye Lane, were probably stalls in front of
houses
3
the Rye Lane Conservation Area appraisal values the vitality of the
open shop fronts
Page 206 et seq
NSP 37 and NSP 39 and see also OKR and Blackpool Road
Where will alternative builders merchants be located? This is contrary to the
aspiration for a resilient community, and maintenance of employment uses
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Page 285
NSP 64
PS believes new development should retain existing area of employment space
NSP 65
PS believes existing level of retail should be retained
REASONS To enable policy P26 to be met
NSP71, 72, 73, and 74
‘Provide retail on OKR frontage’
REASON to enable policy SP5.3 to create a resilient community

Page 320
NSP 78
‘Site provides opportunity for a taller landmark building of 15 storeys’
PS suggests this is omitted
REASON There is a general policy on tall buildings P14, and any specific
proposal should be measured against this.

PP Peckham Society

27th February 2018
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Part B: Representation
Please select one policy per form to select which part of the plan you wish to make a representation on. The one
option you select should be the item you should be commenting on in the subsequent boxes below. If you want
to comment on more than one part of the plan, please submit part B again.

1. To which part of the New Southwark Plan does this representation relate to?
Implementation policy:

x

Development Management policy:

x

Area Vision:

x

Site Allocation:

x

Proposal Map:

x

Other:

2. Do you consider the document to be legally compliant in accordance with the Town and Country
Planning (Local Planning) (England) Amendment Regulations 2012?
x

Yes
No

3. Do you consider that the New Southwark Plan is Sound?
Yes
x

No

4. Do you consider that the New Southwark Plan is unsound because it is not?
x

Effective

x

Justified

x

Consistent with national policy and the London Plan

x

Positively prepared

5. Please give details of why you consider the New Southwark Plan not to be legally compliant or
unsound. Please be as precise as possible. If you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness of
the New Southwark Plan, please also use this box to set out your comments.
PLEASE SEE SUPPORTING STATEMENT
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6. Please set out what change(s) you consider necessary to make the New Southwark Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why this change will make the New Southwark Plan legally
compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording of
any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible
PLEASE SEE SUPPORTING STATEMENT

Part D: Public Examination (required)
If your representation is seeking a change, do you consider it necessary to participate at the oral part
of the examination?
No, I do not wish to participate at the oral examination
X

Yes, I wish to participate at the oral examination

It is vital that your contact details are submitted correctly to ensure that you can be contacted if you
wish to participate in the public examination. Please tick the checkbox to confirm that the details
which have been provided are correct.
X

I confirm that all details provided are correct

Part E: Equalities monitoring
Equality and engagement with our diverse communities is central to the day to day delivery of our Southwark
Council Services. To deliver on our commitment to a fairer future, we need to collect some equality information
about you. This also forms part of our legal responsibilities under the Public Sector Equality Duty of the Equality
Act (2010).
We would therefore appreciate it if you could spend a few minutes filling in the details below. This information
helps us to measure and analyse how well we are engaging with all those who live and work in the borough.
Please do remember that whilst this information is very useful for our work, you are not obliged to answer or
complete any or all of this information. Southwark Council is the data controller for the purposes of the Data
Protection act.
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Appendix 2
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Land between 56 and 61 Rye Hill Park ‐ Pre‐Application
Consultation Activities
Pre‐Application Consultation Overview
Pre‐application consultation was undertaken in December 2017 with locally elected political
representatives local residents and business located around the Peckham Road site.

Political Consultation
Local political representatives have been engaged with by offering one‐to‐one meetings to
present the development proposals for the land between 56 and 61 Rye Hill Park, sending
invitations to the public exhibition and providing copies of the public exhibition materials. The
political representatives with whom the Applicant engaged with are as follows:
Southwark Council – ward councillors

Southwark Council – Cabinet Member

One‐to‐one meetings & Public Meeting
[Details to follow once meetings have occurred]

Public Exhibition
Bankside Group recognises the need to engage with those who live, work and visit the area
around the proposed development. As such a public exhibition was arranged to explain the
redevelopment proposals both to engage actively with those residents and businesses in the
immediate environs of the proposed site and to raise awareness among the wider local
audience who may have an interest in the proposals.
A distribution area for personalised invitations to the public exhibition was therefore defined
covering an area around the land between 56 and 61 Rye Hill Park consisting of 298 residential
addresses on Rye Hill Park. Invitations to the Public Exhibition were also sent to the following:
‐
‐

Cabinet Member for Regeneration & New Homes
Peckham Rye ward councillors
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‐
‐
‐
‐

Friends of Nunhead Cemetery
Friends of Peckham Rye Park
Stuart Road Allotment Society
Southwark Council Housing Department

The public exhibition was held on Thursday 14th December from 4pm to 8pm at the Café on
The Rye, Strakers Road, Peckham Rye, London SE15 3UA. Thirteen people attended the public
exhibition. In addition to the individual letters, advertisements were placed in Southwark
News on 7th and 14th December to publicise the exhibition.
At the exhibition fourteen exhibition panels were displayed providing details about Bankside
Group, the site, the proposed plans, the landscape strategy, elevations, scale and massing
diagrams street and street scenes of how the scheme might look (attached). Members of the
project team ‐ including representatives from the Applicant, as well as the architect and
planning consultants ‐ were on hand to discuss the proposals with members of the public.
A feedback form, containing a questionnaire and comment space was provided to attendees.
Six responses to the questionnaire at the public exhibition were received. Responses to the
questions were broadly positive with the following response hit rate to each of the questions.
1.

Yes

2.

Yes

3.
Yes

4.

Yes

5.
Yes

6.

Do you support the principle of redeveloping the land between 56 and 61 Rye Hill
Park to create 16 new homes of which 100% will be affordable housing in shared
ownership?
3

Yes, with reservations

2

No

0

Do you think the form and arrangement of the buildings for the land between 56
and 61 Rye Hill Park are appropriate for this part of SE15?
2

Yes, with reservations

2

No

0

Do you support the building of new homes on this site?
3

Yes, with reservations

2

No

0

Do you support the provisions of 100% of all of the units being affordable shared
ownership homes?
3

Yes, with reservations

0

No

0

Do you think Bankside Group’s plans will improve the public realm on Rye Hill Park?
2

Yes, with reservations

1

No

0

Do you think the creation of a permanent route through the site to Nunhead
Reservoir and access to its views across London that could also provide a link
between Peckham Rye and Nunhead Cemetery would be a welcome public benefit?
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Yes

2

Yes, with reservations

2

No

0

Feedback
Feedback from the public exhibition was largely positive with no attendees expressing
opposition to the proposals. In the main attendees both accepted the principle of
redeveloping the site, the proposed land use and the proposed form and arrangement of the
buildings. Nevertheless a number of queries were raised relating to the parking proposals,
green measures for the scheme the proposed route through the site and the overall density
of the scheme as follows:
Transport and Parking: Two residents expressed concern that the amount of on‐site parking
proposed within the scheme (five spaces) was insufficient and would increase parking
pressures on Rye Hill Park. This reaction was in part a response to the proposed
redevelopment of the garages on the Rye Hill Park Estate replacing them with 23 new Council
flats and no parking. In response, it would be possible to increase the number of parking
spaces to eleven and/or pay for a study to introduce a Controlled Parking Zone (CPZ).
Permanent Route through the site: One resident suggested that thought be given to see if
the permanent route could also extended to link up to Nunhead Station and the nearby shops.
Another resident suggested that a footpath link to Water Mews could cut walking times to
Nunhead station by 15 minutes. In response, work will be undertaken to explore this option.
Green measures: One resident suggested the scheme have a green roof and solar panels.
Density: One resident suggested that the density for the scheme was too high although this
may have been more a reaction to the redevelopment of the Rye Hill Estate garages.
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The Site and its Context
The site is situated within an enclave which is bound by open space. Directly to the south sits the
expanse of Peckham Rye and to the North the Nunhead reservoir. The reservoir is now owned by
Nunhead reservoir

Thames Water and access is restricted. The topography of the surrounding area varies and the site
sits within a wider hill which rises towards Honour Oak. Due to extensive bombing during the second
world war many of the Victorian terraced houses in the area where hit and their sites subsequently
redeveloped. The result is that the surrounding area is of a mixed architectural style, ranging from
Victorian terraces to Post housing. This mixture of typologies gives the street-scape a varied and
informal character. The surrounding context consists mostly of apartments, whether purpose built or
Victorian conversions. An abundance of open space makes the site feel generous and appropriate for
development.
The site sits at the North east corner of Rye Hill Park and is the highest point of the square. The
buildings along this side of Rye Hill Park are large semi-detached dwellings and are larger in scale than

Peckham Rye

the terraces to the East and West. The Site itself measures approximately 37m x 30m and has a large
frontage which is almost double the width of the adjacent plots. The site has been dormant from the
Victorian era and has been associated with the infrastructure of the reservoir. As such, the site leaves
a development gap in the street-scape. In addition the street frontage is given over to a large obtrusive
wall which acts as barrier and creates a physically impermeable edge to the street. The site is also
characterised by its unusual topography and is marked by a steep embankment which climbs 6m from
North to South.
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An Opportunity for New Homes
The Housing Need-Planning Context

What is Shared Ownership

There is a severe shortage of housing both in London and in Southwark and an urgent need to

Shared ownership is a part-buy part-rent government funded scheme designed to help people

build more housing to meet the needs of people who want to live here.

on moderate incomes get on the property ladder. The scheme is simple – you typically buy an
affordable share of between 25% and 75% of the property’s full value and pay a subsidised rent

Extract from: The New Southwark Plan: Area Visions and Site Allocations

on the remainder, with an option to purchase further shares later on. We are in discussion with a

“The New Southwark Plan will set out policies for how to ensure the delivery of the right new

number of housing associations to deliver the scheme.

homes in the right new places across the borough. The current housing target, set by the Mayor of
London, is to build 2,005 new homes per year. However, the Mayor of London wants to raise our
target to 2,736 homes per year. Southwark currently build around 1,650 new homes per year. To
meet the Mayor’s higher target Southwark will need to consider allowing some development at
higher densities, lowering its residential design standards or releasing land that is currently used
by businesses or protected as open space. To support new homes we also need to fund new
infrastructure and find new land to build it on. “

Lobbying for a Public Route to the Reservoir
We have been lobbying Thames Water to open up the reservoir site. So far they are

refusing to due to concerns about security, however we will give a public right of way over
our site in perpetuity so that should Thames Water in future change their viewpoint and
agree to allow it a secure gate could be created to allow public access.

Sites such as this one on Rye Hill Park, that is an infill site between existing housing, that has no
function, is not accessible and is not in use, are therefore needed to assist in the delivery of the
much needed new homes for people who want to live in Southwark.
Southwark’s existing housing policy is for developments of 10 or more dwellings to provide a
minimum of 35% affordable housing. The need for affordable housing is even greater than the need
for market housing. With thousands of middle income families unable to buy a home. And therefore
we propose to partner with a Housing association to provide 100% shared ownership housing.
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Landscaping and Trees
--

We have undertaken a tree survey which has shown there is only 1
Grade B tree on the site

--

All the trees except one are of low value Grade C and are mainly self
seeded sycamoresand have a life expectancy of 10-20 years

--

The trees located on the pavement in front of the site will be retained

--

We propose to relocate the Grade B tree on the site and agree a tree

Existing low quality trees
Proposed for removal marked pink

replacement strategy with Southwark to plant semi mature specimen
The proposed new landscape planting will have a meadow feel in the more open spaces
and will include various native species. Wherever possible, hard landscape treatments
will be permeable with lose informal paving. Ground treatments should not dominate
so that plank paving is feathered into pockets of planting. The informal landscape is
intended to complement the architecture and provide a relaxed landscape setting. The
proposed landscape will enhance the setting of the street

Existing Tree survey
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Celebrating a Diverse Architectural Style
The architectural style of the buildings which surround the site is mixed albeit all
are residential. Whilst the predominate character of Rye Hill Park is Victorian its
proximity to the reservoir have a given it a unique character and style which is
unlike other Victorian squares in the area. Due to extensive bombing in the area
during the second world war many of the original Victorian houses were effected
leaving empty plots- During the push for housing after the war the centre of Rye
Hill Park was developed, with the erection of 3 tower blocks. The result of this
history and unique characteristics is that the area has a diverse mix of styles
which gives an informal and inviting outlook. We believe that a contemporary

Post war housing- Low rise

New build apartments

Post war housing- Hi rise

Victorian semi-detached houses

Victorian terraces

1970’s detached housing

addition to the square will enhance the diversity of the area and celebrate the
rich mix of architectural heritage in the area.
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Our Approach to Materials and Colouration

The material pallet is intended to be based on a
simple combination of natural materials which have a
honest and clear function and expression. The flank
load bearing masonry walls are intended to be brick

consisting of brown and red hues which reflect
the brick buildings which surround the site , and
acts as a counterpoint to the white stucco semidetached town houses.
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Response to the New Southwark Plan: Proposed Submission Version – November 2017
Response to P45: Hot food takeaways
1.

Introduction

1.1

We have considered the above policy and its supporting text with regard to the principles set
out within the Framework. Local Plans should “plan” positively for development; be justified;
effective; and consistent with the Framework.

1.2

We consider that limiting the concentration and proximity to local secondary age schools of
hot food takeaways would be unsound. By way of overview, the Framework provides no
justification at all for using the development control system to seek to influence people's
dietary choices.

1.3

There is no adequate evidence to justify the underlying assumption, that locating any A5 use
within certain distances of secondary age schools causes adverse health consequences,
which would in turn have negative land use planning consequences.

2.

Such an approach is not positive, justified, effective or consistent with the Framework.

2.1

Restricting the concentration of new A5 proposals within the borough is not a positive
approach to planning. The Framework “foreword” sustainable development is about positive
growth, making economic; environmental; and social progress, for this and future generations.

2.2

The suggested restrictions, take an ambiguous view of A5 uses in relation to the proximity to
local secondary age schools. It would apply an over-generic approach to restrict development
with little sound planning reasoning or planning justification. This is contrary to Para 14 of the
Framework which advises authorities to positively seek opportunities to meet development
needs of their area.

2.3

Thus it is inconsistent with Para 19 and 21 of the Framework. Para 19 states:
Planning should operate to encourage and not act as an impediment to sustainable growth.
Therefore significant weight should be placed on the need to support economic growth
through the planning system.

2.4

Para 21 states:
Investment in business should not be over-burdened by the combined requirements of
planning policy expectations.

2.5

There is a lack of evidence to demonstrate the link between fast food, school proximity and
obesity. We confirm this at Appendix A.

2.6

A systematic review of the existing evidence base by Oxford University (December 2013),
funded by the NHS and the British Heart Foundation ‘did not find strong evidence at this time
to justify policies related to regulating the food environments around schools.’ It instead
1
highlighted the need to ‘develop a higher quality evidence base’.

1

J Williams, P Scarborough, A Matthews, G Cowburn, C Foster, N Roberts and M Rayner, Nuffield Department
th
of Population Health, University of Oxford, page 13, 11 December 2013. A systematic review of the influence
of the retail food environment around schools on obesity-related outcomes.
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2.7

This lack of evidence has been confirmed in a number of planning decisions. For example, in
South Ribble the Planning Inspectorate raised concerns about a similar 400m school
proximity restriction on fast food, stating ‘the evidence base does not adequately justify the
need for such a policy’, and due to the lack of information, it is impossible to ‘assess their
2
likely impact on the town, district or local centres’.

2.8

The evidence provided at Appendix B confirms that 70% of purchases by students in the
3
school fringe are purchased in non A5 shops.

2.9

No consideration has been given to other A class uses and their contribution or impact on
daily diet or wellbeing. The suggest approach is therefore not holistic and will not achieve the
principle aim.

2.10

There is lack of evidence to demonstrate that purchases in fast food outlets are any more or
less healthy than purchases in other A Class premises. Evidence confirming this is set out in
Appendix C.

2.11

Research by Peter Dolton states that “At least 50% of the days in a year kids don’t go to
school if we count weekends and holidays and absence. They are only there for 6 hours and
4
all but 1 are lessons. So only around 2-3% of the time can [children] get fast food at school.”
This clarifies that a blanket restriction on opening hours is unjustified.

2.12

Similarly, research by Brighton & Hove concluded that ‘the greatest influence over whether
students choose to access unhealthy food is the policy of the individual schools regarding
5
allowing students to leave school premises during the day’.

2.13

Only limited purchases of food are made at A5 uses on journeys to and from school. Further
details are set out in Appendix D.

2.14

Given the limited access that children have to fast food during the school day, a generic
restriction is disproportionate; is not justified; and would not be effective.

2.15

Such an approach would have a disproportionate effect on land use planning and the
economy when taking into account the limited purchases made by school children who may
only have the potential to visit A5 establishments at the end of the school day, and only during
term time.

2.16

The Framework cannot be interpreted to provide generic restrictions on a particular use class.
Moreover, the evidence does not support such restrictions. The need for evidence is
emphasised in para 158 of the Framework which states that each local plan should be based

2

th

Letter to South Ribble Borough Council, 29 April 2013, from Susan Heywood, Senior Housing & Planning
Inspector, The Planning Inspectorate
3

The School Fringe: What Pupils Buy and Eat From Shops Surrounding Secondary Schools, July 2008, Sarah
Sinclair and Professor J T Winkler, Nutrition Policy Unit of London Metropolitan University
4

Peter Dolton, Royal Holloway College, University of London & Centre for Economic Performance, London
School of Economics, Childhood Obesity in the UK: Is Fast Food a Factor?
http://www.made.org.uk/images/uploads/2 Prof P Dolton presentation.ppt
5

Brighton & Hove City Council & NHS Sussex, Hot-food takeaways near schools; An impact study on takeaways
near secondary schools in Brighton and Hove, page 30, September 2011
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on adequate, up-to-date and relevant evidence. Compliance with the soundness test is still
required.
2.17

The proposal does not accord with the “golden thread” running through the Framework which
seeks to build a strong competitive economy. Such a policy could potentially stifle economic
development and is not consistent with the Framework.

3.

Soundness - summary

3.1

We consider that restricting the concentration and proximity of hot food takeaways to local
secondary age schools would be unsound and fails to meet the four tests of the Framework. It
is not a positively approach to planning; justified; effective; or consistent with national
planning policy. Such a policy should therefore not be taken forward to the next stage of the
plan making process.

3.2

Many restaurant operators have made major steps to expand the range of healthy options
and work with the communities within which they are / will be part of.

4.

McDonald’s has made major steps in recent years to expand the range of healthy
offerings

4.1

As a responsible business, McDonald’s recognises it has a role to play to support its staff,
customers, and the communities in which it operates to live healthier lifestyles. For this
reason, McDonald’s has invested significantly to evolve its menu over the last 10 years – both
to extend the range of choice, and to reformulate our products. For example, McDonald’s has:






Added porridge, salads, grilled chicken wraps, carrot sticks, fruit bags, orange juice,
mineral water, and organic milk to its menu
Completely removed hydrogenated trans-fats from its menu
Reduced salt in our Chicken McNuggets by 36%, and our fries by a quarter since
2003
Reduced fat in its milkshakes by 34% per serving since 2010
Reduced fat in its deli rolls by 42% since 2011

4.2

McDonald’s has also led the way displaying nutritional information to help its customers make
informed choices. Since 2011, McDonald’s has provided calorie information on every one of
its 1,200+ menu boards in restaurants across the UK.

4.3

This is in addition to the nutritional information that is already available on its website, on its
tray liners, on its packaging, and via McDonald’s mobile phone app. In 2012 alone,
McDonald’s received 2.2 million visits to its nutrition web page.

4.4

Furthermore, McDonald’s is committed to responsible advertising, and advertise to children
only food items that are not classified by the Government’s nutrient scoring criteria as High in
Fat, Salt or Sugar “non-HFSS”. All of McDonald’s advertising to children features at least one
portion of fruit or vegetables, and a no added sugar beverage such as milk.

4.5

As a significant customer of British farming, McDonald’s buys quality ingredients from 17,500
UK and Irish farmers. It now spends more than £390 million every year on British and Irish
produce, compared to £269 million in 2009.

4.6

All of McDonald’s burgers are made with 100% British and Irish beef. We use whole cuts of
forequarter and flank, with nothing added or taken away in the process.
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4.7

In addition, McDonald’s only uses 100% British RSPCA Freedom Food Pork across its entire
menu. As a result, all pork suppliers are required to meet strict animal welfare standards.

4.8

McDonald’s was also one of the first retailers to switch to using free range eggs – which it did
back in 1998. Free range eggs are now used in its entire menu – including its sauces, muffins
and the coating on chicken nuggets. Every year McDonald’s use over 100 million free range
eggs, sourced from more than 200 UK producers, and for its work in this area they have been
awarded ‘Food Business of the Year’ by the British Free Range Egg Producers Association.

4.9

The strength of McDonald’s supply chain – which was clear of any horsemeat – has also
been confirmed by Professor Chris Elliott, who said in light of the horsemeat scandal:
“McDonald’s invited us to look at farms and abattoirs – it was a very simple supply chain. The
other thing I was very impressed about was the length of contract McDonald’s had with its
6
suppliers.”

5.

McDonald’s also contributes to the community

5.1

As the Community Partner of the Football Association, McDonald’s has helped to train and
recruit more than 25,000 coaches. These coaches in turn have provided more than 2 million
hours of free quality coaching, to one million young players.

5.2

Over 1,000 McDonald’s restaurants across the UK are ‘twinned’ with a local team to provide
free kit, equipment, advice and expertise.

5.3

Each of McDonald’s restaurants also conduct a minimum of three litter patrols on a daily
basis, and conduct larger Love Where You Live ‘clean up’ events. McDonald’s is also the
primary sponsor of the Mayor of London’s Capital Clean Up campaign, to tackle litter across
London.

5.4

Last year, McDonald’s restaurants in Greater London organised over 50 community clean-up
events, with over 1,400 volunteers taking part.

6.

McDonald’s is a major employer of young people

6.1

McDonald’s is a major employer of young people under the age of 25, and for many it
provides a first step on the career ladder. McDonald’s offers all staff the opportunity to gain
qualifications which include Adult Certificates in English and Maths, a Level 2 Apprenticeship,
and a Foundation Degree in Managing Business Operations.

6.2

McDonald’s invest £43 million annually in staff training and development.

7.

There is a lack of evidence to demonstrate whether fast food is located by schools, or
whether schools are located by town centres

7.1

When McDonald’s looks at the economic viability of a new site, it does not factor in predicted
sales from school children or proximity to schools.

6

Evidence at Environment, Food & Rural Affairs Select Committee Inquiry, January 2014
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7.2

Research by Christoph Buck has identified a similar approach with other retailers. His
research suggests that ‘food retailers are mainly located near major roads and in inner
7
cities.’

7.3

Indeed, ‘food retailers are not clustered around schools for up to 1.5 km Correlations
between schools and fast food density are therefore due to the proximity of both to town
centres, where there is a broad mix of retail on offer.

7.4

With a policy restricting location in place, all A5 development would likely be directed away
from major, district and local centres – contrary to the sequential test.

8.

Conclusion

8.1

It has been highlighted above that there is no appropriate reason to restrict A5 uses from local
secondary age schools or their concentration.

8.2

It is unsound to introduce such a widespread land use policy to protect the amenity of such
uses, which could be dealt with on a case by case basis via conditions.

8.3

No consideration is given to potential conflicts with the sequential approach.

8

7

Buck et al. International Journal of Behavioural Nutrition & Physical Activity, Page 7, 2013 http://www.ijbnpa.org/content/pdf/1479-5868-10-65.pdf
8

Christoph Buck et al. Clustering of unhealthy food around German schools and its influence on dietary
behaviour in school children: a pilot study, page 6, 2013
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Appendix A – There is a lack of evidence to demonstrate the link between fast food, school
proximity, and obesity.
1.

This has been confirmed by Public Health England and the Local Government Association
(November 2013). Their paper, Healthy People, Healthy Places states there is ‘an
unavoidable lack of evidence that can demonstrate a causal link’ between fast food, school
9
proximity and obesity.

2.

The same paper states there are only ‘theoretical arguments for the value of restricting the
growth in fast food outlets’.

3.

Oxford University’s Department of Population Health conducted ‘A systematic review of the
influence of the retail food environment around schools on obesity-related outcomes’
10
(December 2013). This was funded by NHS Berkshire and the British Heart Foundation, and
is a comprehensive analysis of the existing evidence base.

4.

The research ‘did not find strong evidence at this time to justify policies related to regulating
the food environments around schools’. It instead highlighted the need to develop a ‘higher
quality evidence base’ which for instance:
- Uses a consistent way to classify a food outlet, in order to compare results from different
studies
- Looks at the age range of children, and their interaction with the environment. Age can
influence travel time, distance travelled, the availability of pocket change, and other factors
- Understands the need to assess a child’s mode of travel to and from school in decisions
about appropriate buffer distances
- Recognises that food environments vary between countries – most associations between
food environment and obesity came from North America

5.

The review did find some limited evidence for an effect of the school environment on body
weight, but it added ‘these results should be interpreted cautiously’. Of 72 associations, only
19 showed a statistically significant positive relationship between body weight and exposure
to food outlets. The review also identified associations with convenience stores as well as fast
food outlets.

9

Public Health England & LGA, Healthy people, healthy places briefing: Obesity and the environment:
regulating the growth of fast food outlets, page 5, November 2013

10

J Williams, P Scarborough, A Matthews, G Cowburn, C Foster, N Roberts and M Rayner, Nuffield Department
th
of Population Health, University of Oxford, page 13, 11 December 2013. A systematic review of the influence
of the retail food environment around schools on obesity-related outcomes.
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6.

A number of studies have reached similar conclusions. These include, but are not limited to:
-

-

-

7.

David Harris – ‘no correlation between students’ being overweight risk and the presence of
11
stores with unhealthful food choices near their schools.’
Philip Howard – Research ‘failed to find a consistent association between school overweight
12
rates and nearby fast food restaurants’. If anything, this research found ‘Convenience stores
demonstrated stronger correlations with school overweight rates’.
An and Sturm – ‘no evidence to support the hypotheses that… less exposure to fast-food
restaurants or convenience stores within walking distance improve diet quality or reduce BMI
13
among Californian youth.’
Fleischhacker – This systematic review of fast food access studies concluded 53% did not
find any significant associations between the fast food environment and obesity. ‘In children,
14
only one of five studies found an association between BMI and the fast food environment.’
This lack of evidence has also been confirmed in a number of planning decisions.

-

For example, in South Ribble the Planning Inspectorate raised concerns about a similar 400m
school proximity restriction on fast food, stating ‘the evidence base does not adequately justify
the need for such a policy’, and due to the lack of information, it is impossible to ‘assess their
15
likely impact on the town, district or local centres’.

-

Further, in Newham the Planning Inspectorate called for ‘deletion of an exclusion zone for A5
use class within 400m of secondary schools’ as ‘the policy is not supported by the evidence at
16
present’.

11

David Harris et al. Location of Food Stores Near Schools Does Not Predict the Weight Status of Maine High
School Students, page 276, 2011 - http://ac.els-cdn.com/S1499404610004574/1-s2.0-S1499404610004574main.pdf? tid=720c269e-c3d7-11e3-874e00000aab0f01&acdnat=1397481765 c271ecb04c8e2d5970dbc420d656f128
12

Philip Howard et al. Proximity of food retailers to schools and rates of ninth grade students: an ecological
study in California, page 6, 2011
13

Ruopeng An, & Roland Sturm, School and Residential Neighborhood Food Environment and Dietary Intake
among California Children and Adolescents, page 5, February 2012 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3298889/pdf/nihms358700.pdf
14

15

th

S Fleischhacker et al. A systematic review of fast food access studies, page 8, 17 December 2009
th

Letter to South Ribble Borough Council, 29 April 2013, from Susan Heywood, Senior Housing & Planning
Inspector, The Planning Inspectorate
16

th

Report to London Borough of Newham Council, 13 January 2012, Geoff Salter BA MRTPI, The Planning
Inspectorate
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Appendix B – Food in the school fringe tends to be purchased in non-A5 properties.
1.

Research by Professor Jack Winkler (London Metropolitan University) into the ‘school fringe’ –
17
found just 3/10 purchases by students in a 400m school fringe were made in A5 properties.

2.

70% of purchases in the school fringe were made in non-fast food outlets, and the same
research concluded ‘the most popular shop near Urban was the supermarket, with more visits
than all takeaways put together’.

3.

Professor Winkler’s findings are not an isolated case. A report by Public Health England and
the LGA states that fast food school proximity restrictions do ‘not address sweets and other
18
high-calorie food that children can buy in shops near schools.’

4.

Research by Brighton and Hove found that ‘Newsagents were the most popular premises [in
19
the school fringe], with more pupils visiting newsagents than any A5 premises’.

5.

Likewise, research for the Food Standards Agency on purchasing habits in Scotland found that
‘Supermarkets were the place that children reported they most frequently bought food or drinks
20
from at lunchtime’.

6.

Indeed, there are several more researchers who have found no evidence to support the
hypothesis that less exposure to fast food, or better access to supermarkets are related to
21 22 23
higher diet quality or lower BMI in children.

17

The School Fringe: What Pupils Buy and Eat From Shops Surrounding Secondary Schools, July 2008, Sarah
Sinclair and Professor J T Winkler, Nutrition Policy Unit of London Metropolitan University
18

Public Health England & LGA, Healthy people, healthy places briefing: Obesity and the environment:
regulating the growth of fast food outlets, page 5, November 2013
19

Brighton & Hove City Council & NHS Sussex, Hot-food takeaways near schools; An impact study on
takeaways near secondary schools in Brighton and Hove, page 28, September 2011
20

Jennie Macdiarmid et al. Food Standards Agency. Survey of Diet Among Children in Scotland (2010) http://www.esds.ac.uk/doc/7200/mrdoc/pdf/7200 final report part 2.pdf
21

Forsyth, A., et al., Do adolescents who live or go to school near fast-food restaurants eat more frequently
from fast-food restaurants? Health and Place,, 2012. 18(6): p. 1261-9.

22

An, R. and R. Sturm, School and residential neighborhood food environment and diet among California youth.
American Journal of Preventative Medicine, 2012. 42(2): p. 129-35.

23

Timperio, A.F., et al., Children's takeaway and fast-food intakes: associations with the neighbourhood food
environment. Public Health Nutrition,, 2009. 12(10): p. 1960-4.
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Appendix C – There is a lack of evidence to demonstrate that purchases in fast food outlets
are any more or less healthy than purchases in other A class premises.
1.

A key finding of Brighton & Hove’s research was that ‘newsagents and supermarkets [are]
24
equally as influential on the unhealthy choices of pupils.’

2.

Hot food take-aways are identified as a particular concern, but there is a lack of evidence to
inform why A5 units have been identified as a concern over other units, namely A1 and A3
units.

3.

Research by the Children’s Food Trust for instance found that ‘Once outside school… students
faced an environment designed to encourage less healthy food purchasing, mostly from corner
shops and supermarkets near to school, outlets which successfully promoted less healthy
25
foods to this population.’

4.

The report added ‘this study observed no visits to takeaway outlets’ – although it did qualify this
saying a ‘larger, more representative study’ was required to determine whether proposals to
restrict A5 outlets are effective in promoting healthier eating habits in teenagers.

5.

Similarly, research elsewhere found ‘traditional fast food outlets offered a greater variety of
healthier breakfast entrees, healthier lunch/dinner entrees, and healthier lunch/dinner side
26
dishes’ than convenience stores, grocery stores, and supermarkets.

6.

We therefore assert that sole inclusion of A5 premises is irrational, will not be effective, and is
therefore not justified.

24

Brighton & Hove City Council & NHS Sussex, Hot-food takeaways near schools; An impact study on
takeaways near secondary schools in Brighton and Hove, page 28, September 2011
25

Children’s Food Trust, Page 9, November 2011 - http://www.childrensfoodtrust.org.uk/assets/researchreports/journey to school final findings.pdf
26

Jennifer S Creel et al. Availability of healthier options in traditional and non-traditional rural fast-food
outlets, page 4, 28 November 2008 - http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2614433/pdf/1471-24588-395.pdf
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Appendix D – Only a limited number of journeys to and from school involve a purchase at a
food outlet.
1. This has been confirmed in research by the Children’s Food Trust, which found that only 8%
27
of all journeys to and from school included a purchasing visit to a food outlet.

2. Of the food purchases made on school journeys, confectionary was the most popular item
sold – which McDonald’s does not offer on its menu.
3. Likewise, research by Ashelsha Datar concluded that children ‘may not purchase significant
amounts of junk food in school’ – partly due to ‘fewer discretionary resources to purchase
28
them’.
4. Indeed, even where purchases were made, ‘children may not change their overall
consumption of junk food because junk food purchased in school simply substitutes for junk
food brought from home.’
5. Similarly, research by Fleischhacker highlighted the need for future school-based studies to
‘gather information on whether or not the students attending the studied schools actually eat
29
at the restaurants near their schools.’
6. This was also highlighted in the systematic review by Oxford University, which states ‘future
work should also incorporate a child’s usual mode of travel to and from school into decisions
about appropriate buffer distances.’ The review added that age should also be taken into
30
consideration, as this can impact on travel time and the availability of pocket change.

27

Children’s Food Trust – November 2011, page 1 http://www.childrensfoodtrust.org.uk/assets/researchreports/journey to school final findings.pdf
28

Ashelsha Datar & Nancy Nicosia, Junk Food in Schools and Childhood Obesity, page 12, May 2013

29

S Fleischhacker et al. A systematic review of fast food access studies, page 9, 17 December 2009

th

30

J Williams, P Scarborough, A Matthews, G Cowburn, C Foster, N Roberts and M Rayner, Nuffield Department
th
of Population Health, University of Oxford, page 13-14, 11 December 2013. A systematic review of the
influence of the retail food environment around schools on obesity-related outcomes.
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NSPPSV143

From:
To:
Subject:

planningpolicy
RE: Port of London Authority Response: New Southwark Plan Proposed Submission
Consultation

Dear
Thank you for your email. I can confirm receipt and that your comments have been logged and will be carefully
considered. Where we determine that representations do not relate to issues of legal compliance or the tests of
soundness we will set out why in our consultation report which will be published when we submit the plan to the
Secretary of State for examination.
You can find our more information about this stage of consultation, including what we mean by ‘legal compliance’ and
‘the tests of soundness’ as well as information about the confidentiality of representations here.
www.southwark.gov.uk
Register for a MySouthwark account and opt-in to our planning policy email updates

From:
Sent: Tuesday, January 30, 2018 12:39 PM
To: planningpolicy
Cc:
Subject: Port of London Authority Response: New Southwark Plan Proposed Submission Consultation

Dear Sir / Madam
Thank you for consulting the Port of London Authority (PLA) on the London Borough of Southwark’s New Southwark
Plan: Proposed Submission document. The PLA have the following comments to make on the document.
For information, The PLA is the Statutory Harbour Authority for the Tidal Thames between Teddington and the
Thames Estuary. Its statutory functions include responsibility for conservancy, dredging, maintaining the public
navigation and controlling vessel movement’s and its consent is required for the carrying out of all works and
dredging in the river and the provision of moorings. The PLAs functions also include for promotion of the use of the
river as an important strategic transport corridor to London.
It is noted that the document includes both strategic and development management policies, as well as area visions
and site specific allocations.
Implementation, Strategic and Development Management Policies

1. Policy SP6: Cleaner, Greener, Safer

The PLA consider that there must be a reference to the River Thames and other waterways under point 4 of the
policy in regards to protecting and improving the network of open spaces in the borough.
1
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2. Policy P11: Design of Places

The PLA broadly support this policy, which aims to ensure that the principles of urban design are taken into
consideration when designing new development. Is there any further detailed information available on the
referenced water sensitive design within the policy? Can this be made available to the PLA?

3. Policy P14: Tall Buildings

The PLA broadly support this policy, including the reference to the need to consider the Thames Policy Area and
Strategic Views in the policy wording.

4. Policy P18: Conservation of the Historic Environment and Natural Heritage

The PLA note that the policy includes reference to conserving and enhancing the foreshore and river structures, and
their settings, which is supported, however please see below under policy P22 on the River Thames regarding access
to the River Thames Foreshore.

5. Policy P19: Borough Views

The PLA support the reference to river prospect views in the policy, and the need to ensure development takes
these into account, which aligns with London Plan policy regarding strategic views.

6. Policy P22: River Thames

a. In principle the PLA supports the provision of a specific policy on the River Thames, which seeks to maintain and
enhance the strategic importance and unique character of the River Thames – a number of detailed comments
related to this policy are set out below:

b. The PLA supports the reference in point 1.1 that development must establish or continue the River Thames Path
along the water frontage.

c. In regards to point 1.2, and the reference to creating new access points to the River Thames, the PLA in general
supports the protection and enhancement of existing access points alongside waterways (including paths) but
objects to the creation of new access points (including slipways and historic steps). There is strictly no right of public
access to the foreshore except for navigation (getting in and out of boats) and for fishing and digging of bait. The
PLA acknowledge that people access the foreshore but this is tolerated more than encouraged. In general the PLA is
concerned about additional access to the foreshore for the following reasons:

1.Public safety – the foreshore is dangerous due to tides, soft mud, slip hazards, sharp objects, Weil’s disease
etc. The public are largely unaware of the tidal nature of the River Thames and the significant dangers that this
2
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poses. Every year, the Police, Fire Brigade, RNLI (via the Coastguard) and the PLA have to rescue people who are
trapped in the mud.
2. Environmental – some of the foreshore provides important habitat for wildlife.
3. Archaeological – there are items and areas of the foreshore which are of archaeological interest. Anyone wishing
to search the foreshore in any way needs a permit from the PLA. The permit is required for searching, metal
detecting, digging, scraping etc. The PLA does not wish to encourage unlicensed access to the foreshore.

d. The PLA broadly support point 1.3, regarding maintaining and enhancing the existing facilities that support and
increase the use and enjoyment of the river and the associate list of facilities, which includes the following:

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Access points to and alongside the river, including stairs, piers and the Thames Path
Docks, including protection against partial or complete infilling
Mooring facilities (The PLA consider that this must be expanded to refer to residential, commercial and visitor
moorings
Facilities for passenger, freight and tourist traffic
Sport and leisure facilities
Heritage assets on the foreshore and within the river

For some of the facilities mentioned above, specifically mooring facilities, facilities for passenger, freight and tourist
traffic and sports and leisure facilities, consideration must be given to the provision of new facilities as well as just
protecting and enhancing existing infrastructure.

e. Regarding point 1.5 and the provision of landmarks along the river, whilst the PLA in principle do not object to the
provision of landmarks adjacent, or near to the riverside, it must be made clear that such landmarks should not be
provided / installed on the foreshore or riverbed, and there should be no harm caused to the cohesiveness of the
water’s edge. The PLA must be consulted on any proposals regarding the future provision of landmarks along
riverside area. For information, anything in, on or over the river up to mean high water will require a River Works
License from the PLA.

f.

Point 1.8 of the policy, regarding the statement that developments must avoid unacceptable harm or impacts on
navigation, biodiversity, heritage assets or the existing character of the Thames Policy Area if proposing new
mooring facilities must be expanded to include any type of development, not just mooring facilities.

g. The PLA welcomes and supports parts 1.4, 1.6, 1.7 and 1.9 of the proposed policy, in terms of additions to the policy
the PLA request that reference must be made to the provision of Riparian life-saving equipment (such as grabchains, access ladders and life buoys) along the riverside to a standard recommended in the 1991 Hayes Report on
the Inquiry into River Safety. Suicide prevention measures should also be a consideration for any development
adjacent to waterside areas.

7. Policy P46: Public Transport

The PLA consider that the policy could be made stronger by specifically referring to all types of public transport that
operates in the borough, including the riverbus services that operate in the borough.
3
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8. Policy P48: Walking

The PLA consider that the Thames Path must also be mentioned alongside the Green Chain walking route under
point 5 of the policy, to ensure this receives a high priority in the plan, which is in line with the PLAs Thames Vision,
which includes the goal to join up the Thames Path from source to sea, and improving access to riverside paths, as
well as the London Plan.

9. Policy P51: Transport Infrastructure Improvements

The PLA welcome reference to the proposed walking and cycling bridge from Rotherhithe to Canary Wharf. Please
note that the PLA must be involved in any detailed discussions regarding this scheme as it progresses.

10. Policy P56: Open Space

The PLA support this policy particularly the reference to Thames-side paths in the policy wording. As noted above
under policy P48 the PLA strongly support the enhancement of the Thames Path, and access to the path.

11. Policy P57: Open Water Space

The PLA support the recognition that Southwark has several unique open water spaces on the Rotherhithe
peninsula, and that these need to be maintained and improved, and also welcome reference to the high demand for
berths and moorings that is not being met in Southwark and across London.
The PLA broadly support the aims of the policy, to ensure any new facilities or moorings do not affect the openness
or distract from the character of the open water space, but consider that this policy must be expanded and can be
made stronger. There must be reference in the policy that any development that affects designated open water
spaces must ensure that all safety and navigational impacts are minimised, as noted in part 1.8 of policy P22.
In regards to the reference to berths and moorings for houseboats and other craft, the PLA consider that there must
be a specific reference to all types of potential moorings, including residential, commercial and visitor moorings. The
PLAs Thames vision includes a number of goals regarding the creation of new, appropriate residential moorings
accommodating suitable vessels, and realise new visitor moorings.
12. Policy P63: Reducing Waste
The PLA consider that it must be stated in the policy that the development of sites in close proximity to the Thames
must consider the use of the River for the transportation of construction materials and waste, in line with current
London Plan policy 5.18 and 6.14, as well as policies in the 2017 consultation draft London Plan including SI8, SI15
and T7, as well as the PLAs Thame Vision which aims to move more goods and materials off roads and onto the river,
taking 400,000 lorry trips off the regions roads by 2035.
Area Visions and Site Allocations

1. Bankside and the Borough

4
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The PLA welcome reference in the policy to the need to improve existing and create new cycle and walk ways,
specifically along the Thames Path, and the reference to river transport in the area. The PLA, in line with the Thames
Vision promotes both the increased use of passenger transport and the joining up of the Thames Path and keeping it
well maintained. All development sites near to the river must assist in the promotion of these goals.
The PLA consider that any redevelopment of sites in close proximity to the River Thames, such as site NSP05 at 1
Southwark Bridge and Red Lion Court must consider the transportation of construction materials and waste by river,
rather than by road.

2. Bermondsey

As with the Bankside and the Borough area vision the reference to improving the Thames Path is welcome. It is
noted that this section includes site NSP12 Chambers wharf, which is identified as a potential mixed use
development with enhancements to the Thames Path. The PLA broadly support the design and accessibility
guidance, stating that proposals for tall buildings should be set back by at least one block from the riverbed, and the
promotion of the Thames Path and active frontages. However the PLA consider that there must be reference to
promoting the use of the River Thames as an alternative sustainable mode of transport, as well as making use of the
Thames for the transportation and delivery of construction materials and waste associated with any future
development.

3. Blackfriars Road

The PLA consider that the enhancements to the Thames Path, and improving links to the Thames should be featured
in the vision for this area, as it has been featured in both the Bankside and the Borough, and Bermondsey vision
areas.

Regarding site NSP17 (Ludgate House and Sampson House, 64 Hopton Street), as well as promising access and
quality of the Thames Path in this area, consideration must be given to the use of the River Thames as an alternative
means of transport in relation to any proposed development at this site.

4. London Bridge

The PLA note that the area vision recognises the area as one of the UKs busiest and fastest growing transport hubs,
that has increased rail and river capacity, and that the area is internationally renowned for its prominent riverfront
location. The PLA welcome reference to the statement that developments should enhance the enhance the sense of
place and visitor and cultural activities along the Thames riverfront, as well as encourage use of riverboat services,
waterborne freight and the Thames Path in a safe and sustainable way, which all adheres to the PLAs Thames Vision.

5. Rotherhithe

It is noted in the area vision that the area is accessible by tube and rail from Canada Water and Surrey Docks stations
with improved bus connections, walking and cycling routes, noting that accessibility for all modes of transport and
congestion require improvement. The PLA consider that reference must also be given to the use of the River Thames
as an alternative form of transportation in regards to any future development near to the riverside in this location.
This should include reference to the Greenland Surrey Quays Pier which is within the boundary of this area vision.

5
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The PLA support the reference in the area vision to the statement that developments should prioritise walking and
cycling and improve public transport, including improved links to the river, boat services and docks, the completion
of the Thames Path, and the proposed new river crossing to Canary Wharf. Regarding the proposed river crossing
the PLA must be consulted on the detailed proposals when available.
In general, for all the area visions, and any developments at, or near to the River Thames, the PLA request that
further consideration should be given to the promotion of the use of the River Thames, for both passengers and
freight, within relevant area visions and more generally within the Local Plan. The PLA support the references made
to maintaining and enhancing existing riverside facilities, but would request to see further emphasis given to the
promotion of new facilities as a result of future development as well.
I hope this information is of assistance, if you have any questions at all please contact me on the details below.
Regards

Port of London Authority
London River House, Royal Pier Road
Gravesend, Kent, DA12 2BG

•
•

Find out more: www.pla.co.uk/Thames-Vision
Follow us on twitter:

<< OLE Object: Picture
<< OLE Object: Picture
(Device Independent Bitmap) (Device Independent Bitmap)
>>
>>

Disclaimer

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom
they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any use or dissemination of this
communication is strictly prohibited, and asked to notify us immediately (by return email), then delete this email and your reply.
Email transmissions cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free and Port of London Authority (PLA) does not accept any
6
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liability for any errors or omissions in the contents of this message. Any views or opinions presented are those of the author and
do not necessarily represent those of PLA.
website: www.pla.co.uk
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We note that the current planning permission for the Southwark Playhouse is a personal
permission (application reference: 12/AP/2964). Condition 2 attached to the aforementioned
planning permission states that upon vacation of Southwark Playhouse from the building, “the
use shall be discontinued and the property will revert back to B1 Use Class”. The existing lawful
use of the building is therefore B1 Use Class. It is possible that the Southwark Playhouse could
move to a different location in the future which would mean the building would revert back it
B1 office use if this were to occur. It is therefore considered that the theatre should not be a
‘required use’ as part of the site allocation.
We support the opportunity for active frontages along Newington Causeway and welcome the
flexibility in relation to the variety of land uses in order to improve the vitality and viability of
the town centre.
The site allocation relates to a number of different plots that are within a variety of ownerships.
In light of this, it is important to consider that the redevelopment of the site allocation could
come forward in a number of phases. We therefore feel it would be more appropriate for the site
allocation to acknowledge the various plots within the site description and recognise that
redevelopment of the individual plots could come forward at various times within the site vision.
It is important that redevelopment of these plots is not delayed or hampered and the allocation
should encourage redevelopment at different stages whilst also ensuring that the redevelopment
of individual or multiple plots should future proof the deliverability of the remaining and
surrounding plots.
Yours sincerely

DP9 LTD
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NSPPSV145

Organisation: St Luke’s Church,
Chandler Way, London, SE15 6DT

Introduction

The following are comments I wish to make on the proposed version of the New Southwark
Plan on behalf of my organisation.
Firstly, I recognise the inclusion of Community Land Trust homes in the New Southwark
Plan as a recognised ‘Low cost home ownership product’ (pg 24) and as part of the Site
vision for site NSP75, saying ‘Redevelopment of the site must:… Provide new intermediate
affordable housing through a community land trust.’ (pg 312). I would also like to commend
Southwark Council’s ambitious target to deliver 11,000 new council homes by 2043 with the
first 1,600 complete or underway by the end of 2018. (pg 8).
This letter is largely in order to comment on one particular site – NSP75: Aylesham Centre
and Peckham Bus Garage. After speaking to over 1,000 local people, attending all the public
consultation workshop held by Tiger, running our own workshops on issues related to the
site, canvassing local residents, shoppers and traders, Peckham Citizens has produced our
Citizens Charter, a full copy of which is submitted along side this letter. Our headline
proposal in the Charter is for the following to be delivered on the Aylesham site:
1. Affordable Homes
35% - 50% genuinely and permanently affordable, high quality homes for local people,
priced according to local incomes, including social housing and a Community Land Trust.
2. Good Jobs
1 in 3 jobs for local people at all levels of seniority, a fully-resourced, targeted training
strategy and all employees on site to be paid at least the London Living Wage.
3. Celebrating Peckham
An open, street-based design that includes a significant public space, protects key, local
retailers and reinforces the existing culture, economy and built environment of Peckham,
with no building on site at more than 9 stories tall.
4. Community Engagement
A commitment to meaningful community engagement with residents, traders and
community organisations throughout the design, construction and management of the
project. This should include local stakeholders being part of determining how any Section
106, Community Infrastructure Levy or overage agreement funds might be allocated.
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Section 1

There is one item in particular that the following section refers to – the height of buildings on
the Aylesham site. Please see the comments below:

Site Specific Policy NSP75: Aylesham Centre and Peckham Bus Station (pg 312-314)
is unsound because:
- it is not consistent with the National Planning Policy Framework and has not been
positively prepared.
The National Planning Policy Framework states that there is the need for “early and
meaningful engagement and collaboration with neighbourhoods, local organisations and
businesses” in order to make a “collective vision”.
Peckham Citizens have set up a petition calling for no towers on the Aylesham site but
instead “an open, street-based design that reinforces the existing culture, economy and built
environment, celebrating Peckham as it already exists and with no building more than 9
stories tall”. At the time of writing, the petition has gained nearly 5000 signatures, and this is
without any media coverage other than the ‘hyper-local’ newspaper The Peckham Peculiar.
In addition to the online petition, signatures have been collected on Rye Lane, at Peckham
Bus Station, from the residents on surrounding streets and in local businesses, churches
and schools. Almost without exception, people are unaware of the plans for a tall building
on this site, and when informed of them, do not support them.
This policy has not been positively prepared because it was not effectively publicised and
consulted on. It has been prepared contrary to the prevailing local opinion.
The large numbers of people who have signed this petition show that a tall building is not
wanted by the vast majority of people who know, live in and love Peckham. It therefore does
not form part of a “collective vision” for the site and is not consistent with National Planning
Policy.
The Current London Plan (2016) states in point 7.28 that “The Mayor will work with boroughs
to identify locations where tall and large buildings might be appropriate, sensitive or
inappropriate” and the New Draft London Plan states in 3.8.3 that the “Mayor will work with
boroughs to provide a strategic overview of tall building locations across London”. However,
there is no evidence to suggest that Southwark Council have worked with the Mayor’s office
to determine if the Aylesham Centre and Peckham Bus Station site is appropriate for tall
building(s). Therefore, the policy is not consistent with regional planning policy or the
National Planning Policy Framework.
The Aylesham site is within the setting of two conservation areas, many listed buildings
including the 200 year old Rye Lane Chapel and key unlisted but much loved buildings such
as the Jones and Higgins clocktower. The Current London Plan 7.25 requires that “Tall
buildings be resisted in areas that will be particularly sensitive to their impacts and only be
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considered if they are the most appropriate way to achieve the optimum density in highly
accessible locations”. Therefore, the proposed policy is not consistent with regional planning
policy.
-it is not justified and has not been prepared positively.
Tall buildings have a number of detrimental effects on the surrounding area and the
environment through:
 shading,
 creating wind tunnels and ‘shadows’ that are notoriously hard to predict or mitigate
once in place,
 higher energy use, embodied energy and maintenance costs,
 a detrimental impact on small-scale entrepreneurial activity,
 lack of external amenity space and ‘doorstep play’ areas which make them
unsuitable for families,
 overlooking and loss of privacy for the existing surrounding buildings, including
several streets of two and three storey houses that will be directly adjacent and their
private outdoor space easily visible,
 a loss of ‘sky’ for pedestrians, loss of views for the users of nearby buildings and the
creation of a feeling of being loomed over can significantly degrade the experience of
the public realm and quality of place,
 isolation from the ground making the surrounding area feel less safe and enlivened,
 segregating the wider community by income; essentially becoming a gated
community in the sky which limits interaction and social capital across socioeconomic groups.
Recent research is summarised in the White Paper on The Impacts of Tall Buildings: A
Research Summary, 2015, by Michael Mehaffy, Sustasis Foundation, Delft University
of Technology (attached).
A medium rise development would be more in keeping with the character of the area and
would not have the same, far reaching, negative impact of a 20-storey tower. Therefore, the
proposed policy is not justified as it has not been shown that an equivalent amount of
housing could not be created on this site by other forms of development that has less
negative impact.
While the New Southwark Plan Preferred Version Consultation Report refers to the
Peckham and Nunhead Area Action Plan (PNAAP) finding the principle of a tall building
acceptable on the site, this is based on an outdated urban design study. Public attitudes to
high-rise development have shifted significantly in recent years and are supported by the
growing body of research that exposes their negative impacts.
As the research behind the principles in the PNAAP is now outdated and they are contrary to
national and regional planning policy, they are not justified and should not be used at the
basis for further planning policy.
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This policy is not justified as the significant harms that would be caused by a tall building on
this site have not been identified and the evidence that tall buildings are necessary to
achieve
increased density and regeneration has not been presented. See also the comments on
Policy P14: Tall Buildings, (below).
There is a wealth of evidence indicating that tall buildings are not the ideal form of housing
for the majority of people, particularly those who are vulnerable, families, those with many
health issues or disabilities and those on low incomes. These include a comprehensive
literature review by Professor Gifford of the University of Victoria that sought to answer the
question ‘are high-rise buildings a net benefit or cost to their residents?’ that concluded
“high-rises are less satisfactory than other housing forms for most people, that they are not
optimal for children, that social relations are more impersonal and helping behaviour is less
than in other housing forms,”.
The forms of housing identified as most in need in the Strategic Housing Market
Assessment (Chapter 6, Tables 6.11. 6.14 and 6.15; Chapter 7, Tables 7.1, 7.2, 7.11 and
7.13); and the NSP Proposed Submission Version Policy P1:Affordable homes (pg 2125); P2: New Family Homes (pg 26); P5: housing for older people (pg 30); P6: Homes
for Households with Specialist Needs (pg 31-32); and P13: Residential Design (pg 3941) are those least suitable for high-rise development. Therefore this policy is not effective or
positively prepared as it does not address this issue.
The NSP Proposed Submission Version has removed the requirement for any meaningful
open or public space. The Consultation Report indicates this in response to a respondent
who requests that an area equivalent to at least 15% of the site be put aside as open space.
This has not been prepared positively and is not justified as it does not explain why the open
space requirement has been removed.

-it is not effective.
The proposed policy states that “the site could include taller buildings subject to
consideration of impacts on existing character, heritage and townscape.” and that “Careful
consideration would also need to be given to the neighbouring residential areas and
important local heritage buildings.” This is not effective because it does not identify what the
criteria or methods for assessing the negative impact of a 20-storey tower will be, or what
mitigating factors would be expected, effective or acceptable.
The proposed policy does not state what level of harm or benefit for the community would be
acceptable considering the negative impacts caused by tall buildings over a wide area and
therefore is not effective.
The proposed policy is not effective because it does not identify and define what type and
degree of environmental harm would be acceptable or how it should be mitigated on this
site.
Changes that would make the policy sound include:
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Revising the policy to reflect current research into the effects of tall buildings.



Requiring greater public consultation for the aspects of this policy that involve a
significant change from the prevailing conditions. This should include leaflets widely
distributed including to all residences and businesses in the surrounding area, onsite/street displays that are held in prominent local locations, publishing in local
newspapers, and meetings with local groups, churches, schools, etc., that highlight
that this site has been identified as suitable for a tower of 20 storeys and inviting
comment.



Preparing the policy in line with the feedback from an extensive and well-advertised
consultation with local residents, businesses and community groups, or justifying why
it should not be done.



Related policy P17: Conservation areas (pg 44-45) could be strengthened by
changing the wording to include the need for more extensive advertising of and
public consultation on proposals that are brought forward that are higher than the
prevailing existing townscape.



Requiring that any proposals on this site must prove that the local housing need (in
numbers and type, especially family housing) can only be met by including tall
buildings rather than other forms that have less negative impact such as medium-rise
developments.



There should be a presumption stated that forms of building that achieve a similar
level of benefit/accommodation but have a lesser negative impact on the surrounding
area should be proven to be unachievable before a tall building (with a high level of
negative impact) is allowed.



In order to prevent segregation of the local community and the resultant harm to
community cohesion, the policy should require that any development and all the
major individual elements (eg buildings) of a development should comply with the
relevant assessed housing need in the area, or justify why it cannot.



Many of the issues that are important are in/we spoke to over 1000 local people to
develop a Charter for the aylesham site that calls for a number of the
above…attached. This should be included in the consultation document. Propose
changes as per our charter and the letter from the leaders, attached. Those named/I
would welcome the opportunity to appear at a public hearing or oral examination of
this policy.
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Section 2

There is a second item in particular that the following section refers to – the height of
buildings across Southwark as a whole. Please see the comments below:

Policy P14: Tall Buildings (pgs 42-43) is unsound because:
- it is not consistent with national and regional planning policy.
The Current London Plan (2016) and Draft London Plan require that “Tall buildings should
be part of a plan-led approach to changing or developing an area”, yet all restrictions on the
height and location of tall buildings have been removed from the NSP and replaced with
vague sentences such as we “use a number of criteria to determine applications”.
The National Planning Policy Framework paragraph 155 states the need for “early and
meaningful engagement and collaboration with neighbourhoods, local organisations and
businesses” to reflect a “collective vision”. However, it has become clear through the
petitions (referred to above) and the public consultation work that Peckham Citizens has
undertaken that the vast majority of local people are unaware of this policy, and when made
aware, do not agree with it. Hence it does not reflect the prevailing local opinion or a
“collective vision”.
This policy is therefore not consistent with national and regional planning policy.

-it is not justified.
All specific restrictions on the location and height of tall buildings have been removed from
the NSP Proposed Submission Version (apart from in the site specific policies) which will
open the door to the argument of precedence alongside existing or proposed tall buildings
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covered by site specific policies. The effect will be that clusters of tall buildings can be
developed around a site with a site specific policy that had intended to allow just one tall
building. There is a significant danger that this will happen on and around the Aylesham
Centre and Peckham Bus Station site.
If clusters are to be encouraged around existing tall buildings then this is a significant
change in policy and has not been widely publicised or consulted on therefore it is not
justified.
The NSP states (pg 42) that “Tall buildings … can be an important component in contributing
to Southwark’s physical regeneration, raising population density, avoiding urban sprawl and
increasing the activities and life opportunities on offer for nearby resisdents.” This is not
proven, in fact a growing body of recent research is summarised in the White Paper on The
Impacts of Tall Buildings: A Research Summary, 2015, by Michael Mehaffy, Sustasis
Foundation, Delft University of Technology (attached). It shows tall buildings have
detrimental effects on the surrounding area and the environment through:
 shading,
 creating wind tunnels and ‘shadows’ that are notoriously hard to predict or mitigate
once in place,
 higher energy use, embodied energy and maintenance costs,
 a detrimental impact on small-scale entrepreneurial activity,
 lack of external amenity space and ‘doorstep play’ areas which make them
unsuitable for families,
 overlooking and loss of privacy for the existing surrounding buildings, including
several streets of two and three storey houses that will be directly adjacent and their
private outdoor space easily visible,
 a loss of ‘sky’ for pedestrians, loss of views for the users of nearby buildings and the
creation of a feeling of being loomed over can significantly degrade the experience of
the public realm and quality of place,
 isolation from the ground making the surrounding area feel less safe and enlivened,
 segregating the wider community by income; essentially becoming a gated
community in the sky which limits interaction and social capital across socioeconomic groups.
The House of Commons (2001) report: Tall Buildings: Report and Proceedings of the
house of Commons Transport, Local Government and the Regions Committee found
that “The main reason that the Committee held an inquiry into tall buildings was to identify
the contribution which they can make to the urban renaissance. We found that contribution
to be very limited. The proposition that tall buildings are necessary to prevent
suburban sprawl is impossible to sustain. They do not necessarily achieve higher
densities than mid or low-rise development and in some cases are a less-efficient use
of space than alternatives. They have, for the most part, the advantages and
disadvantages of other high density buildings. They can be energy efficient*, they can be
part of mixed-use schemes and they can encourage the use of public transport where there
is spare capacity, but so can other types of high density developments. Tall buildings are
more often about power, prestige, status and aesthetics than efficient development.”
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*Note: more recent research is showing that this is not correct in the London climate, for
example refer to the research by Philip Steadman (Emeritus Professor of Urban and Built
form Studies and Research Fellow UCL).

-it is not effective.
If clusters of tall buildings are not intended to be allowed alongside existing or proposed tall
buildings covered by site specific policies then this policy is not effective as it does not have
any specific measures to control this possibility.
As the guidance for the location and height of tall buildings has been removed from the NSP,
there is now no effective guidance to how the height and location of tall buildings should be
assessed.
-it is not positively prepared.
The statement “We have taken a consistent approach when planning for tall buildings and
use a number of criteria to determine applications” in policy P14 is unfit for purpose as it is
too vague to form a meaningful guidance for when tall buildings will be appropriate and does
not reflect that this is a significant change to the existing policy.
This policy therefore does not meet the test for being positively prepared.
Changes that would make the policy sound include:


The specific sites where tall buildings might be appropriate should be identified with a
full description of the height, massing and type of building that would be acceptable,
and this should be widely and extensively publicly consulted on.



Revise the policy in line with recent research that challenges the principle that tall
buildings increase density and help regeneration, or justify why this has not been
done/is not appropriate.



All other areas should be specified as not appropriate for tall buildings, unless
separate, extensive public consultation that makes the scale of the change clear, is
undertaken and widely publicised by the council on a case by case basis.



Define what a ‘tall building’ is in line with the National Planning Policy Framework
including the New Draft London Plan Policy D8 part A.



Publish the “range of views” on tall buildings that have been gathered in the council’s
consultation process (referred to in the Consultation Report) and quantify the
numbers of people for, neutral, and against. This should be considered alongside
the petitions that have recently gained thousands of signatures against towers.
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NSPPSV146

Organisation: Brandon Baptist Church
Contact email:

Introduction

The following are comments I wish to make on the proposed version of the New Southwark Plan on
behalf of my organisation. I wish to appear at any public hearing/oral examination of these issues.
Firstly, I recognise the inclusion of Community Land Trust homes in the New Southwark Plan as a
recognised ‘Low cost home ownership product’ (pg 24) and as part of the Site vision for site NSP75,
saying ‘Redevelopment of the site must:… Provide new intermediate affordable housing through a
community land trust.’ (pg 312). I would also like to commend Southwark Council’s ambitious target
to deliver 11,000 new council homes by 2043 with the first 1,600 complete or underway by the end of
2018. (pg 8).
This letter is largely in order to comment on one particular site – NSP75: Aylesham Centre and
Peckham Bus Garage. After speaking to over 1,000 local people, attending all the public consultation
workshop held by Tiger, running our own workshops on issues related to the site, canvassing local
residents, shoppers and traders, Peckham Citizens has produced our Citizens Charter, a full copy of
which is submitted along side this letter. Our headline proposal in the Charter is for the following to
be delivered on the Aylesham site:
1. Affordable Homes
35% - 50% genuinely and permanently affordable, high quality homes for local people, priced
according to local incomes, including social housing and a Community Land Trust.
2. Good Jobs
1 in 3 jobs for local people at all levels of seniority, a fully-resourced, targeted training strategy
and all employees on site to be paid at least the London Living Wage.
3. Celebrating Peckham
An open, street-based design that includes a significant public space, protects key, local retailers
and reinforces the existing culture, economy and built environment of Peckham, with no building
on site at more than 9 stories tall.
4. Community Engagement
A commitment to meaningful community engagement with residents, traders and community
organisations throughout the design, construction and management of the project. This should
include local stakeholders being part of determining how any Section 106, Community
Infrastructure Levy or overage agreement funds might be allocated.
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Section 1

There is one item in particular that the following section refers to – the height of buildings on the
Aylesham site. Please see the comments below:

Site Specific Policy NSP75: Aylesham Centre and Peckham Bus Station (pg 312-314) is unsound
because:
- it is not consistent with the National Planning Policy Framework and has not been positively
prepared.
The National Planning Policy Framework states that there is the need for “early and meaningful
engagement and collaboration with neighbourhoods, local organisations and businesses” in order to
make a “collective vision”.
Peckham Citizens have set up a petition calling for no towers on the Aylesham site but instead “an
open, street-based design that reinforces the existing culture, economy and built environment,
celebrating Peckham as it already exists and with no building more than 9 stories tall”. At the time
of writing, the petition has gained nearly 5000 signatures, and this is without any media coverage
other than the ‘hyper-local’ newspaper The Peckham Peculiar. In addition to the online petition,
signatures have been collected on Rye Lane, at Peckham Bus Station, from the residents on
surrounding streets and in local businesses, churches and schools. Almost without exception, people
are unaware of the plans for a tall building on this site, and when informed of them, do not support
them.
This policy has not been positively prepared because it was not effectively publicised and consulted
on. It has been prepared contrary to the prevailing local opinion.
The large numbers of people who have signed this petition show that a tall building is not wanted by
the vast majority of people who know, live in and love Peckham. It therefore does not form part of a
“collective vision” for the site and is not consistent with National Planning Policy.
The Current London Plan (2016) states in point 7.28 that “The Mayor will work with boroughs to
identify locations where tall and large buildings might be appropriate, sensitive or inappropriate”
and the New Draft London Plan states in 3.8.3 that the “Mayor will work with boroughs to provide a
strategic overview of tall building locations across London”. However there is no evidence to suggest
that Southwark Council have worked with the Mayor’s office to determine if the Aylesham Centre
and Peckham Bus Station site is appropriate for tall building(s). Therefore the policy is not consistent
with regional planning policy or the National Planning Policy Framework.
The Aylesham site is within the setting of two conservation areas, many listed buildings including the
200 year old Rye Lane Chapel and key unlisted but much loved buildings such as the Jones and
Higgins clocktower. The Current London Plan 7.25 requires that “Tall buildings be resisted in
areas that will be particularly sensitive to their impacts and only be considered if they are the most
appropriate way to achieve the optimum density in highly accessible locations”. Therefore the
proposed policy is not consistent with regional planning policy.
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-it is not justified and has not been prepared positively.
Tall buildings have a number of detrimental effects on the surrounding area and the environment
through:
 shading,
 creating wind tunnels and ‘shadows’ that are notoriously hard to predict or mitigate once in
place,
 higher energy use, embodied energy and maintenance costs,
 a detrimental impact on small-scale entrepreneurial activity,
 lack of external amenity space and ‘doorstep play’ areas which make them unsuitable for
families,
 overlooking and loss of privacy for the existing surrounding buildings, including several
streets of two and three storey houses that will be directly adjacent and their private outdoor
space easily visible,
 a loss of ‘sky’ for pedestrians, loss of views for the users of nearby buildings and the creation
of a feeling of being loomed over can significantly degrade the experience of the public realm
and quality of place,
 isolation from the ground making the surrounding area feel less safe and enlivened,
 segregating the wider community by income; essentially becoming a gated community in the
sky which limits interaction and social capital across socio-economic groups.
Recent research is summarised in the White Paper on The Impacts of Tall Buildings: A Research
Summary, 2015, by Michael Mehaffy, Sustasis Foundation, Delft University of Technology
(attached).
A medium rise development would be more in keeping with the character of the area and would not
have the same, far reaching, negative impact of a 20 storey tower. Therefore the proposed policy is
not justified as it has not been shown that an equivalent amount of housing could not be created on
this site by other forms of development that has less negative impact.
While the New Southwark Plan Preferred Version Consultation Report refers to the Peckham
and Nunhead Area Action Plan (PNAAP) finding the principle of a tall building acceptable on the
site, this is based on an outdated urban design study. Public attitudes to high-rise development have
shifted significantly in recent years and are supported by the growing body of research that exposes
their negative impacts.
As the research behind the principles in the PNAAP is now outdated and they are contrary to national
and regional planning policy, they are not justified and should not be used at the basis for further
planning policy.
This policy is not justified as the significant harms that would be caused by a tall building on this site
have not been identified and the evidence that tall buildings are necessary to achieve
increased density and regeneration has not been presented. See also the comments on Policy P14:
Tall Buildings, (below).
There is a wealth of evidence indicating that tall buildings are not the ideal form of housing for the
majority of people, particularly those who are vulnerable, families, those with many health issues or
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disabilities and those on low incomes. These include a comprehensive literature review by Professor
Gifford of the University of Victoria that sought to answer the question ‘are high-rise buildings a net
benefit or cost to their residents?’ that concluded “high-rises are less satisfactory than other housing
forms for most people, that they are not optimal for children, that social relations are more
impersonal and helping behaviour is less than in other housing forms,”.
The forms of housing identified as most in need in the Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(Chapter 6, Tables 6.11. 6.14 and 6.15; Chapter 7, Tables 7.1, 7.2, 7.11 and 7.13); and the NSP
Proposed Submission Version Policy P1:Affordable homes (pg 21-25); P2: New Family Homes
(pg 26); P5: housing for older people (pg 30); P6: Homes for Households with Specialist Needs
(pg 31-32); and P13: Residential Design (pg 39-41) are those least suitable for high-rise
development. Therefore this policy is not effective or positively prepared as it does not address this
issue.
The NSP Proposed Submission Version has removed the requirement for any meaningful open or
public space. The Consultation Report indicates this in response to a respondent who requests that an
area equivalent to at least 15% of the site be put aside as open space. This has not been prepared
positively and is not justified as it does not explain why the open space requirement has been
removed.

-it is not effective.
The proposed policy states that “the site could include taller buildings subject to consideration of
impacts on existing character, heritage and townscape.” and that “Careful consideration would also
need to be given to the neighbouring residential areas and important local heritage buildings.” This
is not effective because it does not identify what the criteria or methods for assessing the negative
impact of a 20 storey tower will be, or what mitigating factors would be expected, effective or
acceptable.
The proposed policy does not state what level of harm or benefit for the community would be
acceptable considering the negative impacts caused by tall buildings over a wide area and therefore is
not effective.
The proposed policy is not effective because it does not identify and define what type and degree of
environmental harm would be acceptable or how it should be mitigated on this site.
Changes that would make the policy sound include:


Revising the policy to reflect current research into the effects of tall buildings.



Requiring greater public consultation for the aspects of this policy that involve a significant
change from the prevailing conditions. This should include leaflets widely distributed
including to all residences and businesses in the surrounding area, on-site/street displays that
are held in prominent local locations, publishing in local newspapers, and meetings with local
groups, churches, schools, etc., that highlight that this site has been identified as suitable for a
tower of 20 storeys and inviting comment.
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Preparing the policy in line with the feedback from an extensive and well-advertised
consultation with local residents, businesses and community groups, or justifying why it
should not be done.



Related policy P17: Conservation areas (pg 44-45) could be strengthened by changing the
wording to include the need for more extensive advertising of and public consultation on
proposals that are brought forward that are higher than the prevailing existing townscape.



Requiring that any proposals on this site must prove that the local housing need (in numbers
and type, especially family housing) can only be met by including tall buildings rather than
other forms that have less negative impact such as medium-rise developments.



There should be a presumption stated that forms of building that achieve a similar level of
benefit/accommodation but have a lesser negative impact on the surrounding area should be
proven to be unachievable before a tall building (with a high level of negative impact) is
allowed.



In order to prevent segregation of the local community and the resultant harm to community
cohesion, the policy should require that any development and all the major individual
elements (eg buildings) of a development should comply with the relevant assessed housing
need in the area, or justify why it cannot.



Many of the issues that are important are in/we spoke to over 1000 local people to develop a
Charter for the aylesham site that calls for a number of the above…attached. This should be
included in the consultation document. Propose changes as per our charter and the letter from
the leaders, attached. Those named/I would welcome the opportunity to appear at a public
hearing or oral examination of this policy.
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Section 2

There is a second item in particular that the following section refers to – the height of buildings across
Southwark as a whole. Please see the comments below:

Policy P14: Tall Buildings (pgs 42-43) is unsound because:
- it is not consistent with national and regional planning policy.
The Current London Plan (2016) and Draft London Plan require that “Tall buildings should be part
of a plan-led approach to changing or developing an area”, yet all restrictions on the height and
location of tall buildings have been removed from the NSP and replaced with vague sentences such as
we “use a number of criteria to determine applications”.
The National Planning Policy Framework paragraph 155 states the need for “early and meaningful
engagement and collaboration with neighbourhoods, local organisations and businesses” to reflect a
“collective vision”. However, it has become clear through the petitions (referred to above) and the
public consultation work that Peckham Citizens has undertaken that the vast majority of local people
are unaware of this policy, and when made aware, do not agree with it. Hence it does not reflect the
prevailing local opinion or a “collective vision”.
This policy is therefore not consistent with national and regional planning policy.

-it is not justified.
All specific restrictions on the location and height of tall buildings have been removed from the NSP
Proposed Submission Version (apart from in the site specific policies) which will open the door to the
argument of precedence alongside existing or proposed tall buildings covered by site specific policies.
The effect will be that clusters of tall buildings can be developed around a site with a site specific
policy that had intended to allow just one tall building. There is a significant danger that this will
happen on and around the Aylesham Centre and Peckham Bus Station site.
If clusters are to be encouraged around existing tall buildings then this is a significant change in
policy and has not been widely publicised or consulted on therefore it is not justified.
The NSP states (pg 42) that “Tall buildings … can be an important component in contributing to
Southwark’s physical regeneration, raising population density, avoiding urban sprawl and increasing
the activities and life opportunities on offer for nearby resisdents.” This is not proven, in fact a
growing body of recent research is summarised in the White Paper on The Impacts of Tall
Buildings: A Research Summary, 2015, by Michael Mehaffy, Sustasis Foundation, Delft
University of Technology (attached). It shows tall buildings have detrimental effects on the
surrounding area and the environment through:
 shading,
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creating wind tunnels and ‘shadows’ that are notoriously hard to predict or mitigate once in
place,
higher energy use, embodied energy and maintenance costs,
a detrimental impact on small-scale entrepreneurial activity,
lack of external amenity space and ‘doorstep play’ areas which make them unsuitable for
families,
overlooking and loss of privacy for the existing surrounding buildings, including several
streets of two and three storey houses that will be directly adjacent and their private outdoor
space easily visible,
a loss of ‘sky’ for pedestrians, loss of views for the users of nearby buildings and the creation
of a feeling of being loomed over can significantly degrade the experience of the public realm
and quality of place,
isolation from the ground making the surrounding area feel less safe and enlivened,
segregating the wider community by income; essentially becoming a gated community in the
sky which limits interaction and social capital across socio-economic groups.

The House of Commons (2001) report: Tall Buildings: Report and Proceedings of the house of
Commons Transport, Local Government and the Regions Committee found that “The main
reason that the Committee held an inquiry into tall buildings was to identify the contribution which
they can make to the urban renaissance. We found that contribution to be very limited. The
proposition that tall buildings are necessary to prevent suburban sprawl is impossible to sustain.
They do not necessarily achieve higher densities than mid or low-rise development and in some
cases are a less-efficient use of space than alternatives. They have, for the most part, the advantages
and disadvantages of other high density buildings. They can be energy efficient*, they can be part of
mixed-use schemes and they can encourage the use of public transport where there is spare capacity,
but so can other types of high density developments. Tall buildings are more often about power,
prestige, status and aesthetics than efficient development.”
*Note: more recent research is showing that this is not correct in the London climate, for example
refer to the research by Philip Steadman (Emeritus Professor of Urban and Built form Studies and
Research Fellow UCL).

-it is not effective.
If clusters of tall buildings are not intended to be allowed alongside existing or proposed tall buildings
covered by site specific policies then this policy is not effective as it does not have any specific
measures to control this possibility.
As the guidance for the location and height of tall buildings has been removed from the NSP, there is
now no effective guidance to how the height and location of tall buildings should be assessed.
-it is not positively prepared.
The statement “We have taken a consistent approach when planning for tall buildings and use a
number of criteria to determine applications” in policy P14 is unfit for purpose as it is too vague to
form a meaningful guidance for when tall buildings will be appropriate and does not reflect that this is
a significant change to the existing policy.
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This policy therefore does not meet the test for being positively prepared.
Changes that would make the policy sound include:


The specific sites where tall buildings might be appropriate should be identified with a full
description of the height, massing and type of building that would be acceptable, and this
should be widely and extensively publicly consulted on.



Revise the policy in line with recent research that challenges the principle that tall buildings
increase density and help regeneration, or justify why this has not been done/is not
appropriate.



All other areas should be specified as not appropriate for tall buildings, unless separate,
extensive public consultation that makes the scale of the change clear, is undertaken and
widely publicised by the council on a case by case basis.



Define what a ‘tall building’ is in line with the National Planning Policy Framework
including the New Draft London Plan Policy D8 part A.



Publish the “range of views” on tall buildings that have been gathered in the council’s
consultation process (referred to in the Consultation Report) and quantify the numbers of
people for, neutral, and against. This should be considered alongside the petitions that have
recently gained thousands of signatures against towers.
Yours truly,

Brandon Baptist Church
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NSPPSV148

COMMENTS ON THE NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN SUBMISSION VERSION
Richard Lee,
I wish to take part at the oral examination/public hearings.
I wish to receive information about the different stages as the Plan
progresses to examination and adoption.
I do not consider the Local Plan is legally compliant or sound or complies
with the duty to co-operate and I set out the reasons below.
The Plan does not meet the legal requirements
The Plan should not be tested for soundness because it fails to comply with legal
duties under the Equality Act and because there is not an up to date Statement
of Community Involvement (SCI) with which to measure the legal duty to consult.
The SCI 2008 is seriously out of date, as evidenced by the list of consultees
(appendix E) and the emphasis on seeking advice from the Willowbrook Planning
Advice Centre that closed some 8 years ago. So the SCI contains no reference
to the Localism Act and neighbourhood planning, which is given no expression in
the Plan, and does not take into account the Sedley or Gunning principles on fair
consultation, confirmed by the Supreme Court in 2014.
Reviews of the SCI have been programmed in Local Development Schemes, but
not taken place. I brought all of this to the attention of the Local Authority at the
Options stage of the Plan and was met with silence.
The Equality Act and the Public Sector Equality Duty have not been complied
with as Southwark has not assessed the potential impact of its policies on
protected groups. Southwark Law Centre has produced a detailed analysis of
this failure and applied this to the 6 Strategic Policies.
A severe example of non-compliance with its equality duties is the refusal
(despite many requests) to include a policy on Gypsy and Traveller needs in the
Plan. The Local Authority claim that Gypsy and Traveller needs are, uniquely,
best dealt with in a separate document is discriminatory. This has then been
compounded by the Local Authority not carrying out a Gypsy and Traveller needs
assessment, which could have been used as an evidence base document for the
Plan.
In the event that the Plan does proceed to be tested for soundness, there must
be the addition of a policy that actively protects existing Gypsy and Traveller sites
and has a Borough target for pitches based on the midpoint figure of need in
Table 3 of the GLA Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation Topic Paper 2017.

1
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The Plan does not comply with the duty to co-operate
The Plan has failed to identity issues where need is not being met in the Borough
and check whether this need can be met by neighbouring Boroughs. For
example, school places, student accommodation, childcare places, Gypsy and
Traveller provision all lend themselves to a sub-regional approach.
The Plan does not contain within it Monitoring targets, Open Space
designations, Sites Important for Nature Conservation and other lists of
designations though these were included in the Southwark Plan 2007.
It seems these are in separate documents, which has led to a lack of
representations on these important issues. It is important that these are tabled
for examination hearings, with participants given the opportunity to make written
statements even if they could find nothing to comment on in the Plan.
The Plan does not have a vision and its Strategic Policies are disconnected
from the Development Management Policies.
Several of the Strategic Policies have no or very minimal policies to give
expression to their ideals and ambitions. SP2 Social Regeneration was
introduced into the Plan at the last moment. It aims to provide the best outcomes
for existing residents and to support empowered local communities but in terms
of the deliverability of this policy no planning mechanisms are proposed. The DM
policies cover design and conservation issues only; there is no community
spaces policy, no policy on estate regeneration etc.
SP3 Best Start in Life mentions childcare, playspace, library access but the DM
policies only cover education places and student homes.
SP4 STRONG LOCAL ECONOMY

This strategic policy is unsound because
 the Plan is not based on adequate, up-to-date and relevant evidence
about the economic characteristics of the area;
 there has been no review of land available for economic development
which should be combined with or considered alongside the Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment;
This strategic policy says it aims to retain the industrial premises that London
needs, but 37 site allocations propose redevelopment of industrial
accommodation, with a potential loss of 89ha of industrial land. There seems to
be a disconnect between policies and designations and the demands for space
within the real economy. This does not meet the requirements of NPPF or of the
draft new London Plan.

2
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NSP Policy P1 AFFORDABLE HOMES
This policy is unsound because 35% affordable housing does not meet housing
need in Southwark.
The Council says that only 8% of households have an income which disqualifies
them from affordable housing assistance and that 48% are in affordable housing
need. By either measure 35% minimum affordable housing is inadequate.
The policy is not 35% of all new housing but 35% of developments of 11 or more
homes.
The policy fails to provide information on what % of total new build will be
affordable, but the small sites allocation of 800 homes per year (see draft London
Plan 2017) suggests the real policy figure will be under 30%.
The policy requirement of 25% social rented is under the 33% of households with
incomes that qualify them for social rented housing.
Confusion in the Reasons and Fact Box cast doubt on whether the Council
intend to deliver 25% social rented homes. Social rent is relabelled as social
housing, which in turn is sub-divided into affordable rent and London affordable
rent (both at much higher rent levels) as well as social rent. This illuminates why
the Council has consistently failed to achieve policy compliance on social rented
housing. We note a net loss of 912 social rented units in the latest available
comparison between existing and proposed planning approvals (London Plan
Annual Monitoring Report 13 Table 3.16).
The transparency and deliverability of the policy is further undermined by too
much emphasis (points 7 and 8) on developments achieving policy compliance
by providing off-site and in lieu payments. housing on site. This policy creates
no go areas for social rented housing, widening spatial inequality in the Borough
and is inconsistent with Strategic Policy 2 Social Regeneration.
The prominence given to viability is not qualified with the policy approach
required by the Mayor of London, such as the publication of full viability
assessments at the time of the validation of planning applications and variations
(NB not just the publication of executive summaries) and access to expertise
independent of the developer.
NSP POLICY P3 PROTECTION OF EXISTING HOMES
The policy is unsound because it does not consider the key planning objectives
of a) retaining the existing stock of affordable/ social rented housing and b)
bringing vacant properties into use, where possible as social rented housing. It is
therefore inconsistent with current London Plan Policy 3.14 and draft London
Plan 2017 Policy H10.
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Within the plan, there is inconsistency between this policy and SP2 which
emphasises giving every community the opportunity to get their voices heard.
There is huge disquiet across the Borough with the policy of estate demolitions,
but these voices are not being heard or responded to.
To make the policy sound, Southwark needs to make use of all the tools that are
available to protect and increase social rented housing across the Borough.
These should include:
 Independent analysis of all estate regeneration options, including
refurbishment, with a binding ballot of tenants and leaseholders to
decide what regeneration programme goes forward,


A social impact assessment so that social, health and wellbeing
indicators are incorporated into decision making around regeneration
schemes,



Any replacement of social rented housing should be carried out on the
basis of like for like in terms of tenure, rental cost and size.

NSP POLICY P4 PRIVATE RENTED HOMES
It is unsound to apply the 35% affordable housing requirement differently to
private rented homes. In Policy P4, affordable housing only applies to schemes
providing more than 100 homes and there is the option to provide only 12% of
homes at social rent equivalent and 23% as intermediate homes (reversing the
proportion in Policy P1). Consideration of actual planning applications shows
that social rent equivalent schemes can be £160, £175 and £190 for 1,2 and 3
bed homes respectively compared with target social rents of £97, £111, and
£ 124. Social rent equivalents would also only have 3 year tenancies.
The introduction in Policy P4 of a new rent product called discount market rent
further confuses and dilutes the need for genuine social rent homes. No
evidence is presented about how large scale private rented sector developments
meet housing needs when their offer is inferior to conventional housing schemes.
To make this policy sound, the affordable housing offer provided by private
rented schemes must be the same as required under Policy P1. The entire
Policy P4 must apply to all new private rented housing so that improvements in
conditions for private renters, such as longer term tenancies, benefit everyone.
NSP P23 STUDENT HOMES
The policy is unsound as it gives lower standards for students on accessible
rooms and on affordable rooms (only 27%) and fails to address student
accommodation needs.
4
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NSP P56 OPEN SPACE
The policy is unsound as it


does not allow for the extension of MOL designations, or for the creation
of new areas of publicly-accessible green and open space especially in
areas of deficiency.



makes no reference to a needs assessment of local green and open
space to inform policy. Assessments should identify areas of public green
and open space deficiency.
Does not list designations in the Plan, as was the case with the 2007
Southwark Plan.



This is contrary to NPPF and the London Plan.
NSP POLICY P57 OPEN WATER SPACE
The policy is unsound as it makes no reference to evidence of underuse of water
space or what assessment has been made of the infrastructure required to
access and service additional moorings and berths.
Houseboats should be supported as they contribute to meeting housing need,
but the policy is unsound as it only sees houseboats as for leisure and facilities
and amenities for the houseboats are not required in the policy.
NSP P58 GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
The policy is not effective as there is no provision for the network of green
corridors in existing neighbourhoods, nor for creating new green corridors.
NSP P59 BIODIVERSITY
The NSP should plan for space for green links and buffering for biodiversity,
showing these on maps which can be used to guide development proposals. No
evidence of linking up with plans of other local authority where biodiversity
corridors link, e.g. protection of flora and fauna on either side of the railway line
running between Southwark and Lewisham: Brockley – Honor Oak.
To make the Plan sound:SINCS should be listed in the Plan and open to comment.
The protected species and priority habitat that are relevant for Southwark should
be listed.
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NSP P66 AIR QUALITY
Poor air quality is causing thousands of extra deaths per year in London, with
Southwark having one of the worst levels of air pollution,. This policy is unsound
because no evidence is provided of the relative contribution of existing buildings
and new developments, no discussion of measures to protect locations used by
vulnerable groups (e.g. care homes, schools) or other significant measures.

OLD KENT ROAD ALL SITE ALLOCATIONS 55- 74
The site visions and uses are unsound because they fail to meet evidenced need
and/or lack conformity with new London Plan policy. To be sound they should be
amended as follows:







All sites that include industrial land as an existing use, whether designated
or non-designated, should retain industrial use at least as part of mixed
use development
When referring to new homes, a significant proportion should be social
rented housing.
Where retail is provided, a proportion of these should be replacement
units for traders who have been relocated
Where open space is referred to, this should be described as green space
unless there will be hard standing, in which this should be open and
transparent
All sites should include small business space.
All sites should include community facilities.

6
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OBJECTION TO NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN (NSP) SUBMISSION VERSION
Name:

Richard Llewellyn-Davies

NSPPSV149

I wish to take part at the oral examination/public hearings. YES
Policy Number + Topic
+ page numbers

Soundness test

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS

P14 Tall Buildings
Plan.
pages 42 & 43

Not Justified

This policy is not justified because It introduces a fundamental policy change on tall buildings with no evidence to
support or justify the change.
 The 2011 Strategy identifies specific locations in the borough where tall buildings would be appropriate. This is
underpinned by a research paper produced in March 2010. There is no subsequent research which justifies or
explains the reasons for changing the policy.

Not Consistent
with National
Planning
Policy

This policy is not sound because it is not consistent with the Mayor’s current London Plan (2016) or the new Draft
London Plan
Policy 7.7 of the Mayor’s current London Plan (2016) says:
 “Tall and large buildings should be part of a plan-led approach to changing or developing an area by the
identification of appropriate, sensitive and inappropriate locations”.
 “Boroughs should work with the Mayor to consider which areas are appropriate, sensitive or inappropriate for tall
and large buildings and identify them in their Local Development Frameworks”.
The New Southwark Plan:
 suggests tall buildings could be located anywhere in the borough unless there is a harmful impact on strategic
views.
See my example below of why this aspect of the NSP would be unsound.
Policy D8 of the new Draft London Plan says:
 “Development Plans should define what is considered a tall building, the height of which may vary in different
parts of London”.
 “Tall buildings should be part of a plan-led approach to changing or developing an area. Boroughs should identify
on maps in development plans the locations where tall buildings will be an appropriate form of development in
principle and should indicate the general building heights that would be appropriate”.
The New Southwark Plan:
 does not define a tall building other than to say it is “significantly higher than surrounding buildings or their
context” (and it does not define “significantly”)
 does not mention a plan-led approach
1
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Not Positively
prepared
P14 Tall Buildings
Plan pages 42 & 43

does not identify on maps the locations where tall buildings would be appropriate so there is no way of knowing
where these buildings will pop up
 does not identify the general building heights that would be appropriate.
See my example below of why this aspect of the NSP would be unsound.
This policy is not positively prepared as some elements are vague or unclear:
 It does not make it clear that there has been a significant policy change which means tall buildings may now be
permitted anywhere in the borough, even though this is obviously implied.
 It does not define “a point of townscape significance” or what is “proportionate”.
 It does not define what a tall building is, nor does it clarify what “significantly taller than their surroundings”
means.
 On page 42, the second paragraph under the heading ‘Reasons’ includes a sentence that makes no sense
grammatically: “Strategic locations that have a regional or borough important and the scale of the existing or
planned townscape that is defined in our Area Action Plans and Supplementary Plans Documents.”
 The final paragraph of Policy 14 says “We have taken a consistent approach when planning for tall buildings and
use a number of criteria to determine applications. We will continue to use this approach…” The ‘consistent
approach’ to date has been defined and constrained by the current Southwark Plan. It is disingenuous to say they
will continue to use the same approach when the New Southwark Plan would remove those constraints. “We…use
a number of criteria to determine applications” is a meaningless phrase unless it specifies or at least gives
examples of those criteria.
See my example below of why this aspect of the NSP would be unsound.

Not effective

This policy is not effective because

Examples of
why the NSP is
not sound

It Is unclear how it can deliver the identified net increase of affordable housing by 799 homes per year.

In our neighbourhood, there is a planning application for a major private development called ‘Camberwell Union’ on the
site of the current Burgess Business Park
The application is for 505 residential units in 13 blocks, with heights varying from 3 to 14 storeys. Most of the blocks are
10 storeys or more. The current site is mainly low-rise light industrial units, and the housing stock in the immediate area is
mainly 2-storey Victorian properties.
Recent decisions about new-builds in the area have been based on the current Southwark plan, and developments have
generally only one storey higher than the existing housing stock.
If the new Southwark plan is adopted, because it is not consistent with the current London plan or the new draft London
2
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plan:


There would be no plan-led approach to changing this low-rise light-industrial area to mixed-use high rise



There would be no overarching planning policy to prevent the construction of 10-14-storey buildings in the midst
of an area of low-rise dwellings



There would be no definition about what is “significantly higher than surrounding buildings or their context”.

The Camberwell Union plans have a 14-storey block at the centre; each block alongside it steps down slightly in height.
There is a small terrace of 2-storey Victorian properties in the midst of the site that would be immediately surrounded on
3 sides by new buildings which are either 3, 4 or 5 storeys, and then by taller buildings stepping up to 14 storeys.
Because the NSP is not consistent with the current London plan, there would be no consideration as to whether this area
is appropriate, sensitive or inappropriate for tall and large buildings.
Because the NSP is not positively prepared, there is no clear definition about the ‘context’ of the existing Victorian
residential buildings, which of the 14 blocks would be classed as the ‘surrounding buildings’ or how it would be assessed
whether the proposed new buildings are ‘significantly higher’.
Because the NSP is not effective, private developers could get the green light to build 505 residential units, 35% of which
should be ‘affordable’, even if their financial viability statement says there is a risk that 35% affordable housing (is not
deliverable in viability terms, and says the scheme should be amended to allow it to be deliverable. So from the outset, a
private development can declare it is unable to meet the target of 35% affordable housing, and the NSP is not effective
enough to give the council the authority to reject the development on that basis. There is no shortage of unaffordable
homes in Southwark. We need an NSP that enables the council to deliver affordable housing, not simply add to the supply
of unaffordable housing.
Suggested
changes to P14

To make the policy sound, the NSP should
 provide evidence to justify its policy change about tall buildings
 Identify specific sites in the borough where tall buildings are appropriate (and consult local residents and business
about the suggested locations and indicative heights).
 show those locations on area vision maps and within site allocations
 give indicative heights for tall buildings.
 make it clear that tall buildings will be considered inappropriate in all other locations.
 clarify all vague or unspecified sections, including
o defining or giving examples of ‘a point of townscape significance’ (for example, is ‘significance’ based on
architectural, historical, industrial or social factors?)
o explaining what “criteria” are used when making decisions. .
3
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OBJECTIONS TO NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN (NSP) SUBMISSION VERSION

NSPPSV150

Name: Mr Richard Miller

Policy Number + Topic
+ page umbers

Soundness test

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS

P14 Tall Buildings
Plan.
pages 42 & 43

Not Justified

This policy is not justified as it:
 Involves a significant policy change on tall buildings with no new evidence to support the change (last research
paper was March 2010).
 The policy change renders all Area Visions meaningless as locations proposed for Tall Buildings are no longer
identified.
 Fails to take account of responses identified in the Consultation Report (pages 31-32) that stated specific locations
for tall buildings needed defining in the NSP.

Not Consistent
with National
Planning
Policy

This policy is not sound because it is not consistent with:
A/ The Mayor’s Current London Plan (2016), through failure to comply with:
 “Tall and large buildings should be part of a plan-led approach to changing or developing an area by the
identification of appropriate, sensitive and inappropriate locations”.
 “Boroughs should work with the Mayor to consider which areas are appropriate, sensitive or inappropriate for tall
and large buildings and identify them in their Local Development Frameworks”.
B/ The Mayor’s New Draft London Plan, through failure to comply with:
 “Development Plans should define what is considered a tall building, the height of which may vary in different
parts of London”.
 “Tall buildings should be part of a plan-led approach to changing or developing an area. Boroughs should identify
on maps in development plans the locations where tall buildings will be an appropriate form of development in
principle and should indicate the general building heights that would be appropriate”.
 “Ensure appropriate management and maintenance arrangements are in place for the public realm, which
maximise public access and minimise rules governing the space to those required for its safe management in
accordance with the Public London Charter”.
C/ National Planning Policy Framework, through failure to comply with:
the need for “early and meaningful engagement and collaboration with neighbourhoods, local organisations and
businesses” so that Local Plans reflect a “collective vision”.

Not Positively
prepared

This policy is not positively prepared as some aspects of the policy are vague or unclear:
 Not setting out the approach or criteria to determine planning applications.
 Not stating there has been a significant policy change which means tall buildings may now be permitted anywhere
1
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P14 Tall Buildings
Plan pages 42 & 43
Not Effective

Suggested
changes to P14

in the borough.
Not determining what is “a point of townscape significance” or what is “proportionate” in making decisions.
Not defining what a tall building is and not clarifying what “significantly taller than their surroundings” means.
Not explaining what “new publicly accessible space at the top of the building” refers to.

This policy is not effective as it
 Does not demonstrate how it will measure the increase in the activities and life opportunities on offer for nearby
residents.
 Is unclear how it can deliver the identified net increase of affordable housing by 799 homes per year.
 Gives insufficient consideration to other more effective ways of combatting the housing need without introducing
negative effects of tall buildings.
To make the policy sound, the NSP should
 Identify specific sites in the borough where tall buildings are appropriate, these locations to be identified on area
vision maps and within site allocations; and indicative heights should be given. These locations and indicative heights
should be put out for consultation with local residents and businesses.
 Make clear that tall buildings will be considered inappropriate in all other locations.
 Clarify all vague or unspecified sections, including
o Policy 2.11 reflecting 3.8.4 of the New Draft London Plan and confirm that the space will be truly publicly
accessible, for example through a free viewing gallery.
o References to “criteria” should make clear exactly what those criteria are.
o A clearer definition of tall buildings to be provided, as indicated by New Draft London Plan Policy D8 part A.
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OBJECTIONS TO NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN (NSP) SUBMISSION VERSION - P16, P17, P18 Conservation & Heritage

NSPPSV150

Name: Mr Richard Miller

TOPIC
Page no, Policy Number +
Name

Test of
Soundness

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS

P16, Page 44
Listed buildings and
structures

Not
Effective

This policy is not effective because it does not ensure that the relevant specialist advice on the future viable
use of the buildings and structures is available before a planning decision is made.
Failure to assess damage to listed buildings at the right time and consult relevant stakeholders and subject
specialists will result in important heritage loss. We have had a significant recent example of this in 2017. Harker’s
Studio in Walworth SE17 – a specially designed building for painting theatre scenery Grade 2 listed - was given
permission to be converted to residential, retaining a few of the features. The Council’s decision was taken on the
basis of an opinion from an organisation that had no expertise in the viability of the studio in the future. After
permission was granted, professional actors and scenery makers and users campaigned against the decision on
the grounds that the building was indeed viable and needed in London, as such spaces were increasingly scarce. It
then became obvious that the right specialists had not been asked for an opinion. Irreparable harm has now been
done not only to the heritage asset but also to a viable structure of importance to the theatre industry.
Clearly the consultation process in this case was inadequate. The policy needs to have an addition to avoid this
happening again.
To make this policy sound, an additional point could be added to the policy P16 on the following lines:
3. When development is proposed affecting listed buildings and/or structures, a detailed consultation plan,
including appropriate specialist assessments and with extended timelines for appraisal, should be presented with
planning applications. The specialist interests to be consulted must include users and people and organisations
knowledgeable about that industrial sector.

P17, pages 44-45
Conservation areas

Not
Effective

The policy is not effective because of conflicting NSP policy that seeks high density residential developments.
Currently Conservation Area Appraisals are being ignored when planning applications come up in Conservation
1
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Areas, because the pressure to build residential accommodation, even when unaffordable, seems to override.
There is nothing new in this policy that would change this status quo. The result of this conflict is that permission
is being given for buildings that are out of scale in height and mass with the Conservation Area, eroding its
settings, views and compromising historic character and distinctiveness.
Some solution needs to be found to this if this policy P17 is to be made effective and sound. One way for
example might be to add something on the following lines.
3.2 When any developments are proposed that breach the prevailing heights, mass and density in a Conservation
Area, this should be subject to additional public consultation before any such developments can be determined.
P18, page 45
Conservation of the
historic environment
and natural heritage

Not
Effective

The policy is not effective because it is inconsistent with national policy in the NPPF which includes heritage
assets included on the Local List. It fails to explain how without a Local List, unlisted buildings and heritage
assets will be protected and enhanced by new development, and so not able to achieve its aim.
The policy recognises the existence of conservation and heritage assets that are not protected under the
Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 but does not provide for a Local List which is the
nationally recognised method for giving them protection. These quotes are from Historic England :
https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/what-is-designation/local/local-designations
“Local lists play an essential role in building and reinforcing a sense of local character and distinctiveness in the histori c
environment. Local lists can be used to identify significant local heritage assets to support the develo pment of Local Plans.
Encouraging the use of local lists will strengthen the role of local heritage assets as a material consideration in the plann ing
process…
“Moreover Local Lists are usually made very effectively in partnership with local residents through occasional appraisal and/or a
nomination system which recognises and takes advantage of local residents’ knowledge, and highlights community value assets. This is
invaluable in engaging the local community in the effective conservation of their neighbourhood’s heritage. “
“At its heart, local listing provides an opportunity for communities to have their views on local heritage heard. It recognis es
that the importance we place on the historic environment extends beyond the confines of the planning syst em to recognise
those community-based values that contribute to our sense of place.

Continued
P18, page 45
Conservation of the
historic environment

This was recognised in earlier planning policy documents:
* The adopted version of the Elephant & Castle SPD from March 2012 states (4.5.12) that "We (Southwark) will be

2
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and natural heritage continued

consulting on our local list in summer 2012. The local list will be established through that process".

* The Peckham and Nunhead AAP 4.7.12 (2014) states “… we have also identified buildings which are worthy of being
added to the council’s local list. The local list identifies buildings and structures with local value which make a positive
contribution to character or appearance due to … … Buildings on the local list in Peckham & Nunhead include … …” The

Fact Box Page 98 refers to the NPPF definition of heritage assets including locally listed buildings, and gives
English Heritage good practice guidance on the criteria to use to identify buildings and other objects for the
Southwark ‘Local List’.
* The NSP Options version from October 2014, Draft Policies and area visions states –
“DM55 Local list buildings and views: Southwark will have a list of locally important buildings, structures and views that
positively contribute to local character and amenity.
DM55.1 Development must take these locally important buildings, structures and views into account.
Reasons: Locally important buildings and views make a positive contribution to local character and distinctiveness, but they
do not benefit from a statutory designation. We will prepare a list of locally important buildings and views, and the criteria
for their selection as part of a Heritage SPD.”

There has been no explanation why the provision for a Local List does not appear in the NSP submission version.
This policy could be made sound by including in it two additional points to achieve the following:
2. Unlisted buildings of townscape merit and undesignated heritage assets identified and gathered in a Local List
and allowed the same protection as listed buildings and/or conservation areas.
3. A community engagement policy developed to encourage local neighbourhoods to develop a local process
with an existing community group or a new group to nominate buildings for the Local List.

3
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OBJECTION TO NSP SUBMISSION VERSION
NSPPSV150

From
Name: Mr Richard Miller

TOPIC
Page number,
Policy Number +
Name
OR

Site Number +
Name
Annex 8 the New
Southwark Plan
Preferred Option
and the Policies Map
associated with the
new Southwark Plan
Submission
Version– boundary
of the London Bridge
District Town Centre
– proposed
extension to include
Bermondsey Street
south of the railway
viaduct and the area
to the east of
Bermondsey St as
far as and including
Tower Bridge Rd

Test of
Soundness
to which
objection
relates

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS

This
extension is
not justified

The Bermondsey Street area, which the New Southwark Plan now proposes to include in the London Bridge
District Town Centre is largely a conservation area, with low rise historic buildings, with mixed small independent
businesses, including cafes and restaurants and residential uses, including social housing.
The Bermondsey Street area is excluded from the London Bridge Vision area and indeed, the Bermondsey Street
area is explicitly recognised in the London Bridge Vision as being different in character from London Bridge, and
for that very reason being a valuable heritage and cultural asset, a draw for visitors and businesses.
Nowhere in the New Southwark Plan is the proposed extension justified.
In P30Town and Local Centres, the reasons cited for town centre policies identify Elephant & Castle, Walworth
Rd, Canada Water, Old Kent Rd and Peckham as having the most capacity for growth. London Bridge is not
mentioned.
None of the supporting evidence (eg the Retail or High Street studies) identifies the London Bridge District Town
centre as a target for significant growth.
I believe that the proposed inclusion of our low rise historic mixed small business–residential area in the London
Bridge district town centre will put its character significantly at risk.
Once an area is defined as town centre, developments will be encouraged that include (P30 Reasons again) new
shops, education facilities, leisure facilities and entertainment venues. It will, we believe put at risk the mixed
residential- small business nature of our area, weakening any argument against non-residential uses or large
scale development.
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Part B: Representation
Please select one policy per form to select which part of the plan you wish to make a representation on. The one
option you select should be the item you should be commenting on in the subsequent boxes below. If you want
to comment on more than one part of the plan, please submit part B again.

1. To which part of the New Southwark Plan does this representation relate to?
Implementation policy:
Development Management policy:

P14 Tall Buildings

Area Vision:
Site Allocation:
Proposal Map:
Other:

2. Do you consider the document to be legally compliant in accordance with the Town and Country
Planning (Local Planning) (England) Amendment Regulations 2012?
Yes
No
3. Do you consider that the New Southwark Plan is Sound?
Yes
No
4. Do you consider that the New Southwark Plan is unsound because it is not?
Effective
y

Justified
Consistent with national policy and the London Plan
Positively prepared
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5. Please give details of why you consider the New Southwark Plan not to be legally compliant or
unsound. Please be as precise as possible. If you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness of
the New Southwark Plan, please also use this box to set out your comments.
Not Justified
This policy is not justified as it:
I.

The 2011 Core strategy identified particular locations in the borough where tall buildings were
appropriate, and this was supported by a Tall Buildings Research Paper (March 2010). No
similar study has been undertaken to support the new policy that tall buildings may be
appropriate anywhere in the borough.

II.

Without specific locations that are identified in Area Visions and maps (pages 94–336) and
detailed in site allocations; local people cannot contribute to the decision of where such
buildings will be situated, either in their borough or local area. Similarly, it renders all Area
Visions meaningless and places communities vulnerable to all Tall Buildings proposals
affecting their area to be developer-led. (It is understood that locations for tall buildings will
instead be reviewed by the Southwark Design Review Panel, whose reports are not made
public until a planning application is published, too late in the process for local residents and
businesses to influence decision-making).

III.

The policy has not properly taken account of, or responded to, consultation responses to the
proposed change of policy as identified in the Consultation Report (pages 31-32) that stated
specific locations for tall buildings should be defined in the NSP: the Council response states
a need for “flexibility”, but again does not back this up with evidence.

IV.

Fails to take account of responses identified in the Consultation Report (pages 31-32) that
stated specific locations for tall buildings needed defining in the NSP.

Not Consistent with National Planning Policy
This policy is not sound because it is not consistent with:
I.
•
•

•

The Mayor’s Current London Plan (2016), through failure to comply with:
“Tall and large buildings should be part of a plan-led approach to changing or developing an
area by the identification of appropriate, sensitive and inappropriate locations”.
“Boroughs should work with the Mayor to consider which areas are appropriate, sensitive or
inappropriate for tall and large buildings and identify them in their Local Development
Frameworks”; but the NSP does not indicate any attempt to identify locations in conjunction
with the Mayor.
Consequently, the NSP does not comply with or reflect:

a. 7.25 Tall buildings should be resisted in areas that will be particularly sensitive to their
impacts and only be considered if they are the most appropriate way to achieve the optimum
density in highly accessible locations.
b. 7.28 The Mayor will work with boroughs to identify locations where tall and large buildings
might be appropriate, sensitive or inappropriate.
II.
•
•

The Mayor’s New Draft London Plan, through failure to comply with:
“Development Plans should define what is considered a tall building, the height of which may
vary in different parts of London”.
“Tall buildings should be part of a plan-led approach to changing or developing an area.
Boroughs should identify on maps in development plans the locations where tall buildings will
be an appropriate form of development in principle and should indicate the general building
heights that would be appropriate”.
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•

III.

“Ensure appropriate management and maintenance arrangements are in place for the public
realm, which maximise public access and minimise rules governing the space to those
required for its safe management in accordance with the Public London Charter”.
National Planning Policy Framework, through failure to comply with:

•

This policy is not sound because it is not consistent with the National Planning Policy
Framework, where paragraph 155 emphasises the need for “early and meaningful
engagement and collaboration with neighbourhoods, local organisations and businesses” so
that Local Plans reflect a “collective vision”. However, the concerns identified in the
Consultation Report regarding lack of identification of where tall buildings are located (and
which have not been properly taken into account); show no collective vision, with many local
residents and businesses disagreeing with the view that tall buildings are an effective way to
carry out regeneration and so solve the housing crisis

Not Positively prepared
This policy is not positively prepared as some aspects of the policy are vague or unclear:
I.
II.

Not setting out the approach or criteria to determine planning applications.
Not stating there has been a significant policy change which means tall buildings may now be
permitted anywhere in the borough.
Not determining what is “a point of townscape significance” or what is “proportionate” in
making decisions.
Not defining what a tall building is and not clarifying what “significantly taller than their
surroundings” means.
Not explaining what “new publicly accessible space at the top of the building” refers to.

III.
IV.
V.

Not Effective
This policy is not effective as it:
I.

Does not demonstrate how it will measure the increase in the activities and life opportunities
on offer for nearby residents.
Is unclear how it can deliver the identified net increase of affordable housing by 799 homes
per year.
Gives insufficient consideration to other more effective ways of combatting the housing need
without introducing negative effects of tall buildings.

II.
III.

1. Please set out what change(s) you consider necessary to make the New Southwark Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why this change will make the New Southwark Plan
legally compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested
revised wording of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible
Suggested changes to P14
To make the policy sound, the NSP should:
I.

II.
III.

•
•

Identify specific sites in the borough where tall buildings are appropriate, these locations to
be identified on area vision maps and within site allocations; and indicative heights should be
given. These locations and indicative heights should be put out for consultation with local
residents and businesses.
Make clear that tall buildings will be considered inappropriate in all other locations.
Clarify all vague or unspecified sections, including
Policy 2.11 reflecting 3.8.4 of the New Draft London Plan and confirm that the space will be
truly publicly accessible, for example through a free viewing gallery.
References to “criteria” should make clear exactly what those criteria are.
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•

A clearer definition of tall buildings to be provided, as indicated by New Draft London Plan
Policy D8 part A.

Part D: Public Examination (required)
If your representation is seeking a change, do you consider it necessary to participate at the oral part
of the examination?
No, I do not wish to participate at the oral examination
Yes, I wish to participate at the oral examination
It is vital that your contact details are submitted correctly to ensure that you can be contacted if you
wish to participate in the public examination. Please tick the checkbox to confirm that the details
which have been provided are correct.
I confirm that all details provided are correct
Part E: Equalities monitoring
Equality and engagement with our diverse communities is central to the day to day delivery of our Southwark
Council Services. To deliver on our commitment to a fairer future, we need to collect some equality information
about you. This also forms part of our legal responsibilities under the Public Sector Equality Duty of the Equality
Act (2010).
We would therefore appreciate it if you could spend a few minutes filling in the details below. This information
helps us to measure and analyse how well we are engaging with all those who live and work in the borough.
Please do remember that whilst this information is very useful for our work, you are not obliged to answer or
complete any or all of this information. Southwark Council is the data controller for the purposes of the Data
Protection act.

Age:
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NSPPSV153
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Roger Manser
26 February 2018 19:42
planningpolicy
New Southwark PLan consultation

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Part A: Contact details
If an agent is appointed, please complete only the Title, Name and Organisation boxes below but complete the full contact details of
the agent in the next section.

Roger

1: Personal details
Manser

First Name:
Last Name:

Organisation
(Where relevant):

Position
(Where relevant):

1
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Address line 1:

Address line 2:

Address line 3:

Postcode:

Email:
Telephone:

2. Agents details (if applicable)

Title:

First Name:

Last Name:

Organisation:

Position:

2
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Address line 1:

Address line 2:

Address line 3:

Postcode:

Email:
Telephone:
Part B: Representation
Please select one policy per form to select which part of the plan you wish to make a representation on. The one option you
select should be the item you should be commenting on in the subsequent boxes below. If you want to comment on more than
one part of the plan, please submit part B again.

1. To which part of the New Southwark Plan does this representation relate to?

Implementation policy:

Development Management policy:

Area Vision:

Site Allocation:

Proposal Map:
Other:
3
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2. Do you consider the document to be legally compliant in accordance with the Town and Country Planning (Local
Planning) (England) Amendment Regulations 2012?

Yes

No
x don't
know

3. Do you consider that the New Southwark Plan is Sound?
Yes
No
4. Do you consider that the New Southwark Plan is unsound because it is not?

Effective
X

Justified
Not consistent with national policy and the London Plan

Positively prepared

4
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The plan does not reflect the London Plan’s policy of seeking to expand “green cover” (which goes beyond open
space) in the GLA area to 50% as part of the London Mayor’s policy for a Greater London National Park and a clean
healthy low pollution environment.

5. Please give details of why you consider the New Southwark Plan not to be legally compliant or unsound.
Please be as precise as possible. If you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness of the New
Southwark Plan, please also use this box to set out your comments.

6. Please set out what change(s) you consider necessary to make the New Southwark Plan legally compliant or
sound. You will need to say why this change will make the New Southwark Plan legally compliant or sound. It will be
helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording of any policy or text. Please be as precise as
possible
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1: Personal details

First Name:
Last Name:

Organisation
(Where relevant):

Position
(Where relevant):

Address line 1:

Address line 2:

Address line 3:

13
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Postcode:

Email:
Telephone:

2. Agents details (if applicable)

Title:

First Name:

Last Name:

Organisation:

Position:

Address line 1:

Address line 2:

Address line 3:

Postcode:

14
487

Email:
Telephone:
Part B: Representation
Please select one policy per form to select which part of the plan you wish to make a representation on. The one option you
select should be the item you should be commenting on in the subsequent boxes below. If you want to comment on more than
one part of the plan, please submit part B again.

1. To which part of the New Southwark Plan does this representation relate to?

Implementation policy:

Development Management policy:

Area Vision:

Site Allocation:

Proposal Map:
Other:

2. Do you consider the document to be legally compliant in accordance with the Town and Country Planning (Local
Planning) (England) Amendment Regulations 2012?

Yes

No

3. Do you consider that the New Southwark Plan is Sound?
15
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Yes
No
4. Do you consider that the New Southwark Plan is unsound because it is not?

Effective
X

Justified
Consistent with national policy and the London Plan

Positively prepared
The plan does not reflect the London Plan’s policy of seeking to expand “green cover” (which goes beyond open
space) in the GLA area to 50% as part of the London Mayor’s policy for a Greater London National Park.

5. Please give details of why you consider the New Southwark Plan not to be legally compliant or unsound.
Please be as precise as possible. If you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness of the New
Southwark Plan, please also use this box to set out your comments.

6. Please set out what change(s) you consider necessary to make the New Southwark Plan legally compliant or
sound. You will need to say why this change will make the New Southwark Plan legally compliant or sound. It will be
helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording of any policy or text. Please be as precise as
possible
16
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NSPPSV154
Name:
Role:
Organisation: Oliver Goldsmith Primary School
Contact email:
Address: 83 Peckham Road, Camberwell, SE5 8UH

Introduction

The following are comments I wish to make on the proposed version of the New Southwark Plan on
behalf of my organisation. I wish to appear at any public hearing/oral examination of these issues.
Firstly, I recognise the inclusion of Community Land Trust homes in the New Southwark Plan as a
recognised ‘Low cost home ownership product’ (pg 24) and as part of the Site vision for site NSP75,
saying ‘Redevelopment of the site must:… Provide new intermediate affordable housing through a
community land trust.’ (pg 312). I would also like to commend Southwark Council’s ambitious target
to deliver 11,000 new council homes by 2043 with the first 1,600 complete or underway by the end of
2018. (pg 8).
This letter is largely in order to comment on one particular site – NSP75: Aylesham Centre and
Peckham Bus Garage. After speaking to over 1,000 local people, attending all the public consultation
workshop held by Tiger, running our own workshops on issues related to the site, canvassing local
residents, shoppers and traders, Peckham Citizens has produced our Citizens Charter, a full copy of
which is submitted along side this letter. Our headline proposal in the Charter is for the following to
be delivered on the Aylesham site:
1. Affordable Homes
35% - 50% genuinely and permanently affordable, high quality homes for local people, priced
according to local incomes, including social housing and a Community Land Trust.
2. Good Jobs
1 in 3 jobs for local people at all levels of seniority, a fully-resourced, targeted training strategy
and all employees on site to be paid at least the London Living Wage.
3. Celebrating Peckham
An open, street-based design that includes a significant public space, protects key, local retailers
and reinforces the existing culture, economy and built environment of Peckham, with no building
on site at more than 9 stories tall.
4. Community Engagement
A commitment to meaningful community engagement with residents, traders and community
organisations throughout the design, construction and management of the project. This should
include local stakeholders being part of determining how any Section 106, Community
Infrastructure Levy or overage agreement funds might be allocated.
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Section 1

There is one item in particular that the following section refers to – the height of buildings on the
Aylesham site. Please see the comments below:

Site Specific Policy NSP75: Aylesham Centre and Peckham Bus Station (pg 312-314) is unsound
because:
- it is not consistent with the National Planning Policy Framework and has not been positively
prepared.
The National Planning Policy Framework states that there is the need for “early and meaningful
engagement and collaboration with neighbourhoods, local organisations and businesses” in order to
make a “collective vision”.
Peckham Citizens have set up a petition calling for no towers on the Aylesham site but instead “an
open, street-based design that reinforces the existing culture, economy and built environment,
celebrating Peckham as it already exists and with no building more than 9 stories tall”. At the time
of writing, the petition has gained nearly 5000 signatures, and this is without any media coverage
other than the ‘hyper-local’ newspaper The Peckham Peculiar. In addition to the online petition,
signatures have been collected on Rye Lane, at Peckham Bus Station, from the residents on
surrounding streets and in local businesses, churches and schools. Almost without exception, people
are unaware of the plans for a tall building on this site, and when informed of them, do not support
them.
This policy has not been positively prepared because it was not effectively publicised and consulted
on. It has been prepared contrary to the prevailing local opinion.
The large numbers of people who have signed this petition show that a tall building is not wanted by
the vast majority of people who know, live in and love Peckham. It therefore does not form part of a
“collective vision” for the site and is not consistent with National Planning Policy.
The Current London Plan (2016) states in point 7.28 that “The Mayor will work with boroughs to
identify locations where tall and large buildings might be appropriate, sensitive or inappropriate”
and the New Draft London Plan states in 3.8.3 that the “Mayor will work with boroughs to provide a
strategic overview of tall building locations across London”. However there is no evidence to suggest
that Southwark Council have worked with the Mayor’s office to determine if the Aylesham Centre
and Peckham Bus Station site is appropriate for tall building(s). Therefore the policy is not consistent
with regional planning policy or the National Planning Policy Framework.
The Aylesham site is within the setting of two conservation areas, many listed buildings including the
200 year old Rye Lane Chapel and key unlisted but much loved buildings such as the Jones and
Higgins clocktower. The Current London Plan 7.25 requires that “Tall buildings be resisted in
areas that will be particularly sensitive to their impacts and only be considered if they are the most
appropriate way to achieve the optimum density in highly accessible locations”. Therefore the
proposed policy is not consistent with regional planning policy.
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-it is not justified and has not been prepared positively.
Tall buildings have a number of detrimental effects on the surrounding area and the environment
through:
 shading,
 creating wind tunnels and ‘shadows’ that are notoriously hard to predict or mitigate once in
place,
 higher energy use, embodied energy and maintenance costs,
 a detrimental impact on small-scale entrepreneurial activity,
 lack of external amenity space and ‘doorstep play’ areas which make them unsuitable for
families,
 overlooking and loss of privacy for the existing surrounding buildings, including several
streets of two and three storey houses that will be directly adjacent and their private outdoor
space easily visible,
 a loss of ‘sky’ for pedestrians, loss of views for the users of nearby buildings and the creation
of a feeling of being loomed over can significantly degrade the experience of the public realm
and quality of place,
 isolation from the ground making the surrounding area feel less safe and enlivened,
 segregating the wider community by income; essentially becoming a gated community in the
sky which limits interaction and social capital across socio-economic groups.
Recent research is summarised in the White Paper on The Impacts of Tall Buildings: A Research
Summary, 2015, by Michael Mehaffy, Sustasis Foundation, Delft University of Technology
(attached).
A medium rise development would be more in keeping with the character of the area and would not
have the same, far reaching, negative impact of a 20 storey tower. Therefore the proposed policy is
not justified as it has not been shown that an equivalent amount of housing could not be created on
this site by other forms of development that has less negative impact.
While the New Southwark Plan Preferred Version Consultation Report refers to the Peckham
and Nunhead Area Action Plan (PNAAP) finding the principle of a tall building acceptable on the
site, this is based on an outdated urban design study. Public attitudes to high-rise development have
shifted significantly in recent years and are supported by the growing body of research that exposes
their negative impacts.
As the research behind the principles in the PNAAP is now outdated and they are contrary to national
and regional planning policy, they are not justified and should not be used at the basis for further
planning policy.
This policy is not justified as the significant harms that would be caused by a tall building on this site
have not been identified and the evidence that tall buildings are necessary to achieve
increased density and regeneration has not been presented. See also the comments on Policy P14:
Tall Buildings, (below).
There is a wealth of evidence indicating that tall buildings are not the ideal form of housing for the
majority of people, particularly those who are vulnerable, families, those with many health issues or
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disabilities and those on low incomes. These include a comprehensive literature review by Professor
Gifford of the University of Victoria that sought to answer the question ‘are high-rise buildings a net
benefit or cost to their residents?’ that concluded “high-rises are less satisfactory than other housing
forms for most people, that they are not optimal for children, that social relations are more
impersonal and helping behaviour is less than in other housing forms,”.
The forms of housing identified as most in need in the Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(Chapter 6, Tables 6.11. 6.14 and 6.15; Chapter 7, Tables 7.1, 7.2, 7.11 and 7.13); and the NSP
Proposed Submission Version Policy P1:Affordable homes (pg 21-25); P2: New Family Homes
(pg 26); P5: housing for older people (pg 30); P6: Homes for Households with Specialist Needs
(pg 31-32); and P13: Residential Design (pg 39-41) are those least suitable for high-rise
development. Therefore this policy is not effective or positively prepared as it does not address this
issue.
The NSP Proposed Submission Version has removed the requirement for any meaningful open or
public space. The Consultation Report indicates this in response to a respondent who requests that an
area equivalent to at least 15% of the site be put aside as open space. This has not been prepared
positively and is not justified as it does not explain why the open space requirement has been
removed.

-it is not effective.
The proposed policy states that “the site could include taller buildings subject to consideration of
impacts on existing character, heritage and townscape.” and that “Careful consideration would also
need to be given to the neighbouring residential areas and important local heritage buildings.” This
is not effective because it does not identify what the criteria or methods for assessing the negative
impact of a 20 storey tower will be, or what mitigating factors would be expected, effective or
acceptable.
The proposed policy does not state what level of harm or benefit for the community would be
acceptable considering the negative impacts caused by tall buildings over a wide area and therefore is
not effective.
The proposed policy is not effective because it does not identify and define what type and degree of
environmental harm would be acceptable or how it should be mitigated on this site.
Changes that would make the policy sound include:


Revising the policy to reflect current research into the effects of tall buildings.



Requiring greater public consultation for the aspects of this policy that involve a significant
change from the prevailing conditions. This should include leaflets widely distributed
including to all residences and businesses in the surrounding area, on-site/street displays that
are held in prominent local locations, publishing in local newspapers, and meetings with local
groups, churches, schools, etc., that highlight that this site has been identified as suitable for a
tower of 20 storeys and inviting comment.
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Preparing the policy in line with the feedback from an extensive and well-advertised
consultation with local residents, businesses and community groups, or justifying why it
should not be done.



Related policy P17: Conservation areas (pg 44-45) could be strengthened by changing the
wording to include the need for more extensive advertising of and public consultation on
proposals that are brought forward that are higher than the prevailing existing townscape.



Requiring that any proposals on this site must prove that the local housing need (in numbers
and type, especially family housing) can only be met by including tall buildings rather than
other forms that have less negative impact such as medium-rise developments.



There should be a presumption stated that forms of building that achieve a similar level of
benefit/accommodation but have a lesser negative impact on the surrounding area should be
proven to be unachievable before a tall building (with a high level of negative impact) is
allowed.



In order to prevent segregation of the local community and the resultant harm to community
cohesion, the policy should require that any development and all the major individual
elements (eg buildings) of a development should comply with the relevant assessed housing
need in the area, or justify why it cannot.



Many of the issues that are important are in/we spoke to over 1000 local people to develop a
Charter for the aylesham site that calls for a number of the above…attached. This should be
included in the consultation document. Propose changes as per our charter and the letter from
the leaders, attached. Those named/I would welcome the opportunity to appear at a public
hearing or oral examination of this policy.
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Section 2

There is a second item in particular that the following section refers to – the height of buildings across
Southwark as a whole. Please see the comments below:

Policy P14: Tall Buildings (pgs 42-43) is unsound because:
- it is not consistent with national and regional planning policy.
The Current London Plan (2016) and Draft London Plan require that “Tall buildings should be part
of a plan-led approach to changing or developing an area”, yet all restrictions on the height and
location of tall buildings have been removed from the NSP and replaced with vague sentences such as
we “use a number of criteria to determine applications”.
The National Planning Policy Framework paragraph 155 states the need for “early and meaningful
engagement and collaboration with neighbourhoods, local organisations and businesses” to reflect a
“collective vision”. However, it has become clear through the petitions (referred to above) and the
public consultation work that Peckham Citizens has undertaken that the vast majority of local people
are unaware of this policy, and when made aware, do not agree with it. Hence it does not reflect the
prevailing local opinion or a “collective vision”.
This policy is therefore not consistent with national and regional planning policy.

-it is not justified.
All specific restrictions on the location and height of tall buildings have been removed from the NSP
Proposed Submission Version (apart from in the site specific policies) which will open the door to the
argument of precedence alongside existing or proposed tall buildings covered by site specific policies.
The effect will be that clusters of tall buildings can be developed around a site with a site specific
policy that had intended to allow just one tall building. There is a significant danger that this will
happen on and around the Aylesham Centre and Peckham Bus Station site.
If clusters are to be encouraged around existing tall buildings then this is a significant change in
policy and has not been widely publicised or consulted on therefore it is not justified.
The NSP states (pg 42) that “Tall buildings … can be an important component in contributing to
Southwark’s physical regeneration, raising population density, avoiding urban sprawl and increasing
the activities and life opportunities on offer for nearby resisdents.” This is not proven, in fact a
growing body of recent research is summarised in the White Paper on The Impacts of Tall
Buildings: A Research Summary, 2015, by Michael Mehaffy, Sustasis Foundation, Delft
University of Technology (attached). It shows tall buildings have detrimental effects on the
surrounding area and the environment through:
 shading,
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creating wind tunnels and ‘shadows’ that are notoriously hard to predict or mitigate once in
place,
higher energy use, embodied energy and maintenance costs,
a detrimental impact on small-scale entrepreneurial activity,
lack of external amenity space and ‘doorstep play’ areas which make them unsuitable for
families,
overlooking and loss of privacy for the existing surrounding buildings, including several
streets of two and three storey houses that will be directly adjacent and their private outdoor
space easily visible,
a loss of ‘sky’ for pedestrians, loss of views for the users of nearby buildings and the creation
of a feeling of being loomed over can significantly degrade the experience of the public realm
and quality of place,
isolation from the ground making the surrounding area feel less safe and enlivened,
segregating the wider community by income; essentially becoming a gated community in the
sky which limits interaction and social capital across socio-economic groups.

The House of Commons (2001) report: Tall Buildings: Report and Proceedings of the house of
Commons Transport, Local Government and the Regions Committee found that “The main
reason that the Committee held an inquiry into tall buildings was to identify the contribution which
they can make to the urban renaissance. We found that contribution to be very limited. The
proposition that tall buildings are necessary to prevent suburban sprawl is impossible to sustain.
They do not necessarily achieve higher densities than mid or low-rise development and in some
cases are a less-efficient use of space than alternatives. They have, for the most part, the advantages
and disadvantages of other high density buildings. They can be energy efficient*, they can be part of
mixed-use schemes and they can encourage the use of public transport where there is spare capacity,
but so can other types of high density developments. Tall buildings are more often about power,
prestige, status and aesthetics than efficient development.”
*Note: more recent research is showing that this is not correct in the London climate, for example
refer to the research by Philip Steadman (Emeritus Professor of Urban and Built form Studies and
Research Fellow UCL).

-it is not effective.
If clusters of tall buildings are not intended to be allowed alongside existing or proposed tall buildings
covered by site specific policies then this policy is not effective as it does not have any specific
measures to control this possibility.
As the guidance for the location and height of tall buildings has been removed from the NSP, there is
now no effective guidance to how the height and location of tall buildings should be assessed.
-it is not positively prepared.
The statement “We have taken a consistent approach when planning for tall buildings and use a
number of criteria to determine applications” in policy P14 is unfit for purpose as it is too vague to
form a meaningful guidance for when tall buildings will be appropriate and does not reflect that this is
a significant change to the existing policy.
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This policy therefore does not meet the test for being positively prepared.
Changes that would make the policy sound include:


The specific sites where tall buildings might be appropriate should be identified with a full
description of the height, massing and type of building that would be acceptable, and this
should be widely and extensively publicly consulted on.



Revise the policy in line with recent research that challenges the principle that tall buildings
increase density and help regeneration, or justify why this has not been done/is not
appropriate.



All other areas should be specified as not appropriate for tall buildings, unless separate,
extensive public consultation that makes the scale of the change clear, is undertaken and
widely publicised by the council on a case by case basis.



Define what a ‘tall building’ is in line with the National Planning Policy Framework
including the New Draft London Plan Policy D8 part A.



Publish the “range of views” on tall buildings that have been gathered in the council’s
consultation process (referred to in the Consultation Report) and quantify the numbers of
people for, neutral, and against. This should be considered alongside the petitions that have
recently gained thousands of signatures against towers.
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Name:

NSPPSV156

Role:
Organisation: Hidaya Women's Association
Contact email:
Address:

Introduction

The following are comments I wish to make on the proposed version of the New Southwark Plan on
behalf of my organisation. I wish to appear at any public hearing/oral examination of these issues.

Firstly, I recognise the inclusion of Community Land Trust homes in the New Southwark Plan as a
recognised ‘Low cost home ownership product’ (pg 24) and as part of the Site vision for site NSP75,
saying ‘Redevelopment of the site must:… Provide new intermediate affordable housing through a
community land trust.’ (pg 312). I would also like to commend Southwark Council’s ambitious target
to deliver 11,000 new council homes by 2043 with the first 1,600 complete or underway by the end
of 2018. (pg 8).

This letter is largely in order to comment on one particular site – NSP75: Aylesham Centre and
Peckham Bus Garage. After speaking to over 1,000 local people, attending all the public consultation
workshop held by Tiger, running our own workshops on issues related to the site, canvassing local
residents, shoppers and traders, Peckham Citizens has produced our Citizens Charter, a full copy of
which is submitted along side this letter. Our headline proposal in the Charter is for the following to
be delivered on the Aylesham site:

1. Affordable Homes
35% - 50% genuinely and permanently affordable, high quality homes for local people, priced
according to local incomes, including social housing and a Community Land Trust.
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2. Good Jobs
1 in 3 jobs for local people at all levels of seniority, a fully-resourced, targeted training strategy and
all employees on site to be paid at least the London Living Wage.

3. Celebrating Peckham
An open, street-based design that includes a significant public space, protects key, local retailers
and reinforces the existing culture, economy and built environment of Peckham, with no building
on site at more than 9 stories tall.

4. Community Engagement
A commitment to meaningful community engagement with residents, traders and community
organisations throughout the design, construction and management of the project. This should
include local stakeholders being part of determining how any Section 106, Community
Infrastructure Levy or overage agreement funds might be allocated.
Section 1

There is one item in particular that the following section refers to – the height of buildings on the
Aylesham site. Please see the comments below:

Site Specific Policy NSP75: Aylesham Centre and Peckham Bus Station (pg 312-314) is unsound
because:

- it is not consistent with the National Planning Policy Framework and has not been positively
prepared.

The National Planning Policy Framework states that there is the need for “early and meaningful
engagement and collaboration with neighbourhoods, local organisations and businesses” in order to
make a “collective vision”.

Peckham Citizens have set up a petition calling for no towers on the Aylesham site but instead “an
open, street-based design that reinforces the existing culture, economy and built environment,
celebrating Peckham as it already exists and with no building more than 9 stories tall”. At the time of
writing, the petition has gained nearly 5000 signatures, and this is without any media coverage other
than the ‘hyper-local’ newspaper The Peckham Peculiar. In addition to the online petition, signatures
have been collected on Rye Lane, at Peckham Bus Station, from the residents on surrounding streets
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and in local businesses, churches and schools. Almost without exception, people are unaware of the
plans for a tall building on this site, and when informed of them, do not support them.

This policy has not been positively prepared because it was not effectively publicised and consulted
on. It has been prepared contrary to the prevailing local opinion.

The large numbers of people who have signed this petition show that a tall building is not wanted by
the vast majority of people who know, live in and love Peckham. It therefore does not form part of a
“collective vision” for the site and is not consistent with National Planning Policy.

The Current London Plan (2016) states in point 7.28 that “The Mayor will work with boroughs to
identify locations where tall and large buildings might be appropriate, sensitive or inappropriate” and
the New Draft London Plan states in 3.8.3 that the “Mayor will work with boroughs to provide a
strategic overview of tall building locations across London”. However there is no evidence to suggest
that Southwark Council have worked with the Mayor’s office to determine if the Aylesham Centre and
Peckham Bus Station site is appropriate for tall building(s). Therefore the policy is not consistent with
regional planning policy or the National Planning Policy Framework.

The Aylesham site is within the setting of two conservation areas, many listed buildings including the
200 year old Rye Lane Chapel and key unlisted but much loved buildings such as the Jones and Higgins
clocktower. The Current London Plan 7.25 requires that “Tall buildings be resisted in areas that will
be particularly sensitive to their impacts and only be considered if they are the most appropriate way
to achieve the optimum density in highly accessible locations”. Therefore the proposed policy is not
consistent with regional planning policy.
-it is not justified and has not been prepared positively.

Tall buildings have a number of detrimental effects on the surrounding area and the environment
through:
•
•
•
•
•
•

shading,
creating wind tunnels and ‘shadows’ that are notoriously hard to predict or mitigate once in
place,
higher energy use, embodied energy and maintenance costs,
a detrimental impact on small-scale entrepreneurial activity,
lack of external amenity space and ‘doorstep play’ areas which make them unsuitable for
families,
overlooking and loss of privacy for the existing surrounding buildings, including several streets
of two and three storey houses that will be directly adjacent and their private outdoor space
easily visible,
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•

•
•

a loss of ‘sky’ for pedestrians, loss of views for the users of nearby buildings and the creation
of a feeling of being loomed over can significantly degrade the experience of the public realm
and quality of place,
isolation from the ground making the surrounding area feel less safe and enlivened,
segregating the wider community by income; essentially becoming a gated community in the
sky which limits interaction and social capital across socio-economic groups.

Recent research is summarised in the White Paper on The Impacts of Tall Buildings: A Research
Summary, 2015, by Michael Mehaffy, Sustasis Foundation, Delft University of Technology
(attached).

A medium rise development would be more in keeping with the character of the area and would not
have the same, far reaching, negative impact of a 20 storey tower. Therefore the proposed policy is
not justified as it has not been shown that an equivalent amount of housing could not be created on
this site by other forms of development that has less negative impact.

While the New Southwark Plan Preferred Version Consultation Report refers to the Peckham and
Nunhead Area Action Plan (PNAAP) finding the principle of a tall building acceptable on the site, this
is based on an outdated urban design study. Public attitudes to high-rise development have shifted
significantly in recent years and are supported by the growing body of research that exposes their
negative impacts.

As the research behind the principles in the PNAAP is now outdated and they are contrary to national
and regional planning policy, they are not justified and should not be used at the basis for further
planning policy.

This policy is not justified as the significant harms that would be caused by a tall building on this site
have not been identified and the evidence that tall buildings are necessary to achieve
increased density and regeneration has not been presented. See also the comments on Policy P14:
Tall Buildings, (below).

There is a wealth of evidence indicating that tall buildings are not the ideal form of housing for the
majority of people, particularly those who are vulnerable, families, those with many health issues or
disabilities and those on low incomes. These include a comprehensive literature review by Professor
Gifford of the University of Victoria that sought to answer the question ‘are high-rise buildings a net
benefit or cost to their residents?’ that concluded “high-rises are less satisfactory than other housing
forms for most people, that they are not optimal for children, that social relations are more impersonal
and helping behaviour is less than in other housing forms,”.
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The forms of housing identified as most in need in the Strategic Housing Market Assessment (Chapter
6, Tables 6.11. 6.14 and 6.15; Chapter 7, Tables 7.1, 7.2, 7.11 and 7.13); and the NSP Proposed
Submission Version Policy P1:Affordable homes (pg 21-25); P2: New Family Homes (pg 26); P5:
housing for older people (pg 30); P6: Homes for Households with Specialist Needs (pg 31-32); and
P13: Residential Design (pg 39-41) are those least suitable for high-rise development. Therefore this
policy is not effective or positively prepared as it does not address this issue.

The NSP Proposed Submission Version has removed the requirement for any meaningful open or
public space. The Consultation Report indicates this in response to a respondent who requests that
an area equivalent to at least 15% of the site be put aside as open space. This has not been prepared
positively and is not justified as it does not explain why the open space requirement has been
removed.

-it is not effective.

The proposed policy states that “the site could include taller buildings subject to consideration of
impacts on existing character, heritage and townscape.” and that “Careful consideration would also
need to be given to the neighbouring residential areas and important local heritage buildings.” This is
not effective because it does not identify what the criteria or methods for assessing the negative
impact of a 20 storey tower will be, or what mitigating factors would be expected, effective or
acceptable.

The proposed policy does not state what level of harm or benefit for the community would be
acceptable considering the negative impacts caused by tall buildings over a wide area and therefore
is not effective.

The proposed policy is not effective because it does not identify and define what type and degree of
environmental harm would be acceptable or how it should be mitigated on this site.

Changes that would make the policy sound include:

•

Revising the policy to reflect current research into the effects of tall buildings.
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•

Requiring greater public consultation for the aspects of this policy that involve a significant
change from the prevailing conditions. This should include leaflets widely distributed including
to all residences and businesses in the surrounding area, on-site/street displays that are held in
prominent local locations, publishing in local newspapers, and meetings with local groups,
churches, schools, etc., that highlight that this site has been identified as suitable for a tower of
20 storeys and inviting comment.

•

Preparing the policy in line with the feedback from an extensive and well-advertised
consultation with local residents, businesses and community groups, or justifying why it should
not be done.

•

Related policy P17: Conservation areas (pg 44-45) could be strengthened by changing the
wording to include the need for more extensive advertising of and public consultation on
proposals that are brought forward that are higher than the prevailing existing townscape.

•

Requiring that any proposals on this site must prove that the local housing need (in numbers
and type, especially family housing) can only be met by including tall buildings rather than
other forms that have less negative impact such as medium-rise developments.

•

There should be a presumption stated that forms of building that achieve a similar level of
benefit/accommodation but have a lesser negative impact on the surrounding area should be
proven to be unachievable before a tall building (with a high level of negative impact) is
allowed.

•

In order to prevent segregation of the local community and the resultant harm to community
cohesion, the policy should require that any development and all the major individual elements
(eg buildings) of a development should comply with the relevant assessed housing need in the
area, or justify why it cannot.

•

Many of the issues that are important are in/we spoke to over 1000 local people to develop a
Charter for the aylesham site that calls for a number of the above…attached. This should be
included in the consultation document. Propose changes as per our charter and the letter from
the leaders, attached. Those named/I would welcome the opportunity to appear at a public
hearing or oral examination of this policy.
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Section 2

There is a second item in particular that the following section refers to – the height of buildings across
Southwark as a whole. Please see the comments below:

Policy P14: Tall Buildings (pgs 42-43) is unsound because:

- it is not consistent with national and regional planning policy.

The Current London Plan (2016) and Draft London Plan require that “Tall buildings should be part of
a plan-led approach to changing or developing an area”, yet all restrictions on the height and location
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of tall buildings have been removed from the NSP and replaced with vague sentences such as we “use
a number of criteria to determine applications”.
The National Planning Policy Framework paragraph 155 states the need for “early and meaningful
engagement and collaboration with neighbourhoods, local organisations and businesses” to reflect a
“collective vision”. However, it has become clear through the petitions (referred to above) and the
public consultation work that Peckham Citizens has undertaken that the vast majority of local people
are unaware of this policy, and when made aware, do not agree with it. Hence it does not reflect the
prevailing local opinion or a “collective vision”.

This policy is therefore not consistent with national and regional planning policy.

-it is not justified.

All specific restrictions on the location and height of tall buildings have been removed from the NSP
Proposed Submission Version (apart from in the site specific policies) which will open the door to the
argument of precedence alongside existing or proposed tall buildings covered by site specific policies.
The effect will be that clusters of tall buildings can be developed around a site with a site specific
policy that had intended to allow just one tall building. There is a significant danger that this will
happen on and around the Aylesham Centre and Peckham Bus Station site.

If clusters are to be encouraged around existing tall buildings then this is a significant change in policy
and has not been widely publicised or consulted on therefore it is not justified.

The NSP states (pg 42) that “Tall buildings … can be an important component in contributing to
Southwark’s physical regeneration, raising population density, avoiding urban sprawl and increasing
the activities and life opportunities on offer for nearby resisdents.” This is not proven, in fact a growing
body of recent research is summarised in the White Paper on The Impacts of Tall Buildings: A
Research Summary, 2015, by Michael Mehaffy, Sustasis Foundation, Delft University of Technology
(attached). It shows tall buildings have detrimental effects on the surrounding area and the
environment through:
•
•
•
•
•

shading,
creating wind tunnels and ‘shadows’ that are notoriously hard to predict or mitigate once in
place,
higher energy use, embodied energy and maintenance costs,
a detrimental impact on small-scale entrepreneurial activity,
lack of external amenity space and ‘doorstep play’ areas which make them unsuitable for
families,
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•

•

•
•

overlooking and loss of privacy for the existing surrounding buildings, including several streets
of two and three storey houses that will be directly adjacent and their private outdoor space
easily visible,
a loss of ‘sky’ for pedestrians, loss of views for the users of nearby buildings and the creation
of a feeling of being loomed over can significantly degrade the experience of the public realm
and quality of place,
isolation from the ground making the surrounding area feel less safe and enlivened,
segregating the wider community by income; essentially becoming a gated community in the
sky which limits interaction and social capital across socio-economic groups.

The House of Commons (2001) report: Tall Buildings: Report and Proceedings of the house of
Commons Transport, Local Government and the Regions Committee found that “The main reason
that the Committee held an inquiry into tall buildings was to identify the contribution which they can
make to the urban renaissance. We found that contribution to be very limited. The proposition that
tall buildings are necessary to prevent suburban sprawl is impossible to sustain. They do not
necessarily achieve higher densities than mid or low-rise development and in some cases are a lessefficient use of space than alternatives. They have, for the most part, the advantages and
disadvantages of other high density buildings. They can be energy efficient*, they can be part of mixeduse schemes and they can encourage the use of public transport where there is spare capacity, but so
can other types of high density developments. Tall buildings are more often about power, prestige,
status and aesthetics than efficient development.”
*Note: more recent research is showing that this is not correct in the London climate, for example
refer to the research by Philip Steadman (Emeritus Professor of Urban and Built form Studies and
Research Fellow UCL).

-it is not effective.

If clusters of tall buildings are not intended to be allowed alongside existing or proposed tall buildings
covered by site specific policies then this policy is not effective as it does not have any specific
measures to control this possibility.

As the guidance for the location and height of tall buildings has been removed from the NSP, there is
now no effective guidance to how the height and location of tall buildings should be assessed.

-it is not positively prepared.
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The statement “We have taken a consistent approach when planning for tall buildings and use a
number of criteria to determine applications” in policy P14 is unfit for purpose as it is too vague to
form a meaningful guidance for when tall buildings will be appropriate and does not reflect that this
is a significant change to the existing policy.

This policy therefore does not meet the test for being positively prepared.

Changes that would make the policy sound include:

•

The specific sites where tall buildings might be appropriate should be identified with a full
description of the height, massing and type of building that would be acceptable, and this should
be widely and extensively publicly consulted on.

•

Revise the policy in line with recent research that challenges the principle that tall buildings
increase density and help regeneration, or justify why this has not been done/is not appropriate.

•

All other areas should be specified as not appropriate for tall buildings, unless separate,
extensive public consultation that makes the scale of the change clear, is undertaken and widely
publicised by the council on a case by case basis.

•

Define what a ‘tall building’ is in line with the National Planning Policy Framework including
the New Draft London Plan Policy D8 part A.

•

Publish the “range of views” on tall buildings that have been gathered in the council’s
consultation process (referred to in the Consultation Report) and quantify the numbers of people
for, neutral, and against. This should be considered alongside the petitions that have recently
gained thousands of signatures against towers.
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NSPPSV160
Our ref:
Your ref: New Southwark Plan consultation
Email:
Date:
26 February 2018
New Southwark Plan
Southwark Council
Planning Policy
5th floor hub 2
PO Box 64529, London
SE1P 5LX
By email: planningpolicy@southwark.gov.uk

Dear Sir/Madam,

The New Southwark Plan Proposed Submission Version (2017)
Representations on behalf of Scotia Gas Network (SGN)
We are instructed by Scotia Gas Networks (SGN) to submit representations to Southwark’s New Local Plan
Proposed Submission Version (2017) which is out for consultation until 27 February 2018. These representations
are in line with the representations submitted to the New Southwark Plan consultation held in March 2015 and
the New Southwark Plan Draft Area Visions and Site Allocations on 12 April 2017.
These representations are made with specific regard to the existing SGN Gas Holder site along Salter Road,
Southwark known as the Rotherhithe Gas Holder or Rotherhithe Gasometer and changes made to the site
allocation following the previous consultation.
Background
The site contains one large Gas Holder and is located in a mixed use residential location with good public transport
connections (with a PTAL rating of 4) and access to facilities and services.
There are obligations upon SGN to remediate the site. These works, alongside dismantling of associated
infrastructure, and on site works to install new high pressure storage pipework, will result in significant up-front
costs, which in turn require higher value uses to fund this process.
SGN is undergoing a strategic review of its portfolio owing to the OFGEM requirement to decommission obsolete
terranean gas storage facilities in favour of a subterranean pipe network. This will result in a number of Gas Holder
sites across London becoming available for development over the next 5 years and certainly within the
development plan period. As such we believe that Southwark’s policy should plan for this event as part of this
decommissioning process.
Across London, the SGN Gas Holders at Sutton and Kingston are already subject to active planning permissions for
mixed use development. Following extensive pre-application discussions with Lambeth Council regarding deallocation from its strategic industrial allocation, Lambeth Council has revised development plan policy to reflect
this change and a planning application was submitted in November 2017 for the SGN Gas Holders at Oval
Kennington for redevelopment to deliver a residential led mixed use development. This demonstrates SGN’s
proactivity in bringing back into beneficial use its portfolio to help meet London’s development needs.
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We are broadly supportive of Southwark’s proposed site allocation for the Rotherhithe Gas Holder which we
discuss below.
Site Allocation NSP79: Rotherhithe Gasometer
A summary of the allocation is provided below:

Extract from New Southwark Plan Proposed Submission Version (2017) document
Following the previous consultation on the New Southwark Plan we note that some amendments are proposed to
the site allocation including the removal of the prescribed number of homes (it was previously noted that the site
was capable of accommodating 137 new homes) and the removal of the requirement for at least 15% of the
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OBJECTION TO NSP SUBMISSION VERSION

NSPPSV161

From
, STAMP (Shad Thames Area Management Partnership www.loveshadthames.org ), 606 Cinnamon Wharf, 24 Shad Thames,
London SE1 2YJ
No thank you, I am not able to take part at the oral examination (public hearings).
TOPIC
Page number,
Policy Number +
Name
OR

Site Number +
Name
Annex 8 the New
Southwark Plan
Preferred Option
and the Policies Map
associated with the
new Southwark Plan
Submission
Version– boundary
of the London Bridge
District Town Centre
– proposed
extension to include
Bermondsey Street
south of the railway
viaduct and the area
to the east of
Bermondsey St as
far as and including
Tower Bridge Rd

Test of
Soundness
to which
objection
relates

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS

This
extension is
not justified

The Bermondsey Street area, which the New Southwark Plan now proposes to include in the London Bridge
District Town Centre is largely a conservation area, with low rise historic buildings, with mixed small independent
businesses, including cafes and restaurants and residential uses, including social housing.
The Bermondsey Street area is excluded from the London Bridge Vision area and indeed, the Bermondsey Street
area is explicitly recognised in the London Bridge Vision as being different in character from London Bridge, and
for that very reason being a valuable heritage and cultural asset, a draw for visitors and businesses.
Nowhere in the New Southwark Plan is the proposed extension justified.
In P30Town and Local Centres, the reasons cited for town centre policies identify Elephant & Castle, Walworth
Rd, Canada Water, Old Kent Rd and Peckham as having the most capacity for growth. London Bridge is not
mentioned.
None of the supporting evidence (e.g. the Retail or High Street studies) identifies the London Bridge District Town
Centre as a target for significant growth.
STAMP works closely with BSAP, the member organisation of local residents and businesses working together to
make their area as good as it can be for people who live there, work there and come to visit. We agree with the
view of BSAP, based on their deep local knowledge, that the proposed inclusion of this low rise historic mixed
small business–residential area in the London Bridge District Town Centre will put its character significantly at risk.
Once an area is defined as town centre, developments will be encouraged that include (P30 Reasons again) new
shops, education facilities, leisure facilities and entertainment venues. We agree with BSAP that this will put at risk
the mixed residential- small business nature of their area, weakening any argument against non-residential uses
or large scale development.
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OBJECTIONS TO NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN (NSP)
Name: Mr Simon Wain
Email:

NSPPSV162

Address:
Phone:

I wish to take part at the oral examination/public hearings.
______________________________________________________________________
New Southwark Plan Policy P1 AFFORDABLE HOMES
This policy is unsound because 35% affordable housing does not meet housing
need in Southwark. The Council say the need is 48%, but then say 92% of
households in Southwark have an income which requires some form of affordable
housing. This is because the threshold to qualify for affordable housing is set at a
household income of £90,000 which renders need and affordability meaningless.
The policy is not 35% of all new housing but 35% of developments of 11 or more homes.
The policy fails to provide information on what % of total new build will be affordable, but
the small sites allocation of 800 homes per year (see draft London Plan 2017) suggests
the real policy figure will be under 30%. The policy requirement of 25% social rented is
subject to the same caveat as above, well under the stated need for 33% of all new
housing as social rented.
Confusion in the Reasons and Fact Box cast doubt on whether the Council intend to
deliver 25% social rented homes. Social rent is relabelled as social housing, which in
turn is sub-divided into affordable rent and London affordable rent (both at much higher
rent levels) as well as social rent. This illuminates why the Council has consistently
failed to achieve policy compliance on social rented housing.
The transparency and deliverability of the policy is further undermined by too much
emphasis (points 7 and 8) on developments achieving policy compliance even if they do
not provide affordable housing on site. This policy creates no go areas for social rented
housing, widening spatial inequality in the Borough and inconsistent with Strategic
Policy 2 Social Regeneration.
The prominence given to viability is not qualified with the policy approach required by
the Mayor of London, such as full public disclosure of all viability assessments ( not only
viability reviews) and access to expertise independent of the developer.
To make the plan sound, the following changes are needed:
Higher policy requirement for affordable housing in general and social rented
housing in particular
 The supporting text and Fact Box to be consistent with the social rented
requirement to give confidence that the policy is deliverable.
 Changes on small sites and viability to bring conformity with the draft London
Plan
______________________________________________________________________
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New Southwark Plan Policy P2 NEW FAMILY HOMES
This policy is unsound as it defines family housing as including 2 bed homes,
lacking conformity with the London Plan which says family housing generally has
3,4,5 or more bedrooms.
The policy is not positively prepared as it only requires family homes in major
developments, a term which is not explained, and the variations in family housing for
central, urban and suburban zones gives policy support for widening spatial inequality.
Fewer 3 bed + homes in the central zone and area action plans also means fewer social
rented homes in these parts of the Borough.
The policy does not address the evidenced need for 96% of social rented homes to be 3
bed +.
To make the policy sound, table 2 should be deleted and replaced with a policy
requirement that the aim is for family housing to be delivered in equal measure across
the Borough. The target for 3 bed + homes should be tenure specific so as to meet
need.
______________________________________________________________________
NSP Policy P3

PROTECTION OF EXISTING HOMES

The policy is unsound because it does not consider the key planning objectives of a)
retaining the existing stock of affordable/ social rented housing and b) bringing vacant
properties into use, where possible as social rented housing. It is therefore
inconsistent with current London Plan Policy 3.14 and draft London Plan 2017 Policy
H10.
Within the plan, there is inconsistency between this policy and SP2 which
emphasises giving every community the opportunity to get their voices heard. There is
huge disquiet across the Borough with the policy of estate demolitions, but these voices
are not being heard or responded to.
To make the policy sound, Southwark needs to make use of all the tools that are
available to protect and increase social rented housing across the Borough.
These should include:
 Independent analysis of all estate regeneration options, including refurbishment,
with a binding ballot of tenants and leaseholders to decide what regeneration
programme goes forward,
 A social impact assessment so that social, health and wellbeing indicators are
incorporated into decision making around regeneration schemes,
 Any replacement of social rented housing should be carried out on the basis
of like for like in terms of tenure, rental cost and size.
______________________________________________________________________

New Southwark Plan Policy P4 PRIVATE RENTED HOMES
2
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It is unsound to apply the 35% affordable housing requirement differently to
private rented homes. In Policy P4, affordable housing only applies to schemes
providing more than 100 homes and there is the option to provide only 12% of homes at
social rent equivalent and 23% as intermediate homes (reversing the proportion in
Policy P1). Consideration of actual planning applications shows that social rent
equivalent schemes can be £160, £175 and £190 for 1,2 and 3 bed homes respectively
compared with target social rents of £97, £111, and £ 124. Social rent equivalents
would also only have 3 year tenancies.
The introduction in Policy P4 of a new rent product called discount market rent further
confuses and dilutes the need for genuine social rent homes. No evidence is presented
about how large scale private rented sector developments meet housing needs when
their offer is inferior to conventional housing schemes.
To make this policy sound, the affordable housing offer provided by private
rented schemes must be the same as required under Policy P1. The entire Policy
P4 must apply to all new private rented housing so that improvements in conditions for
private renters, such as longer term tenancies, benefit everyone.
______________________________________________________________________
NSP Policy P5

HOUSING FOR OLDER PEOPLE

The policy is unsound. It lacks specific requirements by which the policy can be
delivered. All of the following need to be precisely described or measured:
“excellent accessibility and amenity”
“adequate communal areas”
“space for on-site services and facilities”
“good access to local goods and services”
“suitability of location”
The plan fails to plan positively because it does not identify sites where specialist
accommodation can be provided. The evidence base does not include monitoring
and evaluation of specialist provision over the last 5 years, compared with the target for
Southwark in the current London Plan. The policy is inconsistent with the declaration by
Southwark of an ‘Age Friendly Borough’.
The policy can be made sound by inserting specific requirements
 to reduce the social isolation of older people,
 to move safely and easily around their home and neighbourhood, including how
adaptations will be delivered,
 for communal facilities such as lounge, laundry room and space for classes,
 for a social impact assessment before any loss of specialist housing for older
people will be considered
(see current London Plan Policy 7.1 Lifetime Neighbourhoods and Draft London Plan
2017 Policy H15 Specialist Older Persons Housing).

3
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NSPPSV162
OBJECTIONS TO NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN (NSP)
Name: Mr Simon Wain
Email:

Address:
Phone:

I wish to take part at the oral examination/public hearings.

New Southwark Plan Policy P6 Homes for households with specialist needs
This policy is unsound on accessibility issues because all other new build
housing must meet requirement M4(2) for accessible and adaptable dwellings.
The policy cannot limit itself to 10% of homes dedicated to wheelchair users.
Older people must have the choice of remaining in their own homes as their
needs change in the future, rather than moving due to inaccessible
accommodation.
To ensure wheelchair users have choice within a development, the requirement
for wheelchair user dwellings must apply to all tenures and the wheelchair user
dwellings distributed to provide a range of floor level locations, views and unit
sizes.
We support at least 10% of housing meeting M4(3) and the design and access
standards in table 5. However, to be sound the wording in the policy must make
clear that step free access in the dwelling (lifts) will be provided.
The policy is also unsound in not including other households with specialist
needs. In particular, it fails to either protect existing Gypsy and Traveller sites or
plan to meet the need for more Gypsy and Traveller pitches. The Local Authority
has failed to carry out a Gypsy and Traveller needs assessment, when this
should have been an evidence base document for the Local Pan. The claim from
the Local Authority that Gypsy and Traveller needs do not have a place in the
Local Plan, because they can be dealt with in a separate document, is
discriminatory.
To make the Local Plan sound, it must actively protect existing Gypsy and
Traveller sites. It must adopt the new definition for Gypsies and Travellers in the
draft London Plan 2017, and use as a Borough target for pitches the midpoint
figure of need in Table 3 of the GLA Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation Topic
Paper 2017.
New Southwark Plan Policy P8 Supported housing and hostels
This policy is unsound because it only refers to hostels, sets out criteria 2.1-2.3
that are discriminatory (instead of bringing agencies and residents together) and
fails to provide evidence on supported housing needs in Southwark.

1
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To make this policy sound, it needs to include move on accommodation and
accommodation for young people, rough sleepers, victims of domestic abuse,
people with mental health issues, those discharged from hospital with support
needs, those leaving prison.
The policy should commit to undertake assessments of the short term and long
term needs for supported housing, auditing existing provision, identifying
shortages in capacity and then planning to meet this need.
New Southwark Plan Policy P9 Optimising delivery of new homes
The policy is unsound as it fails to balance the delivery of new housing with local
character, social infrastructure and green infrastructure. Table 6 and Figure 2
over-develop North Southwark whilst protecting South Southwark thereby
increasing the spatial inequality in the Borough
To make the Plan sound, the policy must include details from Lifetime
Neighbourhoods Policy 7.1 of the current London Plan. This ensures that new
developments build on rather than eradicate the existing qualities and diversity of
Southwark’s neighbourhoods. It develops inclusive and sustainable communities
in which local employment, social and com munity facilities, parks and open
spaces, local services and a wide range of homes are affordable and accessible
to everyone. These criteria should be applied equally to residential
neighbourhoods in the North and South of the Borough.

New Southwark Plan Policy P10 Self and Custom Build
This policy is unsound because it places restrictions on self build and custom
build which undermine the potential of this policy to empower local communities.
The barriers of providing evidence of financial resources and making efficient use
of land and appropriate density (all undefined and un-evidenced) should be
deleted. Neither criteria are included in the London Plan.
To be sound the principles in SP2 Social Regeneration require a package of
support being identified that will empower communities and make this community
form of housing deliverable. This could include working with the Mayor to
provide access to expertise, partnering with smaller housing associations, the
Local Authority arranging the appropriate checks on land and ensuring the
register is fully accessible to community builders, neighbourhood forums and
other community interests.
In accordance with the draft London Plan 2017 Policy H2 Small sites, the
definition should be widened to include all community forms of housing (housing
co-ops, co-housing, Community Land Trusts).

2
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OBJECTIONS TO NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN (NSP)
Name: Mr Simon Wain
Email:

Address:
Phone:

NSPPSV162

I wish to take part at the oral examination/public hearings.
Policy Number + Topic
+ page umbers

Soundness test

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS

P14 Tall Buildings
Plan.
pages 42 & 43

Not Consistent with
National Planning
Policy

This policy is not sound because it is not consistent with:
A/ The Mayor’s Current London Plan (2016), through failure to comply with:


“Tall and large buildings should be part of a plan-led approach to changing or developing an area by the
identification of appropriate, sensitive and inappropriate locations”.



“Boroughs should work with the Mayor to consider which areas are appropriate, sensitive or
inappropriate for tall and large buildings and identify them in their Local Development Frameworks”.


B/ The Mayor’s New Draft London Plan, through failure to comply with:


“Development Plans should define what is considered a tall building, the height of which may vary in
different parts of London”.



“Tall buildings should be part of a plan-led approach to changing or developing an area. Boroughs
should identify on maps in development plans the locations where tall buildings will be an appropriate
form of development in principle and should indicate the general building heights that would be
appropriate”.



“Ensure appropriate management and maintenance arrangements are in place for the public realm,
which maximise public access and minimise rules governing the space to those required for its safe
management in accordance with the Public London Charter”.
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C/ National Planning Policy Framework, through failure to comply with:
P14 Tall Buildings
Plan pages 42 &
43

The need for “early and meaningful engagement and collaboration with neighbourhoods, local organisations
and businesses” so that Local Plans reflect a “collective vision”.

Example/illustration Proposed Development ‘Camberwell Union’ – Burgess Business Park, Camberwell
of problems the
 The proposed development suggests 4-6 storey buildings on Wells Way and Parkhouse Street, where
vague wording of
the NSP could
the tallest buildings opposite are two storeys. This height difference of the 4+ storeys opposite not to
create:

mention the 10 and 14 storey buildings in the middle of the development will affect daylight (the
current houses facing west therefore if the proposed development goes forward will be dark by
midday) and creating wind tunnels and micro climates.


Unprecedented to have this level discrepancy in any of the new builds in the area: to name a few
examples, new developments on Southampton Way, Benhill Road and Commercial Way have a one
storey difference at most.



The tallest proposed element is 14 storeys. At a height of 50 metres, this is 39 metres taller than the
closest housing stock. (can provide illustration to show this)



The local housing stock is two storey Georgian and Victorian mews cottages and includes listed
buildings. The proposed development site is between 4-14 storeys tall, and will be similar to sites at
Elephant and Castle and Peckham, which while not unattractive, are not sensitive to the character and
historical buildings in the borough.
This is neither proportionate to the significance of the proposed location and does not respond positively
to local character and townscape as the wording on pages 42-43 of the NSP would suggest. The
development is in direct conflict with the Mayors current London Plan, and the Mayors New Draft Plan
2
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(see above).
This policy is not justified as it involves a significant policy change from the previous policy on tall buildings
Not Justified

and there is no evidence to support this policy change:
.

•

The 2011 Core strategy identified particular locations in the borough where tall buildings were

appropriate, and this was supported by a Tall Buildings Research Paper (March 2010). No similar study
.

has been undertaken to support the new policy that tall buildings may be appropriate anywhere in the
borough. Camberwell Union and proposed developments like it are too dense and tall to be appropriate

.

for the area, which is residential, and 2-3 storeys in the main.

.

•

.

detailed in site allocations; local people cannot contribute to the decision of where such buildings will be

Without specific locations that are identified in Area Visions and maps (pages 94 – 336) and

situated, either in their borough or local area. Similarly, it renders all Area Visions meaningless and
.

places communities vulnerable to all Tall Buildings proposals affecting their area to be developer-led.

.

(It is understood that locations for tall buildings will instead be reviewed by the Southwark Design

.

Review Panel, whose reports are not made public until a planning application is published, too late in
the process for local residents and businesses to influence decision-making.)
Existing local residents must have a say in developments of hundreds of units which mean significant
changes/ pressures on infrastructure, rights to light, noise pollution, light pollution, parking, and local
amenities.



The policy has not properly taken account of, or responded to, consultation responses to the proposed
change of policy as identified in the Consultation Report (pages 31-32) that stated specific locations for
tall buildings should be defined in the NSP: The Council response states a need for “flexibility”, but
again does not back this up with evidence. Local residents were invited to two workshops several
months apart by the developers working on Camberwell Union. We were offered one satisfaction survey.
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Homes affected (such as those on Parkhouse Street) did not receive notification of the consultation.
This policy is not positively prepared as some aspects of the policy are vague or unclear:
Not Positively
prepared



Not setting out the approach or criteria to determine planning applications, hence developments such
as Camberwell Union utilising this vague policy language to push through inappropriately dense and tall
buildings.



Not stating there has been a significant policy change which means tall buildings may now be permitted
anywhere in the borough.



Not determining what is “a point of townscape significance” or what is “proportionate” in making
decisions. This allows developers, like those responsible for Camberwell Union to dwarf local housing
stock with inappropriate proposals (505 flats with little or no parking).



Not defining what a tall building is and not clarifying what “significantly taller than their surroundings”
means, therefore developments such as Camberwell Union putting forward 14 storey buildings in a
residential area epitomised by two storey mews cottages and Victorian two bed homes.



Not explaining what “new publicly accessible space at the top of the building” refers to, or to whom this
space will be available.

This policy is not effective as it:
Not Effective



Does not demonstrate how it will measure the increase in the activities and life opportunities on offer
for nearby residents. Camberwell Union is flats with no parking or green spaces provided, and no
provision for increased pressure on existing infrastructure



Is unclear how it can deliver the identified net increase of affordable housing by 799 homes per year.
Camberwell Union is 505’ luxury’ flats with a proportion (35%) said to be affordable, with no information
4
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about what affordable means. There is no shortage of unaffordable homes in the borough.)


Gives insufficient consideration to other more effective ways of combatting the housing need without
introducing negative effects of tall buildings. Density increases of up to 500% can be achieved with
human scale streetscape such as terraced apartment buildings.



Insufficient consideration is given to other more effective ways of combatting the housing need without
introducing negative effects of tall buildings (overshadowing, wind, microclimates) such as increasing
density of lower-level buildings (e.g. 2-3 stories high); which also offer greater sustainability,



It does not provide specific guidance on how tall buildings will increase the activities and life
opportunities on offer for nearby residents, so leaving open the possibility that developers will design
properties solely to benefit the building’s residents and users.

Suggested
changes to P14

To make the policy sound, the NSP MUST


Identify specific sites in the borough where tall buildings are appropriate, these locations to be
identified on area vision maps and within site allocations; and indicative heights should be given.
These locations and indicative heights should be put out for proper consultation with local residents
and businesses.



Make clear that tall buildings will be considered inappropriate in all other locations.



Clarify all vague or unspecified sections, including
o Policy 2.11 reflecting 3.8.4 of the New Draft London Plan and confirm that the space will be
truly publicly accessible, for example through a free viewing gallery.
o References to “criteria” should make clear exactly what those criteria are.
o

A clearer definition of tall buildings to be provided, as indicated by New Draft London Plan

5
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Policy D8 part A.
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OBJECTIONS TO NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN (NSP) SUBMISSION VERSION - P16, P17, P18 Conservation & Heritage
Name:
London SE1 2YJ

NSPPSV162

STAMP (Shad Thames Area Management Partnership www.loveshadthames.org ) Address: 606 Cinnamon Wharf, 24 Shad Thames,

Email address:

Phone:

Unfortunately I am not able to take part at the oral examination/public hearings.
TOPIC
Page no, Policy Number +
Name

Test of
Soundness

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS

P16, Page 44
Listed buildings and
structures

Not
Effective

This policy is not effective because it does not ensure that the relevant specialist advice on the future viable
use of the buildings and structures is available before a planning decision is made.
Failure to assess damage to listed buildings at the right time and consult relevant stakeholders and subject
specialists will result in important heritage loss. We have had a significant recent example of this in 2017. Harker’s
Studio in Walworth SE17 – a specially designed building for painting theatre scenery Grade 2 listed - was given
permission to be converted to residential, retaining a few of the features. The Council’s decision was taken on the
basis of an opinion from an organisation that had no expertise in the viability of the studio in the future. After
permission was granted, professional actors and scenery makers and users campaigned against the decision on
the grounds that the building was indeed viable and needed in London, as such spaces were increasingly scarce. It
then became obvious that the right specialists had not been asked for an opinion. Irreparable harm has now been
done not only to the heritage asset but also to a viable structure of importance to the theatre industry.
Clearly the consultation process in this case was inadequate. The policy needs to have an addition to avoid this
happening again.
To make this policy sound, an additional point could be added to the policy P16 on the following lines:
3. When development is proposed affecting listed buildings and/or structures, a detailed consultation plan,
including appropriate specialist assessments and with extended timelines for appraisal, should be presented with
planning applications. The specialist interests to be consulted must include users and people and organisations
knowledgeable about that industrial sector.

P17, pages 44-45

Not

The policy is not effective because of conflicting NSP policy that seeks high density residential developments.
1
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Conservation areas

Effective

Currently Conservation Area Appraisals are being ignored when planning applications come up in Conservation
Areas, because the pressure to build residential accommodation, even when unaffordable, seems to override.
There is nothing new in this policy that would change this status quo. The result of this conflict is that permission
is being given for buildings that are out of scale in height and mass with the Conservation Area, eroding its
settings, views and compromising historic character and distinctiveness.
Some solution needs to be found to this if this policy P17 is to be made effective and sound. One way for
example might be to add something on the following lines.
3.2 When any developments are proposed that breach the prevailing heights, mass and density in a Conservation
Area, this should be subject to additional public consultation before any such developments can be determined.

P18, page 45
Conservation of the
historic environment
and natural heritage

Not
Effective

The policy is not effective because it is inconsistent with national policy in the NPPF which includes heritage
assets included on the Local List. It fails to explain how without a Local List, unlisted buildings and heritage
assets will be protected and enhanced by new development, and so not able to achieve its aim.
The policy recognises the existence of conservation and heritage assets that are not protected under the
Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 but does not provide for a Local List which is the
nationally recognised method for giving them protection. These quotes are from Historic England :
https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/what-is-designation/local/local-designations
“Local lists play an essential role in building and reinforcing a sense of local character and distinctiveness
in the historic environment. Local lists can be used to identify significant local heritage assets to support
the development of Local Plans. Encouraging the use of local lists will strengthen the role of local
heritage assets as a material consideration in the planning process…
“Moreover Local Lists are usually made very effectively in partnership with local residents through occasional
appraisal and/or a nomination system which recognises and takes advantage of local residents’ knowledge, and
highlights community value assets. This is invaluable in engaging the local community in the effective
conservation of their neighbourhood’s heritage. “
“At its heart, local listing provides an opportunity for communities to have their views on local heritage
heard. It recognises that the importance we place on the historic environment extends beyond the
2
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P18, page 45
Conservation of the
historic environment
and natural heritage continued

confines of the planning system to recognise those community-based values that contribute to our sense
of place.
Continued
This was recognised in earlier planning policy documents:
* The adopted version of the Elephant & Castle SPD from March 2012 states (4.5.12) that "We (Southwark) will be
consulting on our local list in summer 2012. The local list will be established through that process".

* The Peckham and Nunhead AAP 4.7.12 (2014) states “… we have also identified buildings which are worthy of being
added to the council’s local list. The local list identifies buildings and structures with local value which make a positive
contribution to character or appearance due to … … Buildings on the local list in Peckham & Nunhead include … …” The

Fact Box Page 98 refers to the NPPF definition of heritage assets including locally listed buildings, and gives
English Heritage good practice guidance on the criteria to use to identify buildings and other objects for the
Southwark ‘Local List’.
* The NSP Options version from October 2014, Draft Policies and area visions states –
“DM55 Local list buildings and views: Southwark will have a list of locally important buildings, structures and views that
positively contribute to local character and amenity.
DM55.1 Development must take these locally important buildings, structures and views into account.
Reasons: Locally important buildings and views make a positive contribution to local character and distinctiveness, but they
do not benefit from a statutory designation. We will prepare a list of locally important buildings and views, and the criteria
for their selection as part of a Heritage SPD.”

There has been no explanation why the provision for a Local List does not appear in the NSP submission version.
This policy could be made sound by including in it two additional points to achieve the following:
2. Unlisted buildings of townscape merit and undesignated heritage assets identified and gathered in a Local List
and allowed the same protection as listed buildings and/or conservation areas.
3. A community engagement policy developed to encourage local neighbourhoods to develop a local process
with an existing community group or a new group to nominate buildings for the Local List.

3
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CBRE Limited
Henrietta House
Henrietta Place
London W1G 0NB
Switchboard
Fax

Planning Policy
Southwark Council
PO Box 64529
London
SE1P 5LX

27 February 2018

Dear Sir/Madam,
NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN REPRESENTATIONS, NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN – PROPOSED
SUBMISSION VERSION
SIX BRIDGES INDUSTRIAL ESTATE AND LAND TO THE EAST ADJOINING ST JAMES
ROAD, SE1
We submit on behalf of our client Royal London Asset Management (herein referred to as Royal London),
representations in response to your consultation on the New Southwark Plan (Proposed Submission Version
published November 2017), herein referred as the NSP. CBRE Limited (‘CBRE’ hereafter) act as planning
advisors to Royal London Asset Management herein referred to as Royal London) with respect to their Six Bridges
Estate site (referred to as ‘the site’ hereafter) encompassing a collection of industrial buildings, servicing and car
parking areas to the east, SE1 5JT (Location Plan attached in Appendix A). CBRE are instructed to submit
representations to the New Southwark Plan with respect to their site.
Royal London welcomes the opportunity to engage with Southwark Council in respect of its emerging planning
policies in the Old Kent Road Opportunity Area and specifically the publication of the New Southwark Plan.
Representations will also be submitted to the Draft Old Kent Road Area Action Plan consultation which closes on
the 21st March 2018.
Our client would welcome further engagement with the Council regarding the future of their site.

BACKGROUND
The site and surrounding area
The site extends to around 2.06 ha (5 acres) and encompasses a collection of low density industrial and
warehouse shed buildings and associated servicing and car parking areas. The site is bounded by St James’s
Road to the east, Old Kent Road to the south, Marlborough Grove to the west and Eveline Lowe Primary School
to the north.
The current main occupiers currently within the site are Selco (builders warehouse), Travis Perkins (builders
warehouse), Jayhawk Limited (art storage vehicles), Place Settings (catering specialists), Plumb Centre (plumbing
supplies), DX Network Services Ltd and Business Mail Solutions (courier services) and Edmundson Electrical
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(electrical distribution company). Most of the leases will come to an end in the mid-late 2020’s with the longest
lease expiry being in 2027 (Selco).
The area immediately surrounding site is predominantly residential with flats and houses located to the west,
north and east. Immediately to the north is Eveline Lowe Primary School. Further industrial/commercial buildings
are located to the south and east, however as part of the Draft Old Kent Road Area, a number of masterplans
for comprehensive mixed use redevelopment are coming forward including OKR 10 to the south of Old Kent
Road and OKR 13 to the east. A number of planning applications for comprehensive mixed-use development
are coming forward within these wider masterplan areas. Other landowners within OKR 11 are also planning
to bring forward plots for redevelopment in line with the AAP masterplan.
The site has a PTAL rating of 3-4 (good) with a number of key bus routes (21, 53, 78, 172, 453 and N21) going
directly to the site. South Bermondsey train station is approximately a 15 minute walk to the north-east.
Furthermore there are aspirations for an extension to the Bakerloo line which would provide better connections
into central London.

Designations
The site is designated in the Southwark Proposals Map (2014) for the following land uses:
 Strategic - Preferred Industrial Location (PIL)
 The southern part of the site (where it borders Old Kent road) is located within an Archaeological Priority
Zone
 Old Kent Road Action Area – Designated for regeneration and redevelopment by both the GLA and
Southwark Council.
 The site is not situated within a Conservation Area, nor near any Listed buildings.
Within the NSP the Strategic Industrial Land designation will be removed and the site is proposed to be allocated
for comprehensive mixed-use development of the site which could include taller buildings under Allocation NS
66: Marlborough Grove and St James’s Road.
Within the Draft London Plan (2017) the GLA has identified Old Kent Road as an Opportunity Area which will
directly benefit from the proposed Bakerloo Line Extension.
We are aware that the Draft Old Kent Road Area Action Plan is currently out for consultation, which provides
more detail in relation to the policies and masterplan requirements specific to the Old Kent Road area and the
site. The site is the largest ownership within the OKR 11 masterplan within Sub Area 2 of the AAP (Cantium Retail
Park and Marlborough Grove). We will be providing separate representations on this document.

Draft Old Kent Road Area Action Plan (2017) Requirements
There are a number of policies and requirements within the Draft Area Action Plan (2017) that apply for OKR
11 which also encompasses a number of other landownerships. These include:
 Replace existing employment floorspace (B use class) and provide a range of employment spaces which is
consistent with the building and land use types shown in Figure SA2.3; and
 Provide retail space (A class use) and activate frontages on Old Kent Road through provision of retail (A
use class), business (B use class) or community uses (D use class); and
 Provide housing; and
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 Provide land for closing the central part of Marlborough Grove and re-landscaping it as a green space,
for use of the Phoenix Primary School and surrounding neighbourhoods; and
 Provide a new park between the Selco and Six Bridges estate sites; and
 Provide on-site servicing.
OKR11 is stated as having a development capacity of 1,012 homes and 900 jobs. Royal London’s site is the
largest site within this allocation and forms the majority of the allocation.
In terms of building typologies and land use, Figure SA2.3 of the Draft AAP shows that majority of the site is
identified for a mixed-use development with a focus on storage, wholesale, distribution, depots (Class B1c, B8
and sui generis depot uses). As such the Six Bridges Estate will need to demonstrate considerable innovation in
relation to the mixing of industrial and residential uses which has not been achieved in London before. This is
likely to be challenging and complex to deliver in relation to a range of factors such as design, servicing,
managing issues of amenity, phasing and viability. There are considerable risks and uncertainties for the
owners of such sites. As such throughout these representations and forthcoming representations to the Old
Kent Road Area Action Plan we request as much flexibility as possible with respect to a range of planning
considerations to ensure that the site can be deliverable going forwards.
Within the tall buildings strategy for the Old Kent Road, two tall buildings are identified for the site.

SOUTHWARK PLAN CONSULTATION
Proposals Map – Strategic Industrial Land Designation
As part of the revised Proposals Map which has been published alongside the New Southwark Plan
consultation, Royal London strongly support the removal of the Strategic Industrial Land designation in order
to facilitate mixed use development and deliver a range of benefits in line with the aspirations of the Draft Old
Kent Road Area Action Plan.

Allocation NS 66: Marlborough Grove and St James’s Road
Allocations are set out within the NSP document. Allocation NS 66 covers the area within which the Six Bridges
Estate is located along with a range of other landownerships. The allocation includes a range of uses and
supports comprehensive mixed-use development of the site which could include taller buildings. As the largest
landowner within this allocation, Royal London strongly supports the allocation of the site and the potential for
taller buildings. More details on the masterplan and detailed policies for this area are provided within the AAP.
Royal London will comment on these details within representations to the Draft AAP.

Policy P14: Tall Buildings
Royal London strongly supports the principle of tall buildings as set out within Policy P14 and supports the
detailed design guidance that is provided in order to ensure that tall buildings are of the highest quality. There
is a requirement at Policy P14, 2.11 to “Provide a new publically accessible space at or near to the top of the
building and communal facilities for users and residents when above a height of 60m”. This requirement is
likely to be challenging to commit to due to a range of factors including security issues, management and
access considerations. To address this we suggest the following amendments:
“Consider the provision of a new publically accessible space at or near to the top of the building and
communal facilities for users and residents when above a height of 60m. This consideration should take into
account management and security issues together with the range of other planning contributions delivered by
the proposals”.
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Policy P1: Affordable Housing
Policy P1 states that developments must provide a minimum of 35% affordable housing measured by
habitable rooms with a 70/30 split between intermediate and social rented tenures. Policy P1 allows for a
recognition of viability where all development that does not meet affordable housing requirements for viability
reasons will be subject to viability reviews. This is supported. The definition of habitable rooms provided within
the NSP is considered to be overly complex and will make calculating affordable housing contributions in a
transparent and consistent way throughout the development and planning process a challenge. As such it is
considered the definition should remain consistent within adopted planning policy.
Sites released from industrial use such as the Six Bridges Estate which have been identified for redevelopment
in the NSP and the Old Kent Road Area Action Plan have the objective to deliver innovative mixing of industrial
and residential use. This has not been done in London before and will be complex and risky to deliver with
significant additional viability challenges. In recognition of this, Royal London will be challenging Draft London
Plan Policy H6 and support Southwark’s position to apply 35% as the threshold for viability testing.

Policy P2: New family homes
Policy P2 sets prescriptive requirements for unit size mix on development sites (a minimum of 60% with two
plus bedrooms, a minimum of 20% to be 3 beds and a max of 5% to be studios). This approach is considered
to be overly prescriptive and does not allow for flexibility to respond to site specific circumstances as currently
worded. Furthermore the Draft London Plan (2017) Policy H12 recognises the need for flexibility and states a
range of factors that should be considered in determining unit size mix on any particular site. It also recognises
the role of one and two beds in freeing up family housing and within supporting text recognises that 2
bedroom units do provide family housing. Draft London Plan Policy H12 also states that Boroughs should not
set prescriptive dwelling size requirements for market and intermediate homes.
There is also an expectation that sites within the Old Kent Road area will come forward as flatted schemes,
given this, we request that Policy P2 is amended to be consistent with the London Plan and acknowledges that
there are a range of factors that will influence unit size mix on any particular site and that unit size mix should
be considered on a site by site basis.

Policy P4: Private Rented Homes
Policy P4 provides a specific policy on private rented homes. The provision of a specific policy for this sector is
supported in recognition that the private rented sector provides an alternative model to traditional
developments. Affordable housing requirements are set out for private rented homes in developments of
more than 100 dwellings including the need for 35% Affordable Housing overall of which a minimum of 34%
should be social rent, a minimum of 52% should London Living Rent and a minimum of 5% should be
Affordable Rent. There is also a requirement for homes to be secured on the rented market for a minimum of
a 30 years.
In contrast Draft London Plan Policy H13 on Build to Rent provides different affordable housing requirements
and allows the affordable housing offer to be solely Discounted Market Rent and if following the fast track
route as least 30% should be London Living Rent. The time period within which the homes must be held as
Build to Rent is 15 years.
In order to ensure consistency with the Draft London Plan Policy H13 and to encourage the development of
this sector we consider that Policy P4 should be amended to be consistent with the requirements of the Draft
London Plan.
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Policy P9: Optimising the delivery of new homes
Royal London supports the high design standards set out for new homes and supports the principle of
optimising density on any given site. Residential density ranges are set out with a range of 650-1100 habitable
rooms per hectare set out for the Old Kent Road Opportunity Area core. The Draft London Plan has removed
the density matrix. It is likely that many sites such as Six Bridges will exceed the guidelines stated in this policy
given that tall buildings have been identified for the site within the Draft Old Kent Road Area Action Plan. In
line with the Draft London Plan we suggest the density range is removed and instead the appropriate density
should be a result of a design led approach (in response to the various design policies), response to context
and public transport accessibility.

P13: Residential Design
Some detailed requirements are set out with respect to residential design, e.g. in relation to single aspect
dwellings which are more onerous than the standards adopted in the GLA’s Housing SPG (2016).
Requirements such as shared entrances for affordable and market tenures may not always be possible.
As set out throughout these representations, sites such as the Six Bridges Estate within the Old Kent Road Area
Action Plan, are required to innovatively mix industrial with residential development. This will be complex and
challenging to deliver in terms of managing servicing, issues or amenity, design, management and phasing.
As such the requirements of P13 should be applied flexibility in these circumstances.

P28: Small and independent businesses
The policy states that:
Development must:
1 Retain small and independent businesses. Where existing small and independent businesses are at risk of
displacement from a development there should be full consideration of the feasibility of providing affordable
and suitable space for existing occupiers in the completed development; and
2 Incorporate well designed and flexible units suitable for small and independent businesses. These must
include a range of unit sizes and types. Opportunities for long term management of small business units by
workspace providers should be fully explored. Furthermore there should be consideration of the feasibility of
clustering non-residential uses in single use buildings (horizontal mixed use) and a full fit out.
These requirements have the potential to disincentivise certain sites from coming forward which may impact on
the delivery of wider planning objectives. For example the redevelopment of the Six Bridges Estate has been
identified by Southwark as necessary to facilitate the wider regeneration and to achieve key planning
objectives for the Old Kent Road area such as delivery of housing, affordable housing and public realm
enhancements. There is a need to ensure no net loss of employment floorspace on this site and for the site to
deliver ‘innovative mixing’ and co-location of industrial and residential uses which hasn’t been achieved in
London before. This innovation in itself is likely to be challenging to deliver with additional viability, design,
management, market uncertainties and phasing considerations when compared with typical sites. Coupled
with the requirements of this policy, there is the potential to add additional practical challenges such as
management, design and viability issues on the site.
Royal London is supportive of the principle of supporting small and independent businesses and will work
collaboratively with its tenants where plans for redevelopment are identified. It is considered that the
requirements of the policy go beyond the role of the planning system which is related to Use Class rather than
being tied to specific businesses. Policy should therefore not seek to protect the existing occupiers - separate
controls on relocation, etc, are provided through the landlord and tenant system and will always have been
subject to separate commercial negotiation.
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Other policies are already in place which protect B class or employment generating Sui Generis use (e.g.
Policy P26: Office and business development and the guidance and policies within the Old Kent Road Area
Action Plan).
In order to ensure that the NSP is deliverable and effective, and consistent with national policy which requires
Local Plans to respond to market signals and for Local Plans to be deliverable; and to incentivise sites such as
the Six Bridges Estate to be redeveloped, we consider that the requirements of Policy P28 should be considered
on a site by site basis against the range of planning considerations and contributions that each development
will deliver and alongside the requirements of the Old Kent Road Area Action Plan. As planning is related to
Use Class rather than specific tenants, we suggest that part 1 of the policy is removed. If it must stay then the
policy must be applied flexibly on a site by site basis. Some suggested amendments are provided below.
Some suggested amendments are made in red below.
1 Retain small and independent businesses where possible. Where existing small and independent businesses
are at risk of displacement from a development there should be full consideration of the feasibility of providing
affordable and suitable space for existing occupiers in the completed development. This consideration will need
to be balanced against a range of planning objectives including viability and on a site specific basis; and
2 Consider on a site by site basis the potential to incorporate well designed and flexible units suitable for small
and independent businesses where possible. These must include a range of unit sizes and types. Opportunities
for long term management of small business units by workspace providers should be fully explored. Furthermore
there should be consideration of the feasibility of clustering non-residential uses in single use buildings
(horizontal mixed use) and a full fit out.
Specific guidance in relation to sites within the Old Kent Road Opportunity Area will be provided within the
Area Action Plan.

Policy P38: Business Relocation
This policy states that:
1. Where existing small or independent businesses or small shops are displaced by development a business
relocation strategy, written in consultation with affected businesses, must be provided. The business relocation
strategy must set out viable relocation options.
2. All business relocation strategies must include:
i. Existing levels of non-residential floorspace (GIA) separated by use class, including vacant units and yards;
and
ii. Schedule of existing businesses operating on the site including business sector, estimated number of
employees and lease terms; and
iii. Proposed levels of non-residential floorspace (GIA); and
iv. Details of engagement with existing businesses on-site regarding re-provision of premises or relocation
options; and
v. Details of engagement with the council and workspace providers to secure occupiers for new employment
space.
3 Where existing businesses are accommodated in new development schemes the strategy should include:
i. Specific business requirements including servicing, fit out and lease terms; and
ii. Temporary relocation arrangements or scheme phasing to allow the continuation of the business during
construction. Temporary relocation should be contained on-site or as close to the original site as possible.
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4 Where existing businesses are proposed to be relocated the strategy should include:
i. Reasons why existing businesses cannot be located on-site;
ii. Details of relocation options explored with individual businesses and the assistance that will be provided.
Evidence should be given that the relocation option is suitable for the viable continuation of the business;
iii. Identification of alternative premises in in Southwark. Where no suitable sites exist, sites should be identified
in adjacent boroughs;
iv. Statements from existing businesses should they wish to cease trading rather than relocate;
v. Collaboration with other landowners to establish whether suitable workspace for existing businesses could be
accommodated in different phases of the development programmes.
Policy P38 sets out detailed and onerous requirements with regards to business relocation strategies that apply
where small or independent businesses are displaced by development.
As set out above, Royal London is supportive of the principle of supporting small and independent businesses
and will work collaboratively with its tenants where plans for redevelopment are identified. It is considered that
the detailed requirements of the policy go beyond the role of the planning system which is related to Use Class
rather than being tied to specific businesses. Other policies are already in place which protect B class or
employment generating Sui Generis use (e.g. Policy P26: Office and business development and the guidance
within the Old Kent Road Area Action Plan). In order for the Local Plan to be effective, deliverable and
consistent with national policy it must be flexible to respond to market signals.
There will commercial sensitivities surrounding the information requested which it is not appropriate to play
out through the planning system. Separate controls on relocation, etc, are provided through the landlord and
tenant system and will always have been subject to separate commercial negotiation. The requirements of this
policy have the potential to discourage allocated sites coming forward for redevelopment and the delivery of
wider strategic planning objectives of the NSP. As noted throughout these representations, the redevelopment
of sites such as the Six Bridges Estate are already complex to deliver with complicated phasing, viability and
design considerations. Overly onerous additional requirements should therefore be avoided for such site.
In order to for the NSP to be effective and deliverable, and consistent with national policy it is requested that
Policy P38 is removed. If it must remain in some form, we request that the policy should be applied flexibility
with the scale of requirements to be considered on a site by site basis and that the level of prescription in the
policy is reduced.

Conclusion
Royal London is strongly supportive of the principle of the removal of the site from it’s Strategic Industrial Land
designation and the comprehensive mixed-use redevelopment of the site under Allocation NS 66 and in line
with the Draft Old Kent Road Area Action Plan.
As set out through these representations, sites such as the Six Bridges Estate will need to demonstrate
considerable innovation in relation to the mixing of industrial and residential uses which has not been
achieved in London before. This is likely to be challenging and complex to deliver in relation to a range of
factors such as design, servicing, managing issues of amenity, phasing and viability. There are considerable
risks and uncertainties for the owners of such sites. As such throughout these representations and forthcoming
representations to the Old Kent Road Area Action Plan we request as much flexibility as possible with respect
to a range of planning considerations to ensure that the site can be deliverable going forwards and the
strategic planning objectives of the NSP and the Area Action Plan can be delivered. Balance and flexibility is
critical given a number of competing objectives in order to avoid inadvertently impeding delivery, particularly
given this site is likely to come forward in the longer term.
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We trust these comments will be fully considered, and we would welcome confirmation that they have
received. We would further engagement with you as the plan progresses. If you have any queries or wish to
discuss further, please do not hesitate to contact myself or my colleague
.

Yours faithfully,

Enclosed: Site Location Plan
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APPENDIX A- SITE LOCATION PLAN
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Part B: Representation
Please select one policy per form to select which part of the plan you wish to make a representation on. The
one option you select should be the item you should be commenting on in the subsequent boxes below. If you
want to comment on more than one part of the plan, please submit part B again.

1. To which part of the New Southwark Plan does this representation relate to?
Implementation policy:
Development Management policy:

Policies P14, P1, P2, P4, P9, P13, P28 and P38.

Area Vision:
Site Allocation:

NS 66

Proposal Map:

Y

Other:

2. Do you consider the document to be legally compliant in accordance with the Town and Country
Planning (Local Planning) (England) Amendment Regulations 2012?
Yes
No
3. Do you consider that the New Southwark Plan is Sound?
Yes
x

No

4. Do you consider that the New Southwark Plan is unsound because it is not?
x

Effective

x

Justified

x

Consistent with national policy and the London Plan

x

Positively prepared

5. Please give details of why you consider the New Southwark Plan not to be legally compliant or
unsound. Please be as precise as possible. If you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness
of the New Southwark Plan, please also use this box to set out your comments.
See accompanying representations letter which sets out our detailed comments.
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6. Please set out what change(s) you consider necessary to make the New Southwark Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why this change will make the New Southwark Plan legally
compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible
See accompanying representations letter and detailed comments.

Part D: Public Examination (required)
If your representation is seeking a change, do you consider it necessary to participate at the oral part
of the examination?
No, I do not wish to participate at the oral examination
x

Yes, I wish to participate at the oral examination

It is vital that your contact details are submitted correctly to ensure that you can be contacted if you
wish to participate in the public examination. Please tick the checkbox to confirm that the details
which have been provided are correct.
x

I confirm that all details provided are correct

Part E: Equalities monitoring
Equality and engagement with our diverse communities is central to the day to day delivery of our Southwark
Council Services. To deliver on our commitment to a fairer future, we need to collect some equality information
about you. This also forms part of our legal responsibilities under the Public Sector Equality Duty of the Equality
Act (2010).
We would therefore appreciate it if you could spend a few minutes filling in the details below. This information
helps us to measure and analyse how well we are engaging with all those who live and work in the borough.
Please do remember that whilst this information is very useful for our work, you are not obliged to answer or
complete any or all of this information. Southwark Council is the data controller for the purposes of the Data
Protection act.
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NSPPSV164
New Southwark Plan Proposed Submission Version
Consultation Response from Southwark Cyclists
Name
on behalf of Southwark Cycli t
Southwark Cyclists, c/o London Cycling Campaign, Unit 201, Metropolitan Wharf, 70 Wapping Wall, London E1W 3SS
Email: 
 and 
I can confirm that we are seeking changes and that I would like to appear at the Examination in Public
Is the Local Plan Legal?
The NSP has failed to have regard in any way to the following:
1. Network Management Duty contained in section 1 of the Traffic Management Act 2004, regarding the need to plan for future changes in
traffic, which includes pedestrians. Statutory guidance confirms this duty applies to planning authorities. The failure to plan for more
cycling and walking in line with new ambitions set by the Mayor (see below) is a particularly critical omission in town centres like
Peckham and London Bridge, where the public realm is already very constrained.
2. Planning Practice Guidance on Transport Evidence Bases (PPG TEB) published in 2014 by the then Department of Communities &
Local Government.
3. Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plan technical guidance (LCWIP) published in 2017 by the Department for Transport (DfT)
following the enactment of the Infrastructure Act 2015.
4. Draft Mayor’s Transport Strategy (MTS) published in 2017, which adds significantly to the evidence base, radically changes policy and
and includes new specific route proposals in Southwark, such as east-west cycle routes.
5. Draft New London Plan (NLP), which is currently being consulted upon.
As a result Southwark Cyclists do not believe that the New Southwark Plan (NSP) is legally compliant in accordance with the Town and
Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) (Amendment) Regulations 2012 or indeed that Southwark can reasonably or lawfully believe the
NSP is ready to be submitted to an inspector. We are particularly concerned that Southwark has failed to have any regard to the PPG TEB
requirements, which was published shortly before the first consultation on the NSP, despite having flagged this in every opportunity for
consultation.
1
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Moreover the radical policy shift in ‘Healthy Streets Approach’ contained in the draft MTS and NLP now makes Southwark’s reliance on a 2009
transport strategy as its transport evidence base completely untenable. We make suggestions below about improved wording without prejudice
to our assertion that a fundamental refresh of the transport evidence base and generation of options is required, for the NSP to be made legal
and sound.
Is the Local Plan Sound?

TOPIC Policy
Number + Name

Test of
soundness

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS

IP1: Infrastructure

Not effective
Not consistent
Not justified
Not positively
prepared

NPPF para 162 (infrastructure) requires ‘assess the quality and capacity of infrastructure for
transport... and its ability to meet forecast demands’. There has been no assessment of cycling and
walking infrastructure and there is no classification of transport infrastructure as critical, necessary or
desirable. This is particularly important in light of the financial deficit and resulting pause on spending
announced by TfL in February 2018 that can be expected to impact on grants to boroughs. According
to the PPG TEB, funding detail is particularly important for first five years of a plan’s currency but the
NSP lacks detail.
Active travel infrastructure is often completed last, meaning that occupants of new developments start
off using less sustainable modes of travel.
In order to make this policy sound, classify infrastructure according to need and add ‘Developments
must provide cycling and walking infrastructure at an early stage, so that occupants can adopt healthy
travel patterns as soon as they move in.’

IP5: Monitoring
Development
/ Annex 5 Plan
Monitoring
Targets

Not effective
Not consistent

This policy is not effective as the monitoring over relies on subjective judgements by Southwark staff
rather than objective criteria, is not consistent with the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF),
draft MTS and NLP. While NPPF paragraph 35 requires consideration of ‘the needs of people with
disabilities by all modes of transport’, only monitoring of disabled drivers is proposed. In addition it is
flawed, for example SP6: Cleaner, greener, safer fails to have any monitoring of air quality while the
2
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monitoring indicator P54 it refers to in fact has no indicator proposed.
In order to be sound, the following changes to Annex 5 are suggested:
●
●

●
●
●

●
●
●
●
SP3: Best start in
life

Not positively
prepared

IP1: Infrastructure - separate monitoring of implementation of infrastructure that is critical,
necessary or desirable.
SP5: Healthy, active lives - a new indicator for proportion of residents meeting weekly targets
for physical activity is required. Accessibility of rail stations, i.e. for wheelchair users and
disabled cyclists, should be measured in addition to disabled parking.
SP6: Cleaner, greener, safer should refer to monitoring of Green Infrastructure (P58) and air
quality (P66).
P42: Healthy developments should include results of Health Impact Assessments and active
travel modal share for new developments.
P46: Public transport should include monitoring of bus priority, such as bus and cycle gates.
Failure to prioritise sustainable travel modes may lead to further bus cuts and impacts on
future PTAL levels.
P47: Highways impacts should include monitoring of motor traffic levels against borough
reduction targets and against far stricter checklists of requirements.
P48: Walking should measure quality of new routes not just quantity, such as through the
Pedestrian Environment Review System.
P50: Cycling should measure quality of new routes not just quantity, specifically the proportion
of routes meeting London Cycling Design Standards.
P66: Air Quality should measure number of developments improving air quality.

The NSP is not positively prepared in that it fails to recognise the critical need to increase opportunity
for Southwark’s children to be able to travel independently and to integrate physical activity into their
daily lives through playing, walking and cycling, in order to reduce health inequalities. Paragraph 35 of
the NPPF promotes the designation of Home Zones to reduce conflict, for example.
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To make this policy sound an extra point could be added: ‘8 Reducing road danger to make more of
our streets safe for children to use unaccompanied from the age of 8.’
SP5 Healthy,
active lives

Not positively
prepared

The policy would fail to deliver a cycle network that is suitable for all ages, in order to reduce health
inequalities between ages: young adults in Southwark are already relatively healthy compared to the
UK population, while older and young people have higher than children are not.
Cycling is suitable for longer trips, such as commutes and also as part of a longer multi-modal
journey. Increasing green spaces and greening walking and cycling routes has been shown to
increase physical activity.
To make this policy sound, the following changes should be including:
6 Delivering world class conditions for walking and cycling, including a comprehensive safer cycling
network that is convenient and safe to use from the age of 8 to 80; and
7 Improving and extending our network of green spaces;
9 Introducing the concept of active design which, among other things, makes using the stairs an
attractive alternative to using lifts and encourages utility cycling the use of bicycles to local trips.

SP6 Cleaner,
greener, safer

Not consistent

The draft NLP and MTS highlight the importance of reducing motor traffic, in order to reduce
congestion, air pollution (such as particulates from tyre and brake wear) and improve conditions for
active travel.
To make the policy sound add the following
‘3 Reducing motor traffic’

P11: Design of
places

Not consistent

The draft NLP and MTS stress the need to make driving less attractive to reduce private motor vehicle
travel. By contrast this policy calls for the movement of vehicular traffic to be eased.
To make the policy sound, add a reference to ‘the Mayor’s Healthy Streets Approach’ and remove the
words ‘and vehicular traffic.’
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P12: Design
quality

Not consistent

The draft NLP and MTS stress the need to design streets to be adaptable and improve public realm.
PPG Reference ID: 26-001-20140306 requires design to be adaptable and this is especially important
for public realm in Southwark due to expected increases in walking and cycling over the lifetime of
developments.
To make the policy sound a reference to adaptability is required
In addition a new policy is needed for the public realm to comply with the requirements of the draft
NLP.

P23: Education
Places

Not consistent
Not positively
prepared

The need to encourage physically active travel to school is recognised across national and
Londonwide policy. Simply encouraging safe travel, as this policy does, can lead to schools hindering
healthy travel choices, such as by prioritising cars over cycling.
To make this policy sound suggest rewording it to: ‘and support safe, healthy travel by pupils.’

P42: Healthy
developments

Not consistent
Not positively
prepared

Despite the draft MTS and NLP setting out policy on managing health impacts from transport, whether
negative, such as air pollution, or positive, such as physical activity, this policy fails to reflect them by
not mentioning transport at all. This is also likely to lead to breaches of Southwark’s public health
duties pursuant to the Health and Social Care Act 2012.
In order to make this policy sound, add the following:
Health Impact Assessments should be carried out for major development proposals;
Development proposals should:
● demonstrate how they will deliver improvements that support the ten Healthy Streets
Indicators in line with Transport for London guidance.
● reduce the dominance of motor vehicles on London’s streets whether stationary or moving.
● be permeable by foot and cycle and connect to local walking and cycling networks as well as
public transport.
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P47: Highways
Impacts

Not justified
Not consistent
Not effective
Not planned
positively

This policy is not based on up-to-date evidence (indeed it is a decade old), conflicts with Londonwide
policy to reduce the dominance of motor vehicles, lacks objective standards (such as for HGV safety
or indeed thresholds for requiring Travel Plans) to make it effective and is not planned positively to
reduce motor traffic. PPG requires a full Transport Assessment, which ‘should ideally cover the
period of the Local Plan, taking into account all the changes and improvements in, for example,
technology and behaviour that is likely to happen in that time.’ (Reference ID: 54-011-2014101).
To make this policy sound suggest broadening it to ‘Transport and Development’ and rewording it as
set out below. A new evidence base complying with the PPG TEB requirements, borough traffic
reduction targets and development thresholds, such as for when Travel Plans should be produced,
are also required.
A. New development must address its transport impacts in a sustainable manner and in accordance
with best practice.
B. Any significant negative impact on the operation of transport infrastructure, must be satisfactorily
mitigated. Major development proposals are required to include the submission of either a Transport
Assessment and Travel Plan, or a Transport Statement and Local Level Travel Plan, in accordance
with the London Borough of Southwark thresholds.
C. New development will only be permitted where it :
i. Reduces the need to travel and encourages high-density and high-trip generating development
around transport nodes and highly accessible areas.
ii. Integrates land use and transport and will encourage mixed use developments which support
compact growth and regeneration.
iii. Minimise the demand for private car trips, including tax and Private Hire Vehicles, and van
deliveries.
iv. Fully mitigates any adverse impacts upon the capacity of transport infrastructure, including
pavements and other walking routes, cycle routes, public transport and roads.
v. The transport and environmental impacts of development construction must be minimised and
mitigated through Constructions and Logistics Plans (CLPs) incorporating adherence to the
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Construction and Logistics Community Safety Scheme (CLOCS) and the highest level of Freight
Operator Recognition Scheme (FORS) accreditation. On-site machinery and vehicles used should
comply with industry best-practice emission standards contributing to the Council’s air quality
objectives.
vi. Assesses the ongoing freight impact of the development and minimises and mitigates the impacts
of this on the transport system through Delivery and Servicing Plans (DSPs) including references to
use of low-emission, consolidation and sustainable last mile delivery vehicles.
P48: Walking

Not justified
Not positively
prepared
Not consistent

There is no up-to-date evidence base for walking, in particular information about the capacity of
pavements to cope with increased flows. There is no ‘Southwark’s walking strategy’, simply a demand
study. The draft NLP and MTS have changed the policy context and require higher standards.
To be made sound, a new evidence base and new policy are needed:
New development will only be permitted where it:
i. Improves the pedestrian environment, in line with TfL street types, such as through creation of
Home Zones.
ii. contributes towards achieving a world class public realm linking the site to transport infrastructure
as well as facilities and amenities including the provision of high quality safe road crossings where
needed, seating, signage and increased tree and vegetation coverage.
iii. Is permeable - easy and safe to walk through - and adequately lit;
iv. Provides high quality footways and footpaths that are wide enough for the number of people
expected to use them and designed to be suitable for vulnerable road users including older people
and people with disabilities.
v. Contributes towards improved wayfinding including signposted links to key infrastructure, transport
nodes, green spaces and Thames Path where appropriate.

P50: Cycling

Not justified
Not positively

The evidence base is not up-to-date as the Southwark Cycling Strategy is not current, was only ever
intended to cover a period far shorter than the NSP and has already been shown to be unambitious
7
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prepared

Not consistent
Not effective

as cycling is growing faster than its targets despite a failure by Southwark to deliver infrastructure
such as the Spine.
The draft MTS has more ambitious targets, additional routes and better cycle parking standards than
the NSP.
In order to be sound an updated, longer-term evidence base is needed for cycling. In addition to the
new policy below, Annex 1 on cycle parking should be increased to at least draft MTS standards, with
minimum of 2 spaces required for all developments.
C. Development will only be permitted where it:
i. Provides for and makes contributions towards connected, high quality, convenient and safe cycle
routes for all, in line or exceeding London Cycle Design Standards.
ii. Contributes to a world class public realm which encourages cycling wherever possible.
iii. Provides cycle parking for building users and visitors to the development in accordance with
Southwark’s cycle parking standards (see below). Cycle parking shall be accessible, convenient,
weatherproof, secure and include an adequate level of parking suitable for accessible bicycles,
tricycles and cargo bikes.
iv. Makes provision for high quality facilities that promote cycle usage including workplace showers,
changing room and lockers. The provision should be proportionate to the scale of development and
cycle parking provided.
v. Provides fully accessible links to public transport nodes as well as facilities and amenities.
vi. Contributes towards improved wayfinding.
vii. Promotes and contributes towards the introduction and expansion of cycle hire facilities and
services

P51: Transport
Infrastructure
Improvements

Not justified

There is no current transport evidence base for transport infrastructure, in particular the bus network
or freight needs, or no clarity about what the ‘adopted’ cycle network is.
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Not positively
prepared
Not effective

In order to protect the bus network from further cuts, beyond that recently suffered by the RV1, for
example, bus priority measures, similar to the bus & cycle only gate implemented at Bank in the City
of London, need to be considered to maintain the economic viability of providing frequent bus
services, whether in town centres such as London Bridge or residential routes such as the P13
through Bellenden. These would have an impact on capacity of the road network to cater for motor
traffic for developments.
Freight consolidation hubs should be identified, including a local network suitable to enable high
demand locations such as town centres to be served by electric freight cycles.
To make this policy sound, an evidence base for freight transport and locations for bus & cycle gates
is needed. Additional wording and detail should be added to the policy covering the proposed cycling
and walking network, cycle hire, freight consolidation and bus priority

P52: Car Parking

Not consistent

Not positively
prepared

The car parking standards in the NSP are not consistent with those in the draft NLP or, for example
the goal of ‘rapid turnover’ (in other words higher car traffic volumes), the Healthy Streets Approach in
the draft MTS. In addition the NSP policy is inconsistent with the Southwark Kerbside Strategy in its
failure to recognise flexizone car sharing.
Car parking standards should be revised to be stricter than in the draft MTS, something that the draft
expressly supports boroughs doing, due to Southwark’s greater local needs to reduce congestion, air
pollution and increase space for housing and viability for social housing (by reducing cost for
developers of car parking). Car Free Development with extremely limited exceptions should be the
rule, in line with policy in the London Boroughs of Camden and Hackney that face similar challenges
and contexts.
In order to make the policy sound, the following alternative text is suggested.
Parking and Car Free Development
All new developments in the Borough must be car-free with on site parking limited to:
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i. Wheel chair accessible parking which is required to be provided in accordance with best practice
standards, as set out in the London Plan
ii. Essential operational or servicing needs as justified through a Transport Assessment
A. The Council will not issue on-street parking permits in connection with new residential
developments within Controlled Parking Zones. Returning residents within an Estate Regeneration
scheme will be subject to the eligibility criteria as set out in the scheme’s legal agreement.
B. Proposals for the redevelopment of existing car parks for alternative uses will be supported and the
removal of boundary treatments and gardens to provide vehicle crossovers and on-site parking will be
resisted.
C. New development must incorporate designated spaces for deliveries within the boundaries of the
development and provide Delivery and Servicing Plans which encourage provision for ultra
low-emission consolidation and last mile delivery modes.
D. A minimum of one fifth of all off-street parking places created need to be equipped with electric
vehicle charging infrastructure in line with the London Plan. Facilities for charging electric cycles
should also be considered. Contributions will also be required for on-street provision of electric vehicle
and other low emission vehicle infrastructure.
E. All major residential developments will be required to contribute towards the expansion of the local
car club network.
F. Proposals for, or including, new public car parks (and other motor vehicle public parking, including
for coaches) will be refused. Proposals for the redevelopment of existing car parks for a different use
shall be subject to the car-free and Transport Assessment need requirements within this policy.
P58: Green
Infrastructure

Not justified
Not positively
prepared
Not consistent
Not effective

There are no proposals setting out how green spaces could be improved or linked with green chains,
in line with national and London policy(e.g. G1 in draft NLP) to integrate green areas, in order to
improve connectivity for nature as well as improve the attractiveness of walking and cycling. The
failure to consider space requirements for additional green infrastructure, such as by removing car
parking and space for motor vehicles, and the locations where doing so would be most critical, means
the plan risks being ineffective.
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In order to make this policy sound a map of potential green chains should be included and the
following new policy inserted:
A. All new development should enhance the network of green infrastructure and green chains across
the borough and seek to improve access to open space, particularly in areas of deficiency.
B. Development involving the loss of designated open space will not be permitted unless:
i. There is compensatory contiguous replacement of better or equivalent quantity and quality of public
open space and setting including facilities to enhance or diversify people’s experience of the open
space; and
ii. Replacement is in a location with better or equivalent access by walking, cycling or public transport;
and
iii. The quality of the remaining and replacement open space is not eroded by the proposed
development; and
iv. The community benefit of the proposed development significantly and demonstrably outweighs the
harm caused by the loss of the open space.
All new development adjacent to existing Green Chains and Green Corridors must be developed in a
way that contributes towards the green infrastructure network. In the areas of potential new Green
Chains identified on the map, financial contributions may be sought to develop new Green Chains in
the future.
Area Visions

Not justified
Not consistent
Not positively
prepared

The Area Visions only showed existing cycle routes, plus the Spine and extension of the Surrey Canal
Path. This left out almost all the routes proposed in the 2015 Southwark Cycling Strategy. The draft
MTS and NLP require consideration of future walking and cycling infrastructure in an integrated
fashion as does national planning policy and the LCWIP guidance.
The TfL Street Type hierarchy should have been incorporated into the evidence base for the Area
Visions. So should a network of proposed walking routes and areas, such as Peckham, that have
been identified by TfL in the draft MTS as having potential for significant increases in walking.
Likewise proposed cycle routes - not limited to those in the Southwark Cycling Strategy but also
including those in the draft MTS - desire lines and areas of high cycling growth potential should have
11
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been considered.
This would then enable a joined-up approach to considering how best to improve and create cycling
and walking routes in development sites that link up with potential routes and desire lines around
them, rather than simply stopping at the edge of development sites.
Peckham Area
Vision

Not positively
prepared

The Peckham Area Vision fails to improve east-west cycle connectivity, with no such routes proposed
south of A202/Peckham Road (a corridor with a poor safety record for cycling), or additional
connectivity to Peckham Rye Station. The need to improve walking routes with wider facilities to cater
for increased use of this station, the redevelopment of which is starting this spring, was not
considered either. Pavements are very narrow south of the station but significant changes to road
layouts will be difficult while the Choumert Grove Car Park remains. This underused site close to a
key transport hub has great potential for housing, in line with recent changes to the NPPF and draft
NLP.
Bus access to and from the Peckham Bus Station is indirect while many buses use the northern end
of Rye Lane, limiting space for walking and cycling. Direct access from Hanover Park as part of the
redevelopment would improve bus journey times and enable the removal of buses from the end of
Rye Lane to help provide for walking and cycling growth.

Not consistent

In addition both the Peckham Area Action Plan and draft MTS identify additional cycle routes, so there
is a serious lack of consistency and clarity. Indeed the major study commissioned by TfL and
Southwark for Peckham failed to note that the A202 has been designated as a cycle superhighway
and more recently in the draft MTS as one of the routes with the highest potential for cycling growth in
London. The failure to join up walking and cycling needs is critical at this location which is a
bottleneck.
In order to make this Area Vision sound the following changes are required:
● Addition of extra east-west cycle routes, including removal of Bellenden gyratory, and links to
Peckham Rye station
● Plan for very significant increases in cycling and walking, in line with draft MTS modelling
● Redevelopment of Choumert Grove Car Park site, with car parking removed but a direct,
12
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●

legible green link for cycling and walking between Chadwick and Bournemouth Road retained
Direct access from Hanover Park through NSP75 (Aylesham Centre) or via McKerrell Road for
buses accessing and leaving the Peckham Bus Station.
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submitted to London Borough of Southwark. A previous version of the New Southwark Plan
Area Visions and Site Allocation Preferred Options draft document also included a hotel (Class
C1) as an acceptable use for the site. In the context of a live application proposing a hotel on the
site, it is appropriate that the hotel use is reinstated into the site vision of the New Southwark
Plan as shown in previous draft version. This will ensure that the site and wider opportunity area
can reach their full potential in meeting and exceeding the targets set by the New Southwark Plan
including opportunity for jobs.
In respect of the Site Vision requirement to provide “at least 50% of the development as
employment floorspace” is considered too restrictive and should be amended to “provide
employment generating floorspace” to allow for future flexibility in the type of uses that could
be provided on site. This description should be added to the Site Vision for the NSP09 site
allocation.
We support the opportunity for active frontages along Newington Causeway and Harper Road.
We suggest that flexibility remains in relation to the variety of land uses in order to improve the
vitality and viability of the town centre. The retail sector is currently going through changes and
it is unclear how this will stand in the future. Policy should remain as flexible as possible to
encourage a wide range of retailing and supporting uses within town centres to ensure the future
success and growth of these areas, especially where there are other competing factors and centres
close by.
We welcome the engagement that has taken place in relation to the New Southwark Plan to date
and encourage the Council to continue to engage with all interested parties and landowners in
the borough. We trust that these representations will be fully considered and taken into account
as consideration during preparing the final New Southwark Plan.
Yours sincerely

DP9 LTD.
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(a) eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other conduct that
is prohibited by or under this Act;
(b) advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant
protected characteristic and persons who do not share it;
(c) foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic and persons who do not share it.
The relevant protected characteristics are age, disability, gender reassignment, pregnancy and
maternity, race, religion or belief, sex and sexual orientation.
The courts have clarified what “having due regard” means for public authorities or those
exercising public functions. During the decision-making process, the person or authority in
question must be clear precisely what the equality implications are when balancing them
against other considerations and must recognise the desirability of achieving equality
objectives.2 The PSED must be exercised in substance, with rigour and with an open mind in
such a way that it influences the final decision. It is a continuing duty which applies
throughout the decision-making process and cannot be delegated. Those bound by the PSED
must assess the risk and extent of any adverse impact and the ways in which such risk may be
eliminated before the adoption of a proposed policy.3
The Equalities and Human Rights Commission has produced technical guidance on the
PSED. Showing that the guidance has been followed is relevant to the question of whether a
public body has complied with the PSED or not, and a public body should justify any
departure from this guidance.4 This guidance provides more detail on the nature of the duty
on public bodies to gather evidence of the impact that policies are likely to have on people
with different protected characteristics (“equality evidence”). A body subject to the PSED
needs to be able to show that it had adequate and accurate equality evidence to enable it to
have due regard. Evidence must be sufficient to give the public authority sufficient
understanding of the particular disadvantages, different needs and/or disproportionately low
participation experienced by people who share particular protected characteristics.
Furthermore, a public authority has a positive duty to obtain equality evidence if it would not
otherwise have sufficient evidence to have due regard to the considerations listed in section
149(1) of the 2010 Act.5

The failure to comply with the PSED
Southwark Council seeks to demonstrate that it has complied with the Public Sector Equality
Duty in its Plan preparation through the Integrated Impact Assessment (“IIA”) which

2

R (Hurley and Moore) v Secretary of State for Business, Innovation and Skills [2012] EWHC 201 (Admin) at
[78].
3
R (Brown) v Secretary of State for Work and Pensions [2008] EWHC 3158 at [90]-[96]; Bracking v Secretary
of State for Work and Pensions [2013] EWCA Civ 1345 at [26].
4
Equalities and Human Rights Commission, Technical Guidance on the Public Sector Equality Duty: England
(August 2014) paras 1.3-1.5.
5
Equalities and Human Rights Commission, Technical Guidance on the Public Sector Equality Duty: England
(August 2014) paras 5.15-5.20.
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accompanies the Plan and has been updated with each new draft of the Plan.6 The IIA aims to
fulfil the Council’s legal and policy requirements to produce a Sustainability Appraisal,
Strategic Environmental Assessment, Equalities Analysis and Health Impact Assessment. It is
accepted that there are overlaps between the methods and outputs of these different
assessments and Southwark Council are entitled to decide to fuse these different analyses into
a single integrated impact assessment. However, the Council is still required to comply with
the full duty in relation to each assessed aspect, and such an approach should not lead to a
superficial or cursory assessment of equalities impacts.
The IIA fails to comply fully with Southwark Council’s duties under the PSED for three main
reasons. First, insufficient baseline information on equalities has been collected to enable the
Council to take a properly informed decision on whether the policies in the Plan advance
equality of opportunity between those with and without protected characteristics or foster
good relations. Second, while the IIA’s framework objectives and sub-criteria for assessment
rightly seek to test the Plan policies for impacts on different specified groups,7 the actual
analysis of site visions, strategic policies and development management policies is thin, uses
boilerplate clauses and does not delve deeply enough into the consideration of the potential
impact of policy on groups with different protected characteristics. Southwark Council has
failed to follow its own stated aim of assessing whether its policies are effective for all target
groups.8 To some extent, this is a direct consequence of the fact that insufficient baseline
evidence has been gathered, as this evidence is necessary to properly consider the potential
impact of Plan policies. The analysis in the IIA also makes no attempt to model how the long
term benefits of policy compliant development will be far-reaching and will significantly
narrow the inequality gap. Rather it simply assumes that the benefits of regeneration will be
accessible to all.
Third, there has been a wholesale failure to consider the impact of the policies in the New
Southwark Plan on one group protected by the Equality Act 2010, namely Gypsies and
Travellers. This is surprising given that certain sites allocated for development in the New
Southwark Plan are adjacent to current Gypsy and Traveller sites.9

Collection of baseline evidence
Appendix 3 of the IIA sets out the baseline data used by the Council to inform its analysis of
the impact of Plan policies on groups sharing particular protected characteristics. However,
there has been very little gathering of evidence on equalities. For example, while the
Appendix 3 sets out data on the levels of deprivation in the borough, and identifies the most
deprived Lower Super Output Areas (“LSOAs”), it does not go on to consider the
demographics of these more deprived areas, such as a breakdown of ethnic groups,
individuals with disabilities and different age groups. Baseline data does consider levels of
6

Southwark Council, Integrated Impact Assessment – New Southwark Plan: Proposed Submission Version (29
November 2017).
7
Southwark Council, Integrated Impact Assessment – New Southwark Plan: Proposed Submission Version (29
November 2017) pp 25-29, Table 5.1.
8
Southwark Council, Integrated Impact Assessment – New Southwark Plan: Proposed Submission Version (29
November 2017) p 31.
9
For example, NSP65, NSP 70, NSP 71 and NSP 72.
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deprivation affecting older people and children in the borough, but no data has been gathered
on the levels of deprivation affecting different ethnic groups.10 In any case, the data cited is
very out of date, as most of the data informing the Indices of Multiple Deprivation 2010 was
gathered in 2008. Even the data from the most recent Indices of Multiple Deprivation 2015
(data gathered in 2012 and 2013) is arguably out of date for the assessment of a Plan which
seeks to govern development in the borough until 2033.
Very limited evidence has been gathered on the housing situation and needs of groups with
particular protected characteristics. For example, there is only one sentence which identifies
the high proportion of Black households housed in the social/affordable rented sector. There
is no further breakdown of housing tenure and different ethnic groups. Only limited evidence
is cited on the housing tenures of different age groups and those with disabilities.11 While the
baseline data refers to the number of households which are overcrowded, no data has been
gathered on the breakdown of how many individuals with protected characteristics are in
overcrowded households and whether this problem is one that particularly affects certain
protected groups.
The limited data which is provided is taken from the South East London Strategic Housing
Market Assessment 2014 (“SE SHMA”), which again is significantly out of date. Guidance
from the Planning Inspectorate indicates that evidence base documents relating to housing
that date from three or more years before the submission date are at risk of having been
overtaken by events, and key documents such as the Strategic Housing Market Area
Assessment should be updated to incorporate findings/results from at least the year prior to
submission.12
While the section on education, skills and training notes that there are significant disparities
in educational attainment and skills in Southwark, no evidence has been gathered on
educational attainment and training among different protected characteristics, for example
ethnic groups, gender, age and disability.13 This is a striking omission given that the SE
SHMA notes that in terms of educational qualification, African residents are better qualified
than almost all other residents. The SE SHMA therefore surmises that in spite of better
qualifications and engagement with the labour market, African residents do not have access
to the jobs and therefore income that would allow the community to choose to reduce its
reliance on the social / affordable rented sector.14 Similarly, the health baseline data does not
include a breakdown of the mortality and life expectancy rates, levels of sport and activity or
mental health of different ethnic groups or other protected characteristics, apart from the life
expectancy rates of the different genders.15 One sentence notes that the borough has a higher
prevalence of long term conditions for older people than national or London figures, which
10

Southwark Council, Integrated Impact Assessment – New Southwark Plan: Proposed Submission Version (29
November 2017) Appendix 3, paras 1.2.13-1.2.17.
11
Southwark Council, Integrated Impact Assessment – New Southwark Plan: Proposed Submission Version (29
November 2017) Appendix 3 paras 1.2.35-1.2.38.
12
Planning Inspectorate, Procedural Practice in the Examination of Local Plans (4th edition v. 1, June 2016)
para 1.15.
13
Southwark Council, Integrated Impact Assessment – New Southwark Plan: Proposed Submission Version (29
November 2017) Appendix 3 paras 1.2.39-1.2.43.
14
South East London Strategic Housing Market Assessment (2014) Chapter 7 para 7.56.
15
Southwark Council, Integrated Impact Assessment – New Southwark Plan: Proposed Submission Version (29
November 2017) Appendix 3 paras 1.2.46-1.2.53.
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may reflect ethnic diversity and higher levels of deprivation.16 However, there has been no
investigation into the ethnic breakdown or levels of deprivation of older people with long
term conditions to ascertain whether this is borne out in reality.
In the section on economic conditions, while some data has been provided on the proportion
of different protected groups which are economically active (in relation to gender and age),
no evidence has been gathered on the economic activity or proportion of individuals with
NVQ level qualifications for any of the other protected characteristics. While it is recognised
that many businesses in Southwark are small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), no
breakdown by ethnic group or other protected characteristics of small business proprietors is
provided.17 This is a notable omission given statements in the analysis section of the IIA
which refer to small businesses as being part of and serving different ethnic communities.18
In the section on transport, no evidence has been gathered on the accessibility of particular
modes of transport for those with disabilities.19
A significant omission in the baseline data is also the absence of any attempt to collect any
data on which groups will be most affected by development proposed in the site allocations.
In the analysis of alternative options, it is noted in relation to the preferred option (Option B)
that development may be disruptive in the short term for some communities, and that there
may be minor negative effects in some areas towards social inclusion, equality, diversity and
community cohesion. It is further noted that there may be a potential loss of existing
businesses.20 However, no evidence has been gathered on the demographics and protected
characteristics of those who are likely to be affected by development (namely residents and
businesses in and around site allocations).

Assessment of area visions and site allocations against IIA framework objectives
There is very limited analysis of the impact on groups with protected characteristics in the
assessment of area visions and site allocations. Boilerplate phrases simply assume that certain
aspects of development will benefit “all groups” without grappling with the demographic
make-up of current and future residents in the area and the issue of whether the benefits of
development will truly be accessible to all. For example, site allocations for employment
space are said to lead to “increased job opportunities” and improved public realm and new
sports facilities are said to be “accessible to all”.21 Without any detailed consideration of the
qualification and skills of different protected characteristic groups and unemployment and
deprivation levels in different parts of the borough, or the current use by different groups of
16

Southwark Council, Integrated Impact Assessment – New Southwark Plan: Proposed Submission Version (29
November 2017) Appendix 3 para 1.2.53.
17
Southwark Council, Integrated Impact Assessment – New Southwark Plan: Proposed Submission Version (29
November 2017) Appendix 3 para 1.3.2.
18
Southwark Council, Integrated Impact Assessment – New Southwark Plan: Proposed Submission Version (29
November 2017) Appendix 5 p 19, Appendix 6 pp 52, 61, 63, 73.
19
Southwark Council, Integrated Impact Assessment – New Southwark Plan: Proposed Submission Version (29
November 2017) Appendix 3 paras 1.4.74-1.4.77.
20
Southwark Council, Integrated Impact Assessment – New Southwark Plan: Proposed Submission Version (29
November 2017) pp 39-40.
21
Southwark Council, Integrated Impact Assessment – New Southwark Plan: Proposed Submission Version (29
November 2017) Appendix 5 pp 5, 7, 9, 11, 19, 21, 23, 30, 32, 34.
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public realm and community facilities, such statements are meaningless. Furthermore,
generic statements claiming that the benefits of regeneration will be accessible to all do not
go far enough in complying with the PSED which requires having due regard to the need to
advance equality of opportunity. This recognises that certain groups with protected
characteristics may be less able to access opportunities which are ostensibly available to all.
Other statements in the assessment of site allocations and area visions further demonstrate
superficial equalities analysis or assumptions which are unsupported by evidence. For
example, statements such as “it is essential that these areas will reap the benefits of
redevelopment to reduce the equality gap” and “further curation of the employment offer
would help to manage the risk of creating a one-dimensional local economy”22 do not judge
the policies on their own merit but indicate that further unspecified action would be necessary
to ensure that particular groups benefit from the proposed development. Bold assumptions are
made, such as “NSP46 and NSP47 will deliver two vibrant destinations and hubs of activity
which draw together a variety of groups and promote social cohesion”, when in fact an
Equalities Analysis carried out in respect of NSP 47 Elephant and Castle Shopping Centre
found that the development there would have a negative impact on particular individuals and
groups with protected characteristics.23 It is assumed that development in Herne Hill and
North Dulwich will tackle any local unemployment, when no baseline evidence on the kinds
of jobs needed in that area has been gathered.
In relation to every area vision it is stated that if housing is delivered to policy requirements
they will offer a range of different units and tenures which will provide for a range of
different needs and create inclusive residential schemes accessible to all groups.
Notwithstanding the fact that this analysis implicitly recognises that development may not
deliver policy compliant housing, it also assumes that residential schemes will cater for the
needs of all groups and be universally accessible. However, only very limited evidence has
been gathered on the need of different groups with protected characteristics and how
accessible the housing offer is to them, whether at affordable or market rent levels.
By contrast, the analysis of the Old Kent Road area vision and site allocations considers the
impact on different groups with protected characteristics in significantly more detail,
although it could still go further. Nevertheless, it is not clear how the Council has conducted
its analysis of the area vision and site allocations, since the facts it relies on about the Old
Kent Road area have not been included in the baseline data section of the IIA.

Assessment of strategic and development management policies against IIA framework
objectives
In a similar way to the analysis of area visions and site allocations, the assessment of strategic
and development management policies in Appendix 6 of the IIA is superficial and relies on

22

Southwark Council, Integrated Impact Assessment – New Southwark Plan: Proposed Submission Version (29
November 2017) Appendix 5 pp 7, 23.
23
AECOM on behalf of Southwark Council, Equality Analysis of the Elephant and Castle Shopping Centre
Redevelopment: Final Report (June 2016) pp 66-68; AECOM on behalf of Southwark Council, Elephant and
Castle Shopping Centre Redevelopment - Bingo Hall Survey Results: Final Report (March 2017) p 20.
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assumptions rather than evidence. Recurring themes which can be identified from the
examples below include:
•

the failure to gather evidence and undertake modelling on whether the policies will in
fact be fully effective for all people with protected characteristics or even just those
identified in the analysis;

•

the failure to consider whether the opportunities provided by new policies and
development match up with need in the local area (which has not been properly
assessed); and

•

the failure to identify aspects of policies which are vague or potentially undeliverable
and therefore may not have the positive effects for people with protected
characteristics that the analysis claims they will.

The following table outlines a number of examples of insufficiently detailed analysis to
enable council officers and elected members to fully comply with the PSED.

Strategic
Policy
Number
SP1

IIA
objective

Failings in analysis

IIA1

There has been no proper consideration of how the policies
associated with SP1 will reduce poverty in the areas, communities
or equalities groups most affected. No analysis has been undertaken
of how similar policies in the Core Strategy and Saved Plan policies
have affected the ability of people with protected characteristics to
access permanent housing options. The analysis in relation to
housing conditions assumes that these are limited to overcrowding
and the inability of elderly people to notify concerns with poor
housing quality.
There is no baseline evidence to support the claims of educational
disparity and overcrowding in BAME households. The evidence in
the SE SHMA actually suggests that Black households are very
highly qualified but nevertheless struggle to leave the social
housing sector.
There is limited consideration of how delivering more affordable
homes will benefit all individuals, and the analysis rests on the
assumption that so-called affordable housing will in fact be
accessible to those who need it.
There is no consideration under this objective of how the lowest
rents (for which there is the greatest need) will be protected in the
light of a known ability of developers to avoid building policy
compliant levels of social rented housing on viability grounds.
There has been no consideration of how it will be ensured that
housing designed for wheelchair users actually goes to those who
need it. The SE SHMA notes a significant mismatch between those

IIA 2

IIA 3

IIA 15
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SP2

IIA 1

IIA 2

IIA 5

wheelchair users who are not in adapted housing (24%) and
households in adapted housing which do not need it (91%).24
There has been no consideration of how policies will reduce
poverty for the equalities groups most affected. There is simply an
assumption that neighbourhoods will be successful for all.
There has been no consideration or modelling of whether targeted
support in areas of regeneration will actually help to reduce
disparity in education. If rising house prices or demolishing council
homes result in people with protected characteristics leaving the
area, then the benefits of regeneration will not be experienced by
those individuals.
There is no consideration of the fact that SP2 promises to engage
local people more and given an earlier say in the process of
development but then no development management policies have
been included to explain how this will be achieved in practice.
There has been no consideration of the negative effects of tall
buildings on existing communities (overshadowing, microclimates,
wind tunnels) as there has been no demographic analysis of the
communities surrounding potential development sites for tall
buildings.

IIA 15

SP3

IIA 1

IIA 5

SP4
24

IIA 1

There is also no consideration of the fact that tall buildings may be
inappropriate for housing people with particular protected
characteristics, such as children, those with physical and mental
disabilities and older people.
No analysis or modelling has been undertaken of past, present and
future scenarios to demonstrate that development will actually be
for the benefit of the existing community including all groups with
protected characteristics.
There is no consideration of how providing more school places or
new schools will reduce poverty and inequality. There is no
consideration of where the new schools will be located or how this
policy will benefit particular protected characteristic groups (within
the general group of school-age children). No data has been
gathered on the demographics of particular locations in the borough
where more school places are needed, and there is also no baseline
information on the different levels of education of different
protected characteristic groups (such as particular ethnic groups, the
two sexes and children with disabilities).
There is no consideration of how the amount of affordable student
housing provided (only 25%) will contribute to or affect the mix of
individuals in student housing. There has been no modelling or
consideration of which individuals are likely to take up this offer or
the demographic background of students who are able to rent at
direct market rents (likely to be a privileged few, given that students
typically have no external source of income).
The commentary on P28 and P29 notes that these policies “could

South East London Strategic Housing Market Assessment (2014) Chapter 7 para 7.33, Tables 7.13 and 7.14.
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impact local ethnic businesses which serve local 1st, 2nd and 3rd
generation migrant communities who statistically are significantly
more likely to operate from such businesses”. However, no
evidence has been gathered to consider the ethnic background of
those who operate small businesses and shops and their customers.
There has also been no evidence gathered or modelling of whether
this policy will in fact advance equality of opportunity or benefit
local ethnic businesses – it might just as easily support small white
collar start-ups typically operated by those from less disadvantaged
backgrounds. Similarly, there has been no evidence gathered or
modelling of whether the new affordable workspace proposed will
actually be accessible to those with protected characteristics and
therefore whether the policy will be fully effective for all.
There has also been no consideration of whether and how the
provision of training and jobs required by P39 will be fully
effective for those with protected characteristics. No evidence has
been gathered on the skills of those seeking employment in areas
where development is proposed or consideration given to whether
the jobs which will be available both during and after development
will match the employment need. On a related note, no
consideration has been given to the barriers to employment faced by
those sharing particular protected characteristics and whether new
employment opportunities will be accessible for all protected
characteristics.
IIA 1 and The analysis of P25 is seriously flawed as it fails to recognise that
2
although greater protected will be given to Strategic Protected
Industrial Locations, this is of limited benefit to local businesses
and employees as only a small fraction of industrial land in the
borough has this designation. In fact, the New Southwark Plan
Proposed Policies Map indicates that the area covered by SPIL will
be reduced significantly from the areas shown in the 2015 Adopted
Policies Map – reducing opportunities for local industrial
businesses rather than increasing them.

IIA 3

By failing to follow the approach advocated in the new draft
London Plan of no net loss of any industrial floorspace, this policy
in fact has a negative rather than positive effect on local businesses,
many of which may be operated by individuals with protected
characteristics (for example car repair businesses on and around the
Old Kent Road).
The analysis under this objective notes that the policies under SP4
have the potential to benefit the mental health of small ethnic
minority businesses who may be threatened by new development in
their area. However, no analysis or modelling has been undertaken
to assess whether temporary relocation strategies will be capable of
reassuring business owners and operators in this way. Small
businesses who rely on local clients and customers may not be able
to sustain their business for an interim period during construction
work if they are forced to relocate away from their client bases.
9
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IIA 5

IIA 16
SP5

IIA 1

IIA 3

IIA 5

IIA 15

SP6

IIA 1

The statements made under this objective that P28, P29 and P38
may benefit small ethnic minority businesses are not backed up by
any evidence gathering or modelling. Such evidence is needed to
understand whether the policies will in fact have a positive effect
for businesses owned by, employing and providing a service for
individuals with protected characteristics.
There has been no consideration of accessibility issues for disabled
business owners, employees and customers.
No evidence has been gathered on the demographics of areas
around site allocations and whether proposed new community
facilities will actually be provided in the most deprived
neighbourhoods or where such facilities are most needed.
The analysis refers to an improved job offer for local people, but
there has been no modelling of who will benefit from this offer and
whether such jobs will actually be accessible to individuals with
particular protected characteristics.
There is no consideration of the equalities impacts of health issues.
No evidence has been gathered on the demographics of those who
live in poor housing conditions.
There is no consideration of whether new community centres and
facilities are or will be affordable and accessible to those with
protected characteristics. For example, cultural and leisure facilities
such as theatres and cinemas can be relatively expensive in
comparison to other community facilities.
The analysis fails to note the failure of this strategic policy to
ensure that community facilities are in fact directed to the most
deprived areas.
There is no consideration of the Plan’s failure to outline how the
policy goal to provide warm, dry and safe council homes will be
delivered and whether it is deliverable within the Plan’s lifetime.
This is an important equalities issue as many people with protected
characteristics are housed in council housing.
Because there has been no evidence gathering around site
allocations and the demographics of those who will be affected by
development proposals, the analysis is unable to deal with the issue
of whether the benefits of increased green space and walkable
neighbourhoods will be accessible to those in the most deprived
areas or who share protected characteristics.
Policies P56 and P57 are about protecting the status quo. It is
illogical to argue that simply by protecting the current green and
open water spaces, people living in deprived neighbourhoods or
with protected characteristics will experience improved living
conditions or equality of opportunity. Similarly, there is no
consideration of the fact that the policies under SP6 do not
guarantee that open spaces will be accessible to those in the most
deprived areas.
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IIA 3

There has been no evidence gathering on how the retrofitting of
existing homes will be delivered and which communities or
individuals it could benefit. Similarly, no evidence has been
gathered on whether more environmentally friendly development
will in fact be accessible to elderly people and thus benefit them.
The analysis fails to consider the vague nature of P54 and how it
will benefit existing residents with protected characteristics. It does
not indicate what a developer will need to show in their planning
application documents to be policy compliant. If strong opposition
is required from local residents before P54 will justify the refusal or
amendment of a planning application, this has equality impacts as
certain groups with protected characteristics (as recognised in
Appendix D of Southwark Council’s Statement of Community
Involvement) are typically less engaged in the planning process.
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I confirm that I wish to participate at the oral examination.

National Planning Policy Framework
The National Planning Policy Framework (“the NPPF”) places a strong emphasis on the duty
of local planning authorities (“LPAs”) to seek opportunities to meet the development needs
of their area. It requires LPAs to make every effort “objectively to identify and then meet the
housing, business and other development needs of an area”.2 A footnote to paragraph 159
NPPF notes that Travellers’ accommodation needs should be assessed during the preparation
of Local Plans in accordance with the Government policy document Planning Policy for
Travellers Sites. However, where Travellers do not fall within the strict definition adopted by
that policy document, their needs must be assessed under the NPPF.
The NSP fails to comply with the policies on assessing and planning to meet housing needs in
the NPPF as no evidence has been gathered on the accommodation needs of Gypsies and
Travellers who fall within the definition of Annex 1 to Planning Policy for Travellers Sites
and/or those who live in caravans or mobile homes on the Traveller sites identified in
Southwark Council’s Adopted Policies Map (2015) and the Proposed Policies Map.

Planning Policy for Travellers Sites
The policy document Planning Policy for Travellers Sites (“the PPTS”) states that it must be
taken into account in the preparation of development plans. It notes in particular that one of
the Government’s aims is for LPAs to ensure that their Local Plan includes fair, realistic and
inclusive policies.3 The policies within the document explain how this should be done.
Policy A states that when assembling the evidence base necessary to support their planning
approach, LPAs should gather sufficient robust evidence to establish the accommodation
needs to inform the preparation of Local Plans. Policy B confirms that Local Plans should be
consistent with the policies in the PPTS and requires LPAs to set pitch targets for Gypsies
and Travellers. In a similar way to paragraph 47 NPPF, Policy B also states that in producing
their Local Plan, LPAs should identify and update annually a supply of specific deliverable
sites sufficient to provide 5 years’ worth of sites, and a supply of specific developable sites
for years 6 to 10 and 11 to 15.4
Contrary to its legal obligation to have regard to national policy and guidance issued by the
Secretary of State,5 confirmed in paragraph 2 PPTS, Southwark Council have completely
failed to take into account the PPTS when preparing the NSP. There is no Gypsy and
Traveller Needs Assessment in the Council’s evidence base. The Strategic Housing Market
Assessment has not considered the housing needs of those living in caravans and mobile
2

Department for Communities and Local Government, National Planning Policy Framework (March 2012)
paras 14 and 17.
3
Department for Communities and Local Government, Planning Policy for Travellers Sites (August 2015),
paras 3 and 4(g).
4
Department for Communities and Local Government, Planning Policy for Travellers Sites (August 2015),
paras 7 to 10.
5
Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004, s 19(2).
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homes on Traveller sites in the Borough. In fact, no evidence at all has been gathered on the
likely permanent and transit site accommodation needs of travellers within the Borough. The
NSP also makes no attempt to include “fair, realistic and inclusive policies” on Traveller sites
or plan for future deliverable sites in accordance with need. There is no indication in the
methodology for the 2009 Southwark Housing Requirements Study (which is any case is out
of date) that the research conducted included interviews with those living on Gypsy and
Traveller Sites.6

London Plan
The current London Plan requires boroughs to work with the Mayor and local communities to
ensure that “the accommodation requirements of Gypsies and Travellers (including travelling
show people) are identified and addressed, with sites identified in line with national policy”.
It emphasises that people from different communities should be free to lead their lives in
different ways, and that the planning system should ensure fairness between the settled and
traveller communities.7 There is no definition of Gypsies and Travellers in the London Plan,
but Gypsy and Travellers’ sites are defined in the glossary as “sites either for settled
occupation, temporary stopping places, or transit sites for people of nomadic habit of life,
such as Travellers and Gypsies”. 8
The NSP fails to comply with this policy as it does not seek to identify or address the
accommodation requirements of Gypsies and Travellers in the borough. Southwark Council’s
approach is also unfair: it effectively priorities the settled community by allocated sites for
development for homes that will be occupied by the settled community, without considering
whether there is a need for further site capacity for the Gypsy and Traveller community. By
delaying the Gypsy and Traveller needs assessments until after the adoption of the NSP,
Southwark Council is in danger of having no developable land available to satisfy any need
that is identified at that stage.

Draft New London Plan
Since Southwark Council began the process of developing its new Local Plan, the Greater
London Authority have published the submission version of its new London Plan. While it is
possible that the new London Plan will not be adopted until after the adoption of the NSP, as
emerging policy it is an important material consideration in the assessment of the NSP. Once
the new London Plan is adopted, the NSP will have to comply with the policies in it.
Similarly to the policy position in the current London Plan, draft Policy H16 requires
boroughs to plan to meet the identified need for permanent Gypsy and Traveller pitches – that
is, they should assess and meet need in the process of developing their Local Plans.9

6

Opinion Research Services on behalf of Southwark Council, Southwark Housing Requirements Study 2008:
Main Report of Study Findings (July 2009), Appendix A.
7
Greater London Authority, London Plan (2016), Policy 3.8B, paragraph 3.56.
8
Greater London Authority, London Plan (2016), Annex Six: Glossary.
9
Greater London Authority, Draft London Plan (December 2017), Policy H16A.
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However, draft Policy H16 goes much further than the current London Plan. First, it adopts a
different definition of Gypsies and Travellers, namely:
People with a cultural tradition of nomadism, or living in a caravan, whatever
their race or origin, including:
1) those who are currently travelling or living in a caravan
2) those who currently live in bricks and mortar dwelling households whose
existing accommodation is unsuitable for them by virtue of their cultural
preference not to live in bricks and mortar accommodation
3) those who, on grounds of their own or their family’s or dependants’
educational or health needs or old age, have ceased to travel temporarily or
permanently.10
The draft policy noes that the new definition is necessary due to concerns that the existing
Government planning definition does not recognise many Gypsies and Travellers, in
particular those who may face multiple and intersecting inequalities (for example older
people, disabled people, women and single mothers).11
Second, the draft policy requires boroughs to audit existing pitches and sites, identifying
areas of overcrowding, areas of potential extra capacity within existing sites, and pitches in
need of refurbishment, and plan to address any issues identified in the audits. Boroughs are
also instructed to actively plan to protect existing Gypsy and Traveller accommodation
capacity, and take this into account when considering new residential developments to ensure
inclusive, balanced and cohesive communities are created.12
The NSP is not consistent with this new policy position. It makes no attempt to identify need
for permanent Gypsy and Traveller pitches, let alone include policies about meeting this
need. No policies on auditing existing pitches and sites or protecting existing accommodation
capacity are included in the NSP. There are no policies in the NSP about protecting existing
Gypsy and Traveller accommodation capacity, or a policy requirement to take Gypsy and
Traveller accommodation capacity and needs into account when considering development
proposals.

Equality Act 2010
The failure to include any reference to Gypsy and Traveller accommodation needs in the
Local Plan is also a breach of the Public Sector Equality Duty, as it prevents Southwark
Council and the Planning Inspector from having due regard to the need to advance equality of
opportunity between persons who share a relevant protected characteristic and persons who
do not share it.13 Irish Travellers are a recognised ethnic group sharing the protected

10

Greater London Authority, Draft London Plan (December 2017), Policy H16B.
Greater London Authority, Draft London Plan (December 2017), paragraph 4.16.2.
12
Greater London Authority, Draft London Plan (December 2017), Policy H16E and F.
13
Equality Act 2010, s 149(1)(b).
11
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characteristic of race under the Equality Act 2010.14 The Equality and Human Rights
Commission has identified a number of different ways in which ethnic Gypsies and
Travellers are disadvantaged in comparison to those who do not share that characteristic.
Southwark Council should be seeking to minimise such disadvantages in its policy decisions,
and yet the position of Gypsies and Travellers in Southwark is ignored in both the NSP and
the Integrated Impact Assessment accompanying it, which includes an Equalities Assessment.

For the reasons given above, the New Southwark Plan is unsound because it is inconsistent
with the NPPF, PPTS and the current and future London Plan. It is also unlawful as it fails to
comply with the Public Sector Equality Duty.

14

Moore and Coates v Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government [2015] EWHC 44 (Admin) at
[58].
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NSPPSV168

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Southwark Studios
01 December 2017 13:20
planningpolicy
Consultation Comment on the New Southwark Plan - Southwark Studios

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

I would like to submit the following comment for consultation on the New Southwark Plan. This response
has also been submitted to the OKRAAP:

The New Southwark Plan presents a real opportunity to position the borough of Southwark as the premier
destination for the creative industries in London.
Such a large area of redevelopment requires an identity (A2.3.1), something the creative industries can bring
in abundance. There is a danger that developer-lead regeneration could lead to disjointed, soulless sites
devoid of community or vitality, a problem that can be seen in other redeveloped areas and regularly
commented on by existing locals and in the press.
Our wish is that Southwark’s regeneration has a social identity with creativity at its heart.
LB Southwark’s ownsStudy identifies SMEs “making up over 99% of business within Southwark” and
that “managed workspace” and “flexible smaller units with space under 500sqm is required to meet
demand”. To this end securing suitable property in the long-term is the most important factor when aiming
to establish a thriving community of creative industries, we offer the following suggestions that will help
this become a reality:
• The New Southwark Plan has identified a number of development opportunity sites (NSP), most with a
requirement to include B1 space as part of their “site vision” redevelopment plans. It is helpful to see
numbers, including square meters of floorspace, that are attached to these individual sites however only one
(NSP56) requires from it’s redevelopment to "Provide a new arts hub.… At least 50% of any development
floorspace must be provided as creative and cultural small business workspace”. I would highly
recommend expanding this percentage requirement to multiple NSP sites to include managed,
affordable workspace. Providers could be chosen from LB Southwark’s Approval Workspace Provider
list. note: Tower Workshops (Maltby Street/NSP09) would be of particular suitability/interest to Southwark
Studios.
• Southwark Studios on the former Rich Estate (NSP 56) can be used as a practical real-life, successful
example of securing property in the long-term for an industry otherwise removed/asked to leave/gentrified
from their home in the borough.
• A main concern for current local businesses we talk to is an influx of residential units will automatically
make most areas unsuitable for their current useage (a 'Ministry of Sound' situation). We would like to
suggest designating a suitable area for future light industrial use. Perhaps naming the land/railway
arches near New Bermondsey Overground a ‘Preferred Light Industrial Area’. This will help reduce fears
from local businesses who feel there will be no future relocation opportunities.
• The introduction of Creative Enterprise Zones presents another opportunity to use funding to encourage
the creative industries to establish a new long-term home in areas of Southwark, particularly The Old Kent
Road. I would highly recommend applying for the CEZ and Southwark Studios offers it’s expertise to
1
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help form a bid. A CEZ could be through discretionary short-term rates relief, clustering through
defining usage class of property (under the control of LB Southwark Planning department) or a
strong advertising campaign directed at drawing in the creative industries.
• The new ‘New Workspace Requirements Checklist’ suggested within the OKRAAP should be placed
within the New Southwark Plan:
- A named provider to be part of Section 106 agreements between the developer and LB Southwark
- Classifying the useage class of the space within planning applications to ensure long term use for the
creative industries
- Specifying the "early stage at which developers are expected to work with the provider" with further
explanation. What stage and How early?
- Inclusion of draft heads of terms for the creative industry within Section 106 agreement that include:
- suitable length of lease that allows for return on investment
- shell specification and fit out contribution from the developer
- hours of operation suitable to the workspace sector
- cost per square foot or sale price to the leaseholder at a percentage below market value that
permits viability for the workspace provider (based on their business model)
• Lastly we suggest a target total square footage figure to be included in the strategy. For example
a 'minimum of 200,000sqft of affordable space for the creative industries to be built'.

Southwark Studios success securing long-term affordable workspace for the creative industries within the
strategy area should be used as an example of where the council have stepped in to save a BenCom charity
from otherwise being forced out of the area.
Multiple businesses and charities around the Old Kent Road are currently fearful of what regeneration and
The New Southwark Plan means for their ability to stay in the area. We offer Southwark Studios expertise
in Section 106 agreements for the creative industries, our extensive knowledge in securing space locally
and, as a successful project, for LB Southwark to promote as a positive practical example that can be
duplicated across the area, multiplying the projects success.

I hope LB Southwark will take these suggestions on board and use it's power within The new Southwark
Plan to allow creative industries, galleries, theaters, workspace providers and others to established a new
creative hub that will grow, develop and become a secure new home for the Arts.

Kind regards,

Southwark Studios
www.SouthwarkStudios.com
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Representations on economy matters in the New Southwark Plan from SPACE. Owners
of

NSPPSV169

1.
Regarding the whole of the New Southwark Plan we object to:
Failure to objectively assess and define the business and other development
needs of Southwark;
Failure to carry out a review of land available for economic development,
undertaken at the same time as, or combined with, the Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment;
Failure to ensure that the Local Plan is based on adequate, up-to-date and
relevant evidence about the economic, social and environmental characteristics
and prospects of the area;
Failure to meet the business development needs of Southwark;
Failure to ensure that the assessment of and strategies for housing, employment
and other uses are integrated, and that full account has been taken of relevant
market and economic signals;
Failure to be aspirational but realistic, and to pay careful attention to viability and
costs in plan-making and decision-taking, and define a plan that is deliverable.
Failure to carry out early and meaningful engagement and collaboration with
businesses during NSP preparation;
Failure to effectively cooperate with neighbouring authorities to plan for issues
with cross-boundary impacts.
These inadequacies make the plan unsound as it has not been positively
prepared, nor justified, nor will it be effective, nor is it consistent with national
policy, each in the ways required by the NPPF.

2.
Regarding Strong, local economy policy P25: Strategic protected industrial
land we object to:
The insufficient extent of industrial land designation across Southwark through
SPIL and LSIS;
Failure to afford clear protection to around 94ha extent of industrial
accommodation, 77% of the borough’s total;
Failure to require re-provision of industrial capacity through the process of
redevelopment;
Failure to give clear indication of the scale and geography of industrial
intensification, co-location and substitution required in the borough;
Failure to designate 46 currently industrial sites as protected industrial, and the
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inclusion of many within site allocations that require no replacement of industrial
capacity;
Failure to designate any new sites as protected industrial, even though this is
clearly possible, and the lack of any explanation for this omission;
Failure to define requirements for industrial accommodation within mixeddevelopment on 10 allocated sites that are currently SPIL or LSIS and 22
allocated sites that are currently Non-Designated industrial;
Failure to define any requirement for industrial accommodation within mixeddevelopment on at least 13 allocated sites that are not currently industrial but
where there is clear potential to incorporate such uses;
Failure to make site allocations for at least 3 sites that could, if development
came forward, offer potential to incorporate industrial accommodation as part of
mixed development;
Failure to justify reduction of SPIL designation, and the deletion of all LSIS
designations, and the lack of any evidence that compensatory capacity can
realistically be provided through intensification;
Failure to indicate the site of the Integrated Waste Management Facility as SPIL
on the Policies Map, and indication of the possibility of removing SPIL
designation from that facility.;
The abandonment of Locally Significant Industrial Sites policies and site
designations, for which no justification has been given;
Failure to identify and protect sufficient capacity for industry and logistics within
or close to the CAZ to support the needs of businesses and activities within that
area, as the London Plan requires;
Failure to ensure that there will be no nett loss of industrial floorspace
capacity within the OKR Opportunity Area;
Failure to ensure that workspace for the existing creative industries in the OKR
OA will be protected and supported;
These inadequacies make the plan unsound as it is not justified, would not be
effective, nor is it consistent with national policy, each in the ways required by the
NPPF. These failures also make the plan unsound in relation to the London Plan.

3.
Regarding Strong, local economy policy P26: Office and business
development we object to:
The restriction of P26 point 1 to CAZ, town centres, opportunity areas and where
specified in site allocations;
Failure to state that the retain or increase requirement defined in 1.1 will apply to
accommodation type, not just to floorspace;
The retain or increase requirement in P26 1.1 being only related to employment
floorspace (GIA) on-site, hence excluding yards;
The wording of P26 point 2 that allows exceptions to the retain or increase policy
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without an off-site compensatory requirement;
Failure to specify in 67 site allocations the required response to P26, including
lack of quantum and type requirements for development and failure to give facts
about existing floorspace and use types.
These inadequacies make the plan unsound as it is not justified, would not be
effective, nor is it consistent with national policy, each in the ways required by the
NPPF. These failures also make the plan unsound in relation to the London Plan.

4.
Regarding Strong, local economy policy P28: Small and independent
businesses we object to:
Point 2 as it fails to adequately define the range of accommodation that suits the
full range of small and small branch business of relevance to Southwark;
References in P28 to small and independent businesses as this excludes small
branch businesses and expresses a preference relating to business ownership
that is inappropriate in planning;
Reference to specialist workspace providers without also mentioning the role of
less specialist owners who lease premises, and the valuable role of owner
occupied premises;
Reference to favouring horizontal mixed-use types over vertical mixed-use types,
without justification, and reference only to residential as the use that might mix
with B class uses.
These inadequacies make the plan unsound as it is not justified, nor is it
consistent with national policy, each in the ways required by the NPPF. These
failures also make the plan unsound in relation to the London Plan.

5.
We object to failure to designate Creative Enterprise Zone/s as encouraged by
the London Plan
This inadequacy makes the plan unsound in relation to the London Plan.

6.
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Regarding Strong, local economy policy P38: Business relocation we object to
lack of clarity in this policy and would welcome amendments to increase its likely
effectiveness
This inadequacy makes the plan unsound as it is not justified, nor is it consistent
with national policy, each in the ways required by the NPPF. These failures also
make the plan unsound in relation to the London Plan.

7.
Regarding Social regeneration to revitalise neighbourhoods policy P13:
Residential design we object to failure to require larger predominantly residential
developments to include smaller scale workspace for which there is strong
demand and that can realistically be combined with residential, including office,
workshop and light industrial, studio and workroom, storage. And we object to
failure to give clarity on policy about workspaces in combination with, or ancillary
to, residential.
These inadequacies make the plan unsound as it is not justified, nor is it
consistent with national policy, each in the ways required by the NPPF. These
failures also make the plan unsound in relation to the London Plan.

8.
Regarding Social regeneration to revitalise neighbourhoods policy P15: Efficient
use of land we object to failure to make clear that this policy will promote smaller
scale non-residential development wherever they comply with points 1.1 and 1.2.
This inadequacy makes the plan unsound as it is not justified, nor is it consistent
with national policy, each in the ways required by the NPPF. These failures also
make the plan unsound in relation to the London Plan.

9.
Regarding Strong, local economy policy P43: Leisure, arts and culture we object
to failure to define the scope of P43 on the Policies Map, by outlining each of the
shops and associated accommodation to which this applies.
This inadequacy makes the plan unsound as it is not justified, nor is it consistent
with national policy, each in the ways required by the NPPF. These failures also
make the plan unsound in relation to the London Plan.
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10.
Regarding Strong, local economy policy P44: Community uses we object
to failure to define the scope of P44 on the Policies Map, by outlining each of the
shops and associated accommodation to which this applies.
This inadequacy makes the plan unsound as it is not justified, nor is it consistent
with national policy, each in the ways required by the NPPF.
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Part B: Representation
Please select one policy per form to select which part of the plan you wish to make a representation on. The
one option you select should be the item you should be commenting on in the subsequent boxes below. If you
want to comment on more than one part of the plan, please submit part B again.

1. To which part of the New Southwark Plan does this representation relate to?
Implementation policy:
Development Management policy:
Area Vision:
Site Allocation:

NSP38

Proposal Map:
Other:

2. Do you consider the document to be legally compliant in accordance with the Town and Country
Planning (Local Planning) (England) Amendment Regulations 2012?
x

Yes
No

3. Do you consider that the New Southwark Plan is Sound?
Yes
X

No

4. Do you consider that the New Southwark Plan is unsound because it is not?
Effective
Justified
X

Consistent with national policy and the London Plan
Positively prepared

5. Please give details of why you consider the New Southwark Plan not to be legally compliant or
unsound. Please be as precise as possible. If you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness
of the New Southwark Plan, please also use this box to set out your comments.
Sport England supports the Council’s intention to retain the existing sports facilities on this site.
Sport England considers that it would be helpful if the text also included reference to the
ancillary facilities that should be retained on the site. It is understood that in addition to the
football ground changing facilities, this includes a gym and squash facilities. The plan should
include reference to these in the text.
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6. Please set out what change(s) you consider necessary to make the New Southwark Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why this change will make the New Southwark Plan legally
compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible
Add additional references to the squash and gym facilities to ensure that these are retained
within the redevelopment.

Part D: Public Examination (required)
If your representation is seeking a change, do you consider it necessary to participate at the oral part
of the examination?
X

No, I do not wish to participate at the oral examination
Yes, I wish to participate at the oral examination

It is vital that your contact details are submitted correctly to ensure that you can be contacted if you
wish to participate in the public examination. Please tick the checkbox to confirm that the details
which have been provided are correct.
X

I confirm that all details provided are correct

Part E: Equalities monitoring
Equality and engagement with our diverse communities is central to the day to day delivery of our Southwark
Council Services. To deliver on our commitment to a fairer future, we need to collect some equality information
about you. This also forms part of our legal responsibilities under the Public Sector Equality Duty of the Equality
Act (2010).
We would therefore appreciate it if you could spend a few minutes filling in the details below. This information
helps us to measure and analyse how well we are engaging with all those who live and work in the borough.
Please do remember that whilst this information is very useful for our work, you are not obliged to answer or
complete any or all of this information. Southwark Council is the data controller for the purposes of the Data
Protection act.
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Part B: Representation
Please select one policy per form to select which part of the plan you wish to make a representation on. The
one option you select should be the item you should be commenting on in the subsequent boxes below. If you
want to comment on more than one part of the plan, please submit part B again.

1. To which part of the New Southwark Plan does this representation relate to?
Implementation policy:
Development Management policy:

P23 – Education

Area Vision:
Site Allocation:
Proposal Map:
Other:

2. Do you consider the document to be legally compliant in accordance with the Town and Country
Planning (Local Planning) (England) Amendment Regulations 2012?
X

Yes
No

3. Do you consider that the New Southwark Plan is Sound?
X

Yes
No

4. Do you consider that the New Southwark Plan is unsound because it is not?
Effective
X

Justified

X

Consistent with national policy and the London Plan
Positively prepared

5. Please give details of why you consider the New Southwark Plan not to be legally compliant or
unsound. Please be as precise as possible. If you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness
of the New Southwark Plan, please also use this box to set out your comments.
Sport England understands the Council’s need to support school applications. However, in
some instances, school extensions may be contrary to the Council’s open space policies, for
example, development on playing field land.
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6. Please set out what change(s) you consider necessary to make the New Southwark Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why this change will make the New Southwark Plan legally
compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible
Sport England recommends the following alterations to the plan to make the plan sound;
‘Development of educational facilities will be permitted where proposals provide pre-school,
school, higher and further education places to meet identified needs, and, where there are
sports, arts, leisure, cultural or community facilities that are shared with local residents. And
proposals do not conflict with other plan proposals.’

Part D: Public Examination (required)
If your representation is seeking a change, do you consider it necessary to participate at the oral part
of the examination?
No, I do not wish to participate at the oral examination
Yes, I wish to participate at the oral examination
It is vital that your contact details are submitted correctly to ensure that you can be contacted if you
wish to participate in the public examination. Please tick the checkbox to confirm that the details
which have been provided are correct.
I confirm that all details provided are correct

Part E: Equalities monitoring
Equality and engagement with our diverse communities is central to the day to day delivery of our Southwark
Council Services. To deliver on our commitment to a fairer future, we need to collect some equality information
about you. This also forms part of our legal responsibilities under the Public Sector Equality Duty of the Equality
Act (2010).
We would therefore appreciate it if you could spend a few minutes filling in the details below. This information
helps us to measure and analyse how well we are engaging with all those who live and work in the borough.
Please do remember that whilst this information is very useful for our work, you are not obliged to answer or
complete any or all of this information. Southwark Council is the data controller for the purposes of the Data
Protection act.
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Part B: Representation
Please select one policy per form to select which part of the plan you wish to make a representation on. The
one option you select should be the item you should be commenting on in the subsequent boxes below. If you
want to comment on more than one part of the plan, please submit part B again.

1. To which part of the New Southwark Plan does this representation relate to?
Implementation policy:
Development Management policy:

P44: Community facilities

Area Vision:
Site Allocation:
Proposal Map:
Other:

2. Do you consider the document to be legally compliant in accordance with the Town and Country
Planning (Local Planning) (England) Amendment Regulations 2012?
Yes
X

No

3. Do you consider that the New Southwark Plan is Sound?
Yes
X

No

4. Do you consider that the New Southwark Plan is unsound because it is not?
Effective
X

Justified

X

Consistent with national policy and the London Plan
Positively prepared

5. Please give details of why you consider the New Southwark Plan not to be legally compliant or
unsound. Please be as precise as possible. If you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness
of the New Southwark Plan, please also use this box to set out your comments.
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Sport England considers that part 2 of Policy P44 where it applies to sports facilities (e.g. swimming pools,
sports centres etc.) (see text box on use classes below) is not consistent with current government
guidance. Paragraph 74 of the National Planning Policy Framework requires all sports facilities to be
protected from development. This means that sports facilities should be retained as sports facilities (not
lost to other types of community use), they should be protected in the same way that outdoor sports
facilities, such as playing fields are protected. Sports facilities can be expensive to run and maintain.
They may therefore be put at risk by the 2 year marketing requirement in this policy, as developers may
purchase facilities with the intention of fulfilling this requirement to ensure they can realise their asset as
a housing development of Redevelopment of sports facilities should only be permitted where a Council
led built facilities strategy has concluded that facility is surplus to requirements (first bullet point of
Paragraph 74).
In London where there is known to be existing shortfalls in built facilities and growing population will
increase demand further, it is important to ensure that all sports facilities (whether in public or private
ownership) are protected from development for other uses. There are unlikely to be sites in this
Borough or adjacent Boroughs available to provide replacement facilities.
It is understood that the Council has not undertaken a complete built sports facilities strategy (see
approach recommended by Sport England https://www.sportengland.org/facilities-planning/planningfor-sport/planning-tools-and-guidance/assessing-needs-and-opportunities-guidance/
Sport England therefore considers that further work is required by the Council to understand need for
built sports facilities in Southwark and that until this work is completed, existing facilities should be
protected from development. Sport England considers that the 2 year marketing period will not provide
sufficient protection for sports facilities and is not compliant with national planning policy.

6. Please set out what change(s) you consider necessary to make the New Southwark Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why this change will make the New Southwark Plan legally
compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible
Sport England’s objection could be addressed if additional text is provided as follows;
‘3. Sports facilities used by the community require additional protection from development.
Sports facilities should not be redeveloped for alternative uses unless an assessment has been

undertaken which has clearly shown the buildings to be surplus to requirements OR the
facility will be replaced in another location with a facility that is equivalent or better
provision in terms of quantity and quality in a suitable location OR the sports facility will
be replaced with alternative sports and recreational provision, the needs for which
clearly outweigh the loss.’
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If your representation is seeking a change, do you consider it necessary to participate at the oral part
of the examination?
No, I do not wish to participate at the oral examination
X

Yes, I wish to participate at the oral examination

It is vital that your contact details are submitted correctly to ensure that you can be contacted if you
wish to participate in the public examination. Please tick the checkbox to confirm that the details
which have been provided are correct.
X

I confirm that all details provided are correct

Part E: Equalities monitoring
Equality and engagement with our diverse communities is central to the day to day delivery of our Southwark
Council Services. To deliver on our commitment to a fairer future, we need to collect some equality information
about you. This also forms part of our legal responsibilities under the Public Sector Equality Duty of the Equality
Act (2010).
We would therefore appreciate it if you could spend a few minutes filling in the details below. This information
helps us to measure and analyse how well we are engaging with all those who live and work in the borough.
Please do remember that whilst this information is very useful for our work, you are not obliged to answer or
complete any or all of this information. Southwark Council is the data controller for the purposes of the Data
Protection act.

Age:
Under 16
16-17
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75-84
85-94
95+

Sex:
Page 4 of 7
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Stephen Lancashire

From:
Email:
Please note I wish to take part at the oral examination/public hearings.

You will see I made representations to previous draft versions. Also, as Interim Director of the
Southwark Pensioners Centre I arranged a meeting with planning policy officers and older
people at Tooley Street. I would point out that I have been a north Southwark resident for
much of the past 45 years, was a councillor in 1994 – 2002 (and held the regeneration portfolio
for some of that time) and have worked for voluntary organisations and with youth and
community groups in the borough for much of the time.
I wish to make the following comments related to housing policies because I feel this is the area
I feel most strongly about. I also plan to make comments on specific sites in my area. However,
as I said a year ago, feel that the Plan is unsound in many other areas and don’t feel my
comments made a year ago have been adequately addressed and I hope I will have the
opportunity to raise these points at the public hearings.
Policy P1 AFFORDABLE HOMES
This policy is unsound because 35% affordable housing does not meet housing need in
Southwark. The Council say the need is 48%, but then say 92% of households in Southwark
have an income which requires some form of affordable housing. This is because the threshold
to qualify for affordable housing is set at a household income of £90,000 which renders need
and affordability meaningless. In my view the definition of affordability should be linked to the
London Living Wage (LLW) and housing should be seen as a basic need and therefore costs
should be 25% of the LLW.
The policy is not 35% of all new housing but 35% of developments of 11 or more homes. The
policy fails to provide information on what % of total new build will be affordable, but the small
sites allocation of 800 homes per year (see draft London Plan 2017) suggests the real policy
figure will be under 30%. The policy requirement of 25% social rented is subject to the same
caveat as above, well under the stated need for 33% of all new housing as social rented.
Confusion in the Reasons and Fact Box cast doubt on whether the Council intend to deliver 25%
social rented homes. Social rent is relabelled as social housing, which in turn is sub-divided into
affordable rent and London affordable rent (both at much higher rent levels) as well as social
rent. This illuminates why the Council has consistently failed to achieve policy compliance on
social rented housing.
The transparency and deliverability of the policy is further undermined by too much emphasis
(points 7 and 8) on developments achieving policy compliance even if they do not provide
affordable housing on site. This policy creates no go areas for social rented housing, widening
spatial inequality in the Borough and inconsistent with Strategic Policy 2 Social Regeneration.
1
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The prominence given to viability is not qualified with the policy approach required by the
Mayor of London, such as full public disclosure of all viability assessments ( not only viability
reviews) and access to expertise independent of the developer.
To make the plan sound, the following changes are needed:




Higher policy requirement for affordable housing in general and social rented housing in
particular
The supporting text and Fact Box to be consistent with the social rented requirement to
give confidence that the policy is deliverable.
Changes on small sites and viability to bring conformity with the draft London Plan

Policy P2 NEW FAMILY HOMES
This policy is unsound as it defines family housing as including 2 bed homes, lacking
conformity with the London Plan which says family housing generally has 3,4,5 or more
bedrooms.
The policy is not positively prepared as it only requires family homes in major developments, a
term which is not explained, and the variations in family housing for central, urban and
suburban zones gives policy support for widening spatial inequality. Fewer 3 bed + homes in
the central zone and area action plans also means fewer social rented homes in these parts of
the Borough.
The policy does not address the evidenced need for 96% of social rented homes to be 3 bed +.
To make the policy sound, table 2 should be deleted and replaced with a policy requirement
that the aim is for family housing to be delivered in equal measure across the Borough. The
target for 3 bed + homes should be tenure specific so as to meet need.
Policy P3

PROTECTION OF EXISTING HOMES

The policy is unsound because it does not consider the key planning objectives of a) retaining
the existing stock of affordable/ social rented housing and b) bringing vacant properties into
use, where possible as social rented housing. It is therefore inconsistent with current London
Plan Policy 3.14 and draft London Plan 2017 Policy H10.
Within the plan, there is inconsistency between this policy and SP2 which emphasises giving
every community the opportunity to get their voices heard. There is huge disquiet across the
Borough with the policy of estate demolitions, but these voices are not being heard or
responded to.
To make the policy sound, Southwark needs to make use of all the tools that are available to
protect and increase social rented housing across the Borough. These should include:
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Independent analysis of all estate regeneration options, including refurbishment, with a
binding ballot of tenants and leaseholders to decide what regeneration programme
goes forward,
A social impact assessment so that social, health and wellbeing indicators are
incorporated into decision making around regeneration schemes,
Any replacement of social rented housing should be carried out on the basis of like for
like in terms of tenure, rental cost and size.

Policy P4 PRIVATE RENTED HOMES
It is unsound to apply the 35% affordable housing requirement differently to private rented
homes. In Policy P4, affordable housing only applies to schemes providing more than 100
homes and there is the option to provide only 12% of homes at social rent equivalent and 23%
as intermediate homes (reversing the proportion in Policy P1). Consideration of actual planning
applications shows that social rent equivalent schemes can be £160, £175 and £190 for 1,2 and
3 bed homes respectively compared with target social rents of £97, £111, and £ 124. Social
rent equivalents would also only have 3 year tenancies.
The introduction in Policy P4 of a new rent product called discount market rent further
confuses and dilutes the need for genuine social rent homes. No evidence is presented about
how large scale private rented sector developments meet housing needs when their offer is
inferior to conventional housing schemes.
To make this policy sound, the affordable housing offer provided by private rented schemes
must be the same as required under Policy P1. The entire Policy P4 must apply to all new
private rented housing so that improvements in conditions for private renters, such as longer
term tenancies, benefit everyone.
Policy P5

HOUSING FOR OLDER PEOPLE

The policy is unsound. It lacks specific requirements by which the policy can be delivered. All
of the following need to be precisely described or measured:
“excellent accessibility and amenity”
“adequate communal areas”
“space for on-site services and facilities”
“good access to local goods and services”
“suitability of location”
The plan fails to plan positively because it does not identify sites where specialist
accommodation can be provided. The evidence base does not include monitoring and
evaluation of specialist provision over the last 5 years, compared with the target for Southwark
in the current London Plan. The policy is inconsistent with the declaration by Southwark of an
‘Age Friendly Borough’.
The policy can be made sound by inserting specific requirements
 to reduce the social isolation of older people,
3
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to move safely and easily around their home and neighbourhood, including how
adaptations will be delivered,
 for communal facilities such as lounge, laundry room and space for classes,
 for a social impact assessment before any loss of specialist housing for older people will
be considered
(see current London Plan Policy 7.1 Lifetime Neighbourhoods and Draft London Plan 2017
Policy H15 Specialist Older Persons Housing).
Policy P6 HOMES FOR HOUSEHOLDS WITH SPECIALIST NEEDS
This policy is unsound on accessibility issues because all other new build housing must meet
requirement M4(2) for accessible and adaptable dwellings. The policy cannot limit itself to
10% of homes dedicated to wheelchair users. Older people must have the choice of remaining
in their own homes as their needs change in the future, rather than moving due to inaccessible
accommodation.
To ensure wheelchair users have choice within a development, the requirement for wheelchair
user dwellings must apply to all tenures and the wheelchair user dwellings distributed to
provide a range of floor level locations, views and unit sizes.
I support at least 10% of housing meeting M4(3) and the design and access standards in table 5.
However, to be sound the wording in the policy must make clear that step free access in the
dwelling (lifts) will be provided.
The policy is also unsound in not including other households with specialist needs. In particular,
it fails to either protect existing Gypsy and Traveller sites or plan to meet the need for more
Gypsy and Traveller pitches. The Local Authority has failed to carry out a Gypsy and Traveller
needs assessment, when this should have been an evidence base document for the Local Pan.
The claim from the Local Authority that Gypsy and Traveller needs do not have a place in the
Local Plan, because they can be dealt with in a separate document, is discriminatory.
To make the Local Plan sound, it must actively protect existing Gypsy and Traveller sites. It
must adopt the new definition for Gypsies and Travellers in the draft London Plan 2017, and
use as a Borough target for pitches the midpoint figure of need in Table 3 of the GLA Gypsy and
Traveller Accommodation Topic Paper 2017.

Policy P8 SUPPORTED HOUSING AND HOSTELS
This policy is unsound because it only refers to hostels, sets out criteria 2.1-2.3 that are
discriminatory (instead of bringing agencies and residents together) and fails to provide
evidence on supported housing needs in Southwark.
To make this policy sound, it needs to include move on accommodation and accommodation
for young people, rough sleepers, victims of domestic abuse, people with mental health issues,
those discharged from hospital with support needs, those leaving prison.
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The policy should commit to undertake assessments of the short term and long term needs for
supported housing, auditing existing provision, identifying shortages in capacity and then
planning to meet this need.

Policy P9 OPTIMISING DELIVERY OF NEW HOMES
The policy is unsound as it fails to balance the delivery of new housing with local character,
social infrastructure and green infrastructure. Table 6 and Figure 2 over-develop North
Southwark whilst protecting South Southwark thereby increasing the spatial inequality in the
Borough
To make the Plan sound, the policy must include details from Lifetime Neighbourhoods Policy
7.1 of the current London Plan. This ensures that new developments build on rather than
eradicate the existing qualities and diversity of Southwark’s neighbourhoods. It develops
inclusive and sustainable communities in which local employment, social and com munity
facilities, parks and open spaces, local services and a wide range of homes are affordable and
accessible to everyone. These criteria should be applied equally to residential neighbourhoods
in the North and South of the Borough.

Policy P10 SELF BUILD AND CUSTOM BUILD
This policy is unsound because it places restrictions on self build and custom build which
undermine the potential of this policy to empower local communities. The barriers of providing
evidence of financial resources and making efficient use of land and appropriate density (all
undefined and unevidenced) should be deleted. Neither criteria are included in the London
Plan.
To be sound the principles in SP2 Social Regeneration require a package of support being
identified that will empower communities and make this community form of housing
deliverable. This could include working with the Mayor to provide access to expertise,
partnering with smaller housing associations, the Local Authority arranging the appropriate
checks on land and ensuring the register is fully accessible to community builders,
neighbourhood forums and other community interests.
In accordance with the draft London Plan 2017 Policy H2 Small sites, the definition should be
widened to include all community forms of housing (housing co-ops, co-housing, Community
Land Trusts).

February 2018
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NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN, PROPOSED SUBMISSION VERSION, DECEMBER 2017
From:
Email:
Please note I wish to take part at the oral examination/public hearings.

You will see I made representations to previous draft versions. Also, as Interim Director of the
Southwark Pensioners Centre I arranged a meeting with planning policy officers and older
people at Tooley Street. I would point out that I have been a north Southwark resident for
much of the past 45 years, was a councillor in 1994 – 2002 (and held the regeneration portfolio
for some of that time) and have worked for voluntary organisations and with youth and
community groups in the borough for much of the time.
I wish to make the following comments related to housing policies because I feel this is the area
I feel most strongly about. I also plan to make comments on specific sites in my area. However,
as I said a year ago, feel that the Plan is unsound in many other areas and don’t feel my
comments made a year ago have been adequately addressed and I hope I will have the
opportunity to raise these points at the public hearings.
Policy P1 AFFORDABLE HOMES
This policy is unsound because 35% affordable housing does not meet housing need in
Southwark. The Council say the need is 48%, but then say 92% of households in Southwark
have an income which requires some form of affordable housing. This is because the threshold
to qualify for affordable housing is set at a household income of £90,000 which renders need
and affordability meaningless. In my view the definition of affordability should be linked to the
London Living Wage (LLW) and housing should be seen as a basic need and therefore costs
should be 25% of the LLW.
The policy is not 35% of all new housing but 35% of developments of 11 or more homes. The
policy fails to provide information on what % of total new build will be affordable, but the small
sites allocation of 800 homes per year (see draft London Plan 2017) suggests the real policy
figure will be under 30%. The policy requirement of 25% social rented is subject to the same
caveat as above, well under the stated need for 33% of all new housing as social rented.
Confusion in the Reasons and Fact Box cast doubt on whether the Council intend to deliver 25%
social rented homes. Social rent is relabelled as social housing, which in turn is sub-divided into
affordable rent and London affordable rent (both at much higher rent levels) as well as social
rent. This illuminates why the Council has consistently failed to achieve policy compliance on
social rented housing.
The transparency and deliverability of the policy is further undermined by too much emphasis
(points 7 and 8) on developments achieving policy compliance even if they do not provide
affordable housing on site. This policy creates no go areas for social rented housing, widening
spatial inequality in the Borough and inconsistent with Strategic Policy 2 Social Regeneration.
1
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The prominence given to viability is not qualified with the policy approach required by the
Mayor of London, such as full public disclosure of all viability assessments ( not only viability
reviews) and access to expertise independent of the developer.
To make the plan sound, the following changes are needed:




Higher policy requirement for affordable housing in general and social rented housing in
particular
The supporting text and Fact Box to be consistent with the social rented requirement to
give confidence that the policy is deliverable.
Changes on small sites and viability to bring conformity with the draft London Plan

Policy P2 NEW FAMILY HOMES
This policy is unsound as it defines family housing as including 2 bed homes, lacking
conformity with the London Plan which says family housing generally has 3,4,5 or more
bedrooms.
The policy is not positively prepared as it only requires family homes in major developments, a
term which is not explained, and the variations in family housing for central, urban and
suburban zones gives policy support for widening spatial inequality. Fewer 3 bed + homes in
the central zone and area action plans also means fewer social rented homes in these parts of
the Borough.
The policy does not address the evidenced need for 96% of social rented homes to be 3 bed +.
To make the policy sound, table 2 should be deleted and replaced with a policy requirement
that the aim is for family housing to be delivered in equal measure across the Borough. The
target for 3 bed + homes should be tenure specific so as to meet need.
Policy P3

PROTECTION OF EXISTING HOMES

The policy is unsound because it does not consider the key planning objectives of a) retaining
the existing stock of affordable/ social rented housing and b) bringing vacant properties into
use, where possible as social rented housing. It is therefore inconsistent with current London
Plan Policy 3.14 and draft London Plan 2017 Policy H10.
Within the plan, there is inconsistency between this policy and SP2 which emphasises giving
every community the opportunity to get their voices heard. There is huge disquiet across the
Borough with the policy of estate demolitions, but these voices are not being heard or
responded to.
To make the policy sound, Southwark needs to make use of all the tools that are available to
protect and increase social rented housing across the Borough. These should include:
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Independent analysis of all estate regeneration options, including refurbishment, with a
binding ballot of tenants and leaseholders to decide what regeneration programme
goes forward,
A social impact assessment so that social, health and wellbeing indicators are
incorporated into decision making around regeneration schemes,
Any replacement of social rented housing should be carried out on the basis of like for
like in terms of tenure, rental cost and size.

Policy P4 PRIVATE RENTED HOMES
It is unsound to apply the 35% affordable housing requirement differently to private rented
homes. In Policy P4, affordable housing only applies to schemes providing more than 100
homes and there is the option to provide only 12% of homes at social rent equivalent and 23%
as intermediate homes (reversing the proportion in Policy P1). Consideration of actual planning
applications shows that social rent equivalent schemes can be £160, £175 and £190 for 1,2 and
3 bed homes respectively compared with target social rents of £97, £111, and £ 124. Social
rent equivalents would also only have 3 year tenancies.
The introduction in Policy P4 of a new rent product called discount market rent further
confuses and dilutes the need for genuine social rent homes. No evidence is presented about
how large scale private rented sector developments meet housing needs when their offer is
inferior to conventional housing schemes.
To make this policy sound, the affordable housing offer provided by private rented schemes
must be the same as required under Policy P1. The entire Policy P4 must apply to all new
private rented housing so that improvements in conditions for private renters, such as longer
term tenancies, benefit everyone.
Policy P5

HOUSING FOR OLDER PEOPLE

The policy is unsound. It lacks specific requirements by which the policy can be delivered. All
of the following need to be precisely described or measured:
“excellent accessibility and amenity”
“adequate communal areas”
“space for on-site services and facilities”
“good access to local goods and services”
“suitability of location”
The plan fails to plan positively because it does not identify sites where specialist
accommodation can be provided. The evidence base does not include monitoring and
evaluation of specialist provision over the last 5 years, compared with the target for Southwark
in the current London Plan. The policy is inconsistent with the declaration by Southwark of an
‘Age Friendly Borough’.
The policy can be made sound by inserting specific requirements
 to reduce the social isolation of older people,
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to move safely and easily around their home and neighbourhood, including how
adaptations will be delivered,
 for communal facilities such as lounge, laundry room and space for classes,
 for a social impact assessment before any loss of specialist housing for older people will
be considered
(see current London Plan Policy 7.1 Lifetime Neighbourhoods and Draft London Plan 2017
Policy H15 Specialist Older Persons Housing).
Policy P6 HOMES FOR HOUSEHOLDS WITH SPECIALIST NEEDS
This policy is unsound on accessibility issues because all other new build housing must meet
requirement M4(2) for accessible and adaptable dwellings. The policy cannot limit itself to
10% of homes dedicated to wheelchair users. Older people must have the choice of remaining
in their own homes as their needs change in the future, rather than moving due to inaccessible
accommodation.
To ensure wheelchair users have choice within a development, the requirement for wheelchair
user dwellings must apply to all tenures and the wheelchair user dwellings distributed to
provide a range of floor level locations, views and unit sizes.
I support at least 10% of housing meeting M4(3) and the design and access standards in table 5.
However, to be sound the wording in the policy must make clear that step free access in the
dwelling (lifts) will be provided.
The policy is also unsound in not including other households with specialist needs. In particular,
it fails to either protect existing Gypsy and Traveller sites or plan to meet the need for more
Gypsy and Traveller pitches. The Local Authority has failed to carry out a Gypsy and Traveller
needs assessment, when this should have been an evidence base document for the Local Pan.
The claim from the Local Authority that Gypsy and Traveller needs do not have a place in the
Local Plan, because they can be dealt with in a separate document, is discriminatory.
To make the Local Plan sound, it must actively protect existing Gypsy and Traveller sites. It
must adopt the new definition for Gypsies and Travellers in the draft London Plan 2017, and
use as a Borough target for pitches the midpoint figure of need in Table 3 of the GLA Gypsy and
Traveller Accommodation Topic Paper 2017.

Policy P8 SUPPORTED HOUSING AND HOSTELS
This policy is unsound because it only refers to hostels, sets out criteria 2.1-2.3 that are
discriminatory (instead of bringing agencies and residents together) and fails to provide
evidence on supported housing needs in Southwark.
To make this policy sound, it needs to include move on accommodation and accommodation
for young people, rough sleepers, victims of domestic abuse, people with mental health issues,
those discharged from hospital with support needs, those leaving prison.
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The policy should commit to undertake assessments of the short term and long term needs for
supported housing, auditing existing provision, identifying shortages in capacity and then
planning to meet this need.

Policy P9 OPTIMISING DELIVERY OF NEW HOMES
The policy is unsound as it fails to balance the delivery of new housing with local character,
social infrastructure and green infrastructure. Table 6 and Figure 2 over-develop North
Southwark whilst protecting South Southwark thereby increasing the spatial inequality in the
Borough
To make the Plan sound, the policy must include details from Lifetime Neighbourhoods Policy
7.1 of the current London Plan. This ensures that new developments build on rather than
eradicate the existing qualities and diversity of Southwark’s neighbourhoods. It develops
inclusive and sustainable communities in which local employment, social and com munity
facilities, parks and open spaces, local services and a wide range of homes are affordable and
accessible to everyone. These criteria should be applied equally to residential neighbourhoods
in the North and South of the Borough.

Policy P10 SELF BUILD AND CUSTOM BUILD
This policy is unsound because it places restrictions on self build and custom build which
undermine the potential of this policy to empower local communities. The barriers of providing
evidence of financial resources and making efficient use of land and appropriate density (all
undefined and unevidenced) should be deleted. Neither criteria are included in the London
Plan.
To be sound the principles in SP2 Social Regeneration require a package of support being
identified that will empower communities and make this community form of housing
deliverable. This could include working with the Mayor to provide access to expertise,
partnering with smaller housing associations, the Local Authority arranging the appropriate
checks on land and ensuring the register is fully accessible to community builders,
neighbourhood forums and other community interests.
In accordance with the draft London Plan 2017 Policy H2 Small sites, the definition should be
widened to include all community forms of housing (housing co-ops, co-housing, Community
Land Trusts).

February 2018
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